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Abstract
In fish and amphibians, Müller glia are able to promote regeneration of the retina
throughout adult life. Although these cells are present in the adult human retina,
there is no evidence to suggest that regeneration in humans occurs following
disease or injury. In Vitro, a population of human Müller glia has been described as
possessing stem cell characteristics with the ability to proliferate and differentiate
towards a neural phenotype. This may suggest that factors may be lost from the
local retinal environment in the adult eye or that endogenous factors released during
retinal disease may be inhibiting regeneration of the retina by this population of
Müller glia.
To investigate factors present during retinal pathologies and their involvement in
endogenous regeneration, the proteomics profiles of human Müller glial stem cell
(hMGSC) lines as well as normal cadaveric human retina and gliotic human retina,
obtained from patients with proliferative vitreoretinopathy, were assessed by 2D
difference gel electrophoresis (2D-DIGE) and Label Free Proteomics. In addition the
protein profiles of zebrafish retina under normal, degenerated and regenerating
conditions were assessed by the same methodology. Comparison of the protein
profile in these tissues indicated a diverse reaction to injury, highlighting many
differences and similarities between species. Some of these changes included
proteins related to the extracellular matrix, cytoskeletal regulation, heat shock
proteins and histones. The results demonstrated that there is complex protein
regulation during gliosis, and some of the factors identified may constitute important
targets for further investigations into the potential of Müller glia as a source of
endogenous regeneration
Cytokines and growth factors are known to play an important role in the progression
of inflammation in retinal diseases. They are found in relatively low abundancy,and
are small molecules that cannot be picked up by mass spectrometry techniques,
therefore multiple cytokine immunoassays including dot-blot arrays as well as
quantitative multiplex systems were used to analyse the levels of cytokines and
growth factors in normal and gliotic human retina as well as hMGSC cultures.
Analysis of the expression of inflammatory factors showed that in comparison with
normal retina, gliotic retina exhibited greater than 2-fold increase in 24/102 factors
examined by semi-quantitative arrays, and a significant increase in 19 out of 27
factors assessed by quantitative methods (p<0.05 to p<0.001). It was observed that
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with the exception of some chemotactic factors, the majority of cytokines and
inflammatory factors were produced by hMGSCs in vitro and included G-CSF, MCP1, PDGF-bb, RANTES, VEGF and TGFβ2.
Heat shock proteins (HSPs) were identified to be highly altered in the gliotic human
retina. Changes in the levels of various HSPs were also observed in the zebrafish
retina. As HSPs play important roles in protein folding, the stress response,
apoptosis and indirectly in many intracellular signalling pathways, they may be
important with regard to Müller glia differentiation. The hMGSC line MIO-M1 was
assessed for its ability to differentiate in the presence of a heat shock protein 70
inhibitor or heat shock protein 90 inhibitor. In addition, levels of the expression of
HSP90 and HSp70 by MIO-M1 were examined following culture of these cells with
pro-inflammatory cytokines. The Results showed that MIO-M1 culture with the proinflammatory factors IL-6, TGF and TNFα did not alter levels of HSP70 or HSP90 in
these cells. Inhibition of HSP90 or HSP70 did not appear to modify differentiation of
MIO-M1 towards photoreceptors. These observations suggest that high expression
of HSPs in these cells may be linked to their stem cell like phenotype, and may
indicate a resistance to stress which is observed in many other stem cell
populations. Further investigation on the roles of heat shock proteins in these cells
is required, in order to understand their roles in differentiation and regeneration of
the human retina.
In conclusion, the present study has identified key areas of interest and highlighted
many targets that could be involved in endogenous regeneration of the adult human
retina by Müller glia. It is hoped that future investigations will explore the
involvement of such factors with regards to endogenous retinal repair mechanisms
by Müller glia and drive the development of regenerative therapies to treat retinal
diseases.
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Fetal calf serum

FGF

Fibroblast growth factor

FTRI

FGF, Taurine, Retinoic acid, IGF

G3P

glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate

GABA

Gamma-Aminobutyric acid

GAPDH

Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase

GCL

Ganglion cell layer

GDNF

Glial cell-derived neurotrophic factor

GFAP

Glial fibrillary acidic protein

GFP

Green fluorescent protein

GLAST

GLutamate ASpartate Transporter

GLT25D1

Collagen beta(1-O)galactosyltransferase

GM-CSF

Granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor
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GO

Gene ontology

GROα

Melanoma Growth Stimulating Activity, Alpha

GSK

Glycogen synthase kinase

GTP

Guanosine-5'-triphosphate

H&E

Haematoxylin and Eosin

HBB

haemoglobin beta

HB-EGF

Heparin binding - epidermal growth factor

HDAC1

Histone Deacetylase 1

HSF1

Heat shock factor 1

HSP

Heat shock protein

IEF

Isoelectric focusing

IFN

Interferon

IGF

Insulin like growth factor

IL

Interleukin

INL

Inner nuclear layer

I-TAC

Interferon-inducible T-cell alpha chemoattractant

JAK

Janus kinase

LEF

Lymphoid enhancer-binding factor 1

LIF

Leukemia inhibitory factor

LKB1

Liver kinase B1

MALDI-TOF

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization - Time of Flight

MAPK

Mitogen-activated protein kinases

MCP

Monocyte chemotactic protein

MHC

Major histocompatibility complex

MIF

Macrophage migration inhibitory factor

MIO-M1

Moorfields/Institute of Ophthalmology-Müller 1

MIP

Macrophage Inflammatory Proteins

MMP

Matrix metalloproteinases
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MOPS

3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid

mRNA

Messenger Ribonucleic acid

NADH

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide

NADPH

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate

NCAM

Neural cell adhesion molecule

NFkB

Nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells

NGF

Nerve growth factor

NMDA

N-Methyl-D-aspartic acid

NR2E3

Nuclear receptor subfamily 2, group E, member 3

NT

Neurotrophin

ON

Optic nerve

ONL

Outer nuclear layer

OPL

Outer plexiform layer

PBS

Phosphate buffered saline

PCNA

Proliferating cell nuclear antigen

PCR

Polymerase chain reaction

PDA

Piperazine di-Acrylamide

PDGF

Platelet-derived growth factor

PFA

Paraformaldehyde

PLOD2

Procollagen-Lysine, 2-Oxoglutarate 5-Dioxygenase 2

PMSF

Phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride

PPF

Promotor of pluripotency factor

PVDF

Polyvinylidene difluoride

PVR

Proliferative vitreoretinopathy

RANTES

Regulated on activation, normal T cell expressed and secreted

RD-1

Retinal degeneration 1

RGC

Retinal ganglion cell

RIPA

Radioimmunoprecipitation assay buffer
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RNA

Ribonucleic acid

RPC

Retinal progenitor cell

RPE

Retinal pigment epithelium

SDF-1

Stromal cell-derived factor 1

Shh

Sonic hedgehog

SMAD

Mothers against decapentaplegic homolog

SRP

Stress-induced protein

STAT3

Signal transducer and activator of transcription

TBS

Tris buffered saline

TCF

T-cell factor

TFA

Trifluoroacetic acid

TFF3

Trefoil factor 3

TfR

Transferrin Receptor

TGF

Transforming growth factor

TNF

Tumour necrosis factor

uPAR

Urokinase receptor

VEGF

Vascular endothelial growth factor
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Chapter 1. General Introduction
According to the figures provided by the world health organisation in 2010, an
estimated 285million people around the globe are visually impaired with 39million
people being blind (Pascolini and Mariotti, 2012). Some of the major causes of
blindness include retinal degenerative conditions such as glaucoma (accounting for
8%) and AMD (5%). An estimated 82% of blind people are over 50yrs of age and
with the ever increasing aged population, due to improvements in health and
medication, the number of people with visual impairment or blindness is expected to
increase, for which there is an urgent need for new treatment strategies. The
majority of therapies currently used to treat most retinal degenerative diseases
involve pharmacological agents that reduce disease progression rather than cure,
for which long term therapy is often required. In addition, not all patients respond
favourably to drugs, which eventually lead to serious visual impairment and
blindness.
Loss of retinal neurons is associated with most retinal degenerative diseases and as
such, stem cells could provide a valuable tool for new treatments. By using
pluripotent stem cells, different cell types could be generated to replace lost or
damaged neurons. Several clinical trials are currently being undertaken to test the
efficacy of transplanting cells to the retinal environment. Two different approaches
are currently being trialled; i) regenerative, in which stem cells are differentiated in
vitro prior to transplantation to replace damaged neurons; and ii) trophic, in which
undifferentiated stem cells are transplanted to provide trophic factors to promote
neural cell repair and survival. These methods however have many limitations. A
major issue with cell transplants is the immunological rejection by the host, who may
need continuous immunosuppression. This problem could be resolved by
transplanting autologous stem cells, however this process would be very expensive
and time consuming to produce the cells required. Also transplantation into the
retina requires invasive surgeries, which necessitates extensive resources. An
alternative method to transplantation is the induction of endogenous regeneration. If
injection of small molecules into the eye could one day stimulate our own stem cells
to regenerate the retina, this method would constitute a much cheaper and
preferable approach to cell transplantation. This study therefore attempted to
investigate factors present in the gliotic human retina, which could be potentially
targeted for endogenous regenerative therapies in the human eye.
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1.1

Anatomy of the eye

The eye is housed inside a bone structure known as the orbit, held in place by
muscles and ligaments. The eye itself is a slightly asymmetrical fluid-filled sphere
that consists of three layers of tissue and 3 internal chambers. The outermost layer
is formed of opaque white fibrous tissue known as the sclera, which is continuous
with the transparent cornea at the front of the eye. The middle layer of tissue, the
uvea, consists of 2 parts, the anterior which is formed by the iris and ciliary body
and the posterior which is formed by the choroid. The iris is the coloured part of the
eye, and contains muscles responsible for controlling the diameter of the pupil and
therefore the amount of light entering the eye. The ciliary body consists of
connective tissue, blood vessels and the ciliary muscles which are attached to the
lens and responsible for adjusting its refractive power. The posterior part of the
middle layer consists of the choroid, which holds connective tissue and the capillary
bed, providing consistent blood supply to the outer retina. The innermost layer of the
eye contains the light sensing tissue, known as the retina, which consists of several
neural layers. The eye also holds three chambers consisting of i) the anterior
chamber lying between the cornea and iris ii) the posterior chamber, seen between
the suspensory ligament fibres and lens, and iii) the vitreous, found between the
lens and the retina. The anterior and posterior chambers are filled with aqueous
humour which is maintained by the ciliary body and provides nutrients as well as
regulating the intraocular pressure of the eye. The vitreous body is composed of the
vitreous humour, which is slightly more viscous than the aqueous humour and fills
the major cavity of the eye, helping to maintain its shape. In addition the vitreous
consists of various proteins and extracellular matrix factors including salts,
collagens, glycosaminoglycan, hyaluronic acid and opticin. To the rear of the eye is
a central pit, known as the fovea, composed of a high density of cone
photoreceptors, responsible for high visual acuity. Slightly nasal to the fovea is a
small blind spot known as the optic disc that consists of all the ganglion cell axons
from the neural retina that form the optic nerve and relay sensory information to the
brain (Fig1-1) (Purves D et al., 2001).
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Figure 1-1 Gross anatomy of the eye. . Transverse section through of eye globe
showing the different anatomical parts of the eye.
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The Retina
The retina is the main sensory tissue of the eye and functions to detect and convert
light energy into electrical potentials which are then relayed to the brain for central
processing via the optic nerve. The retina is divided into two main sections
consisting of the neural retina and the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). The RPE
constitutes a monolayer of pigmented cells, whilst the neural retina contains distinct
layers consisting of somata and nerve fibres. The neural retina contains 6 main cell
types including photoreceptors, horizontal, bi-polar, amacrine, retinal ganglion cells
and Müller glia (Kolb et al., 2001). The structure of the retina running from the inner
layer towards the RPE is made up of the ganglion cell layer (GCL), inner plexiform
layer (IPL), inner nuclear layer (INL), outer plexiform layer (OPL), and outer nuclear
layer (ONL) (Fig.1-2). The ONL houses both rod and cone photoreceptor somata,
the INL contain the somata of horizontal, bi-polar, amacrine and Müller glia, and the
GCL contains the retinal ganglion cell somata and amacrine cells. Forward
transmission of converted light energy is relayed via photoreceptors and their
interactions with bi-polar and ganglion cells. Light is projected to the back of the eye
and absorbed by photoreceptor pigments (rhodopsin=rods/ photopsin=cones) which
lead to a change in membrane potential, initiating transmission (Andreas
Bringmann, 2010, Kolb et al., 2001). Two types of photoreceptors exist, cones
which relay high contrast colour vision or photopic responses, and rods which relay
low contrast high sensitivity information for low light levels-scotopic responses. Two
types of bi-polar cells contact the cones and intercept the signal, off-bipolars and
on-bipolars. During periods of low light, cones are depolarised via cGMP which
leads to a release in glutamate, keeping the on-bipolar cells hyperpolarised and the
off-bipolar cells depolarised. Conversely in response to light, cones become
hyperpolarised via a reduction of cGMP, inhibiting the release of glutamate thus
depolarising on-bipolar cells and hyperpolarising off-bipolar cells. Bi-polar cells
subsequently make contact with ganglion cells, and three cell types are activated
according to the bi-polar cell they contact. The types of ganglion cells include “on",
“off” and “on-off” types. The ganglion cell axons form the nerve fibre layer and
converge to pass through the optic disc and transmit signals to the brain. Another
two cell types support and help to modify the transmission of visual information as it
is relayed via the bi-polar cells, these are the amacrine and horizontal cells. This
pattern of synaptic connections allows fine tuning of the visual signal to gain
different aspects of the visual image including movement, detail and colour (Wassle,
2004, Andreas Bringmann, 2010). The last main cell type to be found within the
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retinal structure are the microglia, which play an important role in immunoregulation,
and the astrocytes and Müller glia, known as macroglia, which provide metabolic
support to retinal neurons. Microglia are derived from external sources. They
migrate to the retina from the retinal margin and optic disc via the blood vessels of
the ciliary body and iris (Diaz-Araya et al., 1995). They are located to the OPL, ONL,
IPL, GCL and NFL and in the normal retinal environment they provide homeostatic
support to local neurons, remove debris and monitor the microenvironment (Chen et
al., 2002).

Cell surface markers of microglia include receptors for cytokines,

chemokines and complement components and their interaction with the retinal
microenvironment allows rapid activation of these cells during disease or injury.
Upon activation retinal microglia phagocytose dying neurons, release survival
factors into the local environment, and promote the activation of inflammatory
factors and cells (Rivest, 2009). Astrocytes enter the developing retina from the
brain along the optic nerve, and are primarily found in the NFL. Functions of
astrocytes include the homeostasis of retinal fluids, recycling of neurotransmitters
as well as wrapping round blood vessels to maintain the blood-retinal barrier
(Janzer and Raff, 1987, Varon and Somjen, 1979). Müller glia derive from retinal
progenitors and are the main glial cell of the retina. They provide structural and
regulatory support to all neurons by homeostasis (Andreas Bringmann, 2010).
These cells span across all retinal layers, making contact with the photoreceptors,
bi-polar, RGC, amacrine and horizontal cells. As well as playing a large role in
homeostatic functions in the retina, Müller glia are involved in retinal development
and regeneration, and are also activated in retinal pathologies forming the glial scar
(gliosis) (Bringmann et al., 2009).
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Figure 1-2 Overview of Neural Retinal Architecture. GCL-Ganglion cell layer;
IPL- inner plexiform layer; INL- inner nuclear layer; OPL- outer plexiform layer; ONLouter nuclear layer.
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1.2

Retinal Development and Histogenesis in the vertebrate retina

The eye is part of the CNS and as such it arises from the neural tube during
embryonic development (Jean et al., 1998). The neural tube is an epithelial
structure which develops into the brain and spinal cord. Studies in the mouse
showed that the initial step towards formation of the eye sees part of the anterior
neural tube envaginate to form optic vesicles either side of the forebrain. The lens
tissue and optic cup are next to form, initiated by the optic vesicle coming into
contact with the overlying ectoderm. The formation of the eye in chicks and
amphibians, as well as mice has been shown to be controlled by activation of a
combination of, but not limited to transcription factors including Rx (Jean et al.,
1998), Pax6, Six3, Lhx2, tll, and Optx2 (Zuber et al., 2003, Marquardt, 2003). Both
the neural retina and the retinal pigment epithelium are subsequently formed from
the optic cup and are derived from a common multipotent progenitor cell in the optic
vesicle which is capable of forming all retinal cell types (Furukawa et al., 2000,
Turner and Cepko, 1987). There is an order to which the retinal cells are generated,
however they do overlap at any given time; retinal ganglion cells are the first to be
generated, followed by horizontal cells, cone photoreceptors, amacrine cells, rod
photoreceptors, bipolar and lastly Müller glia. The generation of each type of retinal
cells from the progenitor cell depends on the time of its exit from the cell cycle. Early
progenitors will give rise to the cells first to be generated (RGC/horizontal) and late
progenitors to the rod bi-polar and Müller glia. The formation of the later retinal cells
in the mouse has been also shown to depend on signalling and extracellular factors
released from the early generated retinal cells to fully form (Young, 1985). This
generation of different cell fates is directed by activation of a combination of
homeodomain and basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcription factors.
There is a complex interaction of transcription factors, signalling molecules and
signalling pathways that lead to development of the retinal architecture. One of the
main regulators which maintains progenitor cells in an undifferentiated state but also
is involved in cell fate determination is the Notch-Delta pathway (Ishibashi et al.,
1994). This is a highly conserved pathway responsible for most of the embryonic
development across the species and is involved in cell fate determination in many
differing tissues. Through activation of the downstream basic helix-loop-helix
(bHLH) repressor transcription factors hes1 and hes5, Notch pathway activation
maintains progenitor cells, to prevent their differentiation and promote rapid
proliferation which is thought to be required to complete the formation of all the
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retinal cell types (Ohtsuka et al., 1999, Ishibashi et al., 1994). In order to drive
neural differentiation, Notch signalling is downregulated and a combination of bHLH
(mash1 / math5 / math3 / NeuroD / ascl1) and homeodomain (Chx10 / Pax6 / Six3 /
Crx /Otx2 /prox1) activators are increasingly expressed (Hatakeyama and
Kageyama, 2004). Differing combinations of the bHLH activators are needed to
drive neurogenesis, however other factors are required to generate all the different
types of retinal neurons (Fig.1-3). Conversely the last of the retinal cells to be
generated, the Müller glia, require the continual activation of the bHLH repressors
hes1 and hes5 in the progenitor cells (Hatakeyama and Kageyama, 2004). This
may be closely related to the progenitor-like roles of Müller glia.
A combination of Pax6 and Sox2 regulation has been implicated in the control of
retinal cell multipotency and cell fate in many species, including fish, amphibians
and small mammals (Bassett and Wallace, 2012). Pax6 is involved in maintaining
multipotency (Marquardt et al., 2001), and its inhibition has shown to initiate
generation of photoreceptor and amacrine cells (Oron-Karni et al., 2008, Marquardt
et al., 2001). Sox2 is an important factor for the maintenance of stem cell
pluripotency in the CNS, and within the retina it plays an important role for retinal
neuron generation. Studies have shown that inhibition of Sox2 prevents the retinal
progenitor cells from generating retinal neurons in vivo (Taranova et al., 2006) and it
has also been suggested that Sox2 acts directly through the Notch pathway (BaniYaghoub et al., 2006, Agathocleous et al., 2009). Therefore a combination of Sox2
and Pax6 expression can lead to retinal neuronal and non-neuronal cell fates;
activation of Sox2 and inactivation of Pax6 would give rise to neuronal differentiation
whereas inactivation of Sox2 and activation of Pax6 would generate non-neuronal
retinal cells such as the ciliary epithelium.
As well as bHLH and homeodomain transcription factors, different growth factors
play a role during retinal neurogenesis. Addition of TGFβ3 to a rat embryonic retinal
culture was seen to regulate proliferation and induce the formation of amacrine cells
(Anchan and Reh, 1995). TGFα is also implicated in the control of proliferation and
cell fate, signalling through the EGF receptor which is expressed on the surface of
progenitor cells. Low concentrations of TGFα have been shown to promote
proliferation whilst high levels of this factor promote differentiation towards a Müller
glial fate (Lillien, 1995).
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Figure 1-3. Transcription factors involved in retinal cell fate determination.
A single retinal progenitor cell (RPC) gives rise to all types of neural retinal cells. Although
there is a general order to which cells are generated, there is overlap and continuous
formation of earlier formed cells at later stages of histogenesis. Expression of signalling
factors involved in generating each cell type are demonstrated in the above figure. Adapted
from (Bassett and Wallace , 2012, Cell fate determination in the vertebrate retina, Trends in
neurosciences, Vol.35, Is.9, pg565-573).
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1.3

Müller Glia

1.3.1

Location and Structure

Müller glia are the main glial cell of the retina, with an estimated total of 4-5million
per eye. They perform functions that astroglia, and oligodendrocytes play in the
CNS. These cells exhibit a bi-polar morphology and span vertically across all layers
of the retina with their somata laying in the INL, and their processes extending
towards the GCL and the photoreceptor layer. Processes branching from Müller glia
make contact with photoreceptors, bipolar cell bodies and dendrites and axons of
ganglion cells. The outer and inner processes of Müller glia have a high surface to
volume ratio, which allows contacts with retinal neurons, and is possibly linked to
their homeostatic function. The processes nearer the sub-retinal space contain
golgi, microtubules and vesicles which are thought to be involved in signalling of
glutamate, neurotrophic factors and growth factors. At the site where Müller glia
form junctions with the photoreceptors they express actin, myosin, α-actinin and
vinculin which are all associated with cytoskeletal transport (Andreas Bringmann,
2010). The inner processes of Müller glia contain smooth endoplasmic reticulum,
intermediate filaments (such as vimentin) and glycogen, aquaporin-4 and K+. The
lateral processes of Müller glia, found in the plexiform layers do not contain any
organelles and are involved in homeostasis of the extracellular environment,
providing ion transport exchanges and neurotransmitter uptake. Selective markers
of Müller glia include CRALBP (also found in RPE), Vimentin, glutamine synthetase,
GLAST (glutamate transporter), aquaporin4, Kir4.1 and GFAP (Andreas Bringmann,
2010).
1.3.2

Müller glia development

Müller glia are one of the last cells to be formed during retinal histogenesis, arising
from late retinal progenitor cells (RPCs). The exact signalling leading to a Müller cell
fate is not completely known but many signalling factors are known to be involved in
driving this cell fate; many of which are also expressed by RPCs. Notch along with
the downstream target Hes1 are expressed in RPCs as well as developing Müller
glia (Hatakeyama and Kageyama, 2004). Rax is also thought to play a role in Müller
glia formation. It has been shown that Rax, Hes1 and Notch are all individually
capable of encouraging RPCs to adopt a Müller glial cell phenotype (Furukawa et
al., 2000). Conversely, Notch and Hes1 expression are downregulated in mature
neurons. P27kip1 a cyclin dependant kinase inhibitor has also been identified to play
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a role in Müller differentiation by interacting with the Notch pathway. Expression of
P27kip1 coincides with growth of Müller glia, and induced miss-expression of Notch
with p27kip1 results in a higher proportion of Müller glia in the retina (Ohnuma et al.,
1999). EGF-R and its associated ligand TGFα are reduced as retinal development
progresses, however increased expression of TGFα is linked to a marked increase
in Müller glia formation (Lillien, 1995). The bHLH transcription factor NeuroD is also
involved in Müller glia development, and increased NeuroD expression has been
shown to cause ablation of Müller glia whilst increasing the number of amacrine
cells and rod photoreceptors, and reducing the number of bi-polar cells. Deletion of
NeuroD in contrast, causes increased Müller glia number (Morrow et al., 1999). Shh
also appears to influence the differentiation of Müller glia and studies have shown
that overexpression of Shh can lead to an increase in the formation of these cells
(Amato et al., 2004).
1.3.3

Function

As highlighted above, Müller glia provide structural support to the retina as well as
homeostatic regulation to the local retinal environment (Newman and Reichenbach,
1996). They are able to maintain extracellular glutamate and GABA and potassium
levels to prevent cytotoxicity via glutamate and potassium transporters such as
GLAST and Kir4.1. Ion channels expressed by these cells include the inward
rectifying K+ channels, which regulate their membrane conductance, promoting a
low membrane resistance. Müller glia can thus be easily modulated and activated
by the extracellular environment, providing quick support to local cells by removing
excess neurotransmitters. Glutamate levels are regulated by the L-glutamate-Laspartate transporter (GLAST) (Barnett and Pow, 2000) which interacts with
glutamine synthetase leading to conversion of glutamate to glutamine (Derouiche
and Rauen, 1995). Glutamine synthetase in the retina is expressed solely by Müller
glia (Linser et al., 1984). GABA, the main inhibitory neurotransmitter in the CNS, is
used by horizontal, amacrine and ganglion cells in the retina. GABA transporters are
also expressed on the Müller glia cell membrane, and are responsible for
maintaining extracellular levels via the transporter GAT-3 (Johnson et al., 1996).
Regulation of extracellular potassium is a major function of Müller glia. Influx of light
into the retina causes an increase in potassium ions, which requires rapid clearance
to prevent hyperexcitability, and this is regulated by potassium channels including
Kir4.1 an Kir2.1, located in the Müller glia endfeet (Newman and Reichenbach,
1996). Accumulation of water in the retina through various sources such as aerobic
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energy production, and accumulation from intraocular pressure necessitates its
removal. This regulation of water homeostasis of the retina is carried out by Müller
glia, which express the potassium channels Kir4.1 and aquaporin 4. These
receptors which localize to the endfoot of Müller glia, facilitates the distribution of
potassium ions towards the retinal blood vessels, and therefore redistributes retinal
water accumulation back to the blood

(Andreas Bringmann, 2010). As well as

providing support to the neural retina, Müller glia are highly implicated in retinal
pathologies, retinal wound healing and neovascularization across all species.

1.4

Retinal injury and regeneration

Müller glia with stem cell features have been identified in all vertebrate species
including the zebrafish, chick and human adult retinae. However the ability of these
cells to regenerate the retina is radically diverse in different species, ranging from
complete regeneration in the zebrafish to none in humans. Proliferating Müller glia
in higher order vertebrate retinae fail to completely differentiate and replace lost
neurons, suggesting that there may be factors present in the local environment that
prevent endogenous regeneration. It is therefore important to investigate and
compare molecular mechanisms occurring after retinal injury in different species.
1.4.1

Endogenous regeneration of the Zebrafish retina

The zebrafish retinal architecture is very similar to that of other higher order
vertebrates. It is comprised of the same 6 cell types organised in a similar structure;
where the ONL houses both rod and cone photoreceptor somata, the INL contains
the somata of horizontal, bi-polar, amacrine and Müller glia, and the GCL contain
the retinal ganglion cell somata. Similar to the mammalian retina all neural retinal
cells in the zebrafish also derive from a common progenitor. In contrast to
mammalian retina however, the zebrafish retina is capable of regenerating all neural
retinal cell types after injury and this is observed throughout life. In response to
damage, Müller glia in the zebrafish retina are activated in a process similar to
reactive gliosis, proliferating and migrating to the site of injury where they undergo
differentiation to replace lost cells. Unlike mammalian retina, formation of the glial
scar is not observed in the zebrafish retina. This regenerative capability is present
throughout the adult life in this species and is not mimicked in other vertebrates.
Since the retinal architecture in the zebrafish is similar to other vertebrates which
cannot regenerate the retina, it is possible that there are differences in signalling
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between cells and factors released at the site of injury between species. Various
studies have explored the gene expression profiles of regenerating zebrafish retina
in response to retinal injury (Fausett et al., 2008, Kassen et al., 2007,
Ramachandran et al., 2011). Although these studies have identified a variety of
factors and signalling involved in regeneration, a complete picture of the
regenerative process has not been formed.
It has been suggested that Müller glia in the zebrafish retina show signs of reactive
gliosis, immediately after damage occurs in the retina (Thomas et al., 2015).
Following ouabain damage to the retina of zebrafish, Thomas et al showed that near
the area of damage, Müller glia exhibited cellular hypertrophy and upregulation of
GFAP, normally associated with retinal gliosis. Unlike mammalian gliotic responses,
which can be detrimental to the retina in the long term, the gliotic response
observed in the zebrafish retina is not persistent, and Müller glia quickly regulate
stem cell activity to regenerate the retina. In addition, in retina treated with 5flurouracil to prevent proliferation and cell cycle progression, Müller glia showed a
more

persistent

gliotic

reaction

that

was

associated

with

photoreceptor

neuroprotection and reduction in the regenerative response (Thomas et al., 2015).
In the zebrafish, dying neurons within the retina appear to trigger Müller glia
activation via the release of various response factors. One of the first signalling
factors that appears to be released by almost all zebrafish retinal cells after injury is
TNFα, which has been shown to be expressed in dying photoreceptors within 16hrs
of injury (Nelson et al., 2013). Knock-down studies of TNFα expression have
indicated that TNFα is required for Müller cell proliferation during regeneration of the
zebrafish retina (Nelson et al., 2013). Other factors that are released from dying
photoreceptors include endothelin2, considered a stress indicator, which appears to
increase expression of the endothelin receptor in Müller glia and thus increase
sensitivity to this factor (Rattner and Nathans, 2005). This is thought to play a part in
Müller glia activation.
Gene expression changes are seen in the neural retina following the initial response
to injury and degeneration. An increase in the bHLH transcription factor Ascl1a has
been identified Müller glia within 6hrs of injury and shown to drive proliferation. This
reaction appears necessary for expression of the progenitor marker Pax6 (Fausett
et al., 2008). Ascl1a has also been shown to increase expression of the microRNA
binding protein lin28, which in turn inhibits the microRNA let7, driving cell
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proliferation (Ramachandran et al., 2011). Other studies have shown an increase in
Wnt4a/8b after zebrafish retinal injury, accompanied by β-catenin translocation to
the nucleus and increased proliferation (Ramachandran et al., 2011). The inhibition
of this pathway has also been shown to prevent retinal regeneration (Meyers et al.,
2012). Also linked to the Wnt pathway and Ascl1a regulation is GSK3β, whose
inhibition causes increased expression of genes associated with proliferation,
including ascl1a, Wnt4a and lin28 (Ramachandran et al., 2011). It has also been
shown that a population of Müller glia requires stat3 signalling for proliferation and
this may be expressed in Müller glia in a lin28/Ascl1a dependent manner (Nelson et
al., 2012, Kassen et al., 2007). A recent study has shown that heparin-binding EGF
(HB-EGF) stimulates proliferation after retinal injury and that the EGF receptor is
increasingly upregulated by Müller glia during regeneration (Wan et al., 2012). The
TGFβ signalling pathway which when active limits proliferation, is seen to be quickly
upregulated and then suppressed following retinal injury in the zebrafish. The
suppression of TGF signalling is mediated through an increase in the homeobox
factor Tgif1, which inhibits the intracellular transcription factors Smad2/3 and drives
proliferation (Lenkowski et al., 2013). A gene expression profile of zebrafish retina
after light induced photoreceptor cell death has identified significant changes in
4567 genes across the time course (Kassen et al., 2007). Proliferation markers
were increasingly expressed (mcm3,mcm4, mcm7, PCNA, cyclins B1/D1/f/E, );
signalling factors for cell migration and extracellular matrix proteins were also
differentially expressed. Metalloproteinases displayed dynamic expression patterns
and downregulation of the insulin like growth factor binding protein 1 (involved in
retinal progenitor proliferation) was also observed.
Following a rapid increase in proliferation after retinal injury, increase in stem cell
markers and neural progenitor markers have been identified in zebrafish Müller glia
which are thought to drive differentiation and regeneration of lost photoreceptors.
Proliferating Müller glia expressing alpha 1 tubulin become multi-potent and express
the stem cell marker Pax6 and RGC marker Zn5 (Fausett and Goldman, 2006,
Thummel et al., 2008a). Another study has shown that downregulation of the Müller
glia markers GFAP and glutamine synthetase (Thummel et al., 2008a) correlated
with a drive in differentiation towards a neural progenitor phenotype by expressing
factors involved in the developing retina including Rx1, Notch1, Chx10 and Pax6
(Raymond et al., 2006, Thummel et al., 2008b). Other gene expression studies in
the injured zebrafish retina have identified an increase in the differentiation markers
soxIIb, sox4 as well as a decrease in the differentiation markers pax6, six3a, six6
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and islet1 (Kassen et al., 2007). This reflects the dynamic state of the zebrafish
retina during regeneration, with expression of factors changing at different times
during the process of regeneration.
The notch pathway has been shown to play a major role in Müller cell regeneration
of photoreceptors after retinal injury in the zebrafish. Notch signalling is involved in
neuronal cell fate and expression of the downstream notch target Hes1 is seen to
inhibit neuronal differentiation (Ohtsuka et al., 2001). Increase in other factors of the
notch signalling pathway are also found in an injury–regenerating model including
Hes5,Her4, Her9, delta/B, jagged and deltaD (Kassen et al., 2007). In the zebrafish
retina after initial rapid activation of the Notch pathway, inhibition of notch factors
followed quickly, promoting the Müller glia to undergo differentiation towards rod
and cone photoreceptors (Yurco and Cameron, 2007).
1.4.2

Retinal regeneration of the Chick retina

There is evidence that the chicken retina may be capable of some regeneration
after retinal injury. Studies have shown regeneration of the embryonic chick retina
during development (Fischer, 2005, Hayes et al., 2007, Thanos et al., 1992), but
recent reports have indicated a form of regeneration in the adult chicken retina.
Following NMDA toxin damage to the chicken retina, Müller glia have been shown
to respond with an increase in proliferation and expression of GFAP, the stem cell
markers Chx10 and Pax6, and the retinal progenitor markers Six3 and CASH1,
normally expressed during development (Fischer, 2005). It has also been shown
that various growth factors may be responsible for Müller glia proliferation and
differentiation. Intraocular injections of insulin and FGF2 into the vitreous induced
Müller glia to proliferate and migrate to form new neurons, expressing the stem cell
markers Pax6 and Chx10 as well as neurofilament protein (Fischer et al., 2002). A
small percentage of these cells also expressed HuD and calretenin, along with a
decrease in the Müller cell marker glutamine synthetase, indicating differentiation
into amacrine like cells. The bHLH transcription factor NeuroD, which promotes
differentiation in many developing systems, has also been investigated.
Overexpression of this factor in a retinal injury model was shown to supress glial
characteristics in Müller glia showing a reduction in glutamine synthetase levels
(Fischer et al., 2004). In addition, NMDA induced damage of the new born chick
retina induces upregulation of notch1 and hes5 (Hayes et al., 2007). This study
suggests that Notch activity is required for the proliferation of Müller glia; however in
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contrast to the inactivation of the Notch pathway seen in the zebrafish, the Notch
signalling pathway remains active in the chick and it is suggested that this prevents
differentiation towards a more neuronal like phenotype. Blocking the Notch pathway
with DAPT after NMDA induced injury, significantly increased the amount of
differentiating Müller glia and the formation of new neuronal cells in the chicken
retina (Hayes et al., 2007). However, unlike that seen in the zebrafish retina, there
was no evidence for newly differentiated neuronal cells from Müller glia to form fully
integrated and functional neuronal cells within the chicken retina.
1.4.3

Retinal regeneration in Mammals

Diversity in the ability of mammalian retina to regenerate after injury has been
reported in the literature. Studies in vertebrates such as the mouse, rat and even
rabbit have reported some level of neuronal regeneration utilising similar factors and
pathways to those seen in the chick and zebrafish retinae. In the human retina,
although there are similar gene expression changes, there has been no evidence to
suggest that any form of regeneration in the retina occurs in response to injury and
this invariably leads to the formation of glial scar tissue.
In addition to Müller glia, other sources of residential stem cells within the eye have
been investigated including ciliary epithelial cells and retinal pigment epithelium (Fig
1-4). The ciliary marginal zone (CMZ) consists of proliferating progenitor cells, and
includes stem cells which are located to the periphery of the retina. During
development, the CMZ produces neurons and glia peripherally until the functional
retina has formed. In amphibians this layer of cells produce new neurons throughout
adult life, however there is limited evidence that this zone shares this same potential
in birds or mammals. Although isolated cells from adult mammalian CMZ have been
shown to express cell markers seen in retinal development, there is no evidence
they contribute to regeneration after injury in these species (Xu et al., 2007). The
retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), located between the choroid and the retina,
provides support to the photoreceptors by the transport of nutrients, phagocytosis of
outer segments and recycling of retinol. In amphibians the RPE has been shown to
differentiate and can regenerate the entire retina (Islam et al., 2014). In contrast, in
the rat retina this ability has only been reported in early development (Zhao et al.,
1995). In vitro isolated human RPE cells have been shown to differentiate towards
mesenchymal phenotypes as well as neuronal type cells expressing βIII-tubulin
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(Salero et al., 2012, Amemiya et al., 2004). However, the ability of these cells to
regenerate the mammalian retina after injury in has not been reported.
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Figure 1-4. Sources of stem cell populations within the eye and retina. Figure
shows the possible sources of stem cell populations that may be used for the
investigations of endogenous regeneration in adult mammalian retina. (A) shows the
structure of the retina and locations of Müller glia and retinal pigment epithelium
(RPE) that in amphibians are capable of regeneration after injury. (B) Shows the
ciliary epithelium found in the ciliary marginal zone.
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Evidence for regeneration of the rat retina by Müller glia after injury is limited, and
does not appear to be as efficient as in the fish or neonate chick retinae.
Investigations of the response to retinal injury in the rat retina have described a
significant increase in expression of GFAP and proliferation of Müller glia (Ooto et
al., 2004, Vázquez-Chona et al., 2004). Gene expression studies have shown an
increase in crystallins, CD81, MHC classes 1 and 2 and also an upregulation of glial
factors such as Anxa5, CNTF, Pea15 and sparc in a retinal injury model, which may
represent the gliosis forming nature of the tissue (Vázquez-Chona et al., 2004). A
model of retinal ischemia in mice has also defined the gliotic nature of the
mammalian retina and limitations for its recovery after injury, showing a significant
GFAP increase and impairment of potassium conductance in Müller glia (Hirrlinger
et al., 2010).
Following NMDA damage to the rat retina, an increase in Müller glia proliferation
and expression of Nestin, a marker for neuronal cells was observed in a similar
manner to that seen in the chick retina (Ooto et al., 2004). Studies in mouse retina
have also indicated changes to Müller cell phenotypes, where BrdU uptake was
seen in cells co-labelled with the stem cell markers Sox2 or Sox9 in Müller glia (Karl
et al., 2008). Cultured rat Müller glia have been shown to express patched (ptc),a
receptor for Shh, which has been suggested to play a role in retinal regeneration.
Intraocular injection of Shh into rat eyes was shown to promote Müller cell
proliferation and activation resulting in phenotype changes with increased
expression of Sox2, Pax6 (stem cell markers), Nestin (neuronal marker) and
rhodopsin (rod photoreceptor marker) (Wan et al., 2007). Notch and Wnt signalling
may also play a part in retinal injury, as shown by studies in which an increase in
Notch (notch1/delta1/hes1) and Wnt (Fzd1/2/4/Lef1) signalling components are
observed in the rodent retina (Das et al., 2006, Karl et al., 2008). There is evidence
that the mouse and rat retinae display gene expression changes in a similar manner
to those of chick retina, but not to the same extent. However, rodent retinae are able
to respond to the addition of various growth factors, alluding to the potential of
retinal regeneration in these species.
Studies also suggest that the WNT/β-catenin pathway may also be involved in
Müller cell proliferation and differentiation towards a neuronal cell fate. Observations
in adult retinal damage models showed that activation of this pathway via WNT3a or
a GSK3β inhibitor, promoted proliferation, increased expression of rhodopsin in
Müller glia as well as upregulation of cyclinD1, a positive regulator of the cell cycle
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(Osakada et al., 2007). In the same study inhibition of β-catenin by DKK1 promoted
proliferation of Müller glia and increased expression of Pax6 and Chx10. However
no expression of rhodopsin was observed. This suggested a role for the WNT/βcatenin pathway in inducing differentiation of Müller glia towards a rod
photoreceptor cell fate in the damaged mammalian retina.
Although not directly related to regeneration, other studies have explored the protein
profile between the retinae of wild type and a rat injury models. One study has
generated a protein map of rat retina and identified proteins upregulated and
downregulated in a rat diabetic model. Of these, Heat-shock proteins (HSP) -70
types 1A and 8 were identified only in the diabetic model and were seen to be
expressed in Müller glia in other models of injury. Upregulated proteins included
Phosducin, G3P and β-catenin, and those downregulated included succinyl CoA
ligase and DRP type2 (Quin et al., 2007). The identification of β-catenin may
suggest a role for the WNT pathway in this disease model. In another study, where
a mouse model of rod photoreceptor degeneration (RD-1 mice) was used, a
proteomic analysis was conducted into the degeneration of photoreceptors. A
downregulation in photoreceptor β-transducin and recoverin and downregulation in
crystallins involved in apoptotic processes was observed. Observations also
suggested that these factors were produced by Müller glia under pathogenic
conditions (Cavusoglu et al., 2003).
The human retina also possesses a similar population of Müller glia to that of other
species, however, in response to injury Müller glia undergo a process known as
reactive gliosis, and no regeneration has been reported. The characterisation of an
immortalised human Müller glial line MIO-M1 (Limb et al., 2002) and subsequent in
vitro analysis of these cells in culture have identified specific markers characteristic
of neural stem cells within these cells (Lawrence et al., 2007). Müller cells in vitro
have been characterised and shown to express Vimentin, Cellular retinaldehyde
binding protein (CRALBP), epidermal growth factor receptor (EGF-R) and glutamine
synthetase (Sarthy et al., 1998, Limb et al., 2002). In addition, they express Sox2,
Chx10, Notch1 and beta3 tubulin when cultured in the presence of extracellular
matrix and fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF-2) (Lawrence et al., 2007). Further
investigations of cell lines in culture have demonstrated the ability of these cells to
differentiate towards a RGC phenotype with addition of FGF2 and the γ-secretase
inhibitor DAPT (Singhal et al., 2012). In addition, when cultured with a combination
of FGF2, taurine, retinoic acid and insulin growth factor, these cells differentiate
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onto photoreceptors (Jayaram et al., 2014). These cultured Müller glia with stem
cell characteristics have been termed hMGSC. This may also suggest that Müller
glia in the human retina may have the potential to act as neural precursors in vivo.
There is no evidence however, that these cells are able to regenerate the neural
retina after injury in the adult human or other higher mammalian species in vivo.
These studies suggest that Müller glia in mammalian species may possess stem
cell characteristics and thus potential ability to regenerate injured or diseased retina.
Since this process of retinal neuron regeneration mediated by Müller glia is seen in
the developing retina and also in species such as the zebrafish and xenopus, it is
thought that there may be factors present in the adult human retina and other higher
vertebrate species that prevent this regeneration. As compared to other retinal stem
cells Müller glia have been the most widely investigated and may constitute a
valuable source of cells for the investigation of endogenous regeneration
1.4.4

Retinal Gliosis

Gliosis is the response of glial cells to damage by injury or disease in the central
nervous system. The process of gliosis involves the proliferation of glial cells leading
to the formation of a glial scar at the site of injury. In the CNS this process is
normally carried out by astrocytes, microglia and oligodendrocytes, however within
the retina gliosis is associated with Müller glia cell reactivity. Müller glia are
activated in response to almost every pathological condition of the retina, and the
gliotic

response

is

thought

to

provide

not

only

protective,

but

also

neurodegenerative effects (Andreas Bringmann, 2010).
Increased recruitment of microglia at the site of injury coincides with the release of
factors that interact with Müller glias and induce their reactivity. In response to injury
microglia increase expression of antigens of the major histocompatibility complexes
(MHC) class I and II and may secrete neurotrophic factors including CTNF, NGF,
GDNF and the cytokines TNFα and IL-1β (Langmann, 2007, Giulian et al., 1994).
Müller glias respond to GDNF and CTNF by upregulating bFGF and CTNF
expression, to promote photoreceptor survival (Harada et al., 2002). In response to
microglia activation, Müller glias also show upregulation of cytokine expression,
including interleukin-1 beta (IL-1β), and Interleukin-6 (IL-6) (Wang et al., 2011).
TNFα is also released by Müller glias in response to IL-1β released by microglia and
has shown to promote survival through NFκB activation in RGCs (Tezel, 2008).
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Following injury, Müller glia undergo a process of activation in response to local
environment changes and start to alter their gene and protein expression. This
includes the upregulation of intermediate filament proteins Vimentin, Nestin, GFAP,
and synemin (Luna et al., 2010) as well as VEGF (Amin et al., 1997). Upregulation
of cytoskeletal elements such as GFAP is a classic hallmark of gliosis and is
thought to contribute to the formation of scar tissue. Since zebrafish also display an
upregulation in GFAP expression without scar formation in response to injury, this
molecule cannot be solely responsible for the lack of regeneration in mammalian
retinae. VEGF is one of the main factors that support the survival of endothelial cells
and retinal neurons, as well as inducing vasodilation, inflammation, glial proliferation
and neurogenesis. Therefore an upregulation of this factor may reflect its role in
protecting the retina (Krum and Khaibullina, 2003). Downregulation of the potassium
channels Kir4.1 (which is expressed solely in Müller glia within the retina) is
observed in retinal pathologies and is linked to altered potassium regulation in the
retina, which may be initially protective but detrimental in the long term. Other
studies have shown that p27Kip1 (a cell-cycle regulatory protein that Interacts with
cyclins, inhibiting cell cycle progression) regulates Müller cell proliferation during
gliosis. Downregulation of p27

Kip1

and cyclin D3 coincides with Müller activation

(Dyer and Cepko, 2000). Reactive Müller glia also migrate to the site of injury and
undergo further changes in gene and protein expression leading to formation of a
glial scar. The scar fills the space left by degenerated neurons which is thought to
prevent further loss, however it may also provide a physical barrier towards new
neuron formation. Reactive glial cells are also seen to continually upregulate
expression of chondroitin sulphate proteoglycans (i.e.neurocan, versican) and CD44
the hyaluronic acid receptor (Inatani and Tanihara, 2002, Inatani et al., 2000) that
may contribute to the gliotic process. In the developing retina chondroitin sulphate
proteoglycans provide boundaries to control the direction of growth, therefore
upregulation of these factors in gliosis may contribute to the prevention of retinal
regeneration (Busch and Silver, 2007).
1.4.5

PVR

Proliferative vitreoretinopathy (PVR) is a term coined to describe a complication that
is common after surgery to correct rhegmatogenous retinal detachment. The
process leading to PVR is thought to involve the migration of RPE and retinal glia,
subsequent proliferation of these cells and formation of an epiretinal membrane
which contracts and warps the retina (Pastor et al., 2016) (Fig1-5A). The activation
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of RPE during retinal injury and detachment is well documented in PVR. The RPE is
thought to respond to the release of growth factors, such as PDGF, FGF, EGF, IGF
and VEGF during retinal damage, which leads to their proliferation and migration to
the vitreous through retinal tears. The presence of RPE in the vitreous is thought to
promote the production of ECM proteins and resistance to apoptosis that lead to the
formation of epiretinal membranes (Chiba, 2014). Müller glia hypertrophy, and
migration to sites of photoreceptor death, and their extension to the extracellular
space during retinal detachment have been associated with the progression of
epiretinal formation and PVR (Sethi et al., 2005). It has been shown that the release
of TNFα from Müller glia can reduce photoreceptor survival (Fischer et al., 2015). In
addition to RPE and Müller glia, macrophages are also considered important
inflammatory mediators in PVR and are known to play an important role in the
remodelling process and the development of gliosis of the retina during PVR
development (Fig 1-5B). The recruitment of macrophages and microglia after
neuronal cell death can cause further release of pro-inflammatory factors that are
considered detrimental to the retina in the long term (Pastor et al., 2016). Many proinflammatory cytokines and growth factors have been associated with PVR, and are
thought to contribute to development of the condition.
Growth factors such as PDGF, FGF, IGF, CTGF, EGF, TGFα/β, VEGF and G-CSF
which stimulate the activation and proliferation of RPE and Müller glia, can be also
released by a variety of cells including dying retinal neurons and microglia (Pastor et
al., 2016, Hinton et al., 2002, Andrews et al., 1999, Kauffmann et al., 1994, Limb et
al., 1991). The growth factor TGFβ, which stimulates the SMAD signalling pathways
has been attributed to the increase in apoptosis of retinal neurons and increases in
the release of extracellular matrix factors that may contribute to the formation of
membranes (Saika et al., 2007). In addition other cytokine and pro-inflammatory
factors have been associated with PVR including IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, TNFα, IFNγ
and MCP-1 (Pennock et al., 2014), and recent studies in a rabbit model of PVR has
identified a change in many functional proteins including those involved in
metabolism, ion channels, blood-retina barrier and oxidative stress (Zhou et al.,
2012). This study also reported a downregulation in expression of carbonic
anhydrase II (CAII) which is involved in glucose metabolism; increase in α A
crystalline which may provide photoreceptor protection; and downregulation in
Kir4.1 expressed in Müller glia which may encourage Müller cell proliferation.
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Figure 1-5 Clinical features of PVR. ( A) Funduscopic image showing retinal
folds created by epiretinal membrane formation in patient with retinal detachment
and PVR. (B) Toluidine blue staining of Human retina showing progressive
degeneration from normal (A) to a retina with profound gliotic response (D)
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1.4.6

Summary and purpose of thesis

Evidence suggests that there is a need for novel therapies with regards to treating
degenerative disorders of the retina. It has been shown that Müller glia in the
mammalian retina are activated after retinal injury and undergo reactive gliosis that
is detrimental during long term disease progression, which is a characteristic of all
retinal degenerative disorders. In contrast, Müller glia in the zebrafish retina are able
to fully regenerate the neural retina after injury. Many studies have investigated
mechanisms that lead to gliosis or regeneration in these species and several
studies highlighted in this chapter have shown differences in gene and protein
expression. It is still unknown however, why there are differences in Müller glia
ability between these species and further investigation is required to understand
these variances.
Gene expression analyses of the gliotic retina have been reported, but proteomic
studies are very few in number. Due to the dynamic nature of proteins where
expression can be different at any given time, the proteome is considered much
harder to study than the transcriptome. In addition, mRNA levels do not always
reflect protein expression levels. As proteins are the functional units of the cells they
are therefore important to investigate. More recently, discovery based proteomics
has become a popular platform to characterise proteins involved in disease..
Although many studies have investigated the proteome profile of the retina with
regards to specific diseases, they tend to be focused within on models (Kim et al.,
2012, Ly et al., 2014, Tu et al., 2013, Böhm et al., 2013). Proteomic research
applied to the human retina is so far limited and no studies have generated
comprehensive elucidation of the proteomic profile during gliosis. The ‘Human Eye
Proteome Project (HEPP), founded in 2012 (Semba et al., 2013), aims to provide a
resource of proteins in the eye to enhance understanding of physiological and
disease mechanisms. Similarly, a recent study by Zhang et al, 2015 investigated the
proteome profile of normal human retina by mass spectrometry, and identified 3436
non-redundant proteins of which the majority were involved in the visual cycle and
retinoid metabolism. More specifically, few studies have focused on disease
mechanisms. One study investigating early molecular events in age related macular
degeneration (AMD) compared the proteome of the macular and peripheral
neurosensory retina at four stages of the disease by 2D-gel electrophoresis. They
identified changes in the expression of 26 proteins and included upregulation of
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those involved in microtubule regulation and chaperones mediating protection from
cell stress (Ethen et al., 2006). Another study has investigated the proteome in the
ocular hypertensive human retina by two-dimensional liquid chromatography and
linear ion trap mass spectrometry. In this study they quantified over 2000 proteins
and identified heat shock proteins, ubiquitin proteasome pathway components,
antioxidants and DNA repair enzymes to be upregulated. Those downregulated
included mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation proteins (Yang et al, 2015).
Furthermore, studies focusing on the proteomic characterisation of Müller glia have
been generated on cells isolated from rodent or porcine eyes (Grosche et al., 2015,
Merl et al., 2012, Hauck et al., 2003), but none from the human eye. There is
therefore the need to investigate the proteome of human retinal degenerative
diseases, and the underlying mechanisms that lead to gliosis, as well as the
contribution of Müller glia to this process. Proteomics provides an important tool for
examining differences between active protein components of normal and disease
tissues and even between species, and this study utilized this tool to investigate
potential factors that may promote retinal gliosis in the human eye. It is
hypothesised that a better understanding of the role of differentially expressed
proteins during gliosis may aid later investigations into molecules that may be
potentially targeted to promote endogenous repair of the retina.
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1.5

Objectives of this thesis

From the current evidence new strategies to treat degenerative retinal disease are
needed. Research suggests that induction of endogenous regeneration by
stimulation of residential stem cells in the eye may constitute an important strategy
that may be potentially used in regenerative medicine. Müller glia are responsible
for the regeneration of the retina after injury in fish and amphibians, and although
there is limited evidence for this process occurring in mammalian retina, isolation
and characterisation of human Müller glial cell lines have shown that these cells
maintain their stem cell characteristics in adult retina. This suggests that inhibitory
factors that may be present in the developed retina that may prevent endogenous
regeneration by Müller glia in humans.
This thesis aimed to examine the protein profile of normal and gliotic human retina
as well as that of Müller glia in culture. It also compared the proteomic profile of
human retina with that of zebrafish retina during normal, degenerating and
regenerating conditions, to identify factors that may prevail during gliosis and that
may influence the ability of human Müller glia to repair the retina after injury.
The specific aims of this thesis were therefore:
i.

To investigate the protein profiles of normal and gliotic human retina, as well
as Müller glia and to compare these profiles.

ii.

To investigate the protein profiles of zebrafish retina undergoing
degeneration and regeneration and to compare these profiles to that of
normal zebrafish retina.

iii.

To investigate the differences in expression of proteins of human and
zebrafish retina, undergoing degeneration and during regeneration in the
zebrafish.

iv.

To investigate the cytokine profile of Müller glia and to compare this with
normal and gliotic human retina.

v.

To study the effect of various factors identified by proteomics analysis on the
ability of Müller glia to undergo in vitro differentiation.
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Chapter 2. Proteomic profiling comparison between normal
and gliotic human retina, and contribution of Müller stem
cells, to these profiles.
2.1
2.1.1

Introduction
Retinal Gliosis and Müller glia

A common characteristic of retinal degenerative disorders is the development of
reactive gliosis, a term coined to describe a process where Müller glia rapidly
proliferate (Dyer and Cepko, 2000), undergo profound morphological changes
(Lewis and Fisher, 2003) and release pro-inflammatory and regulatory factors into
the local retinal environment (Bringmann et al., 2009). The result of these responses
is thought to protect the retina from further damage. However this process is not
always beneficial and the release of factors from Müller glia, including extracellular
matrix proteins, can lead to glial scar formation and further degeneration of the
neural retina (Bringmann and Wiedemann, 2012). Müller glia upregulation of glial
fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) is largely considered one of the first responses to
retinal insult and this has been established across several models of retinal
degeneration in rodents and humans (Grosche et al., 1995, Erickson et al., 1987,
Osborne et al., 1991, Lewis and Fisher, 2003, Sethi et al., 2005). This appears to be
one of the first steps towards Müller glia remodelling and is thought to contribute to
gliosis. In the zebrafish retina, a species that undergoes complete functional
regeneration after injury, upregulation of GFAP expression in Müller glia has been
observed immediately after injury (Lenkowski et al., 2013). However, other studies
have reported a downregulation of GFAP during the regeneration process in the
zebrafish (Fimbel et al., 2007), suggesting that retinal gliosis which does not lead to
regeneration in the mammalian retina may be in part caused by sustained GFAP
signalling by Müller glia. In addition, Müller glia are seen to upregulate other
intermediate filaments including vimentin and nestin in response to any retinal insult
(Lewis and Fisher, 2003). Increases in intermediate filament expression in Müller
glia may suggest resistance to mechanical stresses such as retinal detachment.
There is evidence to suggest that changes in intermediate filaments may contribute
to glial scarring, as suggested by observations in mice deficient in GFAP and
vimentin, in which glial scar formation in response to retinal detachment is greatly
reduced (Nakazawa et al., 2007).
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Müller cell proliferation leading to gliosis is induced by the production of growth
factors and cytokines from blood vessels and local cells in the retina. These factors
including basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF), platelet derived growth factor
(PDGF), epidermal growth factor (EGF) and heparin-binding EGF like growth factor
(HB-EGF) activate similar signalling pathways leading to proliferation of Müller glia.
This is illustrated by observations that bFGF is released from astrocytes, ganglion
cells and Müller glia (Morimoto et al., 1993) as well as PDGF released by Müller
glia, and pigment epithelium activate the ERK signalling cascade. ERK activation
occurs via phosphorylation of threonine and tyrosine residues through MAPK/ERK
kinases which leads to translocation of ERK to the nucleus. In the nucleus, ERK
phosphorylates transcription factors to regulate the gene expression of cell cycle
proteins and growth factors leading to increased cell proliferation (Zhang and Liu,
2002). Immunocytochemical studies have suggested that proliferating Müller glia fill
spaces left by dying photoreceptors, and accompanying increase in Müller cell
processes leads to the formation of a fibrotic layer that inhibits the regeneration of
photoreceptors (Lewis and Fisher, 2000).
Other specific Müller glial cell regulatory proteins modified during the gliotic
response may contribute to instabilities. For example, Müller glia play an important
role in the clearance of excess glutamate through glutamine synthetase, which
converts glutamate to glutamine. The downregulation of glutamine synthetase in
Müller glia has been reported in various retinal pathologies where the major
glutamate producing neurons are lost (Grosche et al., 1995, Lewis et al., 1989)
which may contribute to photoreceptor degeneration.
Müller glia also express many inwardly rectifying potassium channels (Kir) that
regulate the homeostasis of ions in the extracellular space. When neurons are
active they release K+ ions, which are taken up by the Kir channels in Müller glia
and redistributed to the vitreous away from the retina. In retinal pathologies,
disruptions in Kir currents resulting from the downregulation of the Kir4.1 channel in
Müller glia have been reported (Bringmann et al., 1999, Zhao et al., 2012). The
downregulation of potassium channels is suggested to be essential for the activation
of the proliferative response (Bringmann et al., 2000).
Müller glia also provide protection to local neurons after retinal insult by secreting
growth factors and neurotrophins, which are known to promote the survival of retinal
neurons. Neuroprotective factors known to be released by Müller glia include brain
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derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), nerve growth factor (NGF), glial cell line derived
neurotrophic factor (GDNF), ciliary neurotrophic factor (CTNF), Leukaemia inhibitory
factor (LIF), Pigment epithelium-derived factor (PEDF), bFGF and Insulin-like
growth factor 1 (IGF-1). They function by directing their neuroprotective potential
through a direct or autocrine manner (Bringmann et al., 2009). Basic fibroblast
growth factor (bFGF) is one of the major factors that released by Müller glia after
injury and it has been shown to be very important for neuronal survival (Bringmann
et al., 2009).
During retinal injury, Müller glia are known to respond to factors released by other
cells in the retina. After injury, oxidative stress or inflammatory mediators such as
interferon gamma (IFN-γ) released from activated microglia or blood associated
immune cells, trigger immune-modulatory changes in Müller glia. These changes
can induce the expression of class I and class II major histocompatibility (MHC)
molecules for antigen presentation and immune tolerance (Tezel et al., 2007, Mano
et al., 1991). In response to inflammatory factors such as IFN-γ, or IL-1β, Müller glia
have been shown to increase expression of intracellular adhesion molecule (ICAM1), IFN-α, IFN-β, IFN-γ, IL-6, tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNFα), and IL1.(Tezel and Wax, 2000, Yoshida et al., 2001, Hauck et al., 2007). In addition,
Müller glia respond to TNFα by expressing IL-8 and MCP-1, leading to increased
recruitment of macrophages and neutrophils to inflammatory sites, contributing to
cellul death (Yoshida et al., 2004).
2.1.2

Müller glia as stem cells in the mammalian retina

Although Müller glia response to injury in the mammalian retina is largely
characterised by gliosis, observations across species have identified a subset of
Müller glia which possess stem cell characteristics. For Müller glia to be considered
stem cells they have to present potency and self-renewal. It has been noted that
cultures of isolated Müller glia from rodent and human retinae are able to form
neurospheres, a cluster of neural stem cells, which express progenitor markers
(Das et al., 2006, Lawrence et al., 2007). Analyses of Müller glia derived from
rodent, chick and human retina have identified the presence of many neural
progenitors and stem cell markers. These include Pax6, Chx10, Six3, Sox2 and
Sox9 (Lawrence et al., 2007, Roesch et al., 2008, Jadhav et al., 2009). In addition,
further in vitro studies on immortalised human Müller glial cell lines have shown that
through the addition of various growth and differentiation factors to cells in culture
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these cells have been induced to acquire retinal ganglion cell or photoreceptor
characteristics (Singhal et al., 2012, Jayaram et al., 2014). These in vitro studies
suggest that a subpopulation of Müller glia has the potential capacity to act as stem
cells in vivo and that under the correct conditions they may be able to endogenously
proliferate and neurally differentiate to repair the mammalian retina. In vivo studies
in experimental rodents however, have had limited success in the induction of this
endogenous regeneration by Müller glia. Regenerative events by Müller glia have
been recorded in chick and rodent retina, but the occurrence of these events is
restricted to early postnatal life (Fischer, 2005, Ooto et al., 2004). Other
methodologies have targeted signalling pathways involved in retinal neurogenesis to
stimulate Müller glia proliferation and regeneration of mammalian retina, some of
which include Notch, Wnt, Shh, ASCL1 and EGF signalling (Goldman, 2014). The
notch and Wnt pathways are known to regulate stem cell differentiation in the retina
(Ahmad et al., 2004) and it has been shown that activation of these pathways in
response to injury promotes differentiation of Müller glia towards a more stem celllike phenotype through the inactivation of p27kip1, a negative regulator of the cell
cycle (Das et al., 2006). Sonic hedgehog (Shh) signalling is involved in the
patterning of the retina during development and injection of Shh can promote Müller
glia activation in a model of photoreceptor degeneration in rodents, inducing
proliferation and expression of retinal progenitors (Wan et al., 2007). It has been
reported that ASCL1, which is required for the proliferation and reprogramming of
Müller glia in zebrafish regeneration, is not expressed in rodent retinae after NMDAinduced damage (Karl et al., 2008). Although largely redundant in normal retina,
induced overexpression of ASCL1 in mouse Müller glial cells in culture and in retinal
explants upregulates the neurogenic capacity of Müller glia leading to differentiation
of these cells into neuronal type cells (Pollak et al., 2013). This suggests that
ASCL1 may still be important in the mammalian retinal response to injury.
Evidence suggests that the adult mammalian retinae harbour a stem cell population
of Müller glia that under the appropriate conditions may hold the potential to support
its endogenous regeneration. Although extensive studies have been undertaken to
understand normal mechanisms of retinal development and of mechanisms that
induce endogenous regeneration in the zebrafish retina, the complete functional
understanding of these processes, including the contribution of Müller glia is not
complete.
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2.1.3

Proliferative vitreoretinopathy (PVR) as a model of retinal gliosis

Proliferative vitreoretinopathy (PVR) is a complication of rhegmatogenous retinal
detachment, which occurs in 8-10% patients undergoing surgery for severe retinal
detachment (Pennock et al., 2014). This condition is characterised by cell
proliferation, gliosis and contraction of the retina. The scar tissue formed on the
retina in turn leads to further detachment and warping of the remaining retina,
causing further complications. The development of PVR is thought to arise from the
interaction of the vitreous entering the subretinal space during retinal detachment. It
is hypothesized that cytokines and growth factors, as well as macrophages that are
present in the vitreous after retinal trauma, causes further proliferation of glial cells
as well as the RPE (Pennock et al., 2014). The recruitment of macrophages has
thought to be one of the main reasons for development of PVR. Many studies on
experimental animal models have shown that the injection of cells containing mostly
macrophages contributed to the development of epiretinal membranes, as well as
transformation to fibroblast like cells, contributing to fibrosis (Hui et al., 1987, Lin et
al., 2011). Macrophages also have a role in the secretion of growth factors and
cytokines that may potentiate PVR pathogenesis. Platelet derived growth factor
(PDGF), which can be released by macrophages, is considered to play a major role
in formation of PVR. PDGF is a regulator of cell growth, and angiogenesis.
Increases in the expression of PDGF and its associated receptor, PDGFR-α, have
been widely reported in patients with PVR (Cui et al., 2009, Robbins et al., 1994).
PDGF and activation of the PDGFRα have also been identified as playing an
important role in experimental animal models of PVR (Andrews et al., 1999), and
have been associated with the formation of epiretinal membranes and the
proliferation of the RPE and Müller glia (Velez et al., 2012). This suggests that
PDGF is a major contributing factor to the pathogenesis of this condition. Many
other growth factors and cytokines have been shown to contribute to PVR
development including fibroblast growth factor (FGF), vascular endothelial growth
factor (VEGF), epidermal growth factor (EGF), MCP-1, G-CSF, IL1/6/8, TNFα/β,
TGFβ, TNFα and interferon-γ (Limb et al., 1991, Ricker et al., 2011, Rasier et al.,
2010, Abu El-Asrar et al., 2006, Hinton et al., 2002, La Heij et al., 2002). The
release of these factors is very likely to contribute to the migration, proliferation, and
synthesis of extracellular matrix proteins leading to contraction of the retina and
formation of retinal tears.
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2.1.4

Proteomic studies in PVR

In the last 10 years however, the number of studies investigating the proteome of
different parts of the eye are increasing and recent studies have explored the
proteomes of tears, cornea, aqueous humour, lens, vitreous humour and the retina
within different mammalian species in health and disease (Jay and Gillies, 2012). As
well as characterisation of the proteome and providing a reference map, the aim of
these studies is to provide insights into the pathogenesis of diseases and potentially
help in the aid of biomarker discovery for the diagnosis or treatment of such
diseases. Many of these studies however map the proteome of rodents, chickens,
rabbits or porcine eyes, and very few map the human proteome. Animal models are
still an important tool for the study of the retina and eye diseases, and
characterisation of the proteome of different species will help this understanding.
Lam et al, 2006 characterised the chick retinal proteome and protein expression
during early ocular development. Using 2D gel electrophoresis and MALDI-TOF MS,
Lam et al identified 155 proteins, of which many were involved in catalytic activity,
protein binding and transporter activity (Lam et al., 2006). Many studies have
explored proteome changes in rat models of diabetic retinopathy and have identified
many protein changes involving βCatenin and the Wnt pathway, heat shock
proteins, phosducin and aldehyde reductase (Liu et al., 2007, Quin et al., 2007).
Proteomic analysis of mouse retina during neo-vascularisation showed increases in
plasma proteins, ribosomal proteases and cell adhesion and a reduction in
crystallins (Zhou et al., 2011). Other analyses of mouse retinal proteomes show
high levels of proteins involved in metabolism, signalling, structure and neuronal
function and in the RD1 mouse a reduction in photoreceptor markers, transducin,
recoverin and 14.3.3 proteins (Cavusoglu et al., 2003).
Recent studies investigating the protein profile of rabbit retina affected by PVR have
identified changes in many functional proteins including those involved in
metabolism, ion channels, blood-retina barrier, glycolysis and oxidative stress
(Mandal et al., 2011, Zhou et al., 2012). Zhou et al reported a downregulation in
expression of carbonic anhydrase II (CAII) which is involved in glucose metabolism;
increase in αA-crystalline which may provide photoreceptor protection; and
downregulation in Kir4.1 expressed in Müller glia which may encourage Müller cell
proliferation. Whereas Mandal et al reported increases in vimentin, alpha enolase
and albumin in retinal detachment. Proteomic changes in PVR rabbit retina has also
identified upregulation in proteins involved with the cytoskeleton, cell adhesion,
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metabolism and oxidative stress (Zhou et al., 2012). Many of the upregulated
proteins in experimental PVR retina described by these studies are involved in
protein binding, signalling and structural changes, suggesting a similar degeneration
process may be taking place between species and models. Analyses of the human
retina during health and disease are very limited and many studies have focused on
protein expression in the vitreous and aqueous humours from eyes with PVR or
normal retina. The advantage of undertaking studies in the vitreous is that it is easy
to source. Since vitreous is very important for the support of lens and the retina and
allows transport of metabolites within the retina as well as removing unwanted
debris by phagocytes, it may contain potential markers of disease that have
originated from the retina. Wang et al in 2012 compared the proteome of normal
cadaveric vitreous with that of vitreous humour from diabetic patients and have
identified potential markers of the disease that may contribute to pathology (Wang
et al., 2012). Some of these factors found to be upregulated included tubulin α-1b
chain, complement factor 1, β-crystallin, hemopexin, and carbonic anhydrase, as
well as changes in cytoskeletal, signal transduction and immune response proteins.
In a similar study, proteomic analysis of vitreous from PVR patients identified
upregulation of proteins involved in transcription, extracellular proteins and
complement components as compared to normal cadaveric vitreous (Yu et al.,
2008). Other recent studies however have tried to map the proteome of the human
retina in order to provide understanding into disease pathways and mechanisms.
One such study by Zhang et al, 2014, identified 3436 non-redundant proteins in the
normal (cadaveric) human retina and mostly included enzymes involved in the
visual cycle and retinoid metabolism, additionally 158 of these had been previously
associated with AMD, making this study a valuable resource for future investigations
(Zhang et al., 2015). The analysis of human retina is not without its limitations
however. Due to ethical reasons, tissue is very limited and samples from normal
eyes have to be taken from cadaveric donors. Although the time from post mortem
to experimentation is often kept to a minimum, there will still be unavoidable
changes in the proteome that occur after death.
It is clear that proteome analysis reveals many changes in retinal diseases that may
be useful for future studies on debilitating retinal diseases, looking into new
biomarkers and characterising the underlying pathology. However a full proteomic
comparison between normal and gliotic human retina or the contribution of Müller
stem cells to these profiles has not been yet conducted, and data from such studies
might yield data that allow us to further understand the gliotic process.
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2.2

Objectives and experimental Design

The Müller glia response to injury varies greatly between species, from complete
regeneration in the zebrafish retina to none in human. Research suggests that
human Müller glia may still hold the potential to differentiate into retinal cells as
described by investigations in isolated human Müller glia cell lines. For retinal
pathologies it is suggested that factors present in the human retina may be
preventing this endogenous regeneration. The aim of this chapter was to investigate
the proteomic profile comparison between normal and gliotic human retina and the
contribution of Müller stem cells to these profiles. It is hoped that identification of
factors that are differentially expressed between these samples could contribute to
the understanding of the pathology in retinal gliosis as well as identifying novel
targets that may be influencing the ability of Müller glia to perform endogenous
regeneration after injury.
The specific aims of this chapter were:
1. To compare the total protein expression profile of human gliotic retina with
that of normal human retina
2. To examine the protein expression profile of isolated Müller stem cells in
vitro.
3. To investigate the contribution of Müller glia to the total protein expression
profile of gliotic and normal retina.
4. To undertake gene ontology expression analysis of proteins differentially
expressed between gliotic and normal retina, as well as Müller glial cells to
identify over-represented protein groups and their functionality
Experimental Design:
i.

A summary of the experimental design is shown in Fig 2-1.

ii.

Normal retina specimens were obtained from cadaveric donors from
Moorfield Eye Bank. Gliotic retinal specimens were obtained from patients
undergoing retinectomy for treatment of PVR at Moorfields Eye Hospital.
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Müller glial cell lines established in our laboratory were grown to confluent
monolayers.
iii.

Protein from retinal samples and Müller glial cell lines were extracted and
digested before analysing through discovery based proteomics platforms
including NanoLC-MSE mass spectrometry and 2D-DIGE.

iv.

Protein identifications and differential expression was performed using
Protein Lynx Global Server and Non-Linear Dynamics Progenesis software.
Uniprot KB database was used to determine protein functions.

v.

Microsoft excel was used to generate pie charts of protein abundancies, and
open source web based platforms including Panther db and WebGestalt
were used for the functional classification of proteins.
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Figure 2-1. Experimental design workflow. Samples were analysed using 2
different proteomics methodologies including 2D-DIGE (green boxes) and label-free
mass spectrometry (red boxes). After gel separation, proteins were digested and
subjected to mass spectrometry analysis prior to bioinformatics analysis (purple
boxes)
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2.3
2.3.1

Results
Human tissue and degree of PVR

The gliotic human retina used for the proteomic investigation originated from
patients undergoing retinectomy to correct severe PVR. Five peripheral retinectomy
specimens (3–5 mm2) from eyes undergoing retinal surgery for treatment of PVR
were obtained from Moorfields eye Hospital, upon written consent from the patients.
The age of the patients ranged between 32 and 70years, with a duration of PVR of
2–10 weeks. These specimens are normally discarded with the vitrectomy fluid
during retinal surgery, and ethical consent was obtained to retrieve the specimens
with patient approval. Due to the sensitivity of patient data, and the restrictions of
the ethical approval, no further details could be obtained on the clinical features of
the individual PVR cases. As a control, normal human retinal specimens were
obtained from cadaveric retina, within 24hrs post mortem and size-matched to the
PVR gliotic retinae. The age –range of the donors was between 44-75years.
2.3.2

Protein abundancies determined by Mass spectrometry analysis of
normal and gliotic human retina and Müller glial cell lines.

Analysis of protein expression in a pool of four normal retinal specimens identified
the presence of 1631 proteins, which resulted in 473 hits. Of those identified
GAPDH was the most abundant and constituted 6.06% of total protein identified.
This was followed by vimentin at 5.04%, alpha enolase at 5.02%, creatine kinase b
type with 4% and pyruvate kinase isoenzyme at 3.94% (Fig.2-2A). Analysis of
protein expression in a pool of five gliotic retinal specimens identified a total of 1074
proteins from the mass spectra, resulting in 452 hits. Vimentin was the most
abundant constituting 13.4% of total protein identified within this sample. GFAP was
also highly expressed and constituted 7.4% of the total protein identified, followed
by histone H4 (5.58%), alpha enolase (5.54%) and GAPDH (4.92%) (Fig.2-2B).
Analysis of the protein expression in a pool of four different Müller glial cell lines
revealed a similar pattern of protein abundancies and identified 1527 proteins,
which resulted in 471 protein hits within the sample. Vimentin exhibited the highest
abundancy accounting for 14% of total protein identified in these cells. Other
proteins which presented high expression included histone H4, actin cytoplasmic 1,
annexin A2 and Histone H3 (Fig.2-2C).
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Across the three different samples analysed (normal retina, gliotic retina and Müller
glia), 475 protein hits were identified in total (Fig.2-2D). Out of these 475 proteins, a
single protein was unique to the normal retina sample, and was identified as rod
outer segment membrane protein 1. Three proteins were unique to Müller glia and
included Collagen alpha-1(XI) chain, translationally-controlled tumour protein, and
vigilin. Twenty proteins shared expression between the normal retina and Müller glia
and were not identified in the gliotic retina. No proteins were identified to be unique
to the gliotic retina (Fig 2-2D).
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Figure 2-2 Abundance of proteins as identified by mass spectrometry analysis
in normal retina, gliotic retina and Müller glia. For clarity only proteins with the
highest abundance are labelled (A) Pie chart shows protein abundance represented
as percentage of total protein identified in Normal retina. (B) Pie chart shows protein
abundance represented as percentage of total protein identified in gliotic retina. (C)
Pie chart shows protein abundance represented as percentage of total protein
identified in Müller glia cell sample. (D) Venn diagram shows the number of proteins
identified and overlapping between normal, gliotic retina and Müller cell groups.
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2.3.3

Comparison of protein expression between normal human cadaveric
retina and gliotic retina derived from PVR patients.

2.3.3.1 Differential expression as identified by discovery label free mass
spectrometry
Many differentially expressed proteins were observed between the normal and
gliotic human retina. Out of 473 protein hits identified, 28 were upregulated in the
gliotic retina as compared to the normal retina, based on a 2-fold (100%) increase in
expression. Procollagen galactosyltransferase 1 exhibited the highest fold change in
the gliotic retina as compared to the normal retina (10.43-fold), followed by quinone
oxidoreductase (9.22-fold) and CD166 antigen (8.2-fold). Many differentially
expressed proteins were involved in cytoskeletal regulation and those upregulated
included the filament proteins ezrin, glial fibrillary acidic protein, desmin and
vimentin. Many nucleic acid binding proteins were also found to be differentially
expressed and included histones, ribosomal proteins and polyubiquitin (Table 2.1).
It was observed that 231 proteins out of 473 were downregulated in the gliotic retina
as compared to normal retina, based on a ratio of less than 0.5, when comparing
expression data of gliotic to that of the normal retina sample. The top 50 proteins
found downregulated in the gliotic retina as compared to normal retina are
presented in table 2.2. Ribose phosphate pyrophosphokinase 2 showed the
greatest decrease in the gliotic retina (0.004-fold), followed by mitochondrial 2
oxoglutarate

malate

carrier

protein

(0.005-fold)

and

ganglioside

induced

differentiation associated protein 1 (0.007-fold). Many downregulated proteins were
those identified to be involved in nucleic acid binding including ribosomal related
proteins, proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), matrin 3, and ganglioside
induced differentiation associated protein 1 (Table.2.2).A complete list of all proteins
identified in the normal and gliotic retina and Müller glia are listed in appendix 1.
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Upregulated
Protein Class
Protein
Cell adhesion molecule CD166 antigen

Chaperone

Structural molecule
activity

Membrane trafficking
protein
Nucleic acid binding

Signalling molecule

Oxioreductase

Accession No. Peptides Fold change
Q13740

3

8.20

Galectin 1

P09382

25(23)

2.03

Heat shock protein HSP90 alpha

P07900

76(36)

2.0

Heat shock 70 kDa protein 1

P34931

32(1)

6.70

14 3 3 protein sigma
Ezrin

P31947
P15311

21(3)
20(2)

4.31
5.25

Glial fibrillary acidic protein

P14136

217(138)

4.50

Desmin

P17661

56(2)

4.84

Synapsin 1

P17600

2

5.39

Keratin type 1 cytoskeletal 16

P08779

18(1)

3.37

Tubulin alpha 1A chain

Q71U36

199(10)

2.64

Vimentin

P08670

432(297)

2.53

Profilin 1
Synapsin 1

P07737
P17600

21
2

2.01
5.39

Histone H2B type 1

P23527

143(5)

3.80

Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein SM D3

P62318

4(3)

2.83

Polyubiquitin 3

P0CG48

37(35)

2.06

40s ribosomal protein s20

P60866

2

2.32

60s ribosomal protein L36

Q9Y3U8

5

3.90

Histone H1 3

P16402

23(2)

2.01

Galectin 1

P09382

25(23)

2.02

Tenascin C

P24821

2

2.54

Procollagen lysine 2 oxoglutarate 5 dioxygenase O00469

6

2.31

2.13

2

MISC

D3 phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase

O43175

3(2)

Quinone oxidoreductase

Q08257

4

9.22

Procollagen galactosyltransferase 1

Q8NBJ5

1

10.43

Translocon associated protein subunit delta

P51571

4(3)

2.17

Protein canopy homolog 2

Q9Y2B0

2

6.83

Table 2.1 Proteins upregulated >2-fold in gliotic human retina compared to
normal retina. Table shows the proteins 2-fold or more upregulated in the gliotic
retina as compared to normal retina and grouped according to protein function.
Many proteins listed have multiple functions however they have not been identified
for clarity.
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Downregulated
Protein Class

Protein
Cell adhesion molecule
Cell adhesion molecule 1
Chaperone
Prostaglandin E synthase
T complex protein 1 subunit delta
Putative Heat shock protein 90 beta 2
Heat shock 70 kDa protein 4L
Structural molecule activity Keratin type II cuticular Hb3
Neuronal membrane glycoprotein M6 a
Tubulin alpha 8 chain
Keratin type II cuticular Hb2
Neurofilament medium polypeptide
Tropomyosin alpha 1 chain
Membrane trafficking
Reticulon 4
protein
Translocon associated protein subunit alpha
Coatomer subunit alpha
Nucleic acid binding
Matrin 3
Proliferating cell nuclear antigen
60S ribosomal protein L24
Poly rC binding protein 3
Poly ADP ribose polymerase 1
40S ribosomal protein S11
Transcriptional activator protein Pur alpha
ADP ATP translocase 1
40S ribosomal protein S4 X
Ganglioside induced differentiation associated protein 1
40S ribosomal protein S9
Non POU domain containing octamer binding protein
60S ribosomal protein L13
Mitochondrial 2 oxoglutarate malate carrier protein
40S ribosomal protein S26
60s Ribosomal protein L14
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonuclear protein A0
Signalling molecule
Membrane associated progesterone receptor component 1
Rho GDP dissociation inhibitor 1
Transferase
Ribose phosphate pyrophosphokinase 2
Hypoxanthine guanine phosphoribosyltransferase
Creatine kinase U type mitochondrial
ATP citrate synthase
Guanylate kinase
Oxioreductase
Peroxiredoxin 4
NADH cytochrome b5 reductase 3
Estradiol 17 beta dehydrogenase 12
Glycerol 3 phosphate dehydrogenase mitochondrial
Prenylcysteine oxidase 1
Detoxification
Glutathione S-transferase Mu 2
Enzymes/modulators
Acidic leucine rich nuclear phosphoprotein 32 family
member A
Inorganic pyrophosphatase
Adenosylhomocysteinase
Transcription factor
Cullin associated NEDD8 dissociated protein 1
Transcriptional activator protein Pur alpha
MISC
Complement component I Q subcomponent binding
protein, mitochondrial
Proteasome subunit alpha type 7

Fold
Accession No.Peptides change
Q9BY67
1
0.12
Q15185
1
0.03
P50911
1
0.11
Q58FF8
35(2)
0.04
O95757
1
0.02
P78385
11(2)
0.06
P51674
1
0.04
Q9NY65
83(1)
0.01
Q9NSB4
3
0.08
P07197
16(1)
0.06
P09493
18(7)
0.07
Q9NQC3
2(1)
0.01
P43307
P53621
P43243
P12004
P83731
P57721
P09874
P62280
Q00577
P12235
P62701
Q8TB36
P46781
Q15233
P26373
Q02978
P62854
P50914
Q13151
O00264
P52565
P11908
P00492
P12532
P53396
Q16774
Q13162
P00387
Q53GQ0
P43304
Q9UHG3
P28161
P39687

1
4
3
2
3
7(2)
2
7(5)
2
46(6)
6
1
8(7)
1
4(3)
6
3
6
1
4(3)
1
1
4
4
4
4
10(3)
6
2
3
1
4(3)

0.1
0.12
0.09
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.11
0.08
0.07
0.02
0.008
0.09
0.02
0.02
0.005
0.12
0.11
0.02
0.12
0.10
0.004
0.03
0.07
0.12
0.09
0.06
0.08
0.05
0.07
0.07
0.02

1

0.12

Q15181
P23526
Q86VP6
Q00577
Q07021

3
1
3
2

0.02
0.05
0.10
0.08

1

0.02

O14818

2

0.06

Table 2.2 Proteins downregulated in the gliotic human retina compared to
normal retina. Table shows the top 50 proteins 0.5-fold or less downregulated in
the gliotic retina as compared to normal retina. Proteins have been grouped
according to protein function. Many proteins listed have multiple functions however
they have not been identified for clarity.
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2.3.3.2 Gene ontology classification and enrichment analysis of differentially
expressed proteins
The proteins found to be differentially expressed were subject to gene ontology
(GO) enrichment to identify overrepresented functional categories for the
upregulated

and

downregulated

proteins

according

to

the

GO

category

classifications ‘molecular function’, ‘biological processes’ and ‘cellular component’.
GO enrichment of upregulated proteins in gliotic retina as compared with normal
retina classified by biological processes revealed an over-representation of proteins
grouped to intermediate filament cytoskeleton, cellular component organisation,
astrocyte development, glial cell differentiation and negative regulation of neuron
projection development (Fig.2-3). Proteins involved in intermediate filament
cytoskeleton included GFAP, vimentin and keratin 16. Two proteins were involved in
astrocyte development and glial cell differentiation and identified to be GFAP and
vimentin. GFAP, vimentin and galectin were also identified to be the three proteins
involved in negative regulation of neuron projection development. Similarly,
enrichment analysis of upregulated proteins classified according to molecular
function, showed that structural constituent of the cytoskeleton was significantly
enriched within the group (Fig.2-4) and included the proteins GFAP, vimentin,
keratin and desmin. Other protein groups classified by molecular function were
enriched but not statistically significant and included iron-ion binding, NAD binding,
oxidoreductase activity, actin binding and structural constituent of ribosome (Fig.24). Proteins involved in ion-iron binding included HBB and procollagen lysine 2
oxoglutarate 5 dioxygenase 2 (PLOD2). Those involved in NAD binding included
phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase and quinone oxidoreductase. Actin binding
proteins included ezrin, profilin and synapsin. Enrichment of upregulated proteins
classified according to cellular component showed over-representation of proteins
associated with the intermediate filament cytoskeleton, endoplasmic reticulum,
nucleosome and cytosolic proteins (Fig.2-5). The intermediate filament proteins
were identified as GFAP, desmin, vimentin and keratin 16. Proteins involved in the
endoplasmic reticulum included translocon associated protein subunit delta and
PLOD2.
GO enrichment of the downregulated proteins observed in the gliotic retina as
compared to normal retina classified according to biological processes, revealed an
over-representation protein groups associated with SRP-dependent co-translational
protein targeting to the membrane, mRNA catabolic processes, translational
elongation, and translational termination (Fig.2-6). Enrichment analysis for
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downregulated proteins classified to molecular function showed that GTPase
activity, RNA binding, nucleotide binding, and structural constituents of the ribosome
were also overrepresented (Fig.2-7). In addition, enrichment of downregulated
proteins classified according to cellular component showed and over-representation
of proteins associated with the ribosome complex and cytosolic organelles (Fig.2-8).
Many of the downregulated proteins statistically over-represented were identified to
be ribosomal proteins. Gene ontology enrichment highlights important biological
areas that may be of further interest; however it is also valuable to identify these
individual proteins for analysis.
2.3.3.3 Cytoskeletal changes
Differences in the expression of many cytoskeletal elements were observed
between the normal and gliotic retinae profiles. According to GO term enrichment
analysis, proteins associated with the structural constituent of cytoskeleton were
significantly overrepresented in the set of 28 upregulated proteins (in the gliotic
retina as compared to the normal retina) when compared to the human proteome as
the reference set (Fig. 2-3. Fig 2-4.). Results generated by mass spectrometry
revealed a number of intermediate filament proteins which were expressed 2-fold or
more up-regulated in the gliotic retina compared to the normal retina. These
included the common markers vimentin and GFAP as well as protein canopy
homolog 2, desmin, ezrin, and tubulin 1α chain. As well as those upregulated 16
cytoskeletal related proteins were also found 2-fold downregulated in the gliotic
retina compared to the normal retina. These included many neurofilament and
neuronal remodelling factors including reticulon 4, neurofilament light and medium
polypeptides α-internexin, GMP6a and tubulin β chains.
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Figure2-3 Biological processes classification and overrepresentation for proteins identified to be upregulated in the gliotic retina. Gene ontology tree (generated by WebGestalt) shows the classification and
enrichment analysis of proteins found to be 2-fold upregulated in the gliotic retina as compared to normal retina. Colours represent statistical significance corresponding to enrichment of term (Benjamin and
Hochberg false discovery rate correction). Red nodes indicate statistically significant enriched gene ontology categories (P<0.05), whereas black nodes indicate non-enriched parents.
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Figure 2-4 Molecular function classification and overrepresentation for proteins
identified to be upregulated in the gliotic retina. Gene ontology tree (generated by
WebGestalt) shows the classification and enrichment analysis of proteins found to
be 2-fold upregulated in the gliotic retina as compared to normal retina. Colours
represent statistical significance corresponding to enrichment of term (Benjamin and
Hochberg false discovery rate correction).
Red nodes indicate statistically
significant enriched gene ontology categories (P<0.05), brown nodes indicate nodes
which are of the top 10 enriched categories where P>0.05), and black nodes
represent non-enriched parents.
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Figure 2-5 Cellular component classification and overrepresentation for proteins
identified to be upregulated in the gliotic retina. Gene ontology tree (generated by
WebGestalt) shows the classification and enrichment analysis of proteins found to
be 2-fold upregulated in the gliotic retina as compared to normal retina. Colours
represent statistical significance corresponding to enrichment of term (Benjamin and
Hochberg false discovery rate correction).
Red nodes indicate statistically
significant enriched gene ontology categories (P<0.05), brown nodes indicate nodes
which are of the top 10 enriched categories where P>0.05), and black nodes
represent non-enriched parents.
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Figure2-6Biological processes classification and overrepresentation for proteins identified to be downregulated in the gliotic retina. Gene ontology tree (generated by WebGestalt) shows the
classification and enrichment analysis of proteins found to be 0.5-fold downregulated in the gliotic retina as compared to normal retina. Colours represent statistical significance corresponding to enrichment
of term (Benjamin and Hochberg false discovery rate correction). Red nodes indicate statistically significant enriched gene ontology categories (P<0.05), and black nodes represent non-enriched parents.
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Figure 2-7 Molecular function classification and overrepresentation for
proteins identified to be downregulated in the gliotic retina. Gene ontology tree
(generated by WebGestalt) shows the classification and enrichment analysis of
proteins found to be 0.5-fold downregulated in the gliotic retina as compared to
normal retina. Colours represent statistical significance corresponding to enrichment
of term (Benjamin and Hochberg false discovery rate correction). Red nodes
indicate statistically significant enriched gene ontology categories (P<0.05), and
black nodes represent non-enriched parents.
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Figure 2-8 Cellular component classification and overrepresentation for
proteins identified to be downregulated in the gliotic retina. Gene ontology tree
(generated by WebGestalt) shows the classification and enrichment analysis of
proteins found to be 0.5-fold downregulated in the gliotic retina as compared to
normal retina. Colours represent statistical significance corresponding to enrichment
of term (Benjamin and Hochberg false discovery rate correction). Red nodes
indicate statistically significant enriched gene ontology categories (P<0.05) and
black nodes represent non-enriched parents.
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2.3.3.4 Extracellular matrix changes
Proteomics profiling has revealed a number of changes in the expression of some of
the extracellular matrix factors. Procollagen galactotransferase 1 and procollagen
lysine 2 oxoglutarate 5-deoxygenase 2 (PLOD2) were found 2-fold upregulated in
the gliotic retina compared to the normal retina. Tenascin, an extracellular matrix
glycoprotein which is involved in wound repair was also found to be 2-fold
upregulated in the gliotic retina compared to the normal retina. Galectin, a secreted
protein which has been related to a role in binding proteins within the extracellular
matrix also displayed high expression in the gliotic retina compared to the normal
retina (just under 2-fold). Other matrix related proteins were found 2-fold or more
downregulated in the gliotic retina compared to the normal retina, these included
interphotoreceptor matrix proteoglycan and neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM).
2.3.3.5 Heat shock proteins
Many heat shock proteins (HSPs) were found to be differentially expressed in the
gliotic retina as compared to the normal human retina. Two HSPs were significantly
elevated in the gliotic retina compared to normal retina, these included Heat shock
protein 90 alpha (HSP90AA1) which displayed a 2-fold increase and Heat shock
protein 70kDa protein 1 like (HSPA1L) which displayed a 6.6 fold increase in the
gliotic retina. Other HSPs were found to be 2-fold or more downregulated in the
gliotic retina. These included heat shock protein 12A, heat shock 70kDa protein 4,
putative heat shock protein 90 beta 2, and heat shock 70kDa protein 4L. Heat shock
cognate 70 interacting protein was also found to be 2-fold decreased in the gliotic
retina compared to the normal retina.
2.3.4

Pathway analysis of differentially expressed proteins between the
normal and gliotic human retina.

Proteins identified to be upregulated in the gliotic retina as compared to normal
retina were subject to pathway analysis to identify significantly over-represented
pathways within the groups. Using IMPaLA pathway analysis, 503 pathways were
found for the 28 upregulated proteins, and 166 were significantly over-represented
with a p value of less than 0.05. The top 12 significantly over-represented pathways
included LKB1 signalling, cellular responses to stress, regulation of PLK1 activity at
G2/M transition, apoptosis, attenuation phase, SRP-dependent co-translational
protein targeting to membrane, programmed cell death, G2/M transition, HSF1
activation, mitotic G2-G2/M phases, striated muscle contraction and Class I PI3K
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signalling events mediated by Akt (Table 2-3). LKB1 signalling was the pathway
most significantly represented within the group, and included the proteins
HSP90aa1, ezrin, and 14.3.3δ.
Pathway analysis of the 234 proteins identified to be downregulated in the gliotic
retina as compared to normal retina identified 1594 pathways represented. Out of
the 1594 pathways identified, 1245 pathways were statistically significantly
represented with a p value of P<0.05. The top 12 significantly over-represented
pathways

included

eukaryotic

translation

elongation,

eukaryotic

translation

termination, peptide chain elongation, nonsense mediated decay independent of the
exon junction complex, formation of a pool of free 40s subunits, SRP-dependent cotranslational protein targeting to the membrane, nonsense mediated decay
enhanced by the exon junction complex, nonsense mediated decay, cytoplasmic
ribosomal

proteins,

L13a-mediated

translational

silencing

of

ceruloplasmin

expression, 3 –UTR-mediated translational regulation and GTP hydrolysis and
joining of the 60s ribosomal subunit (Table 2-4). All proteins involved in these
pathways were identified to be ribosomal proteins
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Pathway name

Genes Gene identifier

All genes Pgenes

3

HSP90AA1, ezrin , 14.3.3
sigma (stratifin)

43 (43)

0.000118

Cellular responses to stress

5

HSP90AA1, HSPA1L, UBC,
HIST1H2BO, HIST1H1D

267 (284)

0.000278

Regulation of PLK1 Activity at
G2/M Transition

3

HSP90AA1, UBC, TUBA1A

81 (81)

0.000772

Apoptosis

3

Stratifin, vimentin, HIST1H1D 98 (102)

0.00134

Attenuation phase
SRP-dependent
cotranslational protein
targeting to membrane

2

HSP90AA1, HSPA1L

28 (30)

0.00179

3

RPS20, RPL36, SSR4

109 (164)

0.00182

Programmed Cell Death

3

Stratifin, vimentin, HIST1H1D 110 (115)

0.00187

G2/M Transition

3

HSP90AA1, UBC, TUBA1A

115 (116)

0.00212

HSF1 activation

2

HSP90AA1, HSPA1L

31 (32)

0.00219

Mitotic G2-G2/M phases

3

HSP90AA1, UBC, TUBA1A

117 (118)

0.00223

Striated Muscle Contraction

2

Desmin, Vimentin

32 (32)

0.00233

Class I PI3K signalling events
mediated by Akt

2

HSP90AA1, stratifin

35 (37)

0.00278

LKB1 signalling events

Table 2.3. Pathway analysis of proteins identified to be upregulated in the
gliotic retina as compared to normal retina. Table shows the top 12 significant
pathways corresponding to the proteins which were identified to be upregulated in
the gliotic retina. ‘Genes’ indicate the number of genes found in that pathway. ‘All
genes’ indicates the number of genes found in that pathway. ‘Pgenes’ indicates the
P value of the pathway based on the genes only. Pathway analysis was conducted
using IMPaLA online software.
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pathway name

Genes

All genes

Pgenes

Eukaryotic Translation Elongation

34

92 (148)

1.96E-34

Eukaryotic Translation Termination

33

86 (139)

4.42E-34

Peptide chain elongation

33

87 (141)

7.00E-34

Exon Junction Complex (EJC)

33

91 (144)

4.12E-33

Formation of a pool of free 40S subunits

33

97 (151)

4.90E-32

34

109 (164)

1.61E-31

Exon Junction Complex (EJC)

33

103 (159)

4.82E-31

Nonsense-Mediated Decay (NMD)

33

103 (159)

4.82E-31

Cytoplasmic Ribosomal Proteins

31

88 (88)

1.12E-30

Ceruloplasmin expression

33

107 (169)

2.02E-30

3, -UTR-mediated translational regulation

33

107 (169)

2.02E-30

33

108 (170)

2.85E-30

Nonsense Mediated Decay (NMD) independent of the

SRP-dependent cotranslational protein targeting to
membrane
Nonsense Mediated Decay (NMD) enhanced by the

L13a-mediated translational silencing of

GTP hydrolysis and joining of the 60S ribosomal
subunit

Table 2.4 Pathway analysis of proteins identified to be downregulated in the
gliotic retina as compared to normal retina. Table shows the top 12 significant
pathways corresponding to the proteins which were identified to be downregulated
in the gliotic retina. ‘Genes’ indicate the number of genes found in that pathway. ‘All
genes’ indicates the number of genes found in that pathway. ‘Pgenes’ indicates the
P value of the pathway based on the genes only. ‘Pathway analysis was conducted
using IMPaLA online software
.
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2.3.5

Comparative analysis of protein expression between normal and
gliotic retina and Müller glia as examined by 2D-DIGE.

Approximately 200 protein spots were detected on the 2D-DIGE gel containing
samples from normal retina, gliotic retina and Müller glia each labelled with a
different fluorescent dye. Spot intensity was measured between the three groups to
identify those which were differentially expressed with an abundance ratio of above
2-fold or below 0.5-fold. Comparison between the gliotic and normal retina showed
that increased intensity was observed in 8 spots and a decrease in intensity was
seen in 23 protein spots. In addition, increased intensity was observed in 21 protein
spots, whilst 17 spots showed decreased intensity in the Müller cell lysates as
compared to normal retina. Comparison of Müller glia with the gliotic retina showed
increased intensity in 15 protein spots, and decreased intensity in 4 spots in the
Müller specimens (Fig.2-9.A.B).
Proteins from 14 selected gel spots were extracted and digested with trypsin prior to
analysis by mass spectrometry to identify individual proteins. Out of these 14 spots,
35 proteins were identified (Table.2-5) and for each spot, the protein with the
highest peptide count was considered the protein of interest. Proteins identified to
be upregulated in the gliotic retina as compared to the normal retina supported
previous

mass

spectrometry

results

and

included

GFAP,

vimentin

and

aminopeptidase. Those identified to be downregulated in the gliotic retina as
compared to normal retina included alpha enolase, N(G),N(G)-dimethylarginine
dimethylaminohydrolase 1, s-arrestin, GAPDH, and carbonic anhydrase 2. Vimentin
and protein disulphide-isomerase were also highly expressed by Müller glia as
compared to retina (Table 2-5).
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Figure 2-9 2D-DIGE gel analysis of normal and gliotic human retina. Proteins
were separated by molecular weight using a 12% acrylamide gel. (A) Fluorescent
gel image showing labelled proteins from gliotic retina (Cy5 =Blue) and normal
retina (Cy3= Red), and Müller glia (Cy2 = green). (B) Representative 2D DIGE gel
of normal retina. Numbered protein spots are those shown to be differentially
expressed between the gliotic and human retina by more than 2-fold. Table 5 shows
the identifications for numbered protein spots.
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Fold difference

Peptide
Spot

Uniprot ID

Accession

Spot 788 AMPL_HUMAN P28838
Spot 1567 GFAP_HUMAN P14136

count

Protein name

G/N

M/N

M/G

5

Cytosol aminopeptidase

2.06

1.72

0.84

38

Glial fibrillary acidic protein

2.05

1.25

0.61

Spot 1568 ENOA_HUMAN P06733

29(25) Alpha-enolase

0.45

0.59

1.32

Spot 891 ENOA_HUMAN P06733

25(19) Alpha-enolase

0.43

0.67

1.58

0.61

1.37

16

N(G),N(G)-dimethylarginine
dimethylaminohydrolase 1

0.45

Spot 1561 DDAH1_HUMAN O94760
Spot 1603 CAH2_HUMAN P00918

15

Carbonic anhydrase 2

0.43

0.12

0.27

Spot 820 ARRS_HUMAN P10523

11

S-arrestin

0.27

0.17

0.65

Spot 1553 ARRS_HUMAN P10523

3

S-arrestin

0.26

0.47

1.84

0.45

0.92

4

N(G),N(G)-dimethylarginine
dimethylaminohydrolase 1

0.49

Spot 1080 DDAH1_HUMAN O94760
Spot 831 ARRS_HUMAN P10523

3

S-arrestin

0.38

0.35

0.91

Spot 1125 G3P_HUMAN

P04406

28

GAPDH

0.32

0.73

2.30

Spot 1005 VIME_HUMAN

P08670

44

Vimentin

2.67

3.36

1.26

17

Protein disulphide-isomerase

1.30

6.33

4.85

2.13

6.07

2.85

Spot 759 PDIA1_HUMAN P07237
Spot 943 VIME_HUMAN

P08670

66 (55) Vimentin

Table 2.5 Differentially expressed proteins in the retina as identified by 2D
DIGE. Protein spots were identified by mass spectral analysis. Fold differences in
expression between normal retina (N), gliotic retina(G) and Müller glia (M) are
shown.
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2.3.6

Protein profile of Müller glia as identified by gene ontology
classification and enrichment.

Proteomics analysis of a pool of 4 different Müller glial cell lines identified a total of
471 protein hits. Examination of gene ontology enrichment analysis for these
proteins classified according to biological processes revealed significant overrepresentation of proteins associated with translational elongation, translational
termination, and SRP-dependent co-translational protein targeting to the membrane
(Fig.2-10). Enrichment analysis of proteins classified according to molecular
function revealed over-representation of proteins associated with structural
constituent of the ribosome, nucleotide binding, RNA binding and GTPase activity
(Fig.2-11). In addition, classification of proteins according to cellular component
showed a significant over-representation of ribosomal proteins and intracellular
organelles (Fig.2-12).
Out of the top 30 highly abundant proteins in the Müller cell sample as identified by
mass spectrometry, the protein which showed the highest abundancy was vimentin,
followed by histone H4 and actin cytoplasmic 1 (Table.2-6). Of these top 30 highly
abundant proteins 4 were identified to be upregulated in the gliotic retina as
compared to normal human retina and included vimentin, GFAP, heat shock protein
90α and polyubiquitin C (highlighted in Table.2-6). Previously identified Müller glia
markers were observed and included vimentin, GFAP, glutamine synthetase,
retinaldehyde binding protein 1 and CD44 antigen. In addition, 5 heat shock proteins
were found to be in the top 30 highly abundant proteins in the Müller glia cell lysate.
Several proteins were also identified in this list that have not previously been
reported in Müller glia and included prelamin A/C, elongation factor 1, and serpin H1
(Table 2-6).
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Figure 2-10 Biological processes classification and overrepresentation for proteins identified in the Müller glia lysate. Gene ontology tree (generated by WebGestalt) shows the classification and
enrichment analysis of proteins identified in the Müller glia lysate. Colours represent statistical significance corresponding to enrichment of term (Benjamin and Hochberg false discovery rate correction). Red
nodes indicate statistically significant enriched gene ontology categories (P<0.05), and black nodes represent non-enriched parents.
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Figure 2-11. Molecular function classification and overrepresentation for
proteins identified in the Müller glia lysate. Gene ontology tree (generated by
WebGestalt) shows the classification and enrichment analysis of proteins identified
in the Müller glia lysate. Colours represent statistical significance corresponding to
enrichment of term (Benjamin and Hochberg false discovery rate correction). Red
nodes indicate statistically significant enriched gene ontology categories (P<0.05),
and black nodes represent non-enriched parents
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Figure 2-12 Cellular component classification and overrepresentation for
proteins identified in the Müller glia lysate. Gene ontology tree (generated by
WebGestalt) shows the classification and enrichment analysis of proteins identified
in the Müller glia lysate. Colours represent statistical significance corresponding to
enrichment of term (Benjamin and Hochberg false discovery rate correction). Red
nodes indicate statistically significant enriched gene ontology categories (P<0.05),
and black nodes represent non-enriched parents
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Accession
P08670
P62805
P60709
P07355
P68431

Protein name

Vimentin
Histone H4
Actin cytoplasmic 1
Annexin A2
Histone H3 1
Glyceraldehyde 3 phosphate
P04406 dehydrogenase
P14618 Pyruvate kinase isozymes M1 M2
P02545 Prelamin A C
P06733 Alpha enolase
P11021 78 kDa glucose regulated protein
P04792 Heat shock protein beta 1
P23284 Peptidyl prolyl cis trans isomerase B
P68104 Elongation factor 1 alpha 1
P04264 Keratin type II cytoskeletal 1
P14136 Glial fibrillary acidic protein
P50454 Serpin H1
P14625 Endoplasmin
P60174 Triosephosphate isomerase
P62937 Peptidyl prolyl cis trans isomerase A
P00338 L lactate dehydrogenase A chain
P04083 Annexin A1
P35579 Myosin 9
P07900 Heat shock protein HSP 90 alpha
Q14697 Neutral alpha glucosidase AB
P11142 Heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein
P08758 Annexin A5
P30101 Protein disulfide isomerase A3
P0CG48 Polyubiquitin C
P07237 Protein disulfide isomerase
P40926 Malate dehydrogenase mitochondrial

432 (297)
158 (154)
191 (60)
63 (62)
121 (119)

Abundancy
(fmol)
66700
34300
19800
16800
16400

125 (118)

16100

148 (141)
84 (78)
226 (144)
70 (57)
41 (39)
43 (40)
50 (46)
144 (112)
217 (138)
54 (51)
82 (60)
96 (93)
43 (35)
69 (58)
40 (39)
83 (80)
76 (36)
45 (44)
87 (41)
60 (59)
33 (32)
37 (35)
39 (37)
39 (38)

15100
14100
14100
10400
8996.3
8690.1
8589.95
8529.87
7957.37
7862.46
7801.21
6457.41
6308.16
5803.35
5127.53
5083.56
4383.08
4325.42
4274.02
4218.54
4194.06
3987.6
3972.13
3821.97

Peptide count

Table 2.6 Top 30 highly abundant proteins in Müller glia cell lines according to
mass spectrometry analysis. Table shows the top 30 highly abundant proteins in
within the Müller glia as identified by mass spectrometry. (Proteins highlighted in red
were identified to be 2-fold or more upregulated in the gliotic retina as compared to
the normal retina in the human mass spectrometry analysis)
.
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2.3.7

MIO-M1 profile and patterns of protein expression during retinal
ganglion cell differentiation.

2.3.7.1 Changes in protein expression in MIO-M1 cells differentiated towards
a retinal ganglion cell phenotype

Analysis of protein expression in MIO-M1 Müller glial cells differentiated towards
retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) revealed a number of proteins differentially expressed
compared to control MIO-M1 cells. A total of 228 proteins were identified in the MIOM1 cell line. Of these, 14 were found to be 2-fold or more upregulated in the
differentiated MIO-M1 cells, and 29 downregulated as compared to the untreated
controls. Proteins identified to be highly upregulated in the RGC-differentiated MIOM1 included tubulin beta 2A chain (19.54-fold increase), transmembrane
glycoprotein NMB (15-fold increase), myrisoylated alanine rich C kinase (8.07-fold
increase), POTE ankyrin domain family member E (6.36-fold increase), 6
phosphogluconate dehydrogenase (4.03-fold increase), putative heat shock protein
90 beta 3 (3.35-fold increase) and heat shock 70 kDa protein like 1 (3.26-fold
increase) (Table.2-7). Classification of the proteins upregulated in RGCdifferentiated MIO-M1, revealed that a high proportion of this group of proteins was
involved with the cytoskeleton as well as nucleic acid binding (Table 2-7). Proteins
which were identified to be highly downregulated in the RGC-differentiated MIO-M1
include tubulin alpha 1B chain, histone H2A, importin subunit beta 1, 40s ribosomal
protein S17, clathrin heavy chain 1, and tropomyosin alpha 1 chain (Table2-8).
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Accession
Protein Class
Protein name
No.
Cell adhesion molecule Transmembrane glycoprotein
Q14956
NMB
Chaperone
Putative HSP 90beta 3
Q58FF7
Heat shock 70kDa protein 1 like
P34931
Cytoskeleton
Keratin type 1 cytoskeletal
P35527
Tubulin beta 2A chain
Q13885
Prelamin AC
P02545
Tubulin alpha 1A chain
Q71U36
Oxioreductase
6 phosphogluconate
P52209
dehydrogenase decarboxylating
Nucleic acid binding
Heterogeneous nuclear
O43390
ribonucleoprotein R
Ubiquitin 60s ribosomal protein
P62987
L40
Transporter/Carrier
Haemoglobin subunit epsilon
P02100
protein
MISC
Myristoylated alanine rich C
P29966
kinase substrate
POTE ankyrin domain family
Q6S8J3
member E
Leucine rich repeat containing
Q96AG4
protein 59

Peptide
count

Fold
change

1

15.0

44(2)
14(3)
18
28(1)
65(64)
60(3)

3.35
3.26
2.66
19.55
2.40
2.62

1

4.03

1

2.16

30(5)

2.55

40(2)

2.67

2

8.07

45(1)

6.36

3(2)

2.26

Table 2.7 Upregulated proteins in retinal ganglion cell differentiated MIO-M1
as compared to untreated MIO-M1 in vitro. Table shows proteins upregulated 2fold or more, in MIO-M1 cells undergoing Notch downregulation that causes retinal
ganglion cell differentiation in comparison to untreated MIO-M1 in culture grouped
according to protein function.
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Peptide Fold
count change
7(6)
0.39

Protein name
Myosin regulatory light chain
12A
14 3 3 protein theta
Alpha crystallin B chain
Keratin type II cytoskeletal 1B
Filamin B
Actin alpha skeletal muscle
Tropomyosin alpha 1 chain
Tubulin alpha 1B chain

Accession
P19105
P27348
P02511
Q7Z794
O75369
P68133
P09493
P68363

27(7)
13
5(2)
5(1)
92(4)
6(2)
68(1)

0.44
0.31
0.46
0.34
0.33
0.30
0.07

Fatty acid synthase
Histone H3 1
Histone H2A x
60s ribosomal protein L10a
60s ribosomal protein L22
Signal recognition particle
14kDa protein
40s ribosomal protein s28
60s ribosomal protein L30

P49327
P68431
P16104
P62906
P35268
P37108

1
47(2)
41(1)
1
2
2

0.44
0.34
0.20
0.50
0.46
0.38

P62857
P62888

1
7

0.47
0.37

Transporter/Carrier protein Importin subunit beta
Receptor
ER lumen protein retaining
receptor 1
Collagen alpha 1 I chain
Membrane trafficking
Clathrin heavy chain 1
Coatomer subunit alpha
Enzyme modulator
Rho related GTP binding
protein RhoC
Transforming protein RhoA

Q14974
P24390

1
1

0.23
0.47

P02452
Q00610
P53621
P08134

4
4
2
3(1)

0.44
0.29
0.33
0.35

P61586

3(1)

0.41

MISC

P53396
Q9H229

1
2

0.44
0.50

P04216

3

0.47

P62820
P16949
P0CW22

7(1)
1
2

0.45
0.33
0.27

Cell adhesion molecule
Chaperone
Cytoskeleton

Oxioreductase
Nucleic acid binding

ATP citrate synthase
SH3 domain binding glutamic
acid rich like protein 3
Thy1 membrane glycoprotein
(CD90)
Ras related protein Rab1A
Stathmin
40s ribosomal protein S17 like

Table 2.8 Downregulated proteins in retinal ganglion cell differentiated MIOM1 as compared to untreated MIO-M1 in vitro. Table shows proteins
downregulated 0.5-fold or less in MIO-M1 cells undergoing Notch downregulation
that causes retinal ganglion cell differentiation in comparison to untreated MIO-M1
in culture grouped according to protein function
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2.4

Discussion

Although extensive research on the involvement of Müller glia in the pathogenesis
of retinal gliosis has been undertaken, much is still unknown of the contribution of
these cells to retinal disease and is a subject of continuous investigations. Gene
expression analyses of the gliotic retina have been reported, but proteomic studies
are very few in number. This is because the proteome is much harder to study than
the transcriptome, due to the dynamic nature of proteins, where expression can be
different at any given time. Protein investigations are important to investigate
however, as they are the functional units of the cells, and mRNA levels do not
always reflect protein expression levels. Discrepancies between mRNA and protein
expression

can

be

due

to

post

transcriptional

modifications

including

phosphorylation, ubiquitination, and localisation, as well as variations in the times
between mRNA synthesis and protein degradation. In recent years discovery based
proteomics has become a popular platform to characterise proteins involved in
disease, and this constitutes an appropriate methodology to explore the proteome in
the gliotic retina. This chapter aimed to identify proteins differentially expressed in
the gliotic human retina as compared with normal retina and Müller glia, in order to
identify factors that may contribute to the degeneration associated with gliosis and
that may play a role in the inhibition of endogenous retinal regeneration.
The online Pax database (PaxDb) aims to record protein abundance across several
organisms and integrates data from various proteomic studies. According to
analysis using this database, the 10 highest abundancy proteins for the human
retina includes GAPDH, enolase 1, creatine kinase B, crystalline αA, cellular retinoic
acid binding protein 1 (CRABP1), pyruvate kinase muscle type, retinaldehyde
binding protein 1, vimentin, carbonic anhydrase II and s-antigen (Wang et al.,
2015a).

Results from the mass spectrometry analysis presented in this thesis

support these findings, and show GAPDH, enolase, creatine kinase B, vimentin,
carbonic anhydrase and pyruvate kinase isoenzyme to be amongst the top 10
abundant proteins in the normal human retina.
2.4.1

Upregulation of Intermediate filaments in the Gliotic retina

Proteins identified to be 2-fold or more upregulated in the gliotic retina primarily
consisted of proteins involved in structural molecule activity, including ezrin, desmin,
GFAP and vimentin. This was also supported by the 2D-DIGE analysis which
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identified upregulation of GFAP and vimentin in the gliotic retina when compared to
normal retina. Upregulation of intermediate filament proteins is characteristic of
retinal gliosis (Lewis and Fisher, 2003) and this highlights the gliotic nature of the
samples investigated in this study. The importance of structural changes in the
promotion of retina degeneration caused by gliosis is illustrated by the
demonstration that a vimentin and GFAP deficient mouse model has shown
decreased photoreceptor degeneration and attenuated glial reactions (Nakazawa et
al., 2007). Ezrin is a peripheral membrane protein that promotes communication
between the plasma membrane and the actin cytoskeleton to aid in the organisation
of cell morphology (Vaheri et al., 1997). It has previously been shown to be
upregulated in a rabbit model of PVR (Zhou et al., 2012). The present observations
are in accordance with these studies and highlight the potential importance of this
protein in the progress of retinal degeneration.
2.4.2

Upregulation of heat shock proteins in the gliotic retina

A number of heat shock proteins were also found to be differentially expressed
between the normal and gliotic retinae. Heat shock protein 70kDA protein 1 like
(HSPA1L) and heat shock protein HSP90α were identified to be upregulated in the
gliotic retina as compared to normal retina. Heat shock proteins function as
molecular chaperones that assist the folding of proteins to their correct conformation
and also prevent aggregation of misfolded proteins. They are highly upregulated
during most forms of cellular stress providing protection from cellular death and
increasing stress tolerance (Morimoto and Santoro, 1998). The upregulation of heat
shock proteins in retinal diseases such as glaucoma, has been previously reported
(Tezel et al., 2000) and is thought to provide protection against apoptosis.
Additionally, high levels of several heat shock proteins were also detected in the
Müller cell lysate. This may suggest that Müller glia may have high resistance to
cellular stresses as previously seen with other stem cell populations (Prinsloo et al.,
2009) and may be one of the key cells involved in the heat shock response in retinal
diseases that combat cell death.
2.4.3

Upregulation in extracellular matrix proteins in the gliotic retina.

Proteins involved in extracellular matrix (ECM) organisation, including procollagen
galactosyltransferase 1 (GLT25D1), PLOD2, tenascin C and galectin 1 were also
found to be highly upregulated in the gliotic retina as compared to normal retina. It is
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well documented that ECM remodelling occurs in retinal diseases such as glaucoma
(Wallace et al., 2014, Yan et al., 2000), diabetic retinopathy (Ioachim et al., 2005),
PVR (Kon et al., 1998) and AMD (Nita et al., 2014) . Tenascin C is a glycoprotein
expressed in the ECM during development or injury and is involved in tissue
remodelling, supporting growth and differentiation (Jones and Jones, 2000b). It has
been found to be upregulated in diabetic retinopathy (Spirin et al., 1999) and
thought to contribute to mechanical stiffness of the retina (Davis et al., 2012). In
addition, upregulation of tenascin C expression has been linked with growth factors
and cytokines such as TGFβ1, interleukin 1 and TNFα (Rettig et al., 1994), which
are all upregulated during retinal degenerations. Tenascin C is often co-expressed
with matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) (Jian et al., 2001), and are thought to coordinate tissue remodelling. In the zebrafish, a gene expression study identified
upregulation of tenascin C at 96hrs after intense light exposure (Kassen et al.,
2007). Therefore, the present observations that tenascin C was upregulated in the
gliotic retina as compared to normal retina suggests that this protein may play an
important role in tissue remodelling within the gliotic retina. PLOD2 and GLT25D1
both regulate collagen synthesis and may contribute to stiffening of the ECM.
PLOD2 is an enzyme involved in the hydroxylation of lysyl residues in collagen
peptides and this is required for stability of collagen cross-links. It has been found
that this enzyme is involved in ECM stiffening and has been linked with
accumulation of collagen in fibrosis (van der Slot et al., 2003). GLT25D1, which
exhibited the highest fold change in gliotic retina as compared to normal retina (10fold upregulated), is an enzyme involved in post–translational modifications of
collagen (Perrin-Tricaud et al., 2011). An upregulation of these enzymes in the
gliotic retina could be an indication of tissue remodelling and alterations in the
stiffness of the ECM observed in gliosis. During tissue processing of the gliotic
retina it was noted that the sample was very glutinous as compared to the normal
retina and changes in the ECM composition may reflect this observation.
Galectin 1 is a beta-galactoside-binding protein and can be found in the nucleus,
cytoplasm, cell surface and extracellular space, and plays a role in cell adhesion in
inflammation as well as proliferation (Camby et al., 2006).

Studies aimed at

neutralising the activity of galectin with specific antibodies in rat eyes have reported
increases in retinal detachment, which is thought to be due to weak RPE and neural
retinal adhesion (Uehara et al., 2001). An increase in galectin 1 levels in the gliotic
retina could suggest that this protein may be released to promote neural retina-RPE
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integrity. However, overexpression may induce traction of the retina, thus
perpetuating retinal detachment in PVR.
2.4.4

Additional upregulated proteins in the gliotic retina as compared to
normal retina

Other proteins identified to be highly upregulated in the gliotic retina as compared to
the normal retina included quinone oxidoreductase (9.8-fold upregulated) and cell
adhesion molecule CD166 (ALCAM)(8.1-fold upregulated). Quinone oxidoreductase
is an antioxidant enzyme which catalyses quinones to less toxic hydroquinones by
utilising co-factors NADPH or NADH (Ross et al., 2000). It is involved in
chemoprotection and reduces damage caused by reactive oxygen species (Nioi and
Hayes, 2004). The presence of high levels of this enzyme in the gliotic retina may
indicate its protective role during retinal degeneration, possibly aimed at reducing
damage caused by reactive oxygen species. ALCAM is a transmembrane
glycoprotein which is expressed on activated T cells, monocytes, epithelial cells,
fibroblasts and neurons and plays a role in cell adhesion and migration(Swart,
2002). Increases in the levels of ALCAM in PVR retina may be responsible for the
lymphocyte infiltration observed in epiretinal membranes excised from eyes with this
condition (Limb et al., 1996, Charteris et al., 1992). In addition the 2D-DIGE analysis
identified

a

2.06-fold

upregulation

in

cytosol

aminopeptidase.

Cytosol

aminopeptidase (leucyl aminopeptidase/LAP3) is an enzyme involved in the
processing of intracellular proteins, catalysing the cleavage of amino acids from the
amino terminus of proteins (Taylor, 1993). Its function in the retina is unknown,
however it may be involved in the processing of various intracellular proteins.
2.4.5

Significant proteins found downregulated in the gliotic retina as
compared to normal retina

Downregulation of 234 proteins was observed in the gliotic retina as compared to
the normal human retina. This group primarily contained proteins related to GTPase
activity, protein binding, and gene expression as determined by gene ontology
enrichment. Many of the downregulated proteins included retinal specific proteins
such as rhodopsin, s-arrestin, recoverin, retinaldehyde binding protein, Thy1, rod
cGMP and retinoschisin and glutamine synthetase, which may reflect the neural
retinal cell death observed during reactive gliosis.
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Results generated by 2D-DIGE analysis identified 5 proteins which were <0.5-fold
downregulated in the gliotic retina. The expression of S-arrestin and N(G),N(G)dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase 1 (DDAH1) correlated with label-free
mass spectrometry results. In addition, 3 of these proteins including α-enolase,
carbonic anhydrase and GAPDH previously showed no differences in the original
mass spectrometry analysis. DDAH1 is an enzyme involved in the degradation of
asymmetric dimethylarginine (ADMA) which is an endogenous inhibitor of nitric
oxide synthase. A downregulation of this enzyme would therefore lead to the
decrease in nitric oxide production. The reduction of DDAH 1 has been associated
with an increased risk in vascular diseases including reduced angiogenesis and
reduction in cell proliferation (Zhang et al., 2013). It could be suggested that in
retinal diseases the loss of this protein may alter the response to injury, by affecting
proliferation and vascular formation.
Interestingly, several heat shock proteins (HSPs) were also found to be
downregulated in the gliotic retina as compared to normal retina and included heat
shock 70kDA protein 4L, Heat shock 70kDa protein 4, heat shock 70kDa protein
12A, heat shock cognate 70 interacting protein and putative heat shock protein 90
beta 2. As discussed above, HSPs are molecular chaperones that are highly
upregulated during cellular stress, prevent apoptosis and aid the reconstruction of
mis-folded proteins. As these proteins are normally upregulated during cellular
stress, their downregulation may be accounted for the cellular death and
degeneration of the retina observed during PVR. Further studies may help in the
understanding of the protective role of these molecules in the neural retina and
merit investigation.
Another interesting factor which was found downregulated in the gliotic retina was
reticulon4 (Neurite outgrowth inhibitor/ Nogo), which is a negative regulator of
neurite outgrowth. Studies indicate that a reduction of Nogo enhances neuronal
survival and growth (Kim et al., 2003, Kilic et al., 2010), suggesting that a reduction
of Nogo in the gliotic retina may either reflect cellular death or may indicate the
existence of endogenous mechanisms that are triggered during gliosis to protect
neurons from further damage.
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2.4.6

Pathway analysis of upregulated proteins reveals the involvement of
cellular growth, the cell cycle and stress

Pathway analysis of the upregulated proteins in the gliotic retina as compared to
normal retina showed significant representation of (Liver kinase B1/Serine threonine
kinase 1) LKB1 signalling, cellular responses to stress and regulation of PLK1
activity. LKB1 signalling regulates cell metabolism and cellular growth. Proteins
identified to be involved in this pathway included Ezrin, HSP90AA1 and 14.3.3δ.
HSP90AA1 can bind and stabilise LKB1, enhancing LKB1 signalling and cell growth
inhibition (Gaude et al., 2012). Ezrin and 14.3.3δ are both downstream targets of
LKB1, and may indicate that signalling is enhanced. Increased LKB1 signalling can
lead to cell growth arrest and its upregulation in the gliotic retina may reflect the
degenerated nature of the retinal tissue and explain the loss of cells observed in
PVR. Proteins involved in cellular stress pathways were also highly represented in
the upregulated proteins and included HSP90AA1, HSPA1L, ubiquitin C, histone
H2B and histone H1 3. These proteins are often found upregulated in cellular stress
pathways including responses to heat stress and DNA damage and they may
constitute an indicator of the gliotic nature of the tissue.
2.4.7

Pathway analysis of downregulated proteins indicates a reduction in
ribosomal processes.

Several pathways involved in ribosomal processes were significantly overrepresented in the analysis of the proteins downregulated in the gliotic retina as
compared to normal retina. Out of the 234 proteins found downregulated, 34 were
40s and 60s ribosomal subunit proteins and these may account for the high
representation of pathways involved in ribosomal action as identified by the software
analysis.

Some

of

these

pathways

included

eukaryotic

translation

elongation/termination, peptide chain elongation and nonsense mediated decay
independent of the exon junction complex. A functioning ribosome is composed of
40s and 60s subunits, therefore downregulation as seen in the results may be an
indication of reduced mRNA processing and protein translation in the gliotic retina.
The loss of the ribosome biogenesis has been associated with ribosome stress,
which can trigger activation of the p53 pathway leading to increased apoptosis
(Wang et al., 2015b). Loss of ribosome function has not been previously reported in
relation to retinal diseases, but it may be possible that misregulation of these units
could contribute to the cellular death seen in these conditions.
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2.4.8

Müller glial profiling showed significant representation of Müller glial
markers and changes during RGC differentiation.

The analysis of the Müller cell lysate via discovery mass spectrometry showed high
expression of vimentin, histone H4 and actin cytoplasmic 1 (β-Actin). Vimentin is a
type III intermediate filament and is known to be highly expressed in Müller glia and
astrocytes in the retina (Perez-Alvarez et al., 2008). Histone H4 which is involved in
ordering DNA into nucleosomes and β-Actin, a constituent of the cytoskeleton, are
both highly conserved proteins and would be highly expressed in most cells. Other
Müller glia specific proteins were identified, including GFAP, vimentin, glutamine
synthetase, CD44 antigen and retinaldehyde binding protein 1 (CRALBP). It has
been noted that cultured retinal Müller glia cells may lose their in vivo features when
adapting to culture. It is well known that Müller glia have a limited life span and
undergo senescence with passage in vitro (Sarthy et al., 1998). Porcine Müller glia
become fibroblastic after just three days in culture, showing upregulation in
cytoskeletal elements as well as proteins involved in motility and proliferation while
those

involved

in

transmitter

recycling,

glycolysis

and

detoxification

are

downregulated (Hauck et al., 2003). However, Müller glia that exhibit stem cell
properties maintain their characteristic morphology (Limb et al., 2002) and although
they might undergo changes upon adaptation to culture environments the present
proteomics results have shown that these immortalised Müller cell lines still express
Müller specific markers to high levels, which correlates with previous observations
that Müller stem cells continue to express Müller glia markers throughout 100
passages (Limb et al., 2002). Interestingly, differences in protein expression were
observed after differentiating these cells towards a retinal ganglion cell (RGC)
phenotype. Highly upregulated in Müller glia derived RGC were the tubulin proteins,
tubulin beta 2A chain (TBB2A) and tubulin alpha 1A chain (TBA1A). Tubulins are
the major constituents of microtubules that make up the cytoskeleton and are
involved in cell motility.

Beta tubulins have been associated with neuronal

differentiation and beta 2 may be required for neuronal outgrowth (Guo et al., 2010).
Changes in these microtubule elements may reflect the morphological changes
observed in the RGC differentiated cells.
2.4.9

Limitations of the study

Although many proteins were identified to be differentially expressed between the
normal and gliotic retina and illustrate the physiological changes observed during
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gliosis, there are limitations to the methodology applied. Discovery based mass
spectrometry cannot identify all proteins in a given sample, and in addition proteins
found in low abundancy may be lost during processing or detection (Lubec et al.,
2003). Proteins of very high or low molecular weight may also be lost during 1D gel
separation (Lubec et al., 2003). These limitations may be responsible for the failure
to detect inflammatory cytokines and growth factors which are a well-known to
characterise PVR and other retinal degenerative diseases.
As compared to previous proteomic studies in the human retina which have
identified 3436 non-redundant proteins in the normal retina (Zhang et al., 2015), the
current investigation resolved 1631 proteins in the normal retina and 1074 proteins
in the gliotic retina. These differences may be ascribed to differences in
methodology, including the type of mass spectrometer used, protein extraction
protocols and nature of the tissue. The gliotic retina appeared very glutinous after
protein extraction and may have been a factor that limited protein detection. To
increase the number of identified proteins for future experiments it may be
necessary to treat the gliotic tissue with enzymes such as chondroitinase to break
up some of the aggregated tissue that is observed in retinal gliosis. The proteome
is regarded a highly dynamic and forever changing system, especially during
disease progression. This spatial and temporal expression is considered to be the
dynamic range of protein expression, and is an on-going problem in proteomics
based research. Proteins also have dynamic (e.g. phosphorylation) and static
(structural) modifications that are not coded in genomic data and due to the complex
nature of tissues such as retina, which encompass multiple cell types, a complete
dynamic range may never be achieved. Especially when considering disease
progression, proteomic based studies only reveals changes in the proteome during
one particular time point of tissue dynamics. In addition methodologies between
labs, in terms of tissue processing, extraction of proteins and instruments used can
be vastly different. Taking the complex nature of the tissue, and differences in
methodologies into consideration, future studies in the retina may require additional
refinement of methods to achieve better resolution of identified proteins.
Although gene ontology enrichment analysis is a useful tool to identify key cellular
mechanisms which may be relevant to tissues and associated pathologies, there
are a few limitations to consider. At present, annotation databases used for this
purpose are incomplete, and rely on previous knowledge so new functions for
known proteins cannot be discovered (Khatri and Draghici, 2005).
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Despite the limitations, this study has identified key candidate proteins that merit
further investigations for their role in gliosis and potential inhibition of endogenous
regeneration of the human retina.
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Chapter 3. Examination of the retinal proteomic profile in a
zebrafish model of retinal degeneration and regeneration
3.1
3.1.1

Introduction
Regenerative ability of zebrafish

Zebrafish are well known for their regenerative ability and have been shown to
spontaneously undergo heart, fin and central nervous system (CNS) repair,
including brain, spinal cord and retina, after injury (Vajn et al., 2014, Kishimoto et
al., 2012, Fimbel et al., 2007). However, regeneration of these different tissues in
the zebrafish occurs by slightly different mechanisms. In the heart, regeneration
involves the proliferation and differentiation of cardiomyocytes as well as support
from epicardial cells, whilst regeneration of the CNS including spinal cord and retina
involves endogenous stem cells that can differentiate to a number of different cell
types (Gemberling et al., 2013). During spinal cord damage in the zebrafish, new
axonal projections are generated from glial cells that connect two sides of the
lesion. This is known as a ‘glial bridge’ (Goldshmit et al., 2012). Motor neurons are
regenerated by radial glia that express Olig2, a basic helix-loop-helix transcription
factor which is important in motor neuron differentiation during development
(Kroehne et al., 2011). Interneurons are generated from glia that express Nkx6 and
Pax6, which are important during development of the eye and brain, but are
negative for Olig2 (Kuscha et al., 2012).
The proliferation and migration of radial glia involved in the regenerative response of
the spinal cord are dependent on FGF signalling (Goldshmit et al., 2012). Notch
signalling has been shown to be important for the regenerative process in the spinal
cord, where over-activation of the Notch pathway has been shown to inhibit
regeneration in this species (Dias et al., 2012). Regeneration of the zebrafish brain
encompasses similar mechanisms to that of the spinal cord and it relies on radial
glia that express GFAP and Olig2 (Marz et al., 2011) and on FGF signalling for the
activation of glia to mount the regenerative response (Koster and Fraser, 2006). In
contrast to spinal cord regeneration, inhibition of Notch signalling reduced neuronal
regeneration suggesting the activation of Notch signalling is required for brain
regeneration (Kishimoto et al., 2012). Within the retina, Müller glia are the primary
cells involved in the regenerative response that express developmental genes that
can direct differentiation to all neural retinal cells (Lenkowski and Raymond, 2014).
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Understanding the mechanisms of neuronal repair in the zebrafish retina may aid to
the development of new therapies targeting endogenous regeneration of the
mammalian retina. Retinal development across-species is highly conserved, and
the structure and function of the zebrafish retina is similar to that of mammals.
However, unlike the mammalian retina the zebrafish retina exhibits a regenerative
response throughout life, that restores damaged neurons to a fully functional state
following injury or disease (Mensinger and Powers, 1999). This unique retinal
environment that supports maintenance and repair in the zebrafish appears to be
suppressed in higher order vertebrates.
3.1.2

Müller glia in the zebrafish retina

Müller glia were identified to be the main source of cells responsible for the
regeneration observed in the zebrafish retina. Using green fluorescent protein
(GFP) labelled Müller glia in zebrafish models, changes in these cells could be
tracked throughout injury and were shown to generate all major retinal cell types
(Kassen et al., 2007, Bernardos et al., 2007). It has been demonstrated that Müller
glia in this species sense injury by responding to environmental cues, either through
cell-cell contact or factors produced by dying photoreceptors, neurons, microglia as
well as Müller glia themselves.

Dying neurons and photoreceptors have been

shown to secrete factors such as adenosine di-phosphate (ADP) and tumour
necrosis factor alpha (TNFα) which have been associated with Müller glia
reprogramming and proliferation in the zebrafish (Nelson et al., 2013). The secretion
of growth factors such as epidermal growth factor (EGF), fibroblast growth factor
(FGF) and platelet derived growth factor (PDGF) is increased in the retina of this
species after injury and promote the proliferation of Müller glia (Wan et al., 2014,
Wan et al., 2012). In addition, the induction of light lesions in the zebrafish retina
showed the increase in factors such as galectins, midkine-like proteins , activin and
connective tissue growth factor from dying photoreceptors (Craig et al., 2008).
Another aspect of injury that may promote regeneration by Müller glia is the stress
response. Microarray analysis of Müller glia from injured zebrafish retina showed
that upregulation of the heat shock protein 60 gene hspd1 is necessary for Müller
glia regeneration (Qin et al., 2009). In addition, Müller glia are able to produce
factors which act in an autocrine and paracrine manner to promote proliferation,
differentiation and retinal regeneration. Some of the factors produced by responsive
Müller glia from the zebrafish that have autocrine and paracrine activity include
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cytokines such as TNFα, FGF, EGF, TGFβ and heparin-binding EGF-like growth
factor (HB-EGF) (Bringmann et al., 2009).
These secreted factors lead to the activation of multiple signalling cascades in
Müller glia which drive the proliferation and differentiation of these cells to specific
timing patterns. The integration of signalling cascades such as the WNT-βcatenin,
Notch, TGFβ, JAK/STAT signalling as well as ASCL1a are all involved in Müller glia
proliferation and differentiation that promote retinal regeneration in the zebrafish
(Lenkowski and Raymond, 2014).
3.1.2.1 Wnt/ β-catenin signalling
The Wnt / β-catenin pathway is involved in the control of stem cell fate in many
tissues and also has a prominent role during retinal development, regulating
proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis (Lad et al., 2009). This pathway is
activated by the binding of Wnt ligands to the Frizzled receptors which disrupts the
proteolysis of β-catenin, resulting in β-catenin accumulation in the cytoplasm. The βcatenin is then free to translocate to the nucleus where it binds to the transcription
factors T-cell factor (TCF) and lymphoid enhancing factor (LEF) to initiate gene
transcription (MacDonald et al., 2009). Retinal injury in the zebrafish has been
shown to result in an increase in Wnt expression and β-catenin accumulation in
Müller glia (Meyers et al., 2012). Inhibition of this pathway results in reduced
proliferation suggesting that it is required for retinal regeneration (Meyers et al.,
2012).
3.1.2.2 Notch signalling
The Notch signalling pathway is highly conserved and involved in the control of cell
differentiation during development (Artavanis-Tsakonas et al., 1999). The timing of
Notch signalling in retinal development determines whether progenitor cells
maintain a progenitor or glial fate, or exit the cell cycle (Jadhav et al., 2006, Perron
and Harris*, 2000). Notch protein is attached to the cell membrane and consists of
an intracellular and extracellular domain. Notch ligands are also membrane bound
and binding to the extracellular domain induces cleavage of the intracellular domain,
which translocates to the nucleus to activate neural genes. It has been
demonstrated that Notch signalling components are upregulated during zebrafish
retinal regeneration (Qin et al., 2009, Raymond et al., 2006). In contrast, other
studies have shown that these components are downregulated immediately after
injury and then gradual increases in Notch components are observed (Kassen et al.,
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2007). The downregulation of Notch was shown to promote the proliferation of
Müller glia, and the subsequent activation of Notch, was shown to promote cell
cycle exit (Kassen et al., 2007). Similarly, studies using the γ-secretase inhibitor
DAPT, during zebrafish retinal regeneration, have shown an increase in Müller glia
proliferation, indicating that Notch activity may be required to prevent unnecessary
Müller glia proliferation (Wan et al., 2012).
3.1.2.3 JAK/STAT signalling
The JAK/STAT (Janus kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription)
pathway is important for development and function of the immune system, glial
development, stress response to neuronal damage and maintenance of embryonic
stem cell self-renewal (Rawlings et al., 2004). Cytokine binding to its receptors
activates the JAK pathway which subsequently phosphorylates STATS which enter
the nucleus to control transcription (Rawlings et al., 2004). In response to retinal
injury in the zebrafish, STAT3 expression and phosphorylation has been shown to
increase in Müller glia (Qin et al., 2009).

It has been shown that the STAT3

expression is required for the maximal number of Müller glia to proliferate in the
presence of the factor ASCL1a (Nelson et al., 2012).
3.1.2.4 TGFβ Expression
Transforming growth factor beta (TGFβ) has been associated with Müller glia
proliferation in the mammalian retina and it is thought to contribute to the formation
of glial scarring (Close et al., 2005, Bringmann et al., 2009). In the zebrafish
however, the regulation of TGFβ signalling is believed to be required for Müller glia
response to injury (Lenkowski et al., 2013). After an initial upregulation of TGFβ,
two TGFβ co-repressors, tgif1 and six3b are upregulated in the damaged zebrafish
retina and act to reduce TGFβ signalling (Qin et al., 2009). These co-repressors are
thought to be necessary for the proliferative response of Müller glia and loss of
function of these factors has a negative effect on photoreceptor regeneration
(Lenkowski et al., 2013).
3.1.2.5 ASCL1a and gene regulation
ASCL1a is a basic helix-loop helix transcription factor that has a central role in the
regulation of many signalling pathways including Notch, Wnt, TNFα, TGFβ and
STAT3 regulation (Lenkowski and Raymond, 2014). ASCL1a is upregulated in
Müller glia after zebrafish retinal injury and has been shown to be essential for
proliferation.

ASCL1a is a target of TGFβ signalling and is upregulated during
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regeneration, however, over expression of ASCL1a does not compensate for the
loss of TGFβ signalling (Lenkowski et al., 2013). Notch signalling, which is reduced
during regeneration, has also been shown to affect ASCL1a expression. This has
been demonstrated by observations that the gamma secretase inhibitor DAPT
causes upregulation of ASCL1, whilst overexpression of the Notch intracellular
domain decreases ASCL1a expression (Gorsuch and Hyde, 2013). ASCL1a binds
the promotor of pluripotency factor (PPF) and RNA binding protein lin28, which in
turn supresses let-7 to promote production of ASCL1. ASCL1a also plays a role in
Wnt signalling by inhibiting Dkk1, and subsequently Wnt activation (Ramachandran
et al., 2011).
3.1.3

The role of the Extracellular Matrix in zebrafish retinal regeneration

In addition to the proliferation and differentiation of Müller glia observed during the
regenerative response of the zebrafish retina, major remodelling of the extracellular
matrix also occurs. Neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM), which plays a role in
cell-cell adhesion, neurite outgrowth and synaptic plasticity has been reported to be
downregulated following retinal injury in the zebrafish (Qin et al., 2009). Expression
of the extracellular matrix proteins known as tenascins, which are expressed during
development as well as wound healing and nerve regeneration (Jones and Jones,
2000a), have been shown to be altered after retinal injury in the zebrafish. Following
light retinal lesions, tenascin R is found to be downregulated in Müller glia (Qin et
al., 2009), whilst tenascin C is upregulated (Kassen et al., 2007). Tenascins have
major roles in the guidance of cellular growth and migration and therefore may
reflect the complex expression patterning during regeneration in the retina. Another
extracellular matrix protein, known as drgal1-l2 (homolog of galectin), which is
secreted and bind to other proteins of the extracellular matrix, is also up-regulated
within 12 hours after light damage to the zebrafish retina (Craig et al., 2008). Knock
down of drgal1-l2 reduces the number of regenerating rod cells present after injury
in the zebrafish retina, suggesting that it is important for the regeneration of this cell
type in the retina (Craig et al., 2010).
Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are proteolytic enzymes involved in the
degradation of extracellular matrix proteins and have been shown to be upregulated
in retinal lesions in the zebrafish (Cameron et al., 2005). Inhibition of MMPs by
selective inhibitors have also shown to halt regeneration, highlighting the
importance of these molecules in the regenerative process (Wan et al., 2012). It can
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be suggested that regulation and remodelling of the extracellular matrix may play a
very important role in the regeneration of the zebrafish retina.
3.1.4

The Zebrafish proteome during regeneration

The zebrafish is frequently used as a model organism for the study of
embryogenesis and development in vertebrates, as well as in drug discovery (Forne
et al., 2010). Although the zebrafish genome has been mapped, few proteomic
studies have been published, and are in general limited to developmental
processes. Gene regulation during tissue regeneration in the zebrafish has been
extensively documented, yet, very few studies have been conducted using
proteomic based methodologies. Recent investigations in this field have been
directed towards fin and brain regeneration and have not been directly related to the
eye or the retina. However, they provide the basis for the understanding of
regenerative mechanisms that take place throughout the CNS in this species.
Proteomic examination of intestine, liver and fin, as well as the heart and brain
tissue during regeneration in the zebrafish has identified changes in proteins
involved in catalytic and transport activity (Westman-Brinkmalm et al., 2011). Other
proteomic investigations on zebrafish caudal fin regeneration have revealed
changes in protein expression over time, that are involved in the maintenance of
cell structure, architecture and immune functions (Saxena et al., 2012). Additional
proteomic studies using labelled isotopes to identify newly synthesised proteins
have identified changes in over 5000 proteins, including actinodin (an essential
component of the fin), as well as proteins involved in the Wnt and FGF signalling
pathways (Nolte et al., 2015), which are important components of retinal
development and are conserved across species. Profiling of the zebrafish brain
proteome has shown a high proportion of proteins to be involved in cell death, free
radical scavenging, cell signalling, nervous system development, cell cycle and
proteins involved in neurodegenerative diseases such as Huntington’s and
Parkinson’s disease (Singh et al., 2010). Following brain regeneration after
mechanical insult, proteins involved in energy metabolism, cytoskeletal degradation,
apoptotic cell death, synaptic plasticity and axonal regeneration (Ilies et al., 2012)
have also been identified. Although mechanisms of regeneration are likely to differ
between different tissue types in the zebrafish, many proteomic studies in the
literature have revealed some similarities, and changes in proteins involved in
cellular structure, apoptosis and immune function appear to be common to the
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regenerative process observed in the different tissues of this species. At present
there are no other studies in the literature that have addressed the proteome profile
of the zebrafish retina during degeneration and regeneration, and these studies may
provide some insight into the mechanisms involved in the retinal regenerative
response of this species. They may also help to identify factors that are lacking in
the mammalian eye that could be potentially used to induce regeneration of the
human retina.

3.2

Objectives and experimental Design

Although retinal development is highly conserved and retinal architecture and
functioning is similar across species, there are striking differences in the retinal
response to injury between amphibians and mammals. Unlike the mammalian
retina, the zebrafish retina is able to undergo complete functional restoration after
injury. Müller glia with stem cell characteristics, which initiate this regenerative
response in the zebrafish are also present in the human retina. It may be possible
that differences in factors expressed either in the developed retina or at the time of
injury may be identified in these species, that can be compared with that of human
proteome to identify possible differences between zebrafish and human retina.
The aim of this chapter was therefore to investigate and compare the proteomic
profile between normal, degenerated and regenerating zebrafish retina. It is hoped
that identification of changes in protein expression between these specimens may
contribute to the understanding of retinal regeneration in this species and may also
help to identify novel targets that may be investigated for their role in promoting
endogenous regeneration of the mammalian retina.
1. The aims of this chapter were:
2. To examine and compare the protein expression profile of zebrafish retina
prior to degeneration and at different time points during the degenerative
and regenerative process.
3. Undertake gene ontology expression analysis of retinal specimens to identify
over-represented protein groups and their functionality during the various
stages of degeneration and regeneration.
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Experimental Design:
i.

Preliminary studies were undertaken to standardise a model of retinal
degeneration in the zebrafish. Using an established model of neurotoxin
induced retinal damage by ouabain, optimal peak points and doses of the
toxin at which degeneration and regeneration occurred in this species first
standardised.

ii.

For the proteomic studies, zebrafish retinae were excised at two time points
after injection with ouabain, on days 3 and 18. Retinae from untreated
animals were used as controls.

iii.

Protein from excised retinae was extracted and digested before analysis
using a discovery based proteomics platform including mass spectrometry
and 2D Difference Gel Electrophoresis (2D-DIGE).

iv.

Protein identifications and abundancies were calculated using Protein Lynx
Global Server and Non-Linear Dynamics Progenesis software.

v.

Further analysis was conducted using Microsoft excel, and open source web
based platforms including UniProt, Panther db and WebGestalt.
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3.3
3.3.1

Results
Standardization of the zebrafish model of retinal degeneration induced
by ouabain

To standardised the model of zebrafish degeneration and regeneration in our
laboratory, various concentrations of the neurotoxin ouabain were injected into the
vitreous using a published protocol (Fimbel et al., 2007). Following intraocular
injections of three different concentrations of ouabain (100, 150 and 200μM), the
histological features and cell viability were examined in the zebrafish retina at
different times points for up to 42 days after injection.
Injection of 100μM ouabain into the zebrafish eye did not have major impact on
retinal morphology. Histological sections showed that the retinal cell layers from
eyes injected with ouabain appeared to be less compact and slightly swollen as
compared with control retina at 3 and 7 days post injection (dpi). No differences in
the optic nerve head morphology and general thickness were observed (Fig 3-1).
Similarly, following injection of 150μM ouabain, the retina appeared slightly
oedematous and no changes in the appearance of the optic nerve head were
evident at 1 and 7 dpi (Fig 3-2). However, examination of the zebrafish retina after
injection of 200μM ouabain showed evident morphological changes that could be
observed at various times points immediately after injection. At 1dpi the retinal cell
layers appeared to be less compact as compared to the control (Fig 3-3). At 3dpi a
marked decrease in cell density was seen in all the three retinal cell layers and by
7dpi the retina had lost its structural integrity and was reduced to a fibrous-like
membrane (Fig 3-3). At 19dpi a partial recovery of the retinal morphology could be
observed. The retinal cell layers were again evident in the anterior region but no
retinal structure was seen in the posterior region (Fig 3-3). By day 42 after ouabain
injection, although the retina appears slightly thinner than the control, a regular
retinal morphology could be observed (Fig 3-3).
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Figure 3-1 Histology of zebrafish retina after damage induced by injection of
100μM Ouabain. Haematoxylin and eosin stained zebrafish eye sections, 12μM
thickness. Sections show the retinal cell layers from eyes injected with ouabain
following 3 and 7 days after injection (3dpi and 7dpi). No differences were observed
in the general morphology of the eye or thickness of the retina between control, 3pdi
or 7dpi. RGC=retinal ganglion cell layer; INL = inner nuclear layer; ONL= outer
nuclear layer.ON=Optic nerve.
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Figure 3-2 Histology of zebrafish retina after damage induced by injection of
150μM Haematoxylin and eosin stained zebrafish eye sections, 12μM thickness.
Sections show the retinal cell layers from eyes injected with ouabain following 3 and
7 days after injection (3dpi and 7dpi). Histological sections show that the retinal cell
layers from eyes injected with ouabain appear to be less compact and slightly
swollen when compared with the control retina following 1 and 7 days after injection.
No changes in the optic nerve were observed between control, 1dpi or 7dpi retina.
RGC=retinal ganglion cell layer; INL = inner nuclear layer; ONL= outer nuclear
layer.ON=Optic nerve. ON=Optic nerve
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Figure 3-3 Histology of zebrafish retina after injection of 200μM Ouabain to the
zebrafish eye. Haematoxylin and eosin stained zebrafish eye sections, 12μM
thickness. Sections show the retinal cell layers from eyes injected with ouabain
following 1, 3, 7, 19 and 42 days post injection (dpi). Histological sections show that
the retinal cell layers from eyes injected with ouabain appear swollen when compared
with the control retina following 1 dpi. Loss of all retinal layers can be observed at
3dpi and 7dpi. Partial recovery of retinal structure can be seen by 42dpi. RGC=retinal
ganglion cell layer; INL = inner nuclear layer; ONL= outer nuclear layer.ON=Optic
nerve. ON=Optic nerve ON=Optic nerve.
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3.3.1.1 Examination of apoptotic cells in the zebrafish retina following
ouabain injection
To further assess the Ouabain effect on retinal cell damage, a TUNEL assay was
used to detect DNA fragmentation in apoptotic cells as described in the Materials
and Methods section. Examination of the retina from zebrafish eyes treated with
150µM ouabain showed a few scattered apoptotic cells at 1 dpi (Fig 3-4), although
no evidence of apoptosis was observed at 7 dpi, which is in accordance with the
minor morphological changes observed on H&E stained sections (Fig 3-2).

In

contrast, following 1 dpi of 200µM Ouabain, widespread TUNEL positive cells were
observed in the RGC layer and the INL (Fig 3-5). Furthermore, following 3 days
after injection of 200µM Ouabain, wide spread apoptosis was observed in ONL and
remaining cells throughout the retina (Fig 3-5).
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Figure 3-4 Examination of apoptotic cells in the zebrafish retina following
150μM Ouabain injection. Tunel stained immunofluorescence images showing
presence of very few apoptotic cells in the zebrafish retina at (A) 1 day and (B) 7
days after intravitreal injection of 150μM ouabain. (white arrows indicate positive
tunel staining, red arrows indicate autofluorescence)
Scale bar = 50μm.
Counterstained nuclei with DAPI (Blue).
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Figure 3-5 Examination of apoptotic cells in the zebrafish retina following
200μM Ouabain injection. Tunel stained immunofluorescence images showing
presence of apoptotic cells in the zebrafish retina showing progressive loss of
retinal cells and structure after intravitreal injection of 200μM ouabain.. (A) At 1 dpi,
retinal layers can be identified, many cells were apoptotic (white arrows) (B) 3 dpi
and (C) 7 dpi retinal structure is lost. (white arrows indicate positive tunel staining,
red arrows indicate autofluorescence) Scale bar = 50μm. Nuclei counterstained with
DAPI (Blue).
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3.3.2

Protein abundancies determined by mass spectrometry analysis of
normal, degenerated and regenerating zebrafish retina.

Analysis of a pool of normal zebrafish retina by mass spectrometry identified the
presence of 2042 proteins which resulted in 326 protein hits. Analysis of a pool of
degenerated zebrafish retina identified the presence of 1514 proteins, which
resulted in 328 protein hits. Similarly, analysis of a pool of regenerating zebrafish
retina identified the presence of 1445 proteins, yielding 325 protein hits. Of these,
325 protein hits were common to all three groups, whilst lysozyme and F1R096, a
SH-3 binding domain protein 5-like, were unique to the degenerated retina, and
A5PMV7, a protein phosphatase-2 regulatory subunit A alpha, was common to both
the normal and degenerated retina, but was not detected in the regenerating retina
(Fig.3-6A). Protein abundancies were calculated from loading a protein of known
concentration with the retinal samples, and levels were subsequently normalised to
beta actin. In the normal retina, histone H4 was present in the highest abundancy,
accounting for 13.5% of total protein in this sample, followed by ES1 protein (7.7%)
and brain type creatine kinase (5.8%) (Fig 3-6B). In the degenerated retina,
fibrinogen gamma polypeptide was the most abundant, accounting for 13.7% of total
protein, followed by histone H4 (9%), fibrinogen B beta polypeptide (7.6%) and
haemoglobin subunit alpha (4.3%) (Fig 3-6C). In the regenerating retina, Histone H4
was highly abundant, accounting for 21.8% of total protein. This was followed by
ES1 protein mitochondrial (5.7%) and brain subtype creatine kinase (5.6%)
(Fig.6D). Full list of identified proteins is listed in the appendix.
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Figure 3-6 Protein abundancies and number of proteins identified in the
zebrafish retina. (A) Venn diagram shows the number of proteins identified in each
of the zebrafish retinal conditions (normal, degenerated, regenerating) examined by
mass spectrometry. (B) Protein abundancies in the normal retina, as percentage of
total protein identified. (C) Protein abundancies as a percentage of total protein
identified in degenerated retina. (D) Protein abundancies as percentage of total
protein identified in regenerating retina
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3.3.3

Comparison between the differentially expressed proteins in normal,
degenerated, and regenerating zebrafish retina.

Further examination of the proteins detected in the zebrafish retinae identified
several proteins that were differentially expressed between normal, degenerated
and regenerating retina. Out of the 328 proteins identified, 224 were found to be
differentially expressed between the normal and degenerated retina, with 26 >2-fold
upregulated and 198 downregulated <0.5-fold in the degenerated retina as
compared to normal retina (Fig.3-7A). Fewer changes in expression were detected
between normal and regenerating retina, where 16 proteins were upregulated >2fold and 57 downregulated <0.5-fold in regenerating retina as compared to normal
retina (Fig.3-7B). Between the regenerating and degenerating retina, 157 proteins
were also found to be differentially expressed, with 121 >2-fold upregulated and 36
<0.5-fold downregulated in the regenerating retina as compared to degenerated
retina (Fig.3-7C).
3.3.4

Identification of differentially expressed proteins between normal and
degenerated zebrafish retina

The glycoprotein Vitellogenin 6 exhibited a 32.12-fold change in the degenerated
retina as compared to the normal retina (Table3.1). This was followed by plastin-2
(13.44-fold) and the signalling molecule fibrinogen gamma polypeptide (13.04-fold)
protein. Five of the 26 proteins found upregulated in the degenerated retina belong
to the group of molecules involved in the cytoskeleton structure and included keratin
94, actin, crystallins and tubulin alpha 8 like 3 (Table 3.1) In addition, annexin A2A
and annexin A4, which are membrane binding proteins with important functions in
cellular scaffolding and transport of proteins, showed a large fold increase in
expression in the degenerated retina as compared to the normal retina (6.70-fold
and 4.39-fold respectively). As indicated above, the SH3-binding domain protein 5like and lysozyme proteins were detected in the degenerated retina but they were
not present in the normal retina (Table3.1).
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Figure 3-7 Differential expression of proteins between normal, degenerated
and regenerating zebrafish retina. Numbers of proteins differentially expressed
between (A) normal and degenerated retina, (B) normal and regenerating retina and
(C) degenerated and regenerating retina. Red arrows indicate the number of
upregulated proteins and blue arrows indicate the number of downregulated
proteins that were differentially expressed.
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Fold
change
Protein Class

Accession Protein name

Peptide
count

D/N

Cell adhesion molecule E9QFY9

Galectin

3

5.020171

Cytoskeletal

F1R8U0

Predicted: keratin 94

1

7.067666

F1RCB6

Predicted: Actin

75 (2)

2.272093

Q5XTP0

Crystallin gamma S1

3

4.211903

Q52JI4

Beta B2 crystallin

10

2.262057

F1QCY2

Predicted: Tubulin, alpha 8 like 3

Q68EH2
F1R096
Q50LC6

Adenylate kinase isoenzyme 1
Predicted: SH3-binding domain protein 5like
Glutathione S transferase pi 2

Nucleic acid binding

F1Q912

DNA binding

G1K2L0

Signalling molecule

Q7ZVG7
Q6NYE1

Kinase/ Transferase

Glycolipoprotein

Apolipoprotein

Transport proteins
MISC.

107(1)

3.47

2

2.003842

1
14 (1)

D only
2.120972

Predicted: Transcription co-factor

2 (1)

7.957072

Histone H2B

52 (1)

4.763353

Fibrinogen gamma polypeptide

109 (106)

13.04574

Fibrinogen B beta polypeptide

90 (74)

6.315435

B8A5L6

Predicted : fibrinogen alpha chain

93 (7)

6.696478

F1QV15

Predicted: Vitellogenin 6

51 (2)

32.12012

Q1MTC4
Q1LWN2

Predicted: vitellogenin 2
Predicted : Vitellogenin 1

6 (3)
60 (4)

4.548407
8.602877

E7FES0
B3DFP9

Predicted : Apolipoprotein A-Ib
Predicted: apolipoprotein A-II

32 (28)
16 (13)

7.00235
6.114414

E9QDI1

Predicted: apolipoprotein C-I like

12 (10)

3.882325

B8JL43

Serotransferrin

8 (7)

5.582252

Q66I80

Fatty acid binding protein 11a

27 (26)

2.253753

Q24JW2

Lysozyme

1

D only

H9GYP7

Plastin 2

1

13.43719

Q6P603

Annexin A2A

12

6.698163

Q804G7

Annexin A4

1

4.386848

Table 3.1 Proteins upregulated 2-fold or more in the degenerated retina as
compared to normal zebrafish retina as identified by mass spectrometry.
Proteins represented in the table are grouped according to protein class. D=
degenerated retina; N= normal retina. Proteins which were unique to the
degenerated retina are presented as ‘D only’ in the fold change column.
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Out of the 198 proteins identified to be downregulated in the degenerated retina as
compared to the normal retina, heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein R showed
the greatest downregulation (0.02-fold downregulated). This was followed by
phosducin b (0.04-fold), phosducin a (0.05-fold), and complexin 3b (0.05-fold)
(Table.3.2). Of the top 50 downregulated proteins, several were involved in protein
binding and nucleic acid binding (Table.3.2).

Three of the nucleic acid binding

proteins were histones, that showed substantial downregulation in the degenerated
retina as compared to normal retina and included Histone H2A (0.17-fold) and two
isoforms of histone H2B (F1QGY1, 0.23-fold and G1K2M4, 0.07-fold). Several
photoreceptor markers also showed major downregulation in the degenerated retina
and included recoverin (0.13-fold), arrestin 3a (0.18-fold), opsin 1 short wave
sensitive 1 (0.18-fold) and visinin-like 1a (0.16-fold).
3.3.5

Identification of differential protein expression between regenerating
retina and normal retina.

Of the 16 proteins found upregulated in the regenerating retina as compared to
normal retina, the cytoskeletal protein tubulin beta 2A class IIa exhibited the highest
fold increase (44.24-fold) in the regenerating retina as compared to normal retina.
This was followed by brain type fatty acid binding protein (4.82-fold) and histone
H2B (4.41-fold). Many of the proteins identified were involved in the regulation of the
cytoskeleton and included keratins, tubulins and vimentin. Proteins involved in
nucleic acid binding were also highly represented and included ubiquitin A 52
residue ribosomal protein fusion product 1 and two forms of histone H2B (Table.3.3)
In the regenerating zebrafish retina, 57 proteins were identified to be less than 0.5fold downregulated as compared to the normal retina. An uncharacterised protein,
predicted to be a kinase, exhibited the greatest fold decrease (0.01-fold) in the
regenerating retina. This was followed by another uncharacterised protein fragment
predicted to be a hydrolase enzyme (0.07-fold change) and the inner membrane
protein mitochondrial mitofilin (0.09-fold). Many of the proteins identified to be
downregulated in the regenerating retina as compared to normal retina included
cytoskeletal proteins such as tubulins, syntrophin and beta actin as well as
membrane traffic proteins such as syntaxin, clathrin chains, RAB3a protein and
vesicle associated membrane protein 1. Protein phosphatase 2, regulatory subunit
A alpha was detected in the normal retina but not observed in the regenerating
retina(Table3.4)

.
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fold
Peptide change
Protein Class

Accession

Protein Name

Cytoskeletal
Binding

F1R443
Q568Q7
F1QJV7
Q6PC92
F6NL35
Q6NW56
Q90WX5
Q6P969
E9QDX1
Q5RI07
Q6P025
F1R9S7

Spectrin alpha2
Stathmin
D-dopachrome tautomerase
ADP ribosylation factor like 3 like 1
synaptosomal-associated protein, 91kDa
KH domain containing RNA binding signal transduction associated 1
Cone transducin alpha subunit
Elongation factor 1 alpha
Unknown Protein name
phosducin b
Gnb3 protein
phosducin a

Adapter protein

E7FDL7

syntrophin, beta 2

Glycolipoprotein
Catalytic activity

F1R887
E7FBE9
E7F8S4
Q5BJB9
F1QTU1
F1Q766

Vitellogenin 4
Nucleoside diphosphate kinase
transketolase a
Peroxiredoxin 3
Predicted: Channel protein/transferase
creatine kinase, mitochondrial 2a

count

D/N

1
3
1
7
2
5
38 (27)
8 (2)
2 (1)
1
22
1

0.06
0.19
0.23
0.21
0.15
0.22
0.19
0.18
0.17
0.04
0.17
0.05

1

0.09

52 (1)
16 (15)
89 (85)
3
5
81 (53)

0.09
0.19
0.17
0.12
0.18
0.19

1
1

0.12
0.15

Dihydrolipoamide S acetyltransferase E2 component of pyruvate
B3DIV6
B0S5R8

dehydrogenase complex O
Predicted: kinase

Nucleic acid binding F1QGY1
F1QTL9
F1R6L4
F1QS28
I3ITE4
Q7SZC9
E7FAZ5
G1K2M4
Q4V914

Histone H2B
heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A0b
cold inducible RNA binding protein b
heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A0a
Acidic leucine rich nuclear phosphoprotein 32 family member E Fragment
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein R
heterochromatin protein 1, binding protein 3
Histone H2B
Histone H2A

64 (1)
7
4
1
1
2 (1)
5
75 (2)
6

0.23
0.21
0.21
0.11
0.08
0.02
0.10
0.07
0.17

Transporter activity Q90Z34
E9QC84
D2K290
Q6NYJ9

ATPase Na K transporting beta 2b polypeptide
AP complex subunit beta
Complexin 3b
Adaptor related protein complex 2 beta 1 subunit

1
1
5 (4)
2

0.14
0.02
0.05
0.18

Enzyme

B8JJJ5
F8W3A5
Q7SYK7
F1QS69
Q6PC86

guanylate kinase 1b
dynamin 1a
Aspartate aminotransferase
NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1 alpha subcomplex, 13
Creatine kinase mitochondrial 2 Sarcomeric

2
7
33 (23)
1
34 (5)

0.23
0.22
0.22
0.19
0.14

Q6P981
F1R4Z1
Q5TZ35
Q4V8S2
Q6PC38
Q0D274
Q6PFS4
F1QHM2
E7F1F5
I3ITF4

Opsin 1 (Cone Pigments), Short-Wave-Sensitive 1
Arrestin 3a
visinin-like 1a
Recoverin a
Recoverin
ES1 protein mitochondrial
Inner membrane protein mitochondrial Mitofilin
Unknown Protein name
Guanine nucleotide binding protein subunit gamma
Unknown Protein name

10
41 (40)
1
3
18 (17)
82 (79)
2
1
4
5

0.18
0.18
0.16
0.13
0.16
0.15
0.09
0.19
0.09
0.06

Neural retinal
markers

Mitochondrial
MISC

Table 3.2 Top 50 Proteins downregulated 0.5-fold or less in the degenerated
retina as compared to normal zebrafish retina as identified by mass
spectrometry. Top 50 proteins are grouped according to protein class. D=
degenerated retina; N = normal retina.
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Protein Class
Cytoskeletal

Calcium binding
protein
Kinase

Accession Protein Name
Q6P3K5 Keratin 5
F1QKY8 tubulin, beta 2A class IIa
Q6NW90 Tubulin beta 5
F1QAM8 Vimentin
F1R8U0 Keratin 94
Q6XG62 Ictacalcin

B8JIQ1

Uncharacterized protein

Fold
Peptide change
count
R/N
2
2.01
91 (1)
44.24
138 (3)
4.04
5 (3)
2.59
1
2.59
6
3.90

1

3.22

Nucleic acid
binding

Binding

Glycolipoprotein

E9QDC7 Uncharacterized protein
Ubiquitin A 52 residue ribosomal protein
Q3B7P7 fusion product 1
F1QIH4 Histone H2B
Q6DH91 Histone H2B

1

2.36

54 (2)
67 (1)
16 (1)

4.17
2.28
4.41

Q9I8N9
Q6P603

Brain type fatty acid binding protein
Annexin
fatty acid binding protein 3, muscle and
I3ISI4
heart
Q804G7 Annexin

36 (30)
12

4.82
3.34

10 (4)
1

2.81
2.72

F1R887

52 (1)

2.50

Vitellogenin 4

Table 3.3 Proteins upregulated 2-fold or more in the regenerating retina as
compared to normal zebrafish retina as identified by mass spectrometry.
Upregulated proteins are grouped according to protein class. R= regenerating
retina; N= normal retina.
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3.3.6

Identification of differential protein expression between regenerating
and degenerated retina.

Comparison between the regenerating and degenerated retina showed that 121
proteins were 2-fold or more upregulated in the regenerating retina. Out of these
121 proteins, tubulin beta 2A class IIa exhibited the highest fold increase (79.16fold) in the regenerating retina. It was also observed that adaptor related protein
complex 2, beta 1 subunit was highly upregulated in the regenerating retina,
showing a 44.04-fold increase. This was followed by the heterogeneous nuclear
ribonucleoprotein A0a which showed a 32.02-fold increase. Out of the top 50
upregulated proteins, many were related to nucleic acid binding and cytoskeletal
regulation. Of those involved in nucleic acid binding, 4 were histones and included
histone H1 like, histone H2B, histone H3 and histone H4. In addition, from the top
50 upregulated proteins, 8 were involved in cytoskeletal regulation and a further 3
were tubulins. Major upregulation of tubulin beta 2A class IIa (79.16-fold) as well as
tubulin beta 5 (7.85-fold) and tubulin beta 6 class V (3.71-fold) was observed in the
regenerating retina as compared to degenerated retina (Table 3.5).
In the regenerating retina, 36 proteins were found to be 0.5-fold or less
downregulated as compared to the degenerated retina. Proteins which were greatly
downregulated in the regenerating retina as compared to degenerated retina
included vitellogenin 1 (0.04-fold), vitellogenin 6 (0.04-fold), tubulin alpha 8 like 3
(0.04-fold), and fibrinogen gamma polypeptide (0.06-fold). Out of 6 proteins involved
in binding, which were found downregulated in the regenerating retina, 3 were
apolipoproteins and included apolipoprotein C 1-like (0.19-fold), apolipoprotein A-II
(0.14-fold) and apolipoprotein A-1b (0.11-fold). Prominent downregulation of the
signalling molecules fibrinogen gamma polypeptide (0.06-fold), fibrinogen B beta
polypeptide (0.16-fold) and fibrinogen alpha chain (0.19-fold) was also observed in
the regenerating retina. In addition, 3 vitellogenins, including vitellogenein 1 (0.04fold), vitellogenin 2 (0.23-fold and vitellogenin 6 (0.04-fold) were downregulated in
the regenerating retina when compared to the degenerated retina. Two proteins,
known as lysozyme and SH3 binding domain protein 5 like were unique to the
degenerated retina and they were not observed in the regenerating retina (Table
3.6).
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Peptide
Protein Class

Accession Protein Name

Calcium binding

change
R/N

Solute carrier family 25 Mitochondrial carrier adenine nucleotide translocator

protein

B0S730

Binding

Q6NX10
U3JAS0

member 6
Solute carrier family 25 Mitochondrial carrier adenine nucleotide translocator
member 4
Synaptosomal associated protein
tyrosine 3-monooxygenase/tryptophan 5-monooxygenase activation protein,

Chaperone

count

Fold

B8JLJ3

zeta polypeptide
Tyrosine 3 monooxygenase tryptophan 5 monooxygenase activation protein

41 (4)

0.40

44 (2)

0.41

10

0.46

30 (1)

0.31

29 (2)

0.39

2

0.42
0.47
0.50
0.41
0.47
0.31
0.13

Q5CZQ1
Q803B0

epsilon polypeptide 2
Heat shock 60kD protein 1 Chaperonin OS Danio rerio GN hspd1 PE 2 SV 1

Cytoskeletal

B8A518
Q6PE34
E7FDL7
E7FAV1
F1QC15
F1QCY2

tubulin, alpha 1c
Uncharacterized protein
syntrophin, beta 2
BTB (POZ) domain containing 17b
actin, beta 2
Tubulin alpha 8, like 3

154 (1)
97 (5)
1
7 (6)
45 (1)
107 (1)

Enzyme modulator

Q6DGZ5
Q6P969
B8A4H6
Q5BJB9
H9GXR0
B8JKT0
B8JKS9
A5PMV7
F1QZL6
B0S5R8
E9QFJ1
Q7T368

Guanine nucleotide binding protein subunit gamma
Elongation factor 1 alpha
phosphoglycerate mutase 1b
Peroxiredoxin 3
Uncharacterized protein Fragment
ATPase, Na+/K+ transporting, alpha 1a polypeptide, tandem duplicate 3
ATPase, Na+/K+ transporting, alpha 1a polypeptide, tandem duplicate 2
protein phosphatase 2, regulatory subunit A, alpha
Glucose 6 phosphate isomerase
Uncharacterized protein
6 phosphofructokinase
Pyruvate dehydrogenase Lipoamide beta

1
0.24
8 (2)
0.17
6
0.48
3
0.47
3 (2)
0.07
53 (1)
0.49
68 (2)
0.38
2 (1) D N olny
4
0.37
1
0.01
7 (3)
0.39
8 (7)
0.43

4

0.49

Q5RGB5
Q6P937
F1QM13
F1R966
Q6NYJ9
Q6PBJ3

RAB3A, member RAS oncogene family, b
Clathrin light chain Lca
syntaxin binding protein 1a
Clathrin heavy chain
Adaptor related protein complex 2 beta 1 subunit
vesicle-associated membrane protein 1

1
17
35 (3)
2
7 (1)

0.47
0.48
0.46
0.41
0.38

Nucleic acid binding

F1R3A7
H9GY51
E9QBV1
I3ITE4

Uncharacterized protein
Uncharacterized protein
Clathrin heavy chain
Acidic leucine rich nuclear phosphoprotein 32 family member E Fragment

2 (1)
3 (2)
39 (8)
1

0.48
0.47
0.46
0.41

Oxidoreductase

Q6NYQ7
Q6P948
Q5XJS8
F1Q9A4

Nicotinamide nucleotide transhydrogenase
pyruvate dehydrogenase (lipoamide) alpha 1a
Hydroxysteroid 17 beta dehydrogenase 10
cytochrome c oxidase, subunit VIIa 2a

42 (41)
1
1
4

0.50
0.48
0.43
0.47

Signalling molecule

E7F2M5

Uncharacterized protein

1

0.20

20 (14)
13 (9)
1
8 (1)
1
1
7
1
5 (4)
4
3
5
26 (7)
6
60 (4)
1
1
2

0.47
0.43
0.45
0.44
0.37
0.29
0.37
0.49
0.22
0.45
0.42
0.40
0.37
0.34
0.32
0.29
0.12
0.09

Misc enzyme
Hydrolase

Isomerase
Kinase
Lyase
Membrane traffic
protein

Transporter

Q8AWD0
Q7ZV39
Q568W2
F1R2R5
Q90Z34
Q7ZUS9
F1R5T1
Synaptic transmission B0S5B9
D2K290
Misc
E7F1F5
Q8UUT4
F1REN2
F8W3W8
F1R5X8
Q1LWN2
Q567H2
E9QFG9
Q6PFS4

voltage-dependent anion channel 2
Uncharacterized protein
ATPase, H+ transporting, lysosomal, V1 subunit B2
ATPase, Ca++ transporting, plasma membrane 3a
ATPase Na K transporting beta 2b polypeptide
Electron transfer flavoprotein alpha polypeptide
solute carrier family 12 (potassium/chloride transporter), member 5b
synaptophysin a
Complexin 3b
Guanine nucleotide binding protein subunit gamma
glycoprotein M6Aa
Uncharacterized protein
myelin basic protein a
Voltage-Dependent Anion Channel 3
Vitellogenin 1
Uncharacterized protein
Uncharacterized protein
Inner membrane protein mitochondrial Mitofilin

Table 3.4 Proteins downregulated 0.5-fold or less in the regenerating retina as
compared to normal zebrafish retina as identified by mass spectrometry.
Proteins are grouped according to protein class. R= regenerating retina; N= normal retina. One protein
was not observed in the regenerating retina and as such the fold change is listed as ‘N D only
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Fold
Peptide change
Protein Class

Accession Protein Name

Chaperone

F1QFC0
Q5RI07
F1R9S7

heat shock protein 9
Phosducin b
phosducin a

Cytoskeletal

B3DFN3
F1QKY8
Q6NW90
F1QV28
F1Q5F3
E7FDL7
F1QAM8
F1R443
Q78AP9
Q6NUV2
Q6PC92
F8W470
F1QTU1
E7F8S4

count

R/D

1
1
1

3.88
11.59
16.62

Lamin B2
tubulin, beta 2A class IIa
Tubulin beta 5
tubulin, beta 6 class V
lamin B1
syntrophin, beta 2
Vimentin
spectrin alpha 2

4 (3)
91 (1)
138 (3)
29 (2)
7 (5)
1
5 (3)
1

3.96
79.16
7.85
3.71
3.68
4.39
7.33
10.22

ADP ribosylation factor 3b
S-antigen; retina and pineal gland (arrestin) a
ADP ribosylation factor like 3 like 1
S-antigen; retina and pineal gland (arrestin) b
phosphodiesterase 6C, cGMP-specific, cone, alpha prime
transketolase a

13 (1)
2 (1)
7
3 (1)
5
89 (85)

Membrane
traffic protein F6NL35
Kinase
B8JJJ5
E7FBE9
Enzyme
Q5BJB9
F1QS69
Q6PC86

Uncharacterized protein
guanylate kinase 1b
Nucleoside diphosphate kinase
Peroxiredoxin 3
NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1 alpha subcomplex, 13
Creatine kinase mitochondrial 2 Sarcomeric

2
2
16 (15)
3
1
34 (5)

Binding protein Q5TZ35
Q568Q7
Q6PC38
Q9I8N9
Q4V8S2

visinin-like 1a
Stathmin
Recoverin
Brain type fatty acid binding protein
Recoverin a

1
3
18 (17)
36 (30)
3

3.65
5.02
5.55
7.35
8.18

9 (8)
75 (2)
58 (38)
105 (102)
2 (1)
4
7
5

11.60
3.63
3.97
32.02
9.09
5.78
4.98

Enzyme
modulator

Hydrolase
Lyase

Nucleic acid
binding

Transferase

A3KPR3
G1K2M4
A8KBJ5
A3KPR4
Q7SZC9
F1R6L4
F1QTL9
E7FAZ5
I3ITE4
F1QS28
E7F1F5
Q566W6

histone H1 like
Histone H2B
Histone H3
Histone H4
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein R
cold inducible RNA binding protein b
heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A0b
heterochromatin protein 1, binding protein 3
Acidic leucine rich nuclear phosphoprotein 32 family member E
Fragment
heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A0a
Guanine nucleotide binding protein subunit gamma
cold inducible RNA binding protein a

Q7T306
F1Q766

creatine kinase, muscle b
creatine kinase, mitochondrial 2a (sarcomeric)

1
1
4
2
8 (1)
81 (53)

Dihydrolipoamide S acetyltransferase E2 component of
B3DIV6

pyruvate dehydrogenase complex O

E9QC84
D2K290
F1R887
I3ITF4
F1R4Z1
Q0D274
F1R541

adaptor-related protein complex 2, beta 1 subunit
Complexin 3b
Vitellogenin 4
Uncharacterized protein
Arrestin 3a
ES1 protein mitochondrial
zRAB1B, member RAS oncogene family a

1

Transporter
activity
MISC

1
5 (4)
52 (1)
5
41 (40)
82 (79)
2 (1)

3.70
4.16
4.09
4.91
4.76
4.21
5.13
3.81
3.61
3.92
4.08
4.41

4.16

5.40
5.31
4.71
4.01
5.35
3.93
4.85

44.04
3.97
28.83
21.01
5.34
4.34
4.32

Table 3.5 . Top 50 Proteins upregulated 2-fold or more in the regenerating
retina as compared to degenerated zebrafish retina as identified by mass
spectrometry. Proteins grouped according to protein class. R= regenerating retina;
D= degenerated retina.
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3.3.7

Overall comparison between the differential protein expression
observed in the normal, degenerated, and regenerating zebrafish retina

Identification of the differentially expressed proteins in the zebrafish retina upon
degeneration and regeneration could be of potential interest for investigation of
mechanisms that may be targeted to induce endogenous retinal regeneration of the
mammalian retina. Main protein differences between these states are listed in Table
3.7. This list includes proteins upregulated in the degenerated retina and
regenerating retina as compared to normal retina. When compared with the normal
retina 26 proteins were upregulated in the degenerated retina and 16 were
upregulated in the regenerating retina. Three proteins found upregulated in the
degenerated retina were also upregulated in the regenerating retina as compared to
normal retina and included keratin 94, annexin A2A and annexin A4. Comparing
with the normal retina, 16 proteins were upregulated in the regenerating retina. Of
these, 11 were also upregulated in the regenerating retina as compared to
degenerated retina and included ictacalcin, tubulin beta 2A class IIa, tubulin beta5,
vimentin, GSK3β, ubiquitin A52 residue ribosomal protein fusion product 1, an
unknown transcription co-factor, histone H2B, vitellogenin 4, fatty acid binding
protein 3, and brain type fatty acid binding protein.
Many of the proteins identified that showed changes in expression between the
normal, degenerated and regenerating zebrafish retina were associated with the
cytoskeleton or cellular structure. Many of these proteins including keratin 94, actin,
crystalline gamma and beta crystalline showed an increase in expression in the
degenerated in comparison to regenerating or normal retina. Tubulin beta 2A and
tubulin beta 5, which did not show any changes in the degenerated retina compared
to normal retina, were highly upregulated in the regenerating in comparison to
normal and degenerated retina. The intermediate filament protein vimentin was
found to decrease in expression (0.35-fold) in the degenerated compared to normal
retina, but was found to be 2-fold or more upregulated in the regenerating retina as
compared to normal or degenerated retina (Table 3.7)
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Peptide
count

Fold
change

Protein Class
Cell adhesion
molecule

Accesssion Protein Name
E9QFY9

Galectin

3

0.33

Cytoskeletal

B8A518
F1R8U0
F1QCY2
Q5XTP0
Q52JI4
Q24JW2
Q50LC6
H9GXR0

154 (1)
1
107 (1)
3
10
1
14 (1)
3 (2)

0.30
0.37
0.04
0.14
0.27
D only
0.34
0.25

B8JKS9

tubulin, alpha 1c
Keratin 94
Tubulin alpha 8, like 3
Crystallin gamma S1
Beta B2 crystallin
Lysozyme
Glutathione S transferase pi 2
Uncharacterized protein Fragment
ATPase, Na+/K+ transporting, alpha 1a polypeptide,
tandem duplicate 2

68 (2)

A5PMV7
Q68EH2
F1R096
B0S5R8

protein phosphatase 2, regulatory subunit A, alpha
adenylate kinase 1
SH3-binding domain protein 5-like, b
Uncharacterized protein

2 (1)
2
1
1

0.25
DN
only
0.27
D only
0.09

Q6PBJ3

vesicle-associated membrane protein 1

7 (1)

0.48

F1Q912
G1K2L0
Q6P603
Q66I80
E9QDI1
B3DFP9
H9GYP7
E7FES0
E7F2M5
Q7ZVG7
Q6NYE1
B8A5L6

Uncharacterized protein
Histone H2B
Annexin
Fatty acid binding protein 11a
apolipoprotein C-I like
apolipoprotein A-II
Plastin 2 Fragment
apolipoprotein A-Ib
Uncharacterized protein
Fibrinogen gamma polypeptide
Fibrinogen B beta polypeptide
fibrinogen alpha chain

2 (1)
52 (1)
12
27 (26)
12 (10)
16 (13)
1
32 (28)
1
109 (106)
90 (74)
93 (7)

0.09
0.16
0.50
0.35
0.19
0.14
0.11
0.11
0.20
0.06
0.16
0.19

8

0.46

8 (7)
1
6 (3)
51 (2)
60 (4)
26 (7)
1
1

0.22
0.47
0.23
0.04
0.04
0.45
0.38
0.30

Structural
Enzyme
Hydrolase

Kinase

Membrane
traffic protein
Nucleic acid
binding
Binding

Signalling
molecule

Transfer/carrier
protein
O93548
Transporter

B8JL43
Q285P3
Glycolipoprotein Q1MTC4
F1QV15
Q1LWN2
MISC
F8W3W8
F1QPX6
E9QFG9

Embryonic 1 beta globin
transferrin-a
Facilitated glucose transporter 1
Vitellogenin 2
Vitellogenin 6
Vitellogenin 1
myelin basic protein a
Uncharacterized protein Fragment
Uncharacterized protein

Table 3.6 Proteins downregulated 0.5-fold or less in the regenerating retina as
compared to degenerated zebrafish retina as identified by mass spectrometry.
Proteins are grouped according to protein class. N= normal retina; D= degenerated
retina; R = regenerating retina. Proteins which are expressed in the degenerated or
normal retina only are noted in the fold change column and listed as ‘D only’ or ‘D N
only.
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Fold change
Peptide
count
D/N

Protein Class

Accession Protein name

Calcium binding
protein

Q6XG62

Ictacalcin

Cell adhesion
molecule

E9QFY9

Galectin

Cytoskeletal

F1QKY8

Predicted: tubulin, beta 2A class IIa

91 (1)

0.558932 79.15871 44.24435

Q6NW90

Tubulin beta 5

138 (3)

0.51474 7.850132 4.040774

F1QCY2

Tubulin alpha 8 like 3

107(1)

F1R8U0

Predicted: keratin 94

1

7.067666 0.366587 2.590918

F1QAM8

Vimentin

5 (3)

0.353571 7.331425 2.592182

F1RCB6
Q5XTP0

Predicted: Actin
Crystallin gamma S1

75 (2)
3

2.272093 0.762832 1.733225
4.211903 0.139057 0.585693

Q52JI4

Beta B2 crystallin

10

2.262057 0.267081 0.604153

Q6P3K5

Krt5 protein

2

1.973498

Q68EH2
F1R096

Adenylate kinase isoenzyme 1

2

2.003842 0.270178 0.541394

Predicted: SH3-binding domain protein
5-like

1

B8JIQ1

Predicted: GSK3β

1

1.548393 2.078857 3.218887

Q50LC6

Glutathione S transferase pi 2

14 (1)

2.120972 0.342604 0.726655

Predicted: Transcription co-factor

2 (1)

7.957072 0.089154 0.709402

E9QDC7

Ubiquitin A 52 residue ribosomal
protein fusion product 1
Predicted : Transcription co-factor

54 (2)
1

1.316759 3.163216 4.165195
0.809161 2.911445 2.355829

G1K2L0
Q6DH91

Histone H2B
Histone H2B

52 (1)
16 (1)

4.763353 0.159358 0.75908
1.469485 3.002067 4.411492

F1QIH4

Histone H2B

67 (1)

1.783937 1.276259 2.276766

Q7ZVG7

Fibrinogen gamma polypeptide

Q6NYE1

Fibrinogen B beta polypeptide

90 (74)

6.315435 0.156554 0.988703

B8A5L6

Predicted : fibrinogen alpha chain

93 (7)

6.696478 0.193793 1.297731

F1QV15

Predicted: Vitellogenin 6

51 (2)

32.12012 0.039787 1.277961

F1R887

Predicted: Vitellogenin 4

52(1)

Q1MTC4

Predicted: Vitellogenin 2

6 (3)

4.548407 0.234536 1.066764

Q1LWN2

Predicted: Vitellogenin 1

60 (4)

8.602877 0.037525 0.322825

E7FES0

Predicted: Apolipoprotein A-Ib

32 (28)

7.00235 0.109801 0.768862

B3DFP9

Predicted: Apolipoprotein A-II

16 (13)

6.114414 0.137524 0.840879

E9QDI1

Predicted: Apolipoprotein C-I like

12 (10)

3.882325 0.187231 0.726893

B8JL43

Serotransferrin

8 (7)

5.582252 0.219563 1.225658

Q66I80

Fatty acid binding protein 11a

27 (26)

2.253753 0.348277

I3ISI4
Q9I8N9

Predicted: fatty acid binding protein 3
Brain type fatty acid binding protein

10 (4)
36 (30)

0.796181 3.52859 2.809397
0.656079 7.350053 4.822215

Q24JW2
H9GYP7

Lysozyme
Plastin 2

1
1

D only
D only
D only
13.43719 0.112958 1.517844

Q6P603

Annexin A2A

12

6.698163 0.498727 3.340554

Q804G7

Annexin A4

1

4.386848 0.620817

Kinase/ Transferase

Nucleic acid binding F1Q912
Q3B7P7

DNA binding

Signalling molecule

Glycolipoprotein

Apolipoprotein

Transport proteins

MISC.

R/D

R/N

6

1.211739 3.216019 3.896977

3

5.020171 0.326656

1.63987

3.47 0.037379 0.129884

D only

1.02059 2.014133

D only

D only

109 (106) 13.04574 0.056442 0.736323

0.09

28.83

2.50

0.78493

2.72343

Table 3.7 Overview of differentially expressed proteins between normal,
degenerated and regenerating zebrafish retina as identified by mass
spectrometry. Table shows proteins which exhibited 2-fold increase in expression in the
degenerating as compared to normal retina as well as those in the regenerating over normal and
degenerated retina. (green=2-fold or more upregulated; Red= 0.5-fold or less downregulated; yellow=
no significant change). N= normal retina; D = degenerated retina; R= regenerating retina
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.
Many differentially expressed proteins were identified to be involved in nucleic acid
binding and DNA binding. An unidentified transcription co-factor (Accession:
F1Q912) was highly upregulated in the degenerated retina as compared to normal
retina, yielding a 7.96-fold increase, however no changes in expression were
observed comparing the other retina preparations. In contrast, a different
transcription co-factor (Accession: E9QDC7) showed a 2-fold increase in expression
in the regenerating retina as compared to normal and degenerating retina. Ubiquitin
A52 residue ribosomal protein fusion product 1 (UBA52) was also upregulated in the
regenerating retina as compared to control or degenerated retina. No difference in
expression between degenerated retina and normal retina was observed for either
of these proteins. Many different histones and isoforms were also identified to be
differentially expressed in the zebrafish retina. Histone H4 (Accession: A3KPR4),
Histone

H2B

(Accessions:

F1QGY1;

G1K2M4),

Histone

H3

(Accessions:

AK8BJ5;G1K2S9), and histone H2A (Accessions F1R7H5; Q4V914; Q7ZTT0;
Q7ZU59) were identified to be downregulated in the degenerated retina as
compared to normal and regenerating retina. Conversely 2 different forms of histone
H2B showed a different pattern of expression. G1K2L0 showed an upregulation in
expression in the degenerated retina as compared to normal or regenerating retina
and FIQ1H4 showed an upregulation in the regenerating as compared to normal
retina (Table 3.7).
3.3.8

Differentially expressed proteins analysed by gene ontology
classification and enrichment

Proteins that were differentially expressed were subject to gene ontology (GO)
enrichment to identify key functional areas of interest. GO enrichment of proteins
upregulated in the degenerated retina as compared to normal retina which were
classified according to biological processes revealed over-representation of proteins
grouped to platelet activation, and protein polymerisation (Fig 3-8). Classifying the
same group of proteins by molecular function revealed a significant overrepresentation of terms related to receptor binding and protein binding (p< 0.05)
(Fig 3-9) and classification by cellular component revealed a significant overrepresentation of those associated with the fibrinogen complex (p< 0.05) (Fig 3-10).
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Figure 3-8 . Classification and overrepresentation of proteins found
upregulated in degenerating retina as compared to normal zebrafish retina.
Gene ontology tree (generated by WebGestalt) shows the enrichment analysis of
proteins upregulated in degenerating retina as compared to normal retina as
classified by biological process. Coloured nodes represent statistical significance
corresponding to enrichment of term (Benjamin and Hochberg false discovery rate
correction) Red nodes indicate significantly enriched GO categories (P<0.05) and
black nodes are the non-enriched parents.
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Figure 3-9 Classification and overrepresentation of proteins found
upregulated in degenerating retina as compared to normal zebrafish retina.
Gene ontology tree (generated by WebGestalt) shows the enrichment analysis of
proteins upregulated in degenerating retina as compared to normal retina as
classified by molecular function Coloured nodes represent statistical significance
corresponding to enrichment of term (Benjamin and Hochberg false discovery rate
correction) Red nodes indicate significantly enriched GO categories (P<0.05).
Brown nodes represent those that are in the top 10 enriched but not significant
(P>0.05) and black nodes are the non-enriched parents
.
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Figure 3-10 Classification and overrepresentation of proteins found
upregulated in degenerating retina as compared to normal zebrafish retina.
Gene ontology tree (generated by WebGestalt) shows the enrichment analysis of
proteins upregulated in degenerating retina as compared to normal retina as
classified by cellular component. Coloured nodes represent statistical significance
corresponding to enrichment of term (Benjamin and Hochberg false discovery rate
correction) Red nodes indicate significantly enriched GO categories (P<0.05) and
black nodes are the non-enriched parents.
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Assessment of GO enrichment of the 198 proteins found to be downregulated in the
degenerating retina, as grouped by biological processes revealed a significant overrepresentation in proteins groups associated with ATP metabolic processes, ATP
synthesis coupled proton transport, as well as nucleoside and nucleotide metabolic
processes (p< 0.05) (Fig.3-11). Classification according to molecular function
revealed an over-representation of proteins associated with hydrogen ion
transmembrane transporter
classification

according

to

activity and GTP binding (Fig.3-12), whereas
cellular

component

revealed

a

significant

overrepresentation of protein groups associated with the mitochondrial membrane
and heterotrimeric G-protein complex (p< 0.05) (Fig.3-13).
Grouped by biological processes, gene ontology enrichment analysis of the 121
proteins identified to be differentially expressed in the regenerating retina as
compared to degenerated retina, showed significant over-representation of protein
groups related to purine ribonucleoside triphosphate metabolic processes, detection
of stimulus involved in sensory perception and cellular macromolecular complex
assembly (p< 0.05) (Fig 3-14). Classification of proteins according to molecular
function revealed a significant overrepresentation of proteins associated with GTP
binding (p< 0.05) (Fig.3-15), whereas classification according to cellular component
revealed

an

overrepresentation

of

proteins involved

in

the

nucleosome,

photoreceptor outer segment, and heterotrimeric G-protein complex (p< 0.05)
(Fig.3-16).
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Figure 3-11 Biological processes classification and overrepresentation of proteins found downregulated in degenerating retina as compared to normal zebrafish retina. Gene ontology tree
(generated by WebGestalt) shows the enrichment analysis of proteins downregulated in degenerating retina as compared to normal retina as classified by biological process. Coloured nodes represent
statistical significance corresponding to enrichment of term (Benjamin and Hochberg false discovery rate correction) Red nodes indicate significantly enrcihed GO categories (P<0.05) and black nodes are
the non-enriched parents
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Figure 3-12 Biological processes classification and overrepresentation of
proteins found downregulated in degenerating retina as compared to normal
zebrafish retina. Gene ontology tree (generated by WebGestalt) shows the
enrichment analysis of proteins downregulated in degenerating retina as compared
to normal retina as classified by molecular function. Coloured nodes represent
statistical significance corresponding to enrichment of term (Benjamin and
Hochberg false discovery rate correction) Red nodes indicate significantly enriched
GO categories (P<0.05) and black nodes are the non-enriched parents.
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Figure 3-13 Biological processes classification and overrepresentation of
proteins found downregulated in degenerating retina as compared to normal
zebrafish retina. Gene ontology tree (generated by WebGestalt) shows the
enrichment analysis of proteins downregulated in degenerating retina as compared
to normal retina as classified by and cellular component. Coloured nodes represent
statistical significance corresponding to enrichment of term (Benjamin and
Hochberg false discovery rate correction) Red nodes indicate significantly enriched
GO categories (P<0.05) and black nodes are the non-enriched parents.
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Figure 3-14 Biological processes classification and overrepresentation of proteins found upregulated in regenerating retina as compared to degenerated zebrafish retina. Gene ontology tree
(generated by WebGestalt) shows the enrichment analysis of proteins upregulated in regenerating retina as compared to degenerated retina as classified bybiological processes. Coloured nodes represent
statistical significance corresponding to enrichment of term (Benjamin and Hochberg false discovery rate correction) Red nodes indicate significantly enrcihed GO categories (P<0.05) and black nodes are
the non-enriched parents
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Figure 3-15 Biological processes classification and overrepresentation of
proteins found upregulated in regenerating retina as compared to
degenerated zebrafish retina. Gene ontology tree (generated by WebGestalt)
shows the enrichment analysis of proteins upregulated in regenerating retina as
compared to degenerated retina as classified by molecular function. Coloured
nodes represent statistical significance corresponding to enrichment of term
(Benjamin and Hochberg false discovery rate correction) Red nodes indicate
significantly enriched GO categories (P<0.05) and black nodes are the non-enriched
parents.
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Figure 3-16 Biological processes classification and overrepresentation of
proteins found upregulated in regenerating retina as compared to
degenerated zebrafish retina. Gene ontology tree (generated by WebGestalt)
shows the enrichment analysis of proteins upregulated in regenerating retina as
compared to degenerated retina as classified by cellular component. Coloured
nodes represent statistical significance corresponding to enrichment of term
(Benjamin and Hochberg false discovery rate correction) Red nodes indicate
significantly enriched GO categories (P<0.05) and black nodes are the non-enriched
parents
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3.3.9

Differential protein expression in normal, degenerated and
regenerating zebrafish retinae as identified by 2D-DIGE analysis.

Approximately 135 spots were detected in the 2D-DIGE gel containing samples of
normal, degenerated and regenerating zebrafish retinae. Comparison between the
spot intensities of the three groups of proteins identified 67 spots which were
differentially expressed. Of these, 24 spots showed a 2-fold or more increase in
expression, whilst 36 showed a decrease of less than 0.5-fold expression in the
degenerated retina as compared to normal retina. In addition, as compared to the
degenerated retina, 38 proteins showed increased expression and 24 showed
decreased expression in the regenerating retina. When comparing the regenerating
and normal retina, only 1 protein was identified to be differentially expressed (Fig.317). Protein extracted from 18 selected spots identified to be differentially expressed
by the 2D-DIGE analysis, were further analysed by mass spectrometry. Those
found upregulated in the degenerated retina as compared to normal and
regenerating retina were identified as apolipoprotein A-Ib, fibrinogen beta
polypeptide, and heat shock protein 90-alpha 2. Several proteins were also
identified to be downregulated in the degenerated retina as compared to normal and
regenerating retina and included fructose bi-phosphate aldolase, internexin
neuronal intermediate filament protein, enolase 1, ES1 protein, plectin a, arrestin
3a, aspartate aminotransferase and brain subtype creatine kinase (Table 3.8).
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Figure 3-17 2D gel DIGE analysis of normal, degenerated and regenerating
zebrafish retina. (A) Fluorescent gel image of protein spots from zebrafish retina.
Normal zebrafish retina (Cy3/Red), degenerated retina (Cy5/Blue) and regenerating
zebrafish retina (Cy2/ green) are represented in the gel. (B) Representative image
of protein spots from normal zebrafish retina. Numbered spots indicate those which
were identified to be differentially expressed
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Spot

Fold change

Peptide

No.
954

Accession count
B2GP30
17

Protein Name
Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase

604
865
866
1262
1083
842
879
703
876
704
878
654
1314
1291
904
794
250

F1Q8F1
Q7ZUW8
Q6PC12
Q0D274
E7F8G7
Q8AY63
Q6DH07
Q6IQP5
F1R4Z2
Q6IQP5
F1R4Z2
Q6NYE1
E7FES0
E7FES0
Q6NYE1
X1WCG6
Q5RG12

Predicted: internexin neuronal intermediate filament protein
Aspartate aminotransferase
Enolase 1, (alpha)
ES1 protein, mitochondrial
Predicted: plectin a
Brain-subtype creatine kinase
Arrestin 3, retinal (X-arrestin), like
Enolase 1, (Alpha)
Predicted arrestin 3a, retinal (X-arrestin)
Enolase 1, (Alpha)
Predicted arrestin 3a, retinal (X-arrestin
Fibrinogen, B beta polypeptide
Predicted: apolipoprotein A-Ib
Predicted: apolipoprotein A-Ib
Fibrinogen, B beta polypeptide
Predicted: Unknown
Heat shock protein 90-alpha 2

10
10
5 (2)
16
5
28
23
36 (33)
8
27 (23)
15
6
13
10
9
7
3

R/D
D/ N R/ N
2.18 0.51 1.11
2.45
2.65
2.12
4.28
2.21
3.12
2.20
2.18
2.77
2.11
2.72
0.23
0.19
0.33
0.12
0.42
0.18

0.67
0.29
0.34
0.27
0.41
0.43
0.46
0.48
0.34
0.49
0.44
2.95
6.44
2.01
8.02
2.53
4.39

1.64
0.71
0.72
1.14
0.91
1.35
1.00
1.03
0.93
1.03
1.20
0.68
1.22
0.66
0.96
1.05
0.80

Table 3.8 Differentially expressed proteins between normal, degenerating and
regenerating zebrafish retina as identified by 2D-DIGE. Protein spots were
identified by mass spectrometry analysis. Proteins which show a 2-fold expression
change were considered to be differentially expressed. Fold differences in
expression between normal, degenerated and regenerating retina are shown in the
table.(green = upregulated; red=downregulated; yellow= no difference)
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3.4

Discussion

Although there have been extensive investigations into the mechanisms of retinal
regeneration in the zebrafish, no studies have been undertaken to investigate the
proteome profile during this process. To identify factors that may be contributing to
the spontaneous regeneration observed in this species, this chapter has aimed to
investigate protein changes occurring during degenerative and regenerative stages
in the zebrafish retina.
Results generated from the mass spectrometry of zebrafish retina presented in this
thesis were compared to the online database PaxDb, which contains integrated data
on the abundancies of proteins in the zebrafish eye. The top 20 proteins in the
zebrafish eye in this database consisted of 12 crystallins, beta actin, creatine kinase
B, rhodopsin, solute carrier family 25 alpha member 5, apolipoprotein A-1, guanine
nucleotide binding protein alpha transducing activity polypeptide 1 and ES1 protein.
Although results presented in this thesis are concerned with the retina and not the
eye as a whole, there is overlap in the highest abundant proteins. Of the proteins
presented in the PaxDb, creatine kinase B, apolipoprotein A-1b, and ES1 protein
were highly abundant in zebrafish retinae in the current study and support the
validity of results generated.
The analysis of protein abundancies in the normal and regenerating retina showed
similar profiles with high expression of histone H4, ES1 protein and brain subtype
creatine kinase. In contrast, in the degenerated retina fibrinogen gamma
polypeptide showed the highest abundancy, followed by histone H4, and fibrinogen
B beta polypeptide. Histone H4 which is a component of chromatin and packages
DNA into nucleosomes is a highly conserved protein and is highly abundant in most
cells (Peterson and Laniel, 2004). ES1 protein is expressed specifically in
photoreceptor cells of the retina (Chang and Gilbert, 1997) and lower expression in
the degenerated retina as compared to normal or regenerating may reflect the
depletion of photoreceptors observed in the damaged retina. Brain subtype creatine
kinase, which is an enzyme involved in energy transfer, was found to be highly
abundant in the regenerating retina and may reflect high ATP use and energy
consumption that may be indicative of regeneration. High abundancy of fibrinogens
were detected in the degenerated retina. Fibrinogens are involved in the formation
of blood clots and essential in the wound healing process to provide a fibrin matrix
to promote adhesion of the wound, which is later broken down to promote repair
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(Fometescu et al., 2013). High expression of fibrinogens in the degenerated retina
may reflect the tissue healing response to injury, promoting adhesion.
3.4.1

Differences in protein expression between normal and degenerated
retina.

It is important to investigate the differences in protein expression between normal
and degenerated retina in order to identify the changes occurring in the retina
following injury, prior to regeneration. Out of the 26 proteins found to be 2-fold or
more upregulated in the degenerated retina, as compared with normal retina, two
proteins were uniquely expressed, which were identified as SH3 binding protein
domain 5-like and lysozyme. SH3 binding protein is involved in the regulation of
tyrosine kinases, and signalling pathways that regulate cytoskeleton interactions
with the cell membrane (Koch et al., 1991). High expression of this protein in the
degenerated zebrafish retina may reflect the changes occurring in the cellular
structure after retinal damage. Lysozymes are glycoside hydrolases that are present
in tears, saliva and mucus that damage peptidoglycans in the cell walls of bacteria
to inhibit the growth of pathogens (Jolles and Jolles, 1984). Increases in the
expression of lysozyme may indicate an intense microglia reactivity occurring during
the degenerative process, either due to inflammation itself, or bacterial
contamination of the eye following injection of the neurotoxin used to induce
degeneration.
Vitellogenin 6, a glycoprotein involved in the response to activation of estrogen
receptors, showed the highest fold upregulation in the degenerated retina as
compared to normal retina. Although vitellogenin has mainly been described in the
embryo and early developmental stages, expression has also been observed in
adult tissues such as skin, brain and eye however the function in these tissues is
unknown (Tay et al., 2006, Zhong et al., 2014). Additionally plastin 2 (L-Plastin) was
highly upregulated in the degenerating retina as compared to normal retina. Plastin
2 is a cytoskeletal actin-binding protein which is primarily found in hematopoietic
cells and is involved in cell motility (Shinomiya, 2012). This protein is also found in
many types of malignant cells and its expression has been associated to cancer
metastasis (Otsuka et al., 2001). Whether this protein is actively produced during
degeneration in order to promote the migration of cells in the regenerative process
is not known and this will merit further investigations.
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3.4.2

Differences in protein expression between normal and regenerating
retina

Out of the 16 proteins upregulated in the regenerating retina as compared to normal
retina, 3 proteins including keratin 94, annexin A2A, and annexin 4 were also
previously found upregulated in the degenerated retina, suggesting that they have
maintained high expression throughout degeneration and the regenerative process.
Keratins are structural intermediate filament proteins important in the maintenance
of cellular structure, and in the retina they are primarily expressed by RPE and the
ciliary epithelium (CE) (Kasper et al., 1988). In addition, Keratin 8 has been
observed in the epidermis during zebrafish fin regeneration (Martorana et al., 2001)
and this may be an indication of cellular remodelling during this process.
Upregulation of keratins in the zebrafish degenerated retina may be an indication
that the RPE or CE are involved in the remodelling during degeneration. Annexins
are scaffold proteins that anchor proteins to the cell membrane and are involved in
exocytosis and endocytosis. Annexin A2 is most prominent in fibrinolysis and
promotes the production of plasmin which is known to reduces the formation of
blood clots (Kim and Hajjar, 2002). The expression of annexin A1 has previously
been reported in zebrafish caudal fin regeneration (Saxena et al., 2012), suggesting
annexins may play an important role in this process. Furthermore, in the
degenerated retina, fibrinogens which act to promote fibrin formation, were identified
upregulated, suggesting that the upregulation of annexins in the regenerating retina
may be acting synergistically to prevent long term fibrin activation, and reduce
persistent adhesions to allow regeneration to occur. Tubulin beta class 2A showed
the highest fold change in the regenerating retina as compared to normal and
degenerating retina. Beta tubulins are the major constituent of microtubules for the
maintenance of cellular structure as well as intracellular transport and cell division.
Beta tubulin in the zebrafish is limited to the nervous system during development as
well as neurogenesis and proliferation in the adult CNS (Oehlmann et al., 2004).
Alpha1 tubulin has also been associated with the developing and regenerating CNS
and has also been identified in differentiating Müller glia in the zebrafish which is
thought to be important in retinal regeneration (Fausett and Goldman, 2006). The
high presence of tubulin in the regenerating retina indicates that the regeneration
process is accompanied by active synthesis of proteins that are necessary for the
formation of the new cell cytoskeleton.
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3.4.3

Differentially expressed proteins between normal, degenerated and
regenerating zebrafish retina.

Analysis of zebrafish retina by 2D-DIGE allowed the comparative analysis of the
expression of various proteins during the degenerative and regenerative processes
following neurotoxin injury to the zebrafish retina. Proteins including apolipoprotein
A-1b (ApoA1b), fibrinogen beta polypeptide, and heat shock protein 90-alpha2 were
found to be upregulated in the degenerating retina as compared to the normal
retina. These results supported previous findings from the first label free mass
spectrometry analysis conducted which also showed upregulation of apolipoproteins
ApoA2, ApoA1b and ApoC in the degenerating retina as compared to normal retina.
Apolipoproteins bind to lipids and regulate their metabolism and transport.
Apolipoproteins including ApoA1 and ApoE have previously been reported to show
increased expression after injury in zebrafish tissues that are capable of
regenerating including eye and fin (Monnot et al., 1999, Harel et al., 1989). They
may play an important role in the re-organisation of lipids in the regenerating and
developing tissue.
3.4.4

Implications for changes in cytoskeletal related proteins observed in
normal, degenerated and regenerating retinae.

As briefly discussed above, many changes were observed in the regulation of
cytoskeleton related proteins between the normal, degenerated and regenerating
retina. Striking changes in the expression of seven tubulins were observed between
the three groups. Whilst tubulins alpha 8 like, beta 1 chain, tubulin alpha 6, tubulin
beta 2A class IIa, tubulin beta 5 and tubulin beta 6 class V showed an increased
expression in the regenerating retina as compared to the degenerated retina,
tubulins alpha 1C and tubulin alpha 8 like 3 showed a decrease in expression. In
addition, tubulins alpha 6, 4b and alpha 2 showed a downregulation in the
degenerated retina as compared to normal retina. Changes in the levels of tubulins
in Müller glia in the regenerating zebrafish retina have previously been reported
(Fausett and Goldman, 2006) and are thought to be important for the structural
changes related to regeneration. With compared to normal retina, other intermediate
filament proteins were downregulated in the degenerated retina and upregulated in
the regenerating retina, and included vimentin, lamin b1, lamin b2 and α-internexin.
Vimentin is a type III intermediate filament protein which is expressed primarily by
astrocytes and Müller glia in the retina, and aids the organisation of organelles in
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the cytoplasm, provides resistance to mechanical stresses, and the maintenance of
cellular structure (Lewis and Fisher, 2003). Upregulation of vimentin in Müller glia
within the retina has been associated with cellular stress and is thought to contribute
to the formation of glial scars in the mammalian retina (Lewis and Fisher, 2003,
Sethi et al., 2005). If the upregulation of vimentin is associated with glial cell
proliferation leading to formation of glial scars, it would be assumed that high levels
of vimentin may reflect active Müller glia and astrocyte proliferation contributing to
the formation of the new retinal structure. It has recently been shown that Müller glia
in the zebrafish retina have the potential to become gliotic or proliferative after
injury, and persistent gliosis can lead to neuronal cell death (Thomas et al., 2015).
Experiments on adult zebrafish brain regeneration have shown upregulation of
vimentin in a lesioned brain up to day 30, suggesting early responses to injury in the
CNS present characteristics of gliosis (Kroehne et al., 2011). Lamins are found in
the nucleus and play a role in the structure as well transcriptional regulation, as
such their role in regeneration is unclear and may require further investigation. The
class V intermediate filament protein, α-internexin is primarily expressed by the CNS
during early development and has also been associated with axonal outgrowth
(Fliegner et al., 1994). In relation to regeneration, increases in α-internexin and
other intermediate filament proteins have been associated with the remodelling of
the cytoskeleton during tissue repair and axonal growth (Szaro and Strong, 2010).
Expression changes were also observed for other structural related proteins
including septin 6, B2 syntrophin and DM beta1 (glycoprotein M6Aa). Changes in
the expression of intermediate filaments could be considered very important for
neuronal regeneration and remodelling of the damaged tissue.
3.4.5

Implications for changes in heat shock proteins observed between
normal, degenerated and regenerating retina

Mass spectrometry analysis showed high changes in expression of key heat shock
proteins known to be involved in the regulation of cellular responses to stress. Heat
shock protein 60 (HSP60kDa), which was found to be downregulated in the
regenerating retina as compared to normal retina, is a mitochondrial chaperone
responsible for the import of proteins into the mitochondria as well as for protein
folding. This molecule has been shown to play an important role in fin and heart
regeneration in the zebrafish, and its deletion leads to cellar death (Makino et al.,
2005). Low expression of HSP60 in the zebrafish during retina regeneration may
indicate that it has a different role during neural regeneration and may require
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further analysis. In contrast, heat shock proteins 70 protein 9 (HSPa9) and 90 alpha
A (HSP90aa1) were found to be downregulated in the degenerated retina in
comparison to normal and regenerating retina. HSPa9 is a heat shock cognate
protein known to be involved in the control of cell proliferation (Wadhwa et al.,
2002). It has been implicated in zebrafish fin regeneration, and its pro-proliferative
role has been confirmed by findings that HSPa9 mutants prevent proliferation of
blastema cells (Yoshinari et al., 2009). HSP90aa1 is a major cytoplasmic chaperone
which interacts with many proteins that control cell signalling events (Chiosis et al.,
2013). This protein is required during wound healing, suggesting it may play an
important role during regeneration (Hance et al., 2014, Li et al., 2007). Additionally,
heat shock protein 90 alpha 2 (HSP90α2) was found to be upregulated in the
degenerated retina in comparison to normal to regenerating retina. The upregulation
of HSP90α has previously been reported in a proteomics study of zebrafish fin
regeneration (Nolte et al., 2015), and although this protein was highly expressed in
the degenerated retina only, it highlights the importance of these proteins in
promoting regenerative mechanisms.
Proteins found upregulated during degeneration may be responsible for promoting
the regenerative response and therefore are important to investigate further.
Additionally it will be important to compare protein expression profiles of the
zebrafish retina with that of the human to identify similarities and differences in their
protein production in response to retinal injury. This may help to identify potential
factors that may be targeted to promote endogenous regeneration in the human
retina.
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Chapter 4. Comparative analysis of proteins expressed by
human and zebrafish retina undergoing gliosis.
4.1
4.1.1

Introduction
Properties of Müller glia during retinal injury in mammalian and
amphibian vertebrates.

Studies into retinal development in the vertebrate eye have shown that this process
is highly conserved and mechanisms are shared between mammals and
amphibians. Retinal cells are generated from a pool of multipotent progenitors and
the sequence in which they are born is similar amongst all species (Cepko et al.,
1996). Müller glia are one of the last retinal cells to be generated and although upon
maturation they undergo morphological changes that allow them to span all retinal
layers, they maintain several progenitor cell markers (Jadhav et al., 2009). Similar
characteristics are observed between species and the expression of progenitor
markers such as Hes1, Chx10, Notch, and Pax6 have been identified in zebrafish,
chick and mammalian Müller glia (Roesch et al., 2008, Gallina et al., 2014) (Fig 41). For many years, the main role ascribed to Müller glia in the healthy retina has
been to provide structural as well as homeostatic support to neurons. Although
Müller glia share phenotypical and functional characteristics between different
species, their response to injury and disease of the retina are very different.
In response to injury or disease, the mammalian retina undergoes reactive gliosis
that is thought to be protective in the zebrafish retina. Frequently this process can
be detrimental in the human retina and leads to further degeneration. In contrast,
the zebrafish retina is able to restore to a fully functioning retina after injury. In both
species these different outcomes are mediated by the activation of Müller glia.
Müller glia that express stem cell characteristics in vitro can be isolated from the
adult human retina and can be induced to differentiate towards neuronal
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Figure 4-1 Progenitor related factors expressed by normal Müller glia. Figure
lists the main transcription factors and signalling pathways associated with neural
cell progenicity that have been identified in Müller glia in different species, including
the fish, chick, and mammals. (Image from Gallina et al,2014)
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cells in culture (Lawrence et al., 2007, Jayaram et al., 2014). However, evidence for
spontaneous regeneration of the human retina has not been documented and the
molecular mechanisms responsible for the differences in the Müller glia responses
to injury between zebrafish and humans are not completely understood. It has been
hypothesised that factors generated in the mammalian retina upon maturation or
injury may be inhibiting Müller glia induced regeneration of the retina.
Several studies to date have examined the role of Müller glia in gliosis and
regeneration in the zebrafish to identify mechanisms that may promote the
regenerative functions of these cells (Wan et al., 2012, Goldman, 2014, Wan et al.,
2014, Zhao et al., 2014). Although the signals that are released from injured retinal
neurons are largely unknown, a number of signalling pathways and secreted factors
have been identified in both mammalian and zebrafish Müller glia, some of which
are similar. The mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway is known to play
a role in proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis within mammalian cells (Zhang
and Liu, 2002). In retinal injury this pathway has been identified to be active in fish,
chick and mammals. In the mammalian retina, activation of various MAPK pathway
elements including pERK1/2 and cFos have been specifically shown in Müller glia
from NMDA damaged retinae (Nakazawa et al., 2008). These factors have been
thought to stimulate progenitor like properties in these cells (Karl et al., 2008).
Similarly, in the zebrafish retina, the MAPK pathway activated by HB-EGF
stimulates progenitor activity of Müller glia that is essential for regeneration (Wan et
al., 2012). Activation of the wnt signalling components that control the fate of Müller
glia and promote regeneration in the zebrafish (Meyers et al., 2012) after injury is
also observed in human Müller glia and has been shown to play an important role in
the neurogenic ability observed in these cells in vitro (Angbohang et al., 2016).
Studies in the rat retina have also shown that activation of the wnt signalling
pathway is enhanced in Müller glia in response to neurotoxin-induced injury and can
lead to expression of progenitor like genes in vivo, such as sox2 and pax6 (Das et
al., 2006). The notch pathway which is involved in retinal development and
differentiation of neural retinal progenitors has varied roles in injury between
species. Notch signalling has been shown to be activated during retinal injury in the
zebrafish, chick and mammalian retinae (Raymond et al., 2006, Karl et al., 2008).
Whilst notch activation in mammalian retina has been observed to promote
proliferation, in the zebrafish retina inhibition of notch has been demonstrated to
promote Müller glia proliferation (Gallina et al., 2014). Although this difference is
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stark, on its own right it cannot account for the differences in the regenerative
abilities between species.
Several gene microarray and proteomic analyses have been documented in healthy
and diseased retina within human, rodent and zebrafish in order to identify factors
which may be contributing to degenerative conditions. Gene expression studies in
the DBA/2J mouse model of glaucoma revealed marked increases in genes relating
to the immune response, glial activation, and signalling and decreases in crystallins,
cytoskeletal related genes and extracellular matrix genes (Steele et al., 2006).
Similarly, gene expression changes during rod and cone photoreceptor cell death in
the rd1 mouse model of retinal degeneration have shown changes in the expression
of genes relating to crystallins, increase in genes relating to tissue growth and
differentiation, and those showing protection against oxidative stress (Hackam et al.,
2004). In comparison, gene expression studies in the zebrafish retina during
photoreceptor cell death and regeneration have shown downregulation in the glial
marker glutamine synthetase, cadherin, carbonic anhydrase and photoreceptor
marker rhodopsin whereas upregulation in GFAP, tenascin C and tubulins were
detected (Kassen et al., 2007). Several proteomic studies have aimed to map the
human retina to provide a baseline for the expression of proteins (Zhang et al.,
2015, Semba et al., 2013). Studies relating to human retinopathies including AMD,
PVR and diabetic retinopathy have investigated the proteome of the vitreous rather
than the retina, as this is easier to source. Proteomic studies of the vitreous in these
retinopathies have identified several factors differentially expressed. These include
fibrinogens, apolipoproteins and complement components (Koss et al., 2014, Yu et
al., 2008, Garcia-Ramirez et al., 2007). Proteomic studies conducted in the DBA/2J
mouse model of glaucoma identified upregulation of several factors prior to the
onset of ocular hypertension, including glutamate transaminase, glutamine
synthetase and tubulins as well as the downregulation of integrin B7, which
correlated with ganglion cell death (Kanamoto et al., 2009). Methanol intoxication of
rat retina identified upregulation of aldehyde dehydrogenase, tropomyosin alpha1
chain, myosin light chain and alpha crystalline B, and downregulation in GAPDH,
recoverin, ATP synthase alpha and HSP90AB1 (Chen et al., 2012). Similarly, a
proteomic investigation in the diabetic rat retina identified increases in beta catenin,
phosducin aldehyde reductase, and a downregulation of succinyl coA ligase and
dihydropyramidinase-related protein (Quin et al., 2007). Although proteomic studies
have identified protein differences in retinal diseases no studies have investigated
the species differences in the retinal proteome. It will be therefore important to
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compare mammalian and zebrafish retina, to identify differences and factors which
may be involved in regeneration as well as degeneration within these species.
For regeneration to occur, multiple cellular and molecular processes need to be
activated in a sequence of events. It has been observed that in the zebrafish, Müller
glia undergo proliferation, migration, differentiation and functional integration into the
existing retinal environment. In contrast, activation of Müller glia during injury in the
mammalian, including the human retina, undergo proliferation and migration that
invariably leads to the formation of a glial scar. Although gliosis is thought to be
neuroprotective, ultimately becomes detrimental to the neural retinal environment in
the mammalian retina. Although many signalling pathways and factors identified
that promote these functions in the zebrafish, are observed in the mammalian
retina, the latter has a limited capacity for regeneration and the differences so far
identified between these species cannot explain these variances. Further research
is therefore required in order to identify molecules and pathways that may account
for these differences and that may be potentially used to explore therapies to
promote endogenous regeneration of the human retina.
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4.2

Objectives and experimental design

Müller glia development, morphology and function are highly conserved between
species, however the reaction to injury is vastly different. Up to date ,there have
been many studies outlining proteomic analyses of zebrafish and human retina
following disease and injury, but comparative analysis between the degenerated
zebrafish and human retina have not been undertaken. To further understand the
mechanisms that may selectively function in the regenerative process, comparison
between the retinal proteome of these species would be important.
This chapter aimed to compare the protein expression profile of human gliotic and
normal retina to that of the normal, degenerated and regenerating zebrafish retinae.
It was hoped that this would identify key areas involved in gliosis that may be
preventing retinal regeneration by Müller glia in the human retina.
The aims of this chapter were:
1. To compare the total protein expression profile of gliotic human retina and
normal human retina with that of normal, degenerated, and regenerating
zebrafish retinae.
Experimental Design:
i.

Differential expression was performed using Protein Lynx Global Server and
Non-Linear Dynamics Progenesis software. Uniprot KB database was used
to determine protein functions.

ii.

Protein identifiers were used to compare orthologues between human and
zebrafish retina.

iii.

Comparisons in overrepresented functional protein groups were made
between gliotic human and degenerated and regenerating zebrafish retina to
identify differences and similarities between these species.
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4.3
4.3.1

Results
Overlap in protein expression between normal and degenerated human
retina and normal, degenerated and regenerating zebrafish retina.

Mass spectrometry analysis of human retina, identified 473 proteins in total. In
comparison 328 proteins were detected in the zebrafish retina. Orthological
comparison of these proteins revealed that 80 proteins were common to both
zebrafish and human retinae. Of the total proteins identified, 393 proteins were
exclusively detected in the human retina, whilst 248 proteins were detected in the
zebrafish retina but not in human retina (Fig.4-2).
Within the 80 proteins that were shared between human and zebrafish retinae, 6
were identified to be >2-fold upregulated in the gliotic human retina as compared to
normal retina. These included galectin, heat shock protein 90 alpha, haemoglobin,
histone H2B, profilin 1 and vimentin (Table 4.1). Out of these 6 proteins, it was also
observed that galectin was 5-fold upregulated in the degenerated zebrafish retina as
compared to normal or regenerating retina. In contrast, heat shock protein 90,
histone H2B and vimentin exhibited a downregulation in the degenerated zebrafish
retina as compared to normal retina. The expression of vimentin however showed
an upregulation in the regenerating zebrafish retina as compared to normal or
degenerated retina. Profilin 1, a ubiquitous actin monomer-binding protein belonging
to the profilin family (Carlsson et al., 1977) and haemoglobin showed no change in
expression between degenerated, regenerating and normal zebrafish retina
(Table4.1).
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Figure 4-2 Venn diagram showing the number of proteins identified by mass
spectrometry in human and zebrafish retina. Diagram shows the number of
proteins which were identified in each species and those with corresponding
expression.
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Human
fold
change
Protein Name
Galectin
Heat shock
protein 90 alpha
haemoglobin
Histone H2B
Profilin 1
Vimentin

Zebrafish fold change

Human
accession
P09382

Zebrafish
accession
E9QFY9

G/N
2.03

D/N
5.02

R/D
0.33

R/N
1.64

P07900
P69905
P23527
P07737
P08670

Q5RG12
O93548
G1K2M4
E7F0A1
F1QAM8

2.00
7.31
3.80
2.01
2.53

0.28
1.78
0.07
1.83
0.35

3.02
0.46
11.60
1.14
7.33

0.85
0.82
0.81
0.62
2.59

Table 4.1 Proteins showing >2-fold upregulation in the gliotic human retina
and corresponding expression in the zebrafish retina. Values represent fold
changes and letters denote : G = gliotic human retina; N= normal human retina; D =
degenerated zebrafish retina; N = normal zebrafish retina; R= regenerating
zebrafish retina. Values >2 indicate an upregulation and are highlighted in red, and
values <0.5 indicate a downregulation and are highlighted in blue.
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It was observed that 36 of the 80 proteins found to be expressed in both human and
zebrafish retina showed a <0.5 downregulation in the gliotic human retina as
compared to normal retina. These included i) energy transfer proteins such as
adenylate kinase1 and ATP synthase subunits; ii) functional retinal proteins such as
recoverin, glutamine synthetase and retinaldehyde binding protein; iii) ribosomal
proteins; iv) tubulins and vi) voltage dependent anion selective channel proteins,
amongst others (Table 4.2). Similar expression was observed in the zebrafish retina
where 26 of these proteins showed a <0.5-fold downregulation in the degenerated
zebrafish retina as compared to normal retina. Of these proteins, acidic leucine rich
nuclear phosphoprotein family 32, clathrin heavy chain A, pyruvate dehydrogenase,
and voltage dependent anion channels 2 and 3 remained low in the regenerating
zebrafish retina as compared to normal retina. In contrast to the downregulation of
adenylate kinase 1 observed in the gliotic human retina, expression of this protein in
the degenerated zebrafish retina was upregulated when compared to normal retina.
The levels of this protein however, returned to control levels in the regenerating
zebrafish retina.
A further 38 proteins out of the 80 that were identified in both the human and
zebrafish retina did not show any change in expression in the gliotic human retina
as compared to normal retina. However, of these 38 proteins, 24 showed a <0.5fold decrease in expression in the degenerated zebrafish retina as compared to
normal retina (Table 4.3). Phosphoglycerate mutase continued to display low
expression levels showing a downregulation in the regenerating retina as compared
to normal retina. The remaining 23 proteins returned to comparable levels between
normal and regenerating retina. Annexin A2 and serotransferrin showed a >2-fold
increase in expression in the degenerated zebrafish retina as compared to normal
zebrafish retina. In addition, tubulin beta 2A chain, showed a very high fold increase
in expression in the regenerating zebrafish retina as compared to normal or
degenerated zebrafish retina (Table 4.3).
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Accession
Protein Name
Acidic leucine rich nuclear phosphoprotein 32
family
Adenylate kinase 1
ADP ribosylation factor 4
ATP synthase subunit gamma mitochondrial
ATP synthase subunit O mitochondrial
Clathrin heavy chain A
Creatine kinase B type
Electron transfer flavoprotein subunit alpha
Glutamine synthetase
Guanine nucleotide binding protein
Guanylate kinase
Heterochromatin protein 1, binding protein 3
heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A0
Hexokinase 1
High mobility group box 1a
Isocitrate dehydrogenase
Lamin B2
Malate dehydrogenase
Neural cell adhesion molecule 1
Peroxiredoxin 6
Prohibitin
Pyruvate dehydrogenase
Recoverin
Retinaldehyde binding protein 1
retinoschisin 1
Ribosomal protein s13
Ribosomal protein s14
Ribosomal protein s9
Synaptophysin
Syntaxin binding protein 1
Tubulin alpha 1C chain
Tubulin alpha 8 chain
Tubulin beta 4A chain
Voltage dependent anion selective channel
protein 1
Voltage dependent anion selective channel
protein 2
Voltage dependent anion selective channel
protein 3

Human Zebrafish

Human

Zebrafish

G/N

D/N

R/D

R/N

P39687
P00568
P18085
P36542
P48047
Q00610
P12277
P13804
P15104
P62873
Q16774
Q5SSJ5
Q13151
P19367
P09429
P50213
Q03252
P40925
P13591
P30041
P35232
P11177
P35243
P12271
O15537
P62277
P62263
P46781
P08247
P61764
Q9BQE3
Q9NY65
P04350

I3ITE4
Q68EH2
E7FBA5
Q6P6E0
Q6DRD1
F1R966
Q8AY63
Q7ZUS9
F1QCV3
Q7T3D3
B8JJJ5
E7FAZ5
F1QS28
Q6NX09
Q6NX86
E7F4R9
B3DFN3
Q801E6
B3DH85
Q5TZD2
Q7T1D8
Q7T368
Q4V8S2
F1QVD3
Q6DH01
F8W246
Q6PBW3
Q6P5M3
B0S5B9
F1QM13
B8A518
Q6PC95
Q6IQJ2

0.11
0.14
0.30
0.14
0.27
0.18
0.47
0.37
0.33
0.13
0.09
0.30
0.02
0.35
0.16
0.14
0.45
0.23
0.36
0.25
0.13
0.19
0.46
0.31
0.24
0.21
0.30
0.05
0.25
0.25
0.39
0.01
0.29

0.08
2.00
1.59
0.36
0.29
0.68
0.37
0.24
0.51
0.81
0.23
0.10
0.11
0.40
0.26
0.28
0.39
0.37
0.48
0.94
0.395
0.29
0.13
0.42
0.31
0.47
0.76
0.58
0.77
0.41
1.58
0.70
0.42

5.40
0.27
0.51
1.98
1.93
0.68
2.20
1.22
1.40
0.66
3.81
4.98
5.31
1.35
2.25
2.35
3.96
2.12
1.57
0.76
2.25
1.46
8.18
1.61
1.80
2.51
1.46
2.31
0.64
1.18
0.30
2.28
2.14

0.41
0.54
0.81
0.72
0.56
0.46
0.82
0.29
0.71
0.53
0.87
0.51
0.61
0.54
0.59
0.65
1.54
0.78
0.76
0.71
0.87
0.43
1.08
0.68
0.56
1.17
1.09
1.33
0.49
0.48
0.47
1.59
0.90

P21796 Q6NWC1

0.37

0.47

1.92

0.90

P45880 Q8AWD0

0.24

0.41

1.14

0.47

Q9Y277 Q7ZV39

0.24

0.43

0.98

0.43

Table 4.2 Proteins showing <0.5-fold downregulation in the gliotic human
retina and corresponding expression in the zebrafish retina.. Values represent
fold changes and letters denote : G = gliotic human retina; N= normal human retina;
D = degenerated zebrafish retina; N = normal zebrafish retina; R= regenerating
zebrafish retina. Values >2 indicate an upregulation and are highlighted in red, and
those <0.5 indicate a downregulation and are highlighted in blue
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Human
Fold
Accession
change
Human Zebrafish G/N
P10809 Q803B0
0.90
P11021 Q6P3L3
1.15
P07355 Q6P603
0.73
P60709 E9QBP3
1.00
P07339 Q8AWD9
0.73
O75390 B2GTW6
0.60
P23528 Q6TH32
0.62
Q14195 E7F6Q2
0.60
Q05193 F8W3A5
0.60
P06744 F1QZL6
0.71
P21266 B8JIS8
0

Protein Name
60kDa heat shock protein
78kDa glucose related protein 5 (HSPA5)
Annexin A2
Beta Actin
Cathepsin D
Citrate synthase
Cofilin 1
Dihydropyramidinase related protein 3
Dynamin 1
Glucose 6 phosphate isomerase
Glutathione S transferase Mu
Glyceraldehyde 3 phosphate
dehydrogenase
P04406 F1R3D3
guanine nucleotide binding protein (G
protein) O
P62879 Q6PBP1
Heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein (HSPA8) P11142 Q6NYR4
heat shock protein 90, class B member 1
P08238 E7EZ16
heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein
A/Ba
P22626 Q6NYU8
high mobility group box 2
P26583 B8JL30
Histone H2A
P20671 F1R7H5
Histone H2B
P58876 G1K2M4
Histone H3
P68431 G1K2S9
lamin B1
P20700 F1Q5F3
malate dehydrogenase 2
P40926 Q7T334
peroxiredoxin 2
P32119 Q6DGJ6
peroxiredoxin 5
P30044 F1QCE3
phosphoglycerate kinase 1
P00558 F1QXV8
Phosphoglycerate mutase 1
P18669 B8A4H6
Pyruvate kinase
P14618 E7F5U9
Ribosomal protein L12
P30050 Q6DRE6
Ribosomal protein L18
Q07020 Q6DGL0
Ribosomal protein L6
Q02878 Q567N5
Serotransferrin
P02787 B8JL43
solute carrier family 2
P11166 Q285P3
stathmin 1b
P16949 Q568Q7
Synaptotagmin 1
P21579 Q6NUZ3
transketolase b
P29401 Q6PHI8
triosephosphate isomerase 1b
P60174 E9QBF0
Tubulin alpha 1B chain
P68363 F1R6T2
Tubulin beta 2A chain
Q13885 F1QKY8

Zebrafish- Fold change
D/R
R/D
R/N
0.55
0.76
0.42
1.99
0.64
1.27
6.70
0.50
3.34
0.80
1.53
1.22
1.59
0.55
0.87
0.46
1.42
0.65
0.57
1.71
0.97
0.61
1.36
0.82
0.22
2.95
0.65
0.28
1.35
0.37
0.32
1.96
0.62

0.83

0.36

1.75

0.62

0.72
0.92
1.27

0.47
0.73
0.87

1.27
1.48
1.40

0.60
1.08
1.21

0.54
0.56
0.64
0.86
1.03
0.87
0.56
0.82
1.09
0.63
0.79
0.90
0.72
1.19
0.93
0.80
0.83
0.54
0.90
0.81
0.93
1.35
1.09

0.27
0.30
0.40
0.07
0.32
0.34
0.31
0.37
0.45
0.32
0.34
0.39
0.26
0.55
0.46
5.58
1.46
0.19
0.50
0.50
0.39
0.58
0.56

3.05
2.93
2.11
11.60
2.84
3.68
1.81
2.12
1.98
1.82
1.42
1.32
2.24
2.42
2.42
0.22
0.47
5.02
2.50
2.45
1.94
1.54
79.16

0.83
0.88
0.84
0.81
0.90
1.25
0.56
0.79
0.88
0.58
0.48
0.52
0.58
1.33
1.120
1.23
0.69
0.98
1.25
1.23
0.75
0.89
44.24

Table 4.3. Proteins that did not show differential expression between gliotic
and normal human retina and their corresponding expression in the zebrafish
retina. Values represent fold changes. Letters denote : G = gliotic human retina; N=
normal human retina; D = degenerated zebrafish retina; N = normal zebrafish retina;
R= regenerating zebrafish retina. Values >2 indicate an upregulation and are
highlighted in red, and those <0.5 indicate a downregulation and are highlighted in
blue
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4.3.2

Comparative expression of Heat shock proteins

Several heat shock proteins (HSP) were detected in the human and zebrafish
retina. In total 21 different heat shock proteins were detected between the two
species, but only 6 of these were detected in both human and zebrafish retina
(Table 4.4). In addition, two proteins (hsp 8-like and hsc70) were only identified in
zebrafish retina. In the human retina, HSP70kDa protein like 1 (HSPA1L) and HSP
90 alpha (HSP90AA1) were observed 6.7-fold upregulated in the gliotic retina as
compared to normal retina. HSPA1L was not detected in the zebrafish retina,
however HSP90AA1 was detected in this species, in which it was shown to be
downregulated during degeneration as compared to normal or regenerating retina.
Heat shock protein 90 beta (HSP90AB1), a 78kDa glucose regulated protein, and
heat shock cognate 71kDa (HSPA8) did not show any changes in expression in the
human or zebrafish retina. Stress 70 protein mitochondrial (HSPA9) and 60kDa heat
shock protein mitochondrial (HSPD1), which showed no changes in the human
retina, exhibited a slight downregulation in the degenerated zebrafish retina as
compared to normal retina. Heat shock 70kDA protein 12A (HSPA12A), heat shock
70kDa protein 4 (HSPA4), putative heat shock protein 90 beta 2 (HSP90AB2P) ,
and heat shock 70kDa protein 4L (HSPA4L) which were found <0.5-fold
downregulated in the gliotic human retina as compared to normal retina, were not
detected in the zebrafish retina (Table 4.4).
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Heat shock proteins

Fold change
Human Retina
G/N

Fold change – Zebrafish Retinae
D/N

R/N

R/D

Heat shock 70 kDa protein 1 like (HSPA1L)

6.70

-

-

-

Heat shock protein HSP 90 alpha (HSP90AA1)

2.00

0.28

0.85

3.02

Alpha crystallin A chain (CRYAA/Heat shock
protein beta 4)

1.83

-

-

-

Alpha crystallin B chain (CRYAB/Heat shock
protein beta 5)

1.62

-

-

-

10 kDa heat shock protein mitochondrial (HSPE1)

1.55

-

-

-

Heat shock protein HSP 90 beta (HSP90AB1 )

1.27

0.87

1.21

1.40

Heat shock 70 kDa protein 6 (HSPA6)

1.15

-

-

-

78 kDa glucose regulated protein (HSPA5)

1.15

1.99

1.27

0.64

Endoplasmin (HSP90B1)

0.99

-

-

-

Putative endoplasmin like protein (HSP90B2P)

0.97

-

-

-

Stress 70 protein mitochondrial (HSPA9)

0.95

0.46

1.80

3.88

Heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein (HSPA8)

0.92

0.73

1.08

1.48

60 kDa heat shock protein mitochondrial (HSPD1)

0.90

0.55

0.42

0.76

Heat shock 70 kDa protein 1A 1B (HSPA1A)

0.70

-

-

-

Heat shock protein beta 1 (HSPB1)

0.57

-

-

-

Heat shock 70 kDa protein 12A (HSPA12A)

0.19

-

-

-

Heat shock 70 kDa protein 4 (HSPA4)

0.17

-

-

-

Putative heat shock protein HSP 90 beta 2
(HSP90AB2P)

0.04

-

-

-

Heat shock 70 kDa protein 4L (HSPA4L)

0.02

-

-

-

Heat shock protein 8-like (hspa8l)

-

1.05

1.74

1.66

Heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein (hsc70)

-

0.30

0.65

2.15

Table 4.4 Heat shock protein expression in the human and zebrafish retina.
Table shows the heat shock proteins which were detected in human and zebrafish
retina and their corresponding fold changes in the different retinal samples. Letters
denote : G = gliotic human retina; N= normal human retina; D = degenerated
zebrafish retina; N = normal zebrafish retina; R= regenerating zebrafish retina
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4.3.3

Comparative expression of Histone proteins

Histones were detected in both human and zebrafish retinal lysates. Histone H1,
histone H2A, histone H2B and histone H4 were common to both human and
zebrafish retinae (Table 4.5). Of the different isoforms of histone H1 detected in the
human retina (Histone H1.3 and H1.5), only histone H1.3 showed >2-fold
upregulation in the gliotic retina as compared to normal retina. In contrast,
expression of histone H1 like detected in the zebrafish retina (A3KPR3) showed a
<0.5-fold downregulation in the degenerated zebrafish retina as compared to normal
retina. However, it returned to normal levels in the regenerating zebrafish retina
(Table 4.5). In the human retina, four isoforms of histone H2A were identified
including type 2B, H2A.V, type 1D and type 3 which did not show any differential
expression between normal and gliotic human retina. One isoform (core histone
macro H2A) showed a <0.5-fold decrease in expression in the gliotic retina as
compared to normal retina. The three corresponding isoforms of human H2A
detected in the zebrafish retina including core histone macro-H2A, histone H2A
family member Vb and histone H2A all displayed <0.5-fold downregulation in the
degenerated zebrafish retina as compared to normal zebrafish retina. Histone H2B
type 1-O, and histone H2B type 1D were also detected in the human retina, but only
type 1-O showed a >2-fold increase in expression in the gliotic retina as compared
to normal retina. In the zebrafish retina, 5 corresponding isoforms of histone H2B
(G1K2M4, F1QGY1, F1QIH4, E7EXF4, Q6DH91) were detected. Two of these
isoforms (G1K2M4 and F1QGY1) displayed <0.5-fold downregulation in the
degenerated zebrafish retina as compared to normal retina. F1QIH4 and Q6DH91
showed a >2-fold increase in the regenerating zebrafish retina as compared to
normal zebrafish retina, whilst E7EXF4 showed no difference in expression
throughout degeneration and regeneration. Histone H3 and histone H4 showed no
difference in expression in the human retinae. The two corresponding isoforms of
histone H3 (H3 and histone H3 family b1) in the zebrafish retina however, showed a
<0.5-fold decreased expression in the degenerated retina, which increased to
normal levels in the regenerating zebrafish retina (Table 4.5).
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Histone
Histone H1.3
Histone H1.5
Histone H1 like
Histone H2A
Histone H2A2B
Histone H2AV
Histone H2A1D
Histone H2A3
Core histone
macro H2A
Histone H2B1O
Histone H2B1D
Histone H2B

Histone H3
Histone H3
Histone H4

Human
accession
P68431
P16401

Q8IUE6
Q71UI9
P20671
Q7L7L0
O75367
P23527
P58876

ZF
Human
accession G/N
ZebrafishD/N
2.01
0.60
A3KPR3
0.29
F1R7H5
0.40
1.23
Q7ZU59
0.79
0.39
0.64
0.57
Q4V914

G1K2M4
F1QGY1
F1QIH4
E7EXF4
Q6DH91
P68431
P62805

A8KBJ5
G1K2S9

0.13
3.80
0.86
1.03
1.61

R/D
4.16
2.11
2.81
-

R/N
1.20
0.84
1.10
-

0.17
0.07
0.23
1.78
0.60
1.47

3.48
11.60
3.58
1.28
1.20
3.00

0.59
0.81
0.84
2.28
0.72
4.41

0.28
0.32
-

3.63
2.84
-

1.00
0.90
-

Table 4.5 Expression of histones within the human and zebrafish retina. Table
shows the types of histones which were detected in human and zebrafish retina and
their corresponding fold changes in the different retinal samples. Letters denote : G
= gliotic human retina; N= normal human retina; D = degenerated zebrafish retina;
N = normal zebrafish retina; R= regenerating zebrafish retina
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4.3.4

Comparative expression of Extracellular matrix proteins

Extracellular matrix proteins (ECM) are associated with inflammation during injury
and are thought to contribute to the progression of gliosis within the retina
(Bringmann et al., 2009). Differences in the expression of these molecules were
therefore investigated in the human and zebrafish retinae. None of the ECM
proteins detected in human retina overlapped in expression with zebrafish retina,
although several changes in the expression of these factors were observed in each
species. Seven collagen related proteins were detected in human retina, two of
which (procollagen galactosyltransferase and procollagen lysine 2 oxoglutarate 5
dioxygenase 2) showed >2-fold increase in the gliotic retina as compared to normal
human retina (Table 4.6). Additionally, tenascin was found >2-fold upregulated in
the gliotic human retina as compared to normal human retina. A downregulation
(<0.5-fold) was observed in the gliotic human retina for SPARC, interphotoreceptor
matrix proteoglycan 1 and collagen alpha 1 III chain proteins. In the zebrafish retina,
analyses revealed the presence of 3 apolipoproteins and 3 fibrinogen proteins,
which all showed a >2-fold increase in the degenerated zebrafish retina as
compared to normal zebrafish retina. However, none of the extracellular matrix
proteins identified in zebrafish were detected in human retina (Table 4.6).
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ECM protein
Collagen alpha 1 XI chain
Collagen alpha 1 VI chain
Transforming growth factor beta induced
protein ig h3
SPARC
Collagen alpha 2 I chain
Prolyl 3 hydroxylase 1
Interphotoreceptor matrix proteoglycan 1
Tenascin C
Collagen alpha 1 III chain
Collagen alpha 1 I chain
Procollagen galactosyltransferase 1
Procollagen lysine 2 oxoglutarate 5
dioxygenase 2
fibrinogen gamma chain
apolipoprotein A-Ib
fibrinogen beta chain
fibrinogen alpha chain
apolipoprotein C-I like
apolipoprotein A-II

Fold
change Human
G/N
N & M only
1.56

Fold change - Zebrafish
D/N
-

R/D
-

R/N
-

1.17
0.24
1.48
1.01
0.33
2.54
0.44
1.69
10.43

-

-

-

2.31
-

13.05
7.00
6.32
6.70
3.89
6.11

0.06
0.11
0.16
0.19
0.19
0.14

0.74
0.77
0.99
1.30
0.73
0.84

Table 4.6 Extracellular matrix related proteins identified in the human and
zebrafish retina. Table shows the types of extracellular matrix proteins which were
detected in human and zebrafish retina and their corresponding fold changes in the
different retinal samples. Letters denote : G = gliotic human retina; N= normal
human retina; D = degenerated zebrafish retina; N = normal zebrafish retina; R=
regenerating zebrafish retina.
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4.3.5

Comparative expression of cytoskeletal proteins between human and
zebrafish retinae.

The presence of 82 proteins related to the cytoskeleton structure were collectively
detected in the human and zebrafish retinal specimens. Out of these proteins, 15
were only detected in the zebrafish retina whilst 57 were only identified in the
human retina and 10 proteins were detected in both human and zebrafish retina
(Table 4.7). Out of the 67proteins detected in human retina, 7 were found to be
upregulated >2-fold in the gliotic retina as compared to normal retina, however only
one of these proteins, vimentin, was also detected in the zebrafish retina. In the
zebrafish retina, vimentin showed a <0.5-fold downregulation in the degenerated
retina as compared to normal retina, however in the regenerating retina it was
shown to be upregulated >2-fold as compared to normal or degenerating retina.
Tubulin 2A chain, which showed no change in expression in the human retina,
displayed an increase in expression in the regenerating zebrafish retina as
compared to normal or degenerated (44.2-fold and 79.1-fold respectively). Within
this group of proteins, 25 were found <0.5-fold downregulated in the gliotic human
retina as compared to normal human retina. Five of these proteins were also
detected in the zebrafish retina and included tubulin beta 1 chain, lamin B2, tubulin
beta 4a chain, tubulin alpha 1c chain and tubulin alpha 8 chain. Lamin B2 and
tubulin beta 4a chain showed a <0.5-fold downregulation in the degenerated
zebrafish retina as compared to normal retina, whereas tubulin 1c chain showed a
<0.5-fold downregulation in the regenerating zebrafish retina as compared to normal
retina (Table 4.7/4.8).
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Cytoskeletal protein
Translationally controlled tumor protein
Unconventional myosin Ic
Synapsin 1
Ezrin
Desmin
Glial fibrillary acidic protein
Keratin type I cytoskeletal 16
Tubulin alpha 1A chain
Vimentin
Keratin type II cytoskeletal 1
Moesin
Putative beta actin like protein 3
Tubulin alpha 1B chain
Prelamin A C
Chloride intracellular channel protein 1
Myosin 9
Tubulin beta 6 chain
Transgelin 2
Keratin type I cytoskeletal 9
Tubulin beta 2A chain
Actin cytoplasmic 1
Elongation factor 1 gamma
Lamin B1
Tubulin beta 2B chain
Myosin light polypeptide 6
WD repeat containing protein 1
Myosin regulatory light chain 12A
Keratin type II cytoskeletal 5
Gelsolin
Destrin
Tubulin alpha 4A chain
Tubulin beta chain
Tubulin beta 4B chain
Alpha internexin
Beta actin like protein 2
Keratin type II cytoskeletal 2 epidermal
Septin 7
Cofilin 1
Dynamin 1
Tubulin beta 8 chain
Tropomyosin alpha 4 chain
Keratin type I cytoskeletal 10

Fold
change- Fold change - Zebrafish
Human
G/N
D/N
R/D
R/N
M only
M only
5.39
5.25
4.84
4.50
3.37
2.64
2.53
0.35
7.33
2.59
1.50
1.49
1.44
1.35
1.29
1.27
1.18
1.16
0.36
3.71
1.32
1.14
1.10
1.09
0.56
79.16 44.24
1.00
0.92
0.87
0.34
3.68
1.25
0.87
0.84
0.82
0.76
0.76
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.69
0.69
0.66
0.65
0.65
0.63
0.62
0.57
1.71
0.97
0.60
0.58
0.55
0.53
-

Table 4.7 Cytoskeleton related proteins within the human and zebrafish retina.
Table shows the types of cytoskeletal related proteins which were detected in
human and zebrafish retina and their corresponding fold changes in the different
retinal samples. Letters denote : G = gliotic human retina; N= normal human retina;
D = degenerated zebrafish retina; N = normal zebrafish retina; R= regenerating
zebrafish retina.
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Cytoskeletal protein
Alpha actinin 4
Tubulin beta 1 chain
Caldesmon
Lamin B2
Alpha actinin 1
Actin alpha cardiac muscle 1
Keratin type II cytoskeletal 1b
Tubulin alpha 1C chain
Neurofilament light polypeptide
Tubulin beta 4A chain
Septin 2
Tubulin beta 3 chain
Actin related protein 2 3 complex subunit 4
Fascin
Tropomyosin alpha 3 chain
F actin capping protein subunit alpha 2
Actin gamma enteric smooth muscle
Keratin type II cuticular Hb2
Tropomyosin alpha 1 chain
Keratin type II cuticular Hb3
Neurofilament medium polypeptide
Tubulin alpha 8 chain
Ganglioside induced differentiation
associated protein 1
F actin capping protein subunit alpha 1
Keratin type I cuticular Ha2
CAP, adenylate cyclase-associated protein 1
coactosin-like F-actin binding protein 1
zgc:65894
internexin neuronal intermediate filament
protein, alpha b
tubulin, beta 5
tubulin, alpha 2
septin 6
N/A
syntrophin, beta 2
internexin neuronal intermediate filament
protein, alpha a
actin, alpha 2, smooth muscle, aorta
keratin 94
actin, alpha 2, smooth muscle, aorta
BTB (POZ) domain containing 17b
MARCKS-like 1b

Fold
changeHuman
G/N
0.48
0.46
0.46
0.45
0.44
0.43
0.40
0.39
0.35
0.29
0.27
0.25
0.24
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.20
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.01

Fold change - Zebrafish
D/N
0.62
0.39
1.58
0.42
0.70

R/D
2.10
3.96
0.30
2.14
2.28

R/N
1.31
1.54
0.47
0.90
1.59

0.008
N M only
N M only
-

0.48
1.48
0.54

1.38
0.70
0.93

0.66
1.03
0.50

-

0.44
0.51
0.43
0.31
0.37
0.09

3.22
7.85
1.18
2.34
1.70
4.39

1.42
4.04
0.51
0.72
0.64
0.41

-

0.34
1.13
7.07
2.27
0.36
1.19

1.92
0.84
0.37
0.76
1.30
0.80

0.66
0.95
2.59
1.73
0.47
0.95

Table 4.8 . Cytoskeleton related proteins within the human and zebrafish
retina. Table shows the types of cytoskeletal related proteins which were detected
in human and zebrafish retina and their corresponding fold changes in the different
retinal samples. Letters denote : G = gliotic human retina; N= normal human retina;
D = degenerated zebrafish retina; N = normal zebrafish retina; R= regenerating
zebrafish retina
.
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4.4

Discussion

This study compared the nature of the proteins differentially expressed in the
degenerated human retina with those of the degenerated and regenerating
zebrafish retina and this section will attempt to discuss the implication of the major
differences in proteins found between the two species.

Galectin, which was 2.06-fold upregulated in the gliotic human retina was also
observed 5-fold upregulated in the degenerated zebrafish retina. Galectin is a betagalactoside-binding protein found in the nucleus, cytoplasm, cell surface and
extracellular space, and plays a role in cell adhesion, transmembrane signalling and
cell-cell interactions as well as inflammatory responses (Camby et al., 2006).
Supporting the present results from the mass spectrometry, the presence of galectin
1 has been previously reported in human PVR membranes and has been thought to
promote migration of RPE cells (Alge et al., 2006). Similarly, galectin 1 has been
shown to be expressed by microglia and proliferating Müller glia after photoreceptor
cell death in the zebrafish retina (Craig et al., 2010). It is hypothesised that galectin
1, which has the ability to inhibit vitronectin and chondroitin sulphate binding to the
ECM, may play an important role in regeneration of the zebrafish retina by providing
a permissible environment for regeneration (Craig et al., 2010). In addition, galectin
1 has multiple roles in the regulation of inflammatory cytokines as it has been shown
to inhibit the production of TNFα and IFNγ, although it also known to promote the
production of TGFβ (Rabinovich et al., 2007). Since inflammation is an important
part of retinal degeneration, it may be of interest to explore the role of galectin in the
production of these factors within the retina. Upregulation of the expression of
galectin in both degenerated human and zebrafish retina suggests that this protein
may be promoting a permissible environment for regeneration to take place and this
merits further investigations in the mammalian retina.
The proteomics data presented in this chapter also identified a number of changes
in the expression of heat shock proteins (HSPs) in both human and zebrafish retina.
In the gliotic human retina, HSP 70kDa protein like 1 and heat HSP 90 alpha
showed a >2-fold upregulation, whilst HSP 90 alpha was found downregulated in
the degenerated zebrafish retina. Only one of the heat shock proteins found in both
human and zebrafish retina, and known as HSPA5, was 2-fold upregulated in the
zebrafish retina, but was not differentially expressed in the gliotic human retina.
HSPs are known to be involved in the regulation of cellular stress, apoptosis and
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protein folding (Li and Srivastava, 2001) and it may be possible that they play an
important role in preventing cell death as well as mediating the re-assembly of key
proteins needed for regeneration.
Previous studies have shown the upregulation of HSPs including HSP60 and
HSP27 in the retina and optic nerve head of glaucomatous eyes, for which it has
been suggested that they may mediate neuroprotection (Tezel et al., 2000). There is
evidence that HSPs may regulate cell growth as suggested by observations that
downregulation of HSPs in neurodegenerative diseases is associated with cell loss
(Adachi et al., 2009). In addition, HSPs are found upregulated in many cancers and
are thought to contribute to the progression and survival of tumour cells (Jego et al.,
2013). HSPs have also been associated with fibrosis and wound healing in the skin,
and it is thought that due to the similarities between cancer cells and fibrotic cells,
including uncontrolled proliferation and migration, the inhibition of some HSPs may
reduce fibrotic scars (Bellaye et al., 2014). Mechanisms of gliosis in the eye have
been compared to fibrosis of the skin (Friedlander, 2007), therefore it is possible
that inhibition of HSPs may limit fibroblast proliferation that leads to scar formation.
HSP expression has also been linked with the modulation of TGFβ, and whilst
TGFβ can stimulate the production of HSP90, HSP90 can inhibit the production of
this cytokine (Wrighton et al., 2008, Takenaka and Hightower, 1992). These multiple
functions ascribed to HSPs during disease and inflammation suggest that they may
constitute important targets for the control of retinal degenerative processes and this
will be an important field for further investigations.
Although in the present study no histone modifications were detected by mass
spectrometry, differences in the expression levels of various histones were
identified. Histone H1.3, and Histone H2B1.O were found >2-fold upregulated in the
gliotic human retina, whereas these two histones were downregulated in the
degenerated zebrafish retina. Histones are highly conserved proteins that constitute
the main components of chromatin, responsible for packaging the DNA into
nucleosomes. An important part of gene regulation is both, the modification of
histones through acetylation, which reduces the interaction of DNA with histones, as
well as deacetylation which reverses this process to compact the DNA. Histone
modifications play an important role in retinal development, as demonstrated by
observations that inhibition of histone deacetylation caused a significant reduction in
the expression of genes that regulate differentiation of the mouse retina, resulting in
complete loss of rod photoreceptors and Müller glia with a reduction of cell
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proliferation and increase in bipolar cells (Chen and Cepko, 2007). In addition,
inhibition of histone deacetylation has been shown to promote neurite outgrowth of
a RGC-5 cell line, suggesting that it promotes differentiation of retinal ganglion cell
progenitors (Schwechter et al., 2007). In the adult rodent model of retinal ischaemic
injury, the suppression of histone deacetylases has been observed to provide
neuroprotection against insult (Crosson et al., 2010). Interestingly, in a mutant
zebrafish model in which retinal cells continue to proliferate rather than differentiate,
the gene responsible was identified to be a histone deacetylase 1 (HDAC1).
Addition of HDAC1 restored the cell cycle exit and promoted neurogenesis in this
model (Yamaguchi et al., 2005). Various histones can be released from dying cells
and histone H3 has been observed extracellularly in a rodent model of
photoreceptor degeneration, for which it has been suggested that these molecules
may contribute to the associated inflammation observed during retinal degeneration
(Kawano et al., 2014).

From these observations it is possible to suggest that

histones may play different roles in retinal degenerative and regenerative processes
and identification of their selective roles in the human retina may further our
understanding of the molecular mechanisms that may be potentially targeted to
promote human regeneration in humans.
Following injury to the central nervous system, glial scar formation is associated
with the production of inhibitory extracellular matrix molecules such as chondroitin
sulphate proteoglycans, which are thought to constitute a barrier for regeneration
(Fitch and Silver, 2008). Increase in expression of extracellular matrix components
such as collagens, vitronectin, fibronectin and tenascin occur during different
pathological conditions of the retina and have been associated with disease
progression (Nita et al., 2014, Al-Ubaidi et al., 2013, Vecino et al., 2015). In this
study several ECM related proteins including procollagen enzymes and tenascin C
were observed upregulated in the gliotic human retina. Although none of these
factors were detected in the zebrafish, other ECM related proteins, including
fibrinogens and apolipoproteins were found upregulated in the degenerated
zebrafish retina. Fibrinogen is a glycoprotein which is converted to fibrin by thrombin
during blood clot formation. It has also been associated with fibrin deposition in the
extracellular matrix and is thought to provide a scaffold for the support of cell
migration, proliferation, and matrix remodelling during tissue repair (Pereira et al.,
2002). The high concentrations of fibrinogen observed in the degenerated zebrafish
retina suggest that it may provide a scaffold for retinal regeneration in this species.
Higher fibrinogen expression has been observed in plasma of patients with
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rhegmatous retinal detachment and PVR, however this correlation has not been
investigated further (Theoharis et al., 2000). Apolipoproteins are involved in the
transport of insoluble lipids through the lymphatic and circulatory systems (BolanosGarcia and Miguel, 2003). In the zebrafish, apolipoprotein E is upregulated during
development and regeneration of the fin and this is thought to contribute to the
differentiation of the epidermis that forms these structures (Monnot et al., 1999).
Although these proteins were not detected in the degenerated human retina in the
current study, several apolipoproteins have been previously detected by mass
spectrometry in the human retina, and include ApoA-1, ApoB and ApoE (Zhang et
al., 2015). Apolipoproteins have been associated with human diabetic retinopathy
(Simo et al., 2008) and AMD (Malek et al., 2005), and they may constitute a subject
for investigating key differences between these two species.
Of the several cytoskeletal related proteins observed in the zebrafish and human
retinal specimens, 10 were observed in both species. In the human retina 7 proteins
including the intermediate filament proteins ezrin, desmin, GFAP and vimentin were
found >2-fold upregulated in the gliotic retina. It is well documented that
intermediate filaments are upregulated during retinal gliosis in mammalian retina
(Lewis and Fisher, 2003, Erickson et al., 1987) and these results support these
findings. However, none of these factors, except vimentin were found upregulated in
both the zebrafish and human retina. Although intermediate filament expression
has been previously identified in the injured zebrafish retina (Fausett and Goldman,
2006), in the current study it was found downregulated in the degenerated zebrafish
retina and subsequently highly upregulated in the regenerating retina. This suggests
that vimentin is a key structural protein that plays an important role in the
regenerative process. This is supported by findings that vimentin is associated with
wound repair of alveolar epithelial cells (Rogel et al., 2011) and embryonic and adult
mice lacking vimentin exhibit impaired wound healing and fibroblast activity (Eckes
et al., 2000).
Previous studies have shown that intermediate filament expression is dynamic
during regeneration in the zebrafish. Both a reduction and increase in the levels of
GFAP have been reported in zebrafish Müller glia after retinal injury (Fimbel et al.,
2007, Lenkowski et al., 2013) and this difference could be associated to timing in
the expression of this marker. Other intermediate filament proteins including
tubulins, also displayed complex expression dynamics in both human and zebrafish
retina. Beta tubulins are expressed during neuronal differentiation (Guo et al., 2010)
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and both alpha and beta tubulins have been associated with Müller glia
regeneration in the zebrafish retina (Fausett and Goldman, 2006). Tubulin beta 2A
chain, which showed no difference in expression in the human retina, was observed
to be highly upregulated in the regenerating zebrafish retina as compared to normal
or degenerated zebrafish retina (44.2-fold and 79.2-fold respectively). A similar
pattern was also observed for tubulin beta 5, which was not detected in the human
retina. In contrast, most tubulins detected in the human retina were markedly
decreased in the gliotic retina as compared to normal retina. Although tubulin alpha
1a chain was observed upregulated in the human gliotic retina, 5 other alpha and
beta tubulins were observed downregulated and a further 8 showed no differential
expression in the human retina. These differences in tubulin expression between
human and zebrafish retina may indicate a key role of this proteins in the
regeneration of the zebrafish retina and will be important to examine in more detail.
These variances observed in human and zebrafish tubulin expression highlights the
differences in regenerative ability of the retina. It is not known however at what
stage the tubulin expression would occur during regeneration, and low tubulin
expression observed in the human could simply reflect the inability of the Müller glia
to differentiate towards a neuronal like fate.
Although septins were detected in both human and zebrafish retinae, different
subtypes of these proteins were found differentially expressed in both species. For
example, septin 7 found at similar levels in the degenerated and normal human
retina, and septin 2 found <0.5-fold downregulated in the gliotic human retina, were
not detected in the zebrafish retina.

In addition, septin 6, which was found

downregulated in the degenerated zebrafish retina, was not detected in the human
retina. Septins are GTP binding proteins involved in membrane integrity,
microtubule regulation and cytokinesis (Hall and Russell, 2012). High expression of
septins 1, 2, 4 and 5 has been associated with neurodegenerative diseases
including Alzheimer’s (Kinoshita et al., 1998) and Parkinson’s (Ihara et al., 2003)
and they are thought to contribute to the formation of inclusions and cellular death
observed in these conditions. High expression of septins 5, 8 and 11 has been
identified in PVR retinal membranes (Xin et al., 2007), whilst the loss of septin 8
expression has also been associated with photoreceptor degeneration in rodent
retina (Hara et al., 2007). From the present proteomics results, it may be therefore
possible to suggest that downregulation of septins in the degenerated retina of
human and zebrafish, may constitute an indication of cell degeneration.
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This chapter has aimed to identify some of the similarities and differences between
human and zebrafish retina under normal and injury conditions. To summarise, both
human and zebrafish retina show a diverse reaction to injury or disease, with some
correlation and many differences. Due to the difficulties in comparing species, and
the zebrafish proteome being incomplete, not all proteins were detected in both
species. Nevertheless, some factors have been identified that may be of interest
with regard to endogenous regeneration, and further investigations on the roles of
these proteins would advance our knowledge.
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Chapter 5. Exploring the cytokine and chemokine profiles of
normal and gliotic human retina and Müller stem cells.
5.1

Introduction

Label free mass spectrometry analysis of the human retina identified many
differentially expressed proteins between the gliotic and normal retina. However one
limitation of this process is that small proteins and those of very low abundances
were not detected by this methodology. There is substantial evidence to suggest
that regulatory cytokines and chemokines play a major role in the pathogenesis of
retinal diseases. Additionally, Müller glia respond to the release of these
inflammatory factors and constitute a major source of these factors. This chapter
therefore examined the profile of cytokines and chemokines in the gliotic and normal
human retina and compared these with Müller stem cells.
5.1.1

Cytokine and growth factors involved in retinal diseases

Inflammation and the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines is a characteristic of
almost all degenerative retinal disorders including diabetic retinopathy age-related
macular degeneration (AMD), retinal detachment and proliferative retinopathy
(PVR). The activation of these factors in response to retinal damage is thought to
contribute to the pathogenesis of these diseases. Extensive investigations on the
contributions of inflammatory factors in PVR have been undertaken and have shown
increases in interleukin (IL) 1, IL-6, tumour necrosis factor α (TNFα), TNFβ,
transforming growth factor β2 (TGFβ2), fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF2), MCP-1,
Ip-10, and SDF-1 (Limb et al., 1994, Limb et al., 1991, Kon et al., 1999, Abu ElAsrar et al., 2006). Similarly, may inflammatory factors have also been reported in
diabetic retinopathy and include RANTES, SDF-1, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-13, MCP-1,
PDGF and VEGF (Suzuki et al., 2011, Meleth et al., 2005, Mitamura et al., 2001).
Studies have revealed that multiple cell types in the retina react to injury or cellular
death to mediate the immune response including the RPE, microglia, dying
photoreceptors and Müller glia (Holtkamp et al., 2001, Bringmann et al., 2009,
Langmann, 2007). The RPE maintains the homeostasis of the outer retina and has
been associated with various neurodegenerative retinal disorders including AMD,
retinitis pigmentosa and PVR (Strauss, 2005, Bressler et al., 2005, Hartong et al.,
2006, Hiscott et al., 1999). The RPE is

thought to contribute to the immune

responses of the retina during these pathological states, mediating the production of
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inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines which can subsequently activate other
cells of the retina such as resident glia. Many in vitro studies have characterised the
RPE and have shown that this cell population is capable of producing multiple
cytokines including IL-1a, IL-1b, IL-6, IL-8, IL-15, MCP-1, GROα,β,γ, RANTES,
TNFα, TGF-β, FGF2, IGF, VEGF, PDGF, GM-CSF and M-CSF (Holtkamp et al.,
2001). Microglia activation has been associated with various neurodegenerative
diseases and is thought to contribute to the secretion of cytokines, chemokines and
immune responses. Microglia are stimulated by the loss of cell-cell communication,
photoreceptor death and matrix breakdown as well as specific factors including
MCP-1, MCP-3 and RANTES (Langmann, 2007). Initial microglial responses include
the upregulation of neurotrophic factors including ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF),
brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), nerve growth factor (NGF), FGF2, and
neurotrophin-3 which have been shown to protect the survival of photoreceptors
(Harada et al., 2002, Carwile et al., 1998). The long term activation of microglia may
also contribute to retinal degeneration by the release of TNF, nitric oxide, IL-1β
(Zeng et al., 2005, Langmann, 2007). The interaction between microglia and Müller
glia may also contribute to gliosis. The release of neurotrophic factors from
microglia can influence the production of FGF2 in Müller glia, and also the release
of MCP-1 from Müller glia can aid the activation of microglia in pathological states
(Harada et al., 2002). The activation of Müller glia by factors released from dying
photoreceptors, RPE or microglia may promote the release of inflammatory factors
from Müller glia themselves.
5.1.2

Müller glia and associated cytokines in response to retinal injury.

Müller glia play a prominent role in retinal injury and disease, and as well as
providing neuroprotective factors, they can also release inflammatory cytokines
which can lead to further degeneration and gliosis. As the main glial cell of the
retina, Müller glia perform a wide range of homeostatic mechanisms to maintain the
functional retina. When these mechanisms are disrupted by retinal degeneration,
Müller glia respond to the change in the local environment. Factors released by
other neuronal cells during injury including TNFα and IL-1β induce Müller glia to
express neurotrophic factors as well as cytokines (Tezel and Wax, 2000).
Neurotrophins are secreted factors that are involved in cellular signalling to promote
the survival, function and differentiation of neurons (Skaper, 2012). In the retina
neurotrophic factors including

BDNF, CTNF, FGF2, NGF, LIF, IGF, PEDF,

neurotrophin 3, neurotrophin 4 and GDNF have all been associated with release
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from Müller glia during injury and are thought to promote survival of the neural retina
(Bringmann et al., 2009). These factors (such as BDNF, NT-3, NT-4, NGF) regulate
neuronal survival through tropomyosin-related kinase (Trk) receptors (pro-survival)
or the p75NTR receptor (anti-survival) which are both expressed by Müller glia
(Garcia and Vecino, 2003). FGF2, released from Müller glia, has been extensively
reported to be upregulated in many retinal neurodegenerative disorders. It promotes
cell survival through increased phosphorylation of cAMP response element binding
protein (CREB), which subsequently activates transcription of pro-survival factors
(O'Driscoll et al., 2008). The growth factor VEGF which is involved in vasodilation,
inflammation, glial cell proliferation and neurogenesis, is found upregulated during
diabetic retinopathy and during hypoxia. It is released from Müller glia and has
been shown to support the survival of endothelial cells and retinal neurons (Eichler
et al., 2004, Yamada et al., 1999). As well as providing neuroprotection, after long
term damage of the retina, Müller glia induce inflammatory responses which may
lead to further neuronal death. In response to IL-1β which can be released from
dying cells, Müller glia have been shown to express IFNα, β, γ, Il-6 and TNFα (Tezel
and Wax, 2000, Hauck et al., 2007). In glaucoma, TNFα has also been associated
with the promotion of RGC death via caspase activation, mitochondrial dysfunction
and oxidative stress (Tezel, 2008). In addition to releasing TNFα, Müller glia also
respond to extracellular TNFα and it has been observed that Müller glia release IL-8
and MCP-1 in response to this factor (Yoshida et al., 2004). IL-8 and MCP-1 are
both involved in the recruitment of further immune cells including microglia and
neutrophils, further exacerbating the immune response. Müller glia have also been
shown to express TGFβ and its receptors (Eichler et al., 2004) and this is important
for the control of Müller glia proliferation (Close et al., 2005). TGFβ expression has
been identified to be important for Müller glia proliferation and subsequent
regeneration of the retina during retinal injury in the zebrafish (Lenkowski et al.,
2013). In contrast TGFβ signalling in the mammalian retina promotes Müller glia
proliferation that results in glial scarring and could be a crucial factor resulting in this
response (Bringmann et al., 2009).
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5.2

Objectives and experimental design

Evidence suggests that inflammatory cytokines play an important role in the
development of neurodegenerative diseases. Müller glia appear to contribute to the
production of these factors but the pattern of expression identified by current
investigations is unclear. It would therefore be important to identify the pattern of
cytokine expression within Müller glia as well as gliotic retina to understand the role
of these cells in the progression of retinal degeneration. Proteomic methodologies
did not identify the presence of inflammatory cytokines within retinal tissue or Müller
glia preparations, likely due to the small size of these factors. The aim of this
chapter was to investigate the expression of inflammatory cytokines in the normal
and gliotic human retina as well as an in vitro Müller cell line. It is hoped that
identification of important regulatory factors will provide targets for future
investigations into the ability of Müller glia to perform endogenous regeneration.
The aims of this chapter were:
1. To compare the cytokine expression profile of normal and gliotic human
retina.
2. To examine the cytokine expression profile of Müller stem cells in vitro.
3. To investigate the contribution of Müller glia to the cytokine expression in the
human retina.
Experimental design:
i.

Normal retina specimens were obtained from cadaveric donors from
Moorfield Eye Bank, Gliotic retinal specimens were obtained from patients
undergoing retinectomy for treatment of PVR at Moorfields Eye Hospital and
established Müller glial cell lines were grown to confluent monolayers.

ii.

Retina and Müller cell samples were lysed and protein extracted using a cell
lysis kit from BioRad before conducting semi-quantitative and quantitative
immunoassays.
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iii.

BioPlex manager software, Microsoft Excel, Image J and GraphPad Prism
were used for analysis and generation of graphs.
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5.3
5.3.1

Results
Expression of cytokines and growth factors by Müller glia as
determined by semi-quantitative analysis

Semi-quantitative analysis of a pool of lysates from five different Müller cell lines
detected the presence of 76 factors out of 102 examined. The cytokines and growth
factors predominantly observed were those associated with retinal differentiation
(EGF),axon regeneration (osteopontin) proliferation (DPPIV, MIF, EGF, PDGF-aa,
FGF-19) matrix organisation (Serpin E1,EMMPRIN, uPAR, DPPIV), inflammation
(Pentraxin-3,

GM-CSF,

MIF,

IL-1RA,

IL-17a)

and

apoptosis

(GM-CSF,

myeloperoxidase, MIF, SerpinE1). Basal levels of other pro-inflammatory cytokines
and chemokines including IL-6, M-CSF, MIP-3a, IL-15, MCP-3, TNFα, MIP-1a/b and
matrix components such as thrombospondin were also detected at very low levels.
(Fig.5-1)
5.3.2

Comparison of the expression of cytokines between gliotic and normal
retina as determined by semi-quantitative analysis.

Semi-quantitative analysis of a pool of six gliotic retinal specimens from patients
undergoing retinectomy for PVR were compared to a pool of four retinal fragments
from normal cadaveric retina (fig.5-2). Factors including TFF3, I-TAC and IL-16
exhibited the highest fold increase in the gliotic retina when compared to normal
retina, (Fig.5-2/ Table.5.1). As expected, inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1a,
VEGF, PF4, IL-16, PDGF-AA/BB, M-CSF, adiponectin, MIP-3b, IL-18bpa, I-TAC
and IL-2 (table5.1) also exhibited a 2-fold increase in the gliotic retina compared to
normal retina. Factors involved in metabolic regulation such as adiponectin was also
upregulated more than 2-fold in the gliotic retina as compared to normal retina.
Those factors found to be 2-fold downregulated in the gliotic retina compared to
normal retina included angiogenin, C-reactive protein, myeloperoxidase, MMP-9
and aggrecan.
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Figure 5-1 Expression of cytokines and growth factors by Müller glia. Images
show the relative expression of cytokines and growth factors detected in a pooled
lysate from by five different Müller glia cell lines. (A) Dot blot membrane array shows
the intensity of expression of the various factors in the cell lysate. n=1. Spots
marked by black boxes indicate positive controls, whilst spots marked by the white
box indicate the negative controls. (B) Histograms show in descending order the
relative levels of cytokines and growth factors expressed by Müller glia. Values were
normalized to the positive controls. Relative values below 0.1 were excluded from
the analysis
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Figure 5-2 Expression of cytokines and growth factors in gliotic and normal
human retina. Images show the relative expression of cytokines and growth factors
detected in pooled lysates from 4 normal cadaveric retina and 6 gliotic retinectomy
specimens. (A, B) Dot blot membrane arrays show the intensity of expression of
various factors in the retinal lysates. n=1. Spots marked by black boxes indicate
positive controls, whilst spots marked by the white box indicate the negative
controls. (C). Histograms show in descending order the levels of expression of the
various factors in the pooled specimens. Values were normalized to the positive
controls. Relative values below 0.1 were excluded from the analysis.
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Factor

Function

Fold change
(PVR/normal
retina)

TFF3

Immune regulation

4.62

I-TAC

Chemokine

3.73

IL-16

Cytokine/ Chemoattractant

3.21

IL-18 Bpa

Inhibits IL-18

2.98

DPPIV

Antigenic enzyme

2.75

uPAR

Glycoprotein / receptor

2.75

IL-1a

Pro-inflammatory cytokine

2.61

PF4

Chemokine – blood coagulation

2.59

MIP-3b

Chemokine

2.53

TfR

Carrier protein; iron import

2.49

VEGF

Growth factor - vasculogenesis

2.46

IL-23

Pro-inflammatory cytokine

2.44

M-CSF

Pro-inflammatory cytokine

2.37

adiponectin

Hormone; glucose regulation

2.36

IL-2

Pro-inflammatory cytokine

2.26

ENA-78

Chemokine

2.24

PDGF-AB/BB

Growth factor

2.21

SDF-1a

Chemokine

2.19

pentraxin-3

Immune regulation

2.18

Kallikrein

Enzyme; pro-inflammatory

2.11

Resistin

Hormone; pro-inflammatory

2.05

aggrecan

Cartilage proteoglycan

0.58

angiogenin

Enzyme; angiogenesis

0.50

C-reactive protein

Pro-inflammatory

0.47

MMP-9

Matrixin enzyme

0.41

Myeloperoxidase

Lysosomal enzyme

0.37

Table 5.1Fold-change expression of various factors between normal and
gliotic PVR retina. Values obtained from semi-quantitative analysis of dot blot
arrays showing the fold change in the expression of cytokines and growth factors in
the gliotic retina as compared with the normal retina. Values below 0.1 were
excluded from analysis
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5.3.3

Expression of TGFβ protein isoforms by Müller glia as determined by
quantitative analysis

Quantitative analysis of five different Müller glial cell populations were performed to
assess the expression of the three different isoforms of TGFβ. It was observed that
all five Müller glial cell lines investigated expressed relatively higher levels of TGFβ1
(0.64 ± 0.33 pg/μg protein) than TGFβ2 (0.23 ±0. 0.1 pg/μg protein) (p= 0.02) or
TGFβ3 (0.01± 0.001 pg/μg protein) (p< 0.001) (Fig.3A). TGFβ3 was only observed
above detectable levels in two out of the five cell lines investigated (MIO-M1 and
MIO-M7). Quantification of TGFβ protein isoforms 1, 2 and 3 in a culture
supernatant of the MIO-M1 cell line showed that TGFβ1 was the predominant
isoform released (1713pg/ml), followed by TGFβ2 (1093pg/ml). In contrast, very low
levels of TGFβ3 (15.25pg/ml) were observed in the supernatant of these cells
(Fig.5-3B). The levels of TGFβ isoforms observed in the supernatant of MIO-M1
cells were related to the levels of these cytokines detected in the cell lysates. (Fig53A).
5.3.4

Differences in the expression of TGFβ isoforms in the gliotic and
normal human retina as determined by quantitative assay.

Quantitative expression of the three different TGFβ isoforms was compared
between six gliotic retinal specimens and four normal retinae. TGFβ2 was the
predominant isoform present in the lysates from both gliotic and normal human
retina. (Fig.5-4). TGFβ2 was the only isoform to be significantly increased in the
gliotic retina as compared to the normal retina (P<0.01). Although an increase in the
levels of TGFβ1 was observed in the gliotic retina as compared to normal retina
these levels were not significantly different. In addition, TGFβ3 which was not
observed in the normal retina, was observed in 2 of the 6 gliotic specimens
analysed (Fig.5-4).
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Figure 5-3 Expression of TGFβ isoforms by Müller glia in vitro. (A). Histograms
show the levels of expression of TGFβ1, TGFβ2 and TGFβ3 in five different Müller
glial cell lines as determined by a quantitative immunoassay. All Müller glia
examined expressed higher levels of TGFβ1 as compared to TGFβ2 (p=0.02) and
TGFβ3 (p<0.001). Very low levels of TGFβ3 was only detected in MIO-M1 and MIO7. (B) Quantitative analysis of the TGFβ isoforms present in cell culture supernatant
of the Müller cell line MIO-M1 shows that TGFβ1 and TGFβ2 are released by these
cells in similar proportion to that seen in cell lysates. Minimally detectable levels of
TGFβ3 were released by these cells n=1.
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*

Figure 5-4 Protein levels of TGFβ isoforms in human retinal lysates. Scatter
dot-plots show the levels of expression in three protein isoforms of TGFβ in four
normal and six gliotic human retinal specimens. Asterisks determine the levels of
significance (*P<0.05).
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5.3.5

Expression of cytokines and growth factors in five different Müller glial
cell lines as determined by quantitative analysis.

Quantitative analysis of the expression of cytokines in five different Müller glial cell
lysates showed that these cells expressed all the 27 cytokines analysed, although
some cytokines were found to be present in the cell lysates at very low levels. FGFb
consistently exhibited the highest expression levels in all Müller glial samples at 12pg/μg protein (Fig.5-5). Expression levels largely related with the semi-quantitative
analysis (Fig.5-1.) and show high expression of GM-CSF, MCP-1 and G-CSF. Many
factors showing low expression (below 0.4pg/μg protein) in the quantitative array
also showed low expression in the semi-quantitative array and included PDGF-bb,
IL-12, IL-15, IL-6, IL-10, IL-13, IL-2, IL-4, IL-17a, IL-1b, IL-1ra, TNF-α, MIP-1b, and
MIP-1a. Unlike most cytokines which were present in all the cell lines examined, IL15 was only observed in 2 out of five cell preparations.
5.3.6

Differences in the expression of cytokines in normal and gliotic human
retina as determined by quantitative analysis.

Quantitative analysis compared the levels of 27 cytokines and growth factors
between lysates derived from normal cadaveric retina (n=4) and gliotic retina
obtained from patients with PVR (n=6). FGF basic, GM-CSF and IP-10 showed
high expression in the retinal lysates in comparison to other cytokines analysed. No
expression of IL-15 was detected in any of the retinal lysates analysed. A significant
increase was observed in 19 out of 27 cytokines investigated in the gliotic retina as
compared to the normal retina and included GM-CSF, G-CSF, VEGF, RANTES,
MCP-1, PDGF-bb, IL-9, IL-17a, IL-12, IL-1ra, IL-10, MIP-1b, IL-8, TNFα, IL-6, IL-13,
IL-2, IL-4, MIP-1a, and IL-1b (P<0.05 to P<0.001) (Fig.5-6).
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Figure 5-5 Expression of cytokines and growth factors in five different Müller
glia cell lines. Histogram shows the quantitative analysis of the expression of
cytokines in lysates from five different Müller cell lines. Levels are shown in
descending order according to the levels observed in the majority of cell lines
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Figure 5-6 Expression of inflammatory cytokines in the gliotic and normal
human retina. Histogram shows a quantitative analysis of the expression of
cytokines arranged in a descending order according to the levels observed in the
gliotic retina. Asterisks denote a significant upregulation in the gliotic retina (red
columns) as compared with the normal retina (blue columns) *P<0.05; **P<0.01;
***P<0.001.
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5.3.7

Differences and commonalities in the expression of cytokines in Müller
glia as compared to gliotic and normal retina.

Semi-quantitative analysis revealed differences in expression of cytokines and
growth factors between Müller glia and retinal specimens. It was found that 12
factors which were detected in the Müller lysates were not observed in either the
normal or gliotic retina specimens (Fig 5-7). Müller glia and retinal samples shared
the expression of 64 factors. Thirteen of these factors (including TFF3, IL-16,
DPPIV, uPAR, IL-1a, PF4, TfR, VEGF, M-CSF, adiponectin, IL-2, PDGF-AB/BB and
SDF-1a) were observed to be 2-fold or more upregulated in the gliotic retina as
compared to normal retina, and shared high expression with Müller glia. (Fig 5-7).
Other proteins found to be highly expressed in the Müller glia in vitro such as
EMMRIN, Chitinase 3 like 1, FGFb, MIF, resistin and osteopontin were also
observed at the highest levels in the gliotic and normal retina, although there were
no differences in the levels between these two retinal specimens. (Fig.5-2/5-7).
Aggrecan, MMP-9 and myeloperoxidase which also shared expression between
retina and Müller glia, were identified to be downregulated in the gliotic retina as
compared to normal retina. In addition 19 factors which were observed in the retinal
specimens were not detected in the Müller glia lysates. Of these 19, I-TAC, IL18Bpa, MIP-3b, IL-23 and ENA-78 were observed to be upregulated and angiogenin
and c-reactive protein were observed downregulated in the gliotic retina as
compared to normal retina (Fig 5-7).
Quantitative analysis showed that all the cytokines previously detected in the Müller
glial cell preparations were observed in both the gliotic and normal retinae samples.
Interestingly, FGFb and IP-10, which were highly expressed at similar levels in both
the gliotic and normal retina, were the predominant cytokines found in Müller cell
lysates. In contrast, significant upregulation of 19 of the 27 cytokines examined,
which were also expressed by Müller glia, were observed in the gliotic retina as
compared to the normal retina (P<0.05 to P<0.001). Unlike the expression of IL-15
observed in two of the four Müller cell preparations (but not the MIO-M1 cells), this
cytokine was not detected in the gliotic or normal retina (Table 5.2).
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Figure 5-7 Comparison of cytokine expression between Müller glia and retina.
Venn diagram shows the overlapped expression of regulatory cytokines between
Müller glia and retina as detected by semi-quantitated analysis. Factors listed in the
yellow box indicate those expressed by Müller glia but not detected in the gliotic or
normal cadaveric retina; factors listed in the green (overlapping) box indicate those
identified in Müller glia and normal and gliotic retina, whilst factor listed in the blue
box indicate those only detected in normal and gliotic retina. Factors highlighted in
red indicate those found to be >2-fold upregulated in the gliotic retina as compared
to normal retina, and factors highlighted in green indicate those which were < 0.5fold downregulated in gliotic retina as compared to normal retina.
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Average expression (pg/μg protein)
Protein

Normal
Retina

Müller glia

Gliotic
retina

IL-15

0.040668

0

0

IL-1b

0.001851

0.000607

0.001695*

MIP-1a

0.003732

0.001224

0.003418**

IL-5

0.002317

0.002111

0.003855

IL-4

0.00598

0.002

0.005974*

IL-2

0.017284

0

0.00788*

Eotaxin

0.040389

0.006458

0.01172

IL-13

0.022528

0.007916

0.020591*

IL-6

0.03749

0.007552

0.024154**

TNFα

0.035241

0.012741

0.022777

IL-8

0.026798

0.006391

0.029021***

MIP-1b

0.007141

0.002183

0.023561*

IL-10

0.031976

0.002435

0.023479*

IFNγ

0.096418

0.006599

0.04368

IL-1ra

0.065974

0.022479

0.062883*

IL-12

0.139451

0.014386

0.077607*

IL-17A

0.078565

0.016709

0.077919*

IL-9

0.090557

0.033561

0.101902**

PDGF-bb

0.220385

0.041872

0.105347**

MCP-1

0.486812

0.028808

0.108224**

IL-7

0.105637

0.020808

0.125765

RANTES

0.30209

0.029894

0.160456*

VEGF

0.281052

0.013774

0.167558*

G-CSF

0.488854

0.11078

0.335609*

IP-10

0.402409

0.364124

0.316521

GM-CSF

1.056891

0.332087

1.418945*

bFGF

1.590391

1.200721

1.809477

Table 5.2 Comparison of inflammatory factors expressed by Müller glia,
normal and gliotic retina. Table shows the average expression values in pg/μg
protein for Müller glia (n=5), normal retina (n=4) and gliotic retina (n=6). Asterisks
determine the levels of significance between normal and gliotic retina (*P<0.05;
**P<0.01; ***P<0.001).
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5.4

Discussion

Inflammation has been implicated in the pathogenesis of retinal gliosis of various
aetiologies, including PVR (Limb et al., 1996b, Franks et al., 1992), diabetic
retinopathy (Suzuki et al., 2011, Limb et al., 1996a) and prevalent diseases that
lead to blindness, such as AMD (Muether et al., 2013) and glaucoma (Tezel and
Wax, 2004). The presence of inflammatory factors and cytokines have been shown
in the vitreous and retinal specimens of eyes affected by different retinal conditions
(Chua et al., 2012, Limb et al., 1991, Limb et al., 1994), whilst Müller glia have been
shown to produce various inflammatory factors associated with gliosis (Yoshida et
al., 2001, Bringmann et al., 2009). The pattern of expression of inflammatory factors
in the gliotic and normal human retina as well as Müller glia were not identified by
mass spectrometry analysis as observed in Chapter 2. As these factors are highly
important to understand retinal pathologies, the aim of this study was to assess the
contribution of Müller glia to the high levels of cytokines and inflammatory factors
found in gliotic retina.
As identified by semi-quantitative analysis the protein found to be the most highly
upregulated in the gliotic PVR retina, was trefoil factor 3 (TFF3), showing a 4.2-fold
increase in comparison with the normal retina and was also found to be one of the
predominant factors observed in cell lysates of Müller glia. TFF3 peptides are
located to mucous epithelia as well as nervous tissue and are involved in apoptosis,
cell migration and immune responses (Belovari et al., 2015). In disease, TFF3 has
been associated with cell growth, metastasis and angiogenesis in cancer
(Babyatsky et al., 2009, Kjellev, 2009) as well as with neurodegenerative disorders
such as Alzheimer’s disease (Bernstein et al., 2015). This protein has never been
associated to retinal gliosis and its precise role in inflammatory processes affecting
the retina is not known. It is possible that it may contribute to the abnormal
proliferation and immune modulation of Müller glia within the affected retina. The
second most upregulated factor found ion the gliotic retina was the Interferon–
inducible T Cell Alpha Chemoattractant (I-TAC), also known as Chemokine (C-X-C
motif) ligand 11 (CXCL11) (Rani et al., 1996) showing a 3.7-fold increase as
compared with the normal retina. Since T lymphocyte infiltration is often observed in
retinal membranes of PVR (Limb et al., 1993), this factor may therefore be
responsible for this effect. Interestingly, this factor was not expressed by Müller glia
in vitro, suggesting that other resident or inflammatory cells are responsible for its
production within the inflamed retina. Other cytokines found to be upregulated in the
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gliotic retina included those that function as chemoattractants, such as IL-16,
platelet factor 4 (PF4) and MIP-3b; pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1a, and
VEGF. However, most chemoattractants were expressed by Müller glia at very low
levels, suggesting that other cells in the gliotic retina are the main source.
Interestingly, the antigenic enzyme DPPIV, a membrane anchored ecto-protease
identified as the leukocyte antigen CD26 (Augustyns et al., 1999), uPAR, a
glycoprotein tethered to the cell membrane and component of the plasminogen
activation system (Kjaergaard et al., 2008), and the transferrin receptor (TfR), which
were all present at high levels in Müller cell lysates were also found to be
upregulated in the gliotic retina.
Quantitative analysis identified high expression of FGFb, GM-CSF, IP-10 and GCSF in the normal retina, with GM-CSF and G-CSF showing significant upregulation
in the gliotic specimens. Other cytokines found in the normal retina at relatively low
concentrations, such as VEGF, RANTES, IL-7, MCP-1 and PDGF-bb were also
significantly increased in the gliotic retina as compared to the normal retina. This is
supported by several findings in the literature, which show high upregulation of
these factors in PVR, and diabetic retinopathy (Suzuki et al., 2011, Mitamura et al.,
2001). Interestingly these factors were also highly expressed by the five different
Müller cell lysates investigated; suggesting that Müller glia may in part contribute to
the expression of these factors during retinal gliosis. Müller glial cell lines used in
this study derived from donors with no known retinal diseases, further supporting
that Müller glia have the capability to produce a wide range of cytokines and
growth factors in response to disease or injury.
Semi-quantitative

arrays

showed

that

the

pro-inflammatory

enzyme

myeloperoxidase was highly downregulated in the gliotic retina as compared to the
normal retina. This enzyme is involved in catalysing the formation of reactive
oxygen species that contribute to inflammation. High levels have been associated
with cardiovascular disease (Nicholls and Hazen, 2005) and multiple sclerosis (Gray
et al., 2008), highlighting the contribution of this enzyme to retinal gliosis. Although
this enzyme was observed in Müller cell lysates, the significance of its
downregulation during retinal gliosis has yet to be defined. It may be possible that
the decrease observed in the PVR retina was merely due to retinal cell death, or to
regulatory mechanisms triggered during retinal inflammation that inhibit the
production of this enzyme. Other factors found to be downregulated in the gliotic
retina as compared to the normal retina include the matrixin enzyme MMP-9 and
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pro-inflammatory C-reactive protein. MMP-9 is involved in the degradation of the
extracellular matrix (ECM) (Vandooren et al., 2013) suggesting that downregulation
of this enzyme may contribute to the progression of gliosis by stabilising the ECM.
C-reactive protein was not shown to be present in Müller lysates, suggesting that
other retinal inflammatory cells may be producing this protein during gliosis.
The factor found to be the most abundant in the Müller glial cells as judged by semiquantitative analysis, was the plasminogen activator inhibitor 1 (serpin E1). Serpin
E1, an inhibitor of fibrinolysis and matrix metalloproteinases, has been implicated in
inflammatory diseases contributing to the progression of fibrosis (Loskutoff and
Quigley, 2000). However, it was not found to be one of the predominant factors in
the lysates of normal and gliotic human retina. Another matrix associated protein,
the extracellular matrix metalloproteinase inducer (EMMPRIN), was also found to be
abundant in Müller glia and although it was present at relatively high levels in the
retinal lysates, there was no difference in expression between the gliotic and normal
retina.
Comparison of cytokine expression between retina and Müller glia revealed many
differences and commonalities. As judged by the semi-quantitative array, 12
inflammatory factors expressed in the Müller glia lysates were not detected in the
normal or gliotic retina. It is possible that these factors are expressed at very low
levels in the retina and therefore may not have been detected in these specimens.
Equally, a pure population of Müller glia may highlight the expression of factors
which are normally present at very low levels in the retina. The semi-quantitative
analysis also identified 64 factors that shared expression between Müller glia
lysates and retina. Of these factors, 13 were judged to be upregulated 2-fold or
more. Out of these 13 factors, TFF3, DPPIV, uPAR, TfR, PDGF, and SDF-1α were
all highly expressed by the Müller glia lysates and it could be suggested that Müller
glia may be a prominent source of these factors.
TGFβ signalling is well known for its role in promoting Müller glia proliferation (Close
et al., 2005), and is thought to contribute to the gliotic response observed in retinal
degenerations (Guerin et al., 2001). Quantitative analysis of the three TGFβ
isoforms identified TGFβ1 as the predominant isoform produced by Müller glia in
vitro, its values being on average 38% higher than those of TGFβ2. In contrast,
TGFβ2 was the predominant isoform, being 2.7 times the levels of TGFβ1 detected
in normal retina. In addition, TGFβ2 was the only isoform to be significantly
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upregulated in the PVR retina as compared to the normal retina (p<0.05). It has
been documented that Müller glia in culture produces TGFβ2 and that this cytokine
inhibits the proliferation of retinal endothelial cells (24838936), and our results
showed that Müller glia produces comparable levels of TGFβ2 to those previously
reported (Yafai et al., 2014). However, a comparison between the three different
isoforms of TGFβ production by Müller glia has not been previously shown. From
the present observations it is possible to suggest that some of the TGFβ2 produced
by Müller glia may account for the high levels present in the gliotic retina, but it is
likely that cells other than Müller glia may be the principal source of this cytokine
within the gliotic retina. This imbalance might contribute to the progression of the
gliotic response and would require further investigations.
In conclusion, this study has shown that the pattern of expression of the majority of
pro-inflammatory and regulatory factors found to be significantly elevated in lysates
of gliotic human retina as compared to normal retina parallels the pattern of
expression of these factors expressed by Müller glia stem cells in culture. These
results suggest that Müller glia may constitute a major player in the production of
pro-inflammatory factors observed in the retina and vitreous during retinal gliosis.
Targeting the production of these factors by Müller glia may constitute a valid
approach to prevent neural damage during many retinal diseases and this merits
further investigations.
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Chapter 6. Targeting heat shock protein expression in the
Müller glia stem cell line MIO-M1 in vitro.
6.1

Introduction

The previous chapters have compared the protein profiles of gliotic human retina
and normal human retina with that of normal, degenerated and regenerating
zebrafish retina, with the aim of identifying factors which may play a role in
endogenous regeneration. From the proteomics investigations it is highly possible
that heat shock proteins may play a prominent role in the degeneration of the
human retina as well as repair in the zebrafish retina. In all specimens including
human and zebrafish, 21 different heat shock proteins were identified. In the human
retina, 19 heat shock proteins were detected, of which 2 were upregulated above 2fold in the gliotic retina as compared to normal retina and included Heat shock
protein 70kDa protein like 1 and Heat shock protein 90 alpha. In the zebrafish
retina, 8 HSPs were detected, 2 of which were not found in the human retina
including heat shock protein 8-like and heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein.
HSP90AA1 was also identified to be upregulated in the human gliotic retina as
compared to normal retina, however this protein was identified to be downregulated
in the degenerated zebrafish. In addition HSPA1L, which was not identified in the
zebrafish retina, was also upregulated in the human gliotic retina as compared to
normal retina. These changes are summarized in Fig 6.4.
Based on these results and the importance of HSPs in the regulation of cellular
functions, it was of interest to investigate whether selective upregulation of heat
shock proteins during retinal gliosis may affect the progenicity of human Müller stem
cells in vitro. Therefore, to investigate whether these proteins may influence Müller
glia differentiation, the roles of HSP90AA1 and HSPA1L on the hMSC line MIO-M1
were investigated.
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Figure 6-1 Heat shock protein expression in the human and zebrafish retina as
determined by mass spectrometry. Figure shows overlap in expression of heat
shock proteins detected in the human and zebrafish retina. Text highlighted in red
represents proteins which were 2-fold or more upregulated in the gliotic human
retina as compared to normal human retina. Text highlighted in blue represents
those that were 0.5-fold or less downregulated in the gliotic retina as compared to
normal human retina. ↓= 0.5-fold or less downregulation in the degenerated retina of
the zebrafish as compared to normal retina, and downregulation in the regenerating
retina as compared to degenerated. * upregulation 2-fold or more in the
degenerated retina as compared to normal zebrafish retina
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6.1.1

Heat shock proteins, functions and the heat shock response

Heat shock proteins (HSPs) are expressed in every cell, are highly conserved and
found in all species. They are highly abundant and account for 2-3% of total protein
under normal cellular conditions (Bellaye et al., 2014). HSPs are classified
according to sequence homology and molecular weight and include the HSP40, 60,
70, 90,110 and small HSP (HSPB) families(Li and Srivastava, 2001). They are a
large class of proteins that have multiple chaperone functions including assisting in
the folding, assembly, localisation, secretion, and degradation of other proteins.
Their role in protein maturation involves a wide range of client proteins including
kinases and transcription factors, therefore HSPs also control diverse pathways and
cellular functions (Whitley et al., 1999). In addition, they can protect cells from
apoptosis (Takayama et al., 2003). Although each family share many properties,
they also have specific cellular locations, client specificity and may be involved in
different types of disease. HSP90 proteins are the most abundant and include
HSP90α, HSP90β, GP96 and TRAP1. Over 200 clients have been identified for the
HSP90 family of proteins, and as such they are important in many signalling
pathways (Taipale et al., 2010). To maintain their chaperone activity, HSP90s
require adenosine tri-phosphate (ATP) for their activity, and are highly sensitive to
cellular stresses (Obermann et al., 1998) where they are involved in the stabilisation
of the cytoskeleton via actin and tubulin (Czar et al., 1996). The HSP70 family of
proteins consist of HSC70, HSP70.2, GRP75, HSP72. HSP70 plays a role in the
degradation of misfolded or aggregated proteins as well as anti-apoptotic properties.
They can mediate their anti-apoptotic effects through different pathways including
caspase dependant and independent pathways by inactivating Apaf-1 and AIF
(Ravagnan et al., 2001), as well as blocking mitochondrial protein release required
for cisplatin-induced apoptosis via BAX inhibition (Yang et al., 2012). Similar to the
HSP90 family, the HSP70 proteins also require ATP to mediate their chaperone
activity, but are additionally modified by co-chaperones including HSP40 (Mayer
and Bukau, 2005). The HSP40 family of proteins assist in the ATPase activity of the
HSP70 and their subsequent folding of client proteins (Qiu et al., 2006). HSP60 is
normally found in the matrix of mitochondria and assists in the protein folding of
mitochondrial proteins (Ostermann et al., 1989). The high molecular weight HSPs
such as HSP110, also interact with HSP70 and have a role in protein folding as well
as the prevention of protein aggregation (Mattoo et al., 2013). The small heat shock
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proteins (sHSP) consist of those with a small mass of 12-30kDa that contain a αcrystallin domain and include HSP27 and α/β crystallins. They have been reported
to prevent the aggregation of proteins, regulate cytoskeletal component assembly
and regulate enzymes involved in oxidative stress (Garrido et al., 2012).
In response to cellular stress, such as extreme changes in temperature, ischemia,
chemical or mechanical insult, the expression of HSPs are elevated in a process
known as the heat shock response.

The regulation of heat shock proteins is

controlled by the heat shock factor (HSF). Under normal cellular conditions HSF1 is
maintained in a monomeric form, through interactions with the HSP90, HSP70 or
HSP40. During cellular stresses HSF dissociates and the free monomers assemble
into trimers and translocate to the nucleus. In the nucleus HSF trimers then bind to
the heat shock element, a small DNA sequence located in the 5’flanking region of
HSP gene promoters to regulate gene transcription. As heat shock protein levels
increase they can re-bind with the HSFs reducing transcription (Tomanek, 2002,
Sorger, 1991). The upregulation of heat shock protein synthesis occurs to protect
the cell from diseases, inflammation and other stressors. In addition to the
prevention of apoptosis and molecular chaperone functions, HSPs have recently
been shown to be released into the extracellular space and can mediate antigen
presentation, intercellular signalling and induction of pro-inflammatory cytokines
(Hance et al., 2014, Li et al., 2007, Picard, 2004, Tsan and Gao, 2004) (Fig6-1).
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Figure 6-1The Heat shock response, and chaperone activity of heat shock
proteins. Figure illustrates the heat shock response and chaperone activity of heat
shock proteins HSP90, HSP70 and HSP27. Adapted from : Heat shock proteins:
Multiple neuroprotective functions and implications for neurologic disease,
(E.E.Benarroch, Neurology, Feb15,2011 vol. 76 no. 660-667 )
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6.1.2

HSPs, disease and retinal degeneration

Recently, heat shock protein modulation has been targeted for many different
diseases including cancer, wound healing, fibrosis and neurodegenerations. Many
cancers have been associated with the upregulation of HSPs, where their
cytoprotective and chaperone role has been regarded as a necessity for cancer cell
survival, progression and metastasis (Jego et al., 2013). Although the mechanism
by which the chronic upregulation of HSPs occurs in cancers is currently unknown,
it has been proposed that targeting HSPs for degradation, through pharmacological
or immune modulation may increase tumour cell death (Isaacs et al., 2003).
Fibrosis, a process of wound repair that can be detrimental to the tissues involved,
is characterised by uncontrolled proliferation, and cytokine invasion that has been
hypothesized to involve the heat shock response (Bellaye et al., 2014). The
activation of the TGFβ pathway has been reported in many fibrotic tissues, and has
been shown to contribute to mesenchymal proliferation and myofibroblasts that are
responsible for the synthesis of the extracellular matrix associated with this process
(Pohlers et al., 2009). The contribution of HSPs to tissue fibrosis depends on the
family involved. HSP70 and HSP110 have been shown to induce TGFβ degradation
leading to reduction in the activation of this pathway, whereas HSP90, HSP27 and
α-crystallin enhance TGFβ signalling by stabilisation of the receptors (Bellaye et al.,
2014). Therapeutic targeting of HSPs in tissue fibrosis may therefore require
complex modulation of HSPs. Neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s,
Parkinson’s and motor neurone disease are characterised by protein misfolding and
as such the molecular chaperone function of HSPs have been implicated in these
diseases. Reductions in the levels of HSPs have been reported in several animal
models of Huntington’s disease (Hay et al., 2004) and also in patients with
Parkinson’s disease (Grunblatt et al., 2004). Overexpression of heat shock proteins
have been suggested to help alleviate the accumulations of misfolded proteins
found in neurodegenerative disorders, as well as to promote neuronal survival
(Adachi et al., 2009). This highlights a complex HSPs interactions in different
disease mechanisms, which may be important when discussing the roles of HSPs in
retinal degenerations. Reports of differing expression levels of heat shock proteins
in retinal degenerative disorders are very limited. However it has been observed
that increased expression of HSP60 and HSP27 in glaucomatous retina may
highlight a mechanism of neuronal survival (Tezel et al., 2000). In addition the small
HSP HSP27 may provide neuroprotection against elevated intraocular pressure in
glaucoma, stabilisation of the cytoskeleton and inhibition of apoptosis that may be
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beneficial in retinal neurodegenerative disorders (O’Reilly et al., 2010). The role of
heat shock proteins in Müller glia and retinal regeneration has yet to be investigated
and further studies of the role of heat shock proteins in retinal degenerative
disorders is needed to further understand potential avenues for new therapies.
6.1.3

Apoptosis, cell differentiation and the role of heat shock proteins

Retinal gliosis is characterised by rapid proliferation of Müller glia, which leads to
the formation of a glial scar and is suggested to be a barrier to tissue regeneration
in the mammalian retina. As discussed in a previous chapter, the adult human retina
contains a population of Müller glial stem cells, the same cells responsible for the
regeneration of the zebrafish retina throughout life. As heat shock proteins are
important in many regulatory signalling pathways and are highly abundant, it may
therefore be a valid approach to explore the role of heat shock proteins in the stem
cell function of these cells.
Heat shock proteins play a major role in the regulation of apoptosis by various
pathways including the mitochondrial pathway, survival signalling and stress
induced apoptosis. Mitochondrial apoptosis involves the release of cytochrome C to
the cytoplasm that binds apoptotic activating factor -1 (Apaf-1) and recruitment of
caspases to drive apoptosis (Fig 6-2). Several HSPs have been found to interact at
multiple stages of this cascade. HSP27 reduces apoptotic signalling by binding to
cytochrome c preventing it from binding to Apaf-1 (Bruey et al., 2000). HSP70 has
been shown to bind directly to Apaf-1, reducing its activity (Saleh et al., 2000) and
HSP60 which is localised to the matrix of the mitochondria is thought to be involved
in caspase 3 maturation (Samali et al., 1999). HSP27, 70 and 90 have all been
shown to interact with the Akt kinase to prevent apoptosis. Akt acts to reduce
apoptosis by inhibiting activity of caspase 9 and NF-κB regulation (Takayama et al.,
2003). Recently it has been shown that HSPs can be released into the extracellular
space and play a role in signalling to adjacent cells. The heat shock protein HSP70
can be released from glial cells and taken up by adjacent neurons to increase
chaperone activity and protect against apoptosis (Calderwood et al., 2007).
It has recently been suggested that due to the role of heat shock proteins as
molecular chaperones that maintain multiple signalling pathway components, HSPs
may play a role in the modulation of stem cell self-renewal, differentiation and
apoptosis. Signal inducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3) has been
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associated with the self-renewal of embryonic stem cells and this factor is also
important for the proliferation of Müller glia during retinal regeneration in the
zebrafish (Niwa et al., 1998, Nelson et al., 2012). It has been shown that HSP90
can interact with STAT3 to promote its translocation to the nucleus in mouse
embryonic stem cells (Prinsloo et al., 2009) and therefore may play a role in the
maintenance of self-renewal in stem cell populations including Müller glia.
Heat shock protein expression in various stem cell populations are reported to be
very high, and may reflect their strong tolerance to stress (Saretzki et al., 2004).
Mouse embryonic stem cells which have been shown to express HSP27, HSP70a1,
HSP70b1, mortalin (HSPA9a) and HSP60 were found to decrease the expression of
these factors upon differentiation (Baharvand et al., 2008, Saretzki et al., 2004).
Examination of a human embryonic stem cell line has shown a decrease in
expression in HSPA1b upon differentiation, however no change was observed for
HSP27 suggesting there may be species differences in the expression of HSPs in
stem cell behaviour (Saretzki et al., 2008). Conversely a population of human
adipose derived adult stem cells showed increases in the levels of HSP20, HSP27,
HSP60 and αB-crystallin upon adipogenesis (DeLany et al., 2005). These reports
suggest that HSP function in adult stem cell differentiation may be different from that
of embryonic stem cell differentiation.
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Figure 6-2 Anti-apoptotic activity of heat shock proteins. Methods of antiapoptotic activity mediated by heat shock proteins. Adapted from : Heat shock
proteins: Multiple neuroprotective functions and implications for neurologic disease,
E.E.Benarroch, Neurology, Feb15,2011 vol. 76 no. 660-667
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6.1.4

Modulation of the heat shock response

6.1.4.1 17-AAG
17-N-allylamino-17-demethoxygeldanamycin (17-AAG) is an analogue of the
antibiotic geldanamycin which acts to inhibit the activity of HSP90. 17-AAG
competes for the ATP/ADP in the binding pocket of HSP90 which inhibits the
binding of ATP and prevents client protein folding (Isaacs et al., 2003). 17-AAG also
prevents the interaction of HSP90 with heat shock factor 1 (HSF1) leading to an
increase in transcription of HSP40 and HSP70(Ho et al., 2013). HSP90 levels are
elevated in many tumours and this has been linked to increased proliferation,
tumour cell survival and disease progression (Isaacs et al., 2003, Myung et al.,
2009, Yao et al., 2010). HSP90 blockers have therefore been investigated for their
potential as an anti-cancer therapy (Moser et al., 2009, Isaacs et al., 2003, Pillai and
Ramalingam, 2014). (Fig 6-3)
6.1.4.2 YM-01
YM-01 is an allosteric inhibitor of the heat shock protein 70 family member proteins.
It is known to bind to an allosteric site of heat shock cognate 70 protein (HSc70) as
well as mortalin (mitochondrial HSP70) by stabilising the ADP bound form of the
protein (Li et al., 2013). This inhibitor has been investigated for its potential role as
an anti-cancer agent, and has been shown to be toxic to cells rich in HSP70, and
spare those such as fibroblasts and epithelial cells as well as possessing antiproliferative activity (Li et al., 2013). The role of this inhibitor has also been
investigated with regards to Alzheimer’s disease , and has been shown to reduce in
vitro and in vivo tau accumulations (Abisambra et al., 2013)
6.1.4.3 Arimoclomol
Arimoclomol enhances the heat shock response under stress conditions. It is
currently under investigation for neuroprotection in a number of neurodegenerative
disease models and also is in Phase II trials for patients with amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS) SOD1 mutations. Arimoclomol acts to prolong the activation of
HSF1 and therefore upregulates HSP60, HSP70 and HSP90 proteins. It can only
however keep the HSF1 active if the cells are already under stress (Parfitt et al.,
2014). (Fig 6-3)
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Figure 6-3 Modulation of heat shock protein activity by inhibitors and
potentiators of activity within motorneuons, glia and muscle.. Figure shows the
direct targeting of the heat shock protein inhibitors 17-AAG and YM01 as well as the
HSP potentiator arimoclomol in the heat shock response. Adapted from : ‘The role
of heat shock proteins in Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis: The therapeutic potential of
Arimoclomol.’ Kalmar et al. 2013. Pharmacology and Therapeutics
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6.2

Objectives and experimental design

Heat shock proteins are molecular chaperones known to be involved in the cell
response to stress and are important for the regulation of many signalling proteins
and cellular pathways. They have been identified as strong anti-apoptotic factors as
well as involved in cell differentiation and proliferation. Due to the presence of a high
number of heat shock proteins found differentially expressed in the degenerated
human and zebrafish retina by mass spectrometry analysis, and the known
involvement of these proteins in many cellular processes, it was important to
investigate whether they may play a role in the regenerative ability of Müller glial
stem cells in vitro.
The aims of this chapter were:
1. To examine the expression of heat shock proteins HSPA1l and HSP90AA1
by MIO-M1 cells upon culture in the presence of inflammatory cytokines
shown to be highly increased during gliosis in the present study.
2. To assess the expression of heat shock proteins HSPA1L and HSP90AA1 in
MIO-M1 cells following differentiation towards retinal ganglion cells or
photoreceptors.
3. To examine the effect of HSP90 and HSP70 inhibitors on the morphology
and functioning of the Müller stem cell line MIO-M1.
Experimental design:
i.

Müller glial stem cells (MIO-M1 cells) were cultured for 6 days in the
presence or absence of the cytokines TNFα, TGFβ1 and IL-6 at
concentrations previously determined not to affect cell viability or
proliferation of these cells. mRNA and protein were examined for the
expression of HSPA1L and HSP90AA1 in the treated cells.

ii.

MIO-M1 cells were cultured with various factors known to induce
photoreceptor differentiation (FGF2, Taurine, Retinoic acid and Insulin-like
growth factor; FTRI) or retinal ganglion cell differentiation (Notch inhibitor
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RO4929097), following established protocols in our laboratory. mRNA and
protein isolated from these cells were examined for the expression of
HSPA1L and HSP90AA1 as briefly described below and in detail in Materials
and Methods sections 8.8 and 8.10.
iii.

To examine the role of HSP inhibition on the regenerative ability of Müller
stem cells, the HSP90 inhibitor 17-AAG or the HSP70 inhibitor YM-01 were
added to cells undergoing neural differentiation in vitro. mRNA and protein
coding for neural markers were then compared with that of control
undifferentiated cells. RNA extracted from MIO-M1 cells using a Qiagen
RNA extraction kit was reverse transcribed into cDNA for PCR assays using
protocols well established in our laboratory

iv.

Protein was extracted from MIO-M1 cells using a cell lysis buffer and protein
concentration was estimated using a BCA assay kit (Materials and Methods,
sections8.8). Western blots were conducted on these proteins to assess the
levels of HSP90AA1 and HSPA1L using the corresponding antibodies and
protocols established in our laboratory.

v.

Phase contrast images of cultured cells in the presence or absence of
cytokines, differentiation factors or HSP inhibitors were obtained using a
Leica microscope and semi –quantitation of PCR and western blot bands
were analysed using Image J and Microsoft excel
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6.3
6.3.1

Results
Effect of pro-inflammatory cytokines on the expression of HSP70 and
HSp90 by Müller glia stem cells

Following culture of MIO-M1 cells for 6 days in the presence of IL-6 or TNFα, the
mRNA levels of heat shock protein 70 and heat shock protein 90 were analysed.
Incubation with IL-6 did not alter the mRNA levels of either HSP70 (Fig 6-5A) or
HSP90 (Fig 6-5B) as compared to control cells. Although a slight increase in the
mRNA levels of HSP70 were observed with the addition of TNFα, there was no
significant difference in the levels of this protein as compared to control cells (Fig 65A). Similarly TNFα did not significantly alter the mRNA expression levels of HSP90
as compared to the control cells (Fig 6-5B).
Although a slight downregulation in the mRNA expression of HSP70 was observed
with the addition of TGFβ1, this difference was not statistically significant when
compared with cells cultured alone (Fig 6-6A). Similarly no differences in the mRNA
expression of HSP90 were observed with the addition of TGFβ1 to the cell culture
medium of MIO-M1 Müller glial cells cultured for 6 days (Fig 6-6B).
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Figure 6-4 Expression of mRNA coding for HSPA1L and HSP90AA1 in MIO-M1
cells after addition of IL-6 or TNFα to cell culture medium. (A) No significant
differences in the expression of (A) HSPA1L mRNA or (B) HSP90AA1 mRNA in
MIO-M1 after 6 day culture in the presence or absence of recombinant IL-6 or TNFα
were observed. Histograms represent mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM)
from readings of gel band intensity, normalised to β-Actin. Representative gel bands
are shown above the histograms (n=4)
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Figure 6-5 Expression of mRNA coding for HSPA1L or HSP90AA1 in MIO-M1
cells after incubation with TGFβ1. (A) No differences in the expression of (A)
HSPA1L mRNA or (B) HSP90AA1 mRNA in MIO-M1 after 6 day culture in the
presence or absence of recombinant TGFβ1 were observed. Histograms represent
mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) from readings of gel band intensity,
normalised to β-Actin. Representative gel bands are shown above the histograms
(n=4)
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6.3.2

Expression of HSPs in Müller glial stem cells undergoing neural
differentiation in vitro.

6.3.2.1 Expression of HSP70 and HSP90 by MIO-M1cells undergoing retinal
ganglion cell differentiation
MIO-M1 cells were induced to differentiate towards a retinal ganglion cell (RGC)
phenotype by culture with the Notch inhibitor RO as described in Materials and
Methods (8.7). As previously described by our group, distinct morphological
changes were observed in these cells after 6 days in culture. They showed an
elongated morphology with projections resembling axonal formation, characteristic
of differentiation towards RGCs (Fig 6-7A) (Singhal et al., 2012). Although a slight
increase in the mRNA levels of HSP70 was seen in the MIO-M1 cells 6 days after
differentiation was initiated, no significant differences were observed when
compared to the control cells. Similarly, no differences in the mRNA expression of
HSP90 were observed in MIO-M1 cells cultured under RGC differentiation
conditions (Fig 6-7B). Similar expression patterns were observed for protein
expression. Slight increase in the protein expression of HSP70 was observed in the
differentiated MIO-M1 cells as compared to control, however, these differences
were not statistically significant. In addition the protein levels of HSP90 not differ
between control and differentiated MIO-M1 cells (Fig 6-7C).

6.3.2.2 Expression of HSP70 and HSP90 by MIO-M1cells undergoing
photoreceptor differentiation
The human Müller glia cell line MIO-M1 was induced to differentiate towards a
photoreceptor phenotype by culture with FGF2, taurine, retinoic acid and insulin-like
growth factor (FTRI) as described in Materials and Methods (8.7). As previously
shown (Jayaram et al., 2014), prominent morphological changes were observed
when cells were cultured with these factors. They showed phase bright nuclei with
prominent nuclear chromatin and several short processes (Fig 6-8A). Although a
slight downregulation of the mRNA levels of HSP70 could be observed after culture
under conditions promoting photoreceptor differentiation, this was not statistically
significant when compared to the control (Fig. 6.8B). Analysis of mRNA expression
of HSP90 in MIO-M1 cells after photoreceptor differentiation showed no differences
as compared to control cells (Fig. 6.8 B).
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Figure 6-6. Expression of mRNA and protein coding for HSPA1L and
HSP90AA1 after MIO-M1 differentiation towards retinal ganglion cells. (A)
Phase contrast images of MIO-M1 cells showing morphology of control MIO-M1 and
neurite elongation after Notch inhibition (RGC). No significant differences in (B)
mRNA or (C) protein expression of HSP90AA1 and HSPA1L in MIO-M1 after 6 day
differentiation towards RGCs phenotype. Histograms represent mean ± standard
error of the mean (SEM) from readings of gel band intensity, normalised to β-Actin.
Representative gel bands are shown above the histograms.(c= control; RGC =
Retinal Ganglion Cell phenotype).(n=3)
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Examination of protein expression of HSP70 in MIO-M1 after culture using
photoreceptor differentiation protocols showed a slightly increase expression of
HSP70 protein, although this was not significant when compared with the control
cells (Fig 6-8C). A similar expression pattern was observed for the protein levels of
HSP90 after differentiation of these cells towards the photoreceptor phenotype,
however there was no significant difference when compared to control levels (Fig 68C).
6.3.3

Inhibition of the heat shock response in Müller glial stem cells

6.3.3.1 Morphological characteristics of MIO-M1 cells and their expression of
HSP70 following treatment with the HSP90 inhibitor 17-AAG.
The morphology of MIO-M1 cells in culture was assessed after addition of differing
concentrations of the HSP90 inhibitor 17-AAG . No obvious morphological changes
were observed in these cells after 3 days in culture following addition of 1nM or
10nM concentrations of the inhibitor, however prominent cell loss could be observed
when 50nM, 100nM and 1μM of 17-AAG were added to the cells . In addition, cells
appeared flattened and stressed (Fig 6-9A). As predicted, the addition of 1μM of
17-AAG was seen to increase the expression of HSP70 in MIO-M1 cells after 6
days in culture, as judged by an increase in the intensity of immuno-staining for this
molecule (Fig 6-9B). Similarly the mRNA expression levels of HSP70 were seen to
significantly increase in the MIO-M1 cells with increasing concentrations of 17-AAG
(ANOVA P<0.05) (Fig 6-10A). Western blot analysis confirmed the increase in
protein expression of HSP70 after inhibition of HSP90. This was inferred from a
dose response increase in protein after addition of increasing concentrations of the
17-AAG inhibitor (ANOVA P<0.05) (Fig 6-10B).
6.3.3.2 Morphological characteristics of MIO-M1 cells and their expression of
HSP90 following treatment with the HSP70 inhibitor YM-01
The morphology of MIO-M1 cells was assessed after the addition of differing
concentrations of the HSP70 inhibitor YM-01. No obvious morphological changes
were observed upon culture of these cells for 3 days with 1nM, 10nM or 100nM
concentrations of the YM-01 inhibitor. Although a prominent cell loss could be
observed, the morphology appeared normal when 1μM, and 10μM of YM-01 were
added to the cell culture (Fig 6-11A).
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Figure 6-7 Expression of HSPA1L and HSP90AA1 mRNA and protein after
MIO-M1 differentiation towards photoreceptors. (A) Phase contrast images of
MIO-M1 cells showing morphology of control MIO-M1 and cells with phase bright
nuclei with short neurite-like processes after photoreceptor differentiation (FTRI). No
significant differences in (B) mRNA or (C) protein expression of HSP90AA1 and
HSPA1L in MIO-M1 after 6 day differentiation towards photoreceptor phenotype.
Histograms represent mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) from readings of
gel band intensity, normalised to β-Actin. Representative mRNA or western blot gel
bands are shown above the histograms.(c= control; FTRI= photoreceptor
phenotype).(n=3)
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Figure 6-8 17-AAG induced inhibition of HSP90 proteins in MIO-M1 caused
increase in HSPA1L and cell death at high concentrations (A) Phase contrast
images of MIO-M1 cells in presence of differing concentrations of the HSP90
inhibitor 17-AAG. Concentrations of 0-10nM did not cause any changes in cell
morphology or number, but addition of 50nM to 1μM caused cellular necrosis loss.
(B) Immunofluorescence staining for HSPA1L before (control) and after 1μM
treatment with the HSP90 inhibitor 17-AAG for 6 days shows a marked increase in
intensity of this protein. Scale 50μm
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Figure 6-9 Expression of HSPA1L mRNA and protein in MIO-M1 after 6 day
incubation with the HSP90 inhibitor 17-AAG. (A) Culture of MIO-M1 cells with
increasing concentrations of the HSP90 inhibitor 17-AAG caused increase in the
expression of HSPA1L (A) mRNA and (B) protein.. Histograms represent mean ±
standard error of the mean (SEM) from readings of gel band intensity, normalised to
β-Actin. Representative mRNA or western blot gel bands are shown above the
histograms; n=3 T-test . *P<0.05.
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Figure 6-10 . Inhibition of HSP70 using YM-01 caused changes in MIO-M1 cell
morphology . (A)Phase contrast images of MIO-M1 cells in presence of differing
concentrations of the HSP70 inhibitor YM-01 show no differences in cell morphology
or number using concentrations of YM-01 from 0-100nM. Fewer cells were
observed for YM-01 concentrations of 1-10µM.(B) No significant changes in the
expression of HSP90AA1 in MIO-M1 cells were observed after addition of
increasing concentrations of YM-01. Histograms represent mean ± standard error of
the mean (SEM) from readings of gel band intensity, normalised to β-Actin.
Representative western blot gel bands are shown above the histograms; (n=3).
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6.3.3.3 The effect of HSP90 and HSP70 inhibitors on photoreceptor
differentiation
After the addition of FTRI, cells showed a phase bright nuclei with prominent
nuclear chromatin and several short processes as previously described (Jayaram et
al., 2014) (Fig6-12A). In addition, cells exhibited a higher growth rate in the
presence of these factors (Fig6-12A). Western blot bands of protein isolated from
cells cultured indicated that the photoreceptor marker NR2E3 was not modified by
these factors (Fig6-12B).
Addition of 25nM HSP90 inhibitor 17-AAG or of 250nM HSP70 inhibitor YM-01
(doses previously shown not to induce toxicity) to MIO-M1 cells cultured in the
presence or absence of FTRI prevented cell growth (Fig 6.13). Specifically, phase
contrast images showed that with the addition of 25nM 17-AAG, cells appeared
detached in comparison to control and growth appeared to have been halted,
suggesting cell death (Fig 6-13). In the presence of the HSP70 inhibitor YM-01, cell
growth appeared to have been inhibited as there were fewer cells which appeared
slightly elongated but overall normal morphology was observed (Fig 6-13). Although
the FTRI protocol appeared to change the morphology of the MIO-M1 cells towards
a more photoreceptor like phenotype, these changes were not seen with the
addition of the HSP inhibitors. (Fig.6-13). The effect of the inhibitors on the
expression of the photoreceptor marker NR2E3 was also investigated by western
blot. Although no significant increases in NR2E3 protein were observed between
control and FTRI treated cells, YM-01 significantly reduced NR2E3 expression in
control MIO-M1 cells (P<0.01) (Fig 6-14). The expression of HSP70 was also
assessed to confirm the activity of the HSP inhibitors. In the presence of the HSP90
inhibitor 17-AAG, expression of HSP70 was significantly increased in comparison to
control or FTRI (P<0.01 and P<0.05 respectively). In addition, the presence of YM01 significantly reduced HSP70 expression in control cells only (P<0.05) (Fig.6-15).
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Figure 6-11 Expression of NR2E3 protein in MIO-M1 following differentiation
towards a photoreceptor phenotype. (A) Phase contrast images of the
morphology of MIO-M1 cells show phase bright nuclei and short neurite –like
processes upon differentiation towards photoreceptors (FTRI). n=5 (B) No
differences in the expression of NR2E3 protein were observed in MIO-M1 cells after
differentiation towards a photoreceptor phenotype (FTRI). Histograms represent
mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) from readings of gel band intensity,
normalised to β-Actin. Representative western blot gel bands are shown above the
histograms; (n=5).
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Figure 6-12 . Phase contrast images of MIO-M1 differentiated towards
photoreceptor phenotype in the presence and absence of HSP90 and HSP70
inhibitors. Phase contrast images of the morphology of control MIO-M1 cells and
after photoreceptor differentiation (FTRI) with the presence and absence of the
HSP90 inhibitor 17-AAG and HSP70 inhibitor YM-01 following 6 days in culture.
Images show an increase in cellular death and reduction in prolifereation when
incubated with either HSP90 or HSP70 inhibitors.
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Figure 6-13 Expression of NR2E3 protein in MIO-M1 cells after differentiation
towards a photoreceptor phenotype in the presence of HSP90 or HSP70
inhibitors. Significant reduction in the NR2E3 expression in control MIO-M1 cells
after incubation with the HSP70 inhibitor YM-01. No differences in the expression of
NR2E3 were observed for all other conditions. Histograms represent mean ±
standard error of the mean (SEM) from readings of gel band intensity, normalised to
β-Actin. Representative western blot gel bands are shown above the
histograms;n=3. T-test **P<0.01.
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Figure 6-14 Expression of HSPA1L protein in MIO-M1 cells in the presence or
absence of HSP90 or HSP70 inhibitors during photoreceptor differentiation
(FTRI). Significant increase in the HSPA1L expression in MIO-M1 cells after
incubation with the HSP90 inhibitor 17-AAG as compared to control was observed.
A significant reduction in HSPA1L was observed when control MIO-M1 cells were
incubated with the HSP70 inhibitor YM-01. Histograms represent mean ± standard
error of the mean (SEM) from readings of gel band intensity, normalised to β-Actin.
Representative western blot gel bands are shown above the histograms;n=3. T-test
* P<0.05, **P<0.01.
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6.4

Discussion

Heat shock proteins are well known for their role in buffering cellular stress in
response to disease or injury. The upregulation of HSPs in these responses leads to
protection against apoptosis and also prevent misfolding of proteins (Whitley et al.,
1999). Heat shock proteins have been targeted for therapies in neurodegenerative
diseases, tissue fibrosis and cancer. Although upregulation of HSPs in glaucoma
has been reported, the role of HSPs in other retinal diseases is unclear. It is
possible that they could promote neuroprotection or may contribute to cell
proliferation due to their recruitment of inflammatory factors such as TGFβ
(Wrighton et al., 2008). A number of HSPs were identified in the present proteomics
study and many were shown to be differentially expressed in the gliotic retina. To
understand if they modify the potential regenerative ability of Müller glia, this chapter
investigated the role of HSPs in Müller glia proliferation and differentiation.
Interleukin 6 (IL-6) is a pro-inflammatory cytokine shown to be highly upregulated in
gliosis and known to be involved in cell growth, migration and differentiation (Akira
et al., 1990). It has been shown to be increased in many retinal diseases including
PVR and is thought to contribute to the progression of retinal inflammation (Limb et
al., 1991). In addition IL-6 has been shown to stimulate the proliferation of Müller
glia in the zebrafish retina, and is thought to be needed for reprogramming and
regeneration after injury in this species (Zhao et al., 2014). To mimic these
conditions, recombinant IL-6 was added to the human Müller glial cell line MIO-M1
and the expression of HSP90 and HSP70 was analysed. No significant differences
in the expression of either HSP70 or HSP90 mRNA were identified in MIO-M1
cultured with IL-6 as compared to control cells. Although there is some evidence in
the literature to suggest that interleukin 6 can upregulate heat shock proteins
including HSP90 to promote cell survival in hepatocytes (Masubuchi et al., 2003,
Stephanou et al., 1997) it is possible that this may not occur in Müller glial cells. It is
possible that HSP90 may be increased during early stages after exposure to IL-6
but in this study, cells were examined after 6 days in culture, therefore more studies
are needed to confirm the lack of effect.
Tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNFα) is a pro-inflammatory cytokine that is involved
in apoptosis signalling and proliferation (Pfeffer, 2003). A rapid increase in the
production of TNFα has been reported in retinal diseases including glaucoma, PVR
and diabetic retinopathy and is thought that this cytokine contributes to the
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progression of these diseases (Suzuki et al., 2011, Rasier et al., 2010, Tezel, 2008,
Limb et al., 1991). In the zebrafish retina after injury, TNFα is produced by dying
photoreceptors and is subsequently upregulated in Müller glia. This process is
thought to drive Müller glia proliferation via STAT3 and ASCL1a, required for
regeneration of the retina (Nelson et al., 2013). TNFα was added to the human
Müller cell line MIO-M1 in vitro to mimic these conditions, and it was hypothesised
that TNFα would modulate the expression of HSPs. The results showed that the
addition of TNFα slightly increased the expression of HSP70 but not HSP90 in
Müller glia, however these changes were not significantly different from the control.
It has been reported that TNFα can block HSF1 and HSP70 synthesis, increasing
macrophage sensitivity to apoptosis (Schett et al., 2003). Conversely it has also
been reported that induction of HSP70 can protect tumour cells from TNFα
mediated cytotoxicity (Jaattela et al., 1992). In account of the present evidence, the
fact that TNFα does not appear to alter HSP expression in Müller glia may be
suggested that these cells are resistant to the apoptotic and cell stress effects of
this cytokine.
Transforming growth factor beta 1 (TGFβ1) is a secreted cytokine which plays an
important role in cellular proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis. During
development of the mammalian retina, TGFβ signalling is activated during
differentiation, and when TGFβ signalling is inhibited Müller glia proliferates (Close
et al., 2005). Increases in the expression of TGFβ have been reported in PVR and is
thought to contribute to contraction and glial scarring during this condition (Limb et
al., 1991, Guerin et al., 2001). In the zebrafish however, regulation of TGFβ
signalling by the co-repressors Tgif1 and Six3b is required for the proliferation of
Müller glia in order to promote regeneration (Lenkowski et al., 2013). Research
shown in the literature indicate that TGFβ1 can enhance HSF1 expression, which in
turn enhanced the expression of HSP47 (Sasaki et al., 2002). HSF1 can also induce
the expression of other HSPs, and therefore TGFβ may also play a role in regulating
other HSPs. On this basis, the effects of TGFβ1 on the expression of HSPs in the
human Müller glial cell line MIO-M1 was examined. However, no differences in the
expression of HSP70 or HSP90 were observed by addition of TGFβ1 to Müller glia
in culture.
Heat shock proteins, including HSP27, HSP90 and HSP70 have been shown to play
a role in apoptosis and differentiation, through the control of cell cycle regulation
and caspase inhibition (Lanneau et al., 2007). Embryonic stem cell differentiation
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has been associated with the downregulation of HSPs (Baharvand et al., 2008,
Saretzki et al., 2008). It was hypothesised that changes in HSP expression may
occur during Müller glia differentiation. However, induction of RGC or photoreceptor
differentiation by MIO-M1 cells did not cause any changes in the expression of
HSP90 or HSP70 at either protein or mRNA level. As these two proteins are highly
expressed by Muller glial stem cells, subtle changes may not be detected. It is also
possible that changes may be occurring in other HSPs not studied. In addition, in
the present experiments a single time point was examined (6 days), and it may be
possible that changes in heat shock protein expression may be occurring earlier or
later in the differentiation process. In addition problems were encountered with the
protocol to induce the differentiation of these cells. Protocols from previous
publications (Singhal et al; 2012, Jayaram et al; 2014) were followed to induce
phenotype

changes

of

MIO-M1

cells

towards

photoreceptors

or

RGCs.

Morphological, mRNA and protein expression of MIO-M1 cells presented in this
chapter show that there were no significant differences between control and those
induced to differentiate. This caused further complications when analysing the
results when inhibitors to HSP90 or HSP70 were used, and no conclusions on their
influence on MIO-M1 differentiation ability could be derived. Further investigations
need to be conducted on the differentiation protocols in order to identify the
problems involved. These changes were attributed to the use of foetal calf serum
(FCS) in the differentiation protocols, which may vary from batch to batch. Therefore
further experiments using knockout serum and addition of selective growth factors
are needed to ensure appropriate differentiation.
It has been shown that induction of the heat shock response using the HSP90
inhibitor 17-AAG can delay photoreceptor degeneration in a rat model of retinitis
pigmentosa (Aguila et al., 2014). Blocking HSP90 by the addition of 17-AAG to
Müller glial stem cells in culture induced a dose dependent increase in the
expression of HSP70, this was however accompanied by cellular death or a
reduction in proliferation when using high doses of the inhibitor. As expected HSP90
is highly abundant in this population of stem cells, and the blockade of HSP90
indicates that this HSP may be necessary for Müller glial survival. Blocking HSP70
expression in MIO-M1 cells did not appear to alter the expression of HSP90,
however cell density reduced with increasing concentrations of the inhibitor. This
suggests that blocking HSP70 may not induce such a prominent stress response in
this population of cells but may be reducing proliferation or interfering with
regulation of proteins within the cells.
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To conclude, there appears to be a complex regulation of heat shock proteins within
Müller glia. High expression may be linked to their stem cell like phenotype, and
may indicate a resistance to stress which is observed in many other stem cell
populations. It is clear that further investigation on the roles of heat shock proteins in
these cells is required to understand their roles in differentiation and regeneration.
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Chapter 7. General Discussion
Müller glia are responsible for the regenerative ability of the retina after injury in fish
and amphibians. Although the human retina harbours a similar population of Müller
glia with stem cell characteristics, there is no evidence to suggest that spontaneous
regeneration occurs in humans. In vitro experiments on this cell population have
shown that under certain culture conditions they are capable of differentiating
towards retinal ganglion cells and photoreceptors (Lawrence et al., 2007, Jayaram
et al., 2014). Since Müller glia with stem cell characteristics cannot be successfully
isolated from gliotic retina (unpublished observations from our group), it has been
hypothesised that factors produced by mammalian retina at the time of injury may
be inhibiting the regenerative potential of these cells. If we could unlock the
regenerative potential of these cells by the addition of factors to the local retinal
environment, it would eliminate the need for invasive procedures such as cell
transplantation.
The main objective of this study was therefore to undertake proteomic and cell
biology studies to investigate the presence of factors in the gliotic human retina that
may potentially inhibit endogenous regeneration by Müller stem cells. On this basis,
the proteomic profile of gliotic human retina was compared with that of normal retina
and human Müller glial stem cell lines cultured in vitro. In addition, studies were
undertaken to compare the protein expression profile of the degenerated and
regenerating zebrafish retina with that of gliotic and normal human retina.

7.1

Identification of proteins involved in human retinal gliosis and an
in vitro Müller glia cell line

Proteomic analyses highlighted the presence of many differentially expressed
proteins in the gliotic retina as compared to normal human retina. In addition, these
studies identified factors that have not previously been associated with Müller glial
stem cells under normal and differentiating conditions. Initial investigations on the
role of some of these factors identified to be differentially express were undertaken
but merit further investigations.
Interestingly, proteins involved in cytoskeleton regulation and extracellular matrix
were enriched in gliotic human retina in comparison to normal retina. Intermediate
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filaments such as ezrin, desmin, GFAP and vimentin were >2-fold upregulated in
the gliotic retina and have previously been associated with retinal gliosis and
photoreceptor degeneration (Lewis and Fisher, 2003). Proteins involved in
extracellular matrix (ECM) organisation including procollagen galactosyltransferase
1 (GLT25D1), PLOD2, tenascin C and galectin 1 were also >2-fold upregulated in
the gliotic human retina. These results are in accordance with previous observations
that remodelling of the ECM occurs in retinal degenerative diseases and may
contribute to the stiffness of the retina (Wallace et al., 2014, Nita et al., 2014).
Proteomic analysis of human Müller stem cells cultured in vitro identified high
expression of vimentin and histone H4, as well as the presence of several Müller
glia specific proteins including glutamine synthetase, CD44 antigen, retinaldehyde
binding protein 1 and GFAP. These observations support that these cell lines have
maintained many of their in vivo characteristics as previously described (Limb et al.,
2002). After differentiation of these cells towards a retinal ganglion cell phenotype, it
was observed that tubulins were highly upregulated. These observations may reflect
the morphological changes associated with differentiation towards this neuronal
phenotype (Guo et al., 2010).
The current proteomics investigation did not however identify low abundance
proteins, as well as those that are very high or low molecular weight, which may be
lost during processing or detection (Lubec et al., 2003). To increase the validity of
results generated, further proteomic investigations into the course of human retinal
degenerative disease would be advantageous.
In conclusion, this study has identified key protein groups which are likely involved
in contributing to retinal gliosis and many of these proteins are expressed in Müller
glia in vitro. The results demonstrate that there is complex protein regulation during
gliosis, and some of the factors identified may be important targets for further
investigations into the potential of Müller stem cells as a source of endogenous
regeneration.

7.2

Identification of proteins involved in zebrafish retinal degeneration
and regeneration

It is well known that Müller glia are responsible for the regeneration of all neural
retinal cells after injury in the zebrafish (Kassen et al., 2007). However, the
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proteome analysis of the retina during this process has not been extensively
investigated. Identifying protein changes in this species during regeneration may
identify unique novel targets that may be examined for their role in promoting
endogenous regeneration of the mammalian retina.
The neurotoxin ouabain used in the study, induced significant degeneration of the
zebrafish retina which regenerated, as previously described by others (Fimbel et al.,
2007). Proteomic analysis of lysates from zebrafish retina undergoing degeneration
and regeneration revealed several proteins which were differentially expressed. In
the degenerated zebrafish retina (as compared to normal), structural related
proteins were identified to be upregulated >2-fold and included fibrinogens,
annexins, SH3 binding domain like 5 as well as tubulins. Although tissue
remodelling is a well-established feature of tissue regeneration, these proteins have
not previously been associated with regeneration in the zebrafish retina. Further
understanding of these structural mechanisms with regard to regeneration may
suggest new methods for providing a permissible environment for regeneration of
the mammalian retina.
Proteins identified as being upregulated in the degenerated zebrafish retina may be
responsible for promoting the regenerative response and may be important to
investigate further. It is hoped that examination of the role of these proteins on the
regenerative ability of Müller glia might lead to understanding their contribution to
retinal regeneration in this species. This may also help us to identify novel targets
that may be investigated for their role in promoting endogenous regeneration of the
adult human retina.

7.3

Comparative analysis of proteins expressed by human and
zebrafish retina during degeneration.

Müller glia development, morphology and function are highly conserved between
human and zebrafish, however their reaction to injury is vastly different. Currently,
comparative analysis between the proteomes of these species during degeneration
and regeneration of the retina has not been conducted. It is hoped that a
comparison would allow further understanding of the mechanisms that may play a
major role in the regenerative process of the zebrafish, as well as identify molecules
that might be potentially targeted to induce regeneration of the human retina.
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Comparison of normal and degenerated human and zebrafish retinal proteome
identified 80 proteins that were common to both species. Amongst these, galectin
showed an upregulation in both human and zebrafish degenerated retinae when
compared to normal retinae. Galectin, a protein expressed by microglia and Müller
glia, has been associated with providing a permissible environment for regeneration
in the zebrafish retina by inhibiting the binding of vitronectin and chondroitin
sulphate to the ECM (Craig et al., 2010). Upregulation of the expression of galectin
in both degenerated human and zebrafish retina suggests that this protein may be
promoting a tolerable environment for regeneration to take place and this merits
further investigations in the mammalian retina.
Other protein groups that were highly represented in the human and zebrafish
retinal proteome included heat shock proteins (HSPs), histones, ECM proteins and
cytoskeletal related proteins. Whilst HSP 90 alpha was found downregulated in the
degenerated zebrafish retina, in the gliotic human retina, this protein showed a >2fold upregulation. HSPA5, was the only HSP found >2-fold upregulated in the
degenerated zebrafish retina, and was not differentially expressed in the gliotic
human retina. HSPs are known to be involved in the regulation of cellular stress,
apoptosis and protein folding (Li and Srivastava, 2001) and it may be possible that
they play an important role in preventing cell death as well as mediating the reassembly of key proteins needed for regeneration. Histone modifications have been
associated with differentiation of retinal progenitors as well as neurogenesis (Chen
and Cepko, 2007, Yamaguchi et al., 2005), and although no histone modifications
were detected in the current study due to the technical nature of the work,
differences in the expression levels of several histones were detected. From these
observations it is possible to suggest that histones, and HSPs may play different
roles in retinal degenerative and regenerative processes. Studies conducted
towards the identification of histone modifications and their selective roles in the
human retina may further our understanding of the molecular mechanisms that may
be potentially targeted to promote human regeneration in humans.
In conclusion, the protein profiles of both human and zebrafish retina indicate
diverse reaction to injury or disease, highlighting many species differences as well
as similarities. However, due to the difficulties in comparing species, and the
zebrafish proteome so far being incomplete, not all proteins were detected in both
species, and this may merit further protein analysis. Nevertheless, some factors
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have been identified that may be of interest with regard to endogenous
regeneration, and this would constitute the basis for further investigations.

7.4

Cytokine profiles of normal and gliotic human retina and in vitro
Müller glial cells

It was observed that label free mass spectrometry did not resolve any low abundant
or low weight proteins, such as cytokines and chemokines that are important in the
process of retinal gliosis (Kon et al., 1999, Limb et al., 1994, Franks et al., 1992,
Limb et al., 1991) and that could inhibit retinal regeneration.
The comparative analysis of gliotic human retina with that of control retina identified
many cytokines that were significantly upregulated including G-CSF, MCP-1, PDGFbb, RANTES, VEGF, and TGFβ2, which were also highly expressed by Müller glia.
Although the expression of inflammatory factors have been previously associated
with the development of retinal gliosis in the human retina (Limb et al., 1994, Limb
et al., 1991, Chua et al., 2012), a comprehensive analysis of factors produced by
Müller glia has not yet been investigated. This study has shown that the pattern of
expression of the majority of pro-inflammatory and regulatory factors found to be
significantly elevated in lysates of gliotic human retina as compared to normal
retina, parallels the pattern of expression of these factors expressed by hMGSC
culture.
Taken together, these results suggest that Müller glia may constitute a major player
in the production of pro-inflammatory factors observed in the retina and vitreous
during retinal gliosis. Targeting the production of these factors by Müller glia may
constitute a valid approach to target damage during degenerative retinal diseases
and warrants further investigations in vitro and in vivo.

7.5

The role of heat shock proteins in hMGSC

Proteomic investigations identified many heat shock proteins to be differentially
expressed in both human and zebrafish retina during degeneration and due to their
ubiquitous expression and important role in cellular stress, apoptosis, and
chaperone activity (Whitley et al., 1999), it could be hypothesised that they may play
an important role during retinal degeneration. The involvement of pro-inflammatory
cytokines in retinal gliosis and degenerative conditions has been previously
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documented (Limb et al., 1991, Nahomi et al., 2014, Kon et al., 1999, Limb et al.,
1994) and it could be suggested that these factors may promote cellular stress.
Western blot and gene expression analysis in this study showed that MIO-M1
treatment with the pro-inflammatory factors IL-6, TGF and TNFα did not alter levels
of HSP70 or HSP90 within these cells. These results suggest that MIO-M1 may be
resistant to the effect of cellular stress. To further confirm results it may be important
to conduct studies on other retinal cells to assess the heat shock response to these
cytokines.
HSPs have been associated with apoptosis and differentiation through the control of
cell cycle proteins (Lanneau et al., 2007). In this study, western blot and PCR data
showed that HSP90 and HSP70 expression did not alter during MIO-M1
differentiation towards retinal ganglion cells or photoreceptors. In addition, the
inhibition of HSP90 or HSP70 did not appear to modify differentiation of MIO-M1
towards photoreceptors using a differentiation protocol established in our laboratory.
The expression of heat shock proteins after cellular stress is very rapid and can
occur within as little as four minutes, with a peak of expression within 2 hours
(Lindquist, 1986). As only one time point was observed in the 6-day differentiation
protocol, it may be of interest to conduct time-course analysis of HSP expression to
assess this activity.
In conclusion, high expression of HSPs in MIO-M1 may be linked to their stem cell
like phenotype, and may indicate a resistance to stress which is observed in many
other stem cell populations (Saretzki et al., 2004). It is very clear that further
investigations on the role of heat shock proteins in these cells is required, in order to
understand their potential involvement in the neural differentiation of hMGSCs.

7.6

Limitations and future studies

Although results from this study have identified factors which may potentially be
involved in endogenous regenerative mechanisms in the retina, there are limitations
to this study that need to be considered. In terms of the mass spectrometry
analysis, there are potential problems with the source of the human tissue. Due to
the sensitivity of patient data and the low availability of tissue, there was no control
over the specific origin of the gliotic PVR tissue. In addition, this tissue could
therefore not be appropriately age-matched, or location-matched to control retina.
There may also be potential issues with the comparison of ‘fresh’ gliotic PVR retina
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obtained within 2hrs of surgery, with that of normal retina obtained from cadaveric
donors with 24hrs post mortem. It is well known that protein changes may occur
during this time which may affect the outcome of the data. With regards to the
analysis of the zebrafish proteomic data, the proteome database of this species is
far from complete, and constantly being updated. This was thought to cause many
of the identified proteins from the zebrafish retinal mass spectrometry analysis to be
‘unknown’ and may reduce the validity of the results. Due to this limitation, it also
made comparison of zebrafish and human mass spectrometry data difficult to
analyse. In exploring the roles of heat shock protein expression in the Müller glia
cell line MIO-M1 in vitro problems were encountered with established differentiation
protocols. This may be attributed to media reagents such as foetal calf serum which
can vary batch to batch, and these experiments should be repeated when these
issues are resolved.
It is evident that further analysis can be conducted on the raw mass spectrometry
data. Future studies could focus on particular protein groups that are specific to
individual neural retinal cells, and comparisons could be conducted in this manner.
Additional pathway analyses on proteins of interest would help identify key
mechanisms which may be playing a role in the process of endogenous
regeneration.
It would be of interest to conduct future studies on candidate factors of interest. The
extracellular matrix factor, galectin 1, which was found to be upregulated in both
degenerated human gliotic and zebrafish retina may be of particular interest. Further
studies should therefore assess the role that this protein may play in the mammalian
retina. Initial in vitro studies would be conducted in hMGSC lines to assess the roles
this protein plays in the ability of these cells to differentiate. This may be conducted
by adding recombinant galectin 1 protein to the cell culture medium or by gene
silencing, followed by induction of neural phenotype differentiation of these cells in
vitro. In addition, using mammalian animal models, in vivo gain or loss of function
studies in mammalian systems would allow the investigation of whether this protein
plays a role in the development or degeneration of the neural retina.

7.7

Conclusions

This work has demonstrated that protein expression profiles dramatically change
during retinal gliosis, and has identified factors that may be promoting an inhibitory
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environment for regeneration. In addition the study of proteins within the zebrafish
retina has demonstrated that there are many differences between species, which
may explain the variances observed in the regenerative ability of Müller glia,
however further research is required to validate potential targets and it is possible
that other factors not detected in this study are also contributing.
The analysis of hMGSC cultures has shown that they are capable of producing
many inflammatory factors that may be also contributing to gliosis and further
degeneration of the retina. Further studies would be required to assess conditions in
which these may be detrimental or protective to the retinal environment. It would
also be interesting to compare their profile with Müller glia of species such as the
zebrafish which undergo regeneration, to further identify differences in these cells
between species and their selective roles in regeneration.
To conclude, the complex and dynamic protein expression during degeneration,
suggests that the potential for endogenous regeneration cannot be ascribed to a
single protein and complex interactions between these proteins require further
experimental analysis.
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Chapter 8. Materials and Methods
8.1
8.1.1

Tissue Acquisition
Human Tissue

Retina specimens isolated from normal cadaveric donors were obtained from
Moorfields eye Bank, with prior consent for research. All eyes were obtained were
under 24 hours post mortem. Age of donors ranged from 44-83 years. The eyes
were kept in sterile saline and retinae carefully removed and washed in PBS.
Retinal specimens used for proteomic analyses were sized matched to the gliotic
PVR specimens. Specimens were then frozen at -80 until ready for use.
Gliotic retinal specimens were obtained from patients undergoing retinectomy
surgery for treatment of severe proliferative vitreo-retinopathy with assistance from
Dr. David Charteris and Dr. Phil Banerjee from Moorfields eye Hospital, with written
consent from patients. The age of patients ranged from 35 to 70, with a duration of
PVR of 2-10 weeks. All tissue used in this study were obtained and treated
according to guidelines from Local Ethics Committee at Moorfields and the Institute
of Ophthalmology Eye Bank. Isolated retinae, ranging between 0.5-3mm in size,
were washed in PBS and frozen at -80 until ready for use.
8.1.2

Zebrafish

Longfin wildtype Zebrafish, 7-9months, were obtained from UCL biological services
Fish facility and maintained according to the U.K Home Office regulations for the
care and use of laboratory animals (Scientific Procedures Act 1986). All procedures
were carried out in collaboration with Dr. Mariya Moosajee and performed by Dhani
Tracey-White at the Institute of Ophthalmology, UCL.
8.1.3

Tissue culture

The immortal Müller cell line MIO-M1 previously characterised in our laboratory
(Limb et al., 2002) has been used in this study along with other Müller cell lines
6387(MIO-M7), 6391(MIO-M4) and 6390(MIO-M5). Cells were grown to a confluent
monolayer in 10% fetal calf serum (FCS, Invitrogen, UK) in DMEM (Dulbecco's
Modified Eagle Medium 1X with GlutaMAX, without Sodium Pyruvate, 4500 mg/L DGlucose; Cat No: 61965-026, Invitrogen UK) at 37˚C with 5% CO2. Cells were
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detached from the tissue culture flasks using a cell scraper and cells were collected
and washed in PBS prior to centrifugation to obtain a pellet which was frozen at -80
until required for protein extraction and analysis.

8.2

In vivo injection of Ouabain to the zebrafish retina

Longfin wildtype Zebrafish were obtained from UCL biological services Fish facility
and maintained according to the Home Office regulations for the care and use of
laboratory animals and the UK (Scientific Procedures) Act. All in vivo procedures
were carried out in collaboration with Dr. Mariya Moosajee and performed by Dhani
Tracey-White at the Institute of Ophthalmology, UCL.
To generate a model for zebrafish retinal degeneration and regeneration, protocols
were based on the study by Sherpa et al., 2008 which described whole retina
destruction and regeneration after injection of 200µM Ouabain to the intravitreal
space. This protocol was adapted and performed in collaboration with Dr. Mariya
Moosajee and Dhani Tracey-White at the Institute of Opthalmology, UCL.
8.2.1

Injection protocol

In order to perform the injections, Zebrafish were anaesthetised using 1mg/ml
Tricane in aquarium water for 1min. The zebrafish was then placed under a
dissection microscope on a petri dish with a tissue paper bed infused with tank
water. Injections were performed by making an incision into the temporal side of the
zebrafish eye using a double edge sapphire blade (0.75mm; Cat.504076 World
Precision Instruments,UK), where the needle was inserted and Ouabain (Cat.03125,
Sigma Aldrich, UK) injected intravitrially (Fig 8-1). The needle set up consisted of a
10µl Gastight Hamilton syringe (Model 1801 RN SYR, Hamilton, Switzerland) with a
retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) kit (Cat.RPE-KIT; World Precision Instruments,
UK) attached (Fig.8-1). A total of 0.2-0.4µl of either 100µM, 150µM or 200µM
Ouabain in injectable saline solution was injected into each eye of the zebrafish. To
determine the optimum time point, zebrafish were culled and the retina assessed via
immunohistochemistry at 1,3,5,7 and 14days post injection.
8.2.2

Histology

Histology was used to assess the damage caused by the ouabain and regeneration
levels. Zebrafish eyes were fixed for 24hrs in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) at 4˚C,
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and then cryoprotected in 30% sucrose for 24 hrs. The eyes were then embedded in
OCT medium and snap frozen using dry ice and acetone. Using a Leica cryostat
12µm sections of the whole zebrafish orbit were mounted onto Superfrost Plus
slides and processed for Haematoxylin and Eosin staining (H&E) for comparison. A
list of antibodies used is presented in the appendices.
8.2.3

Haematoxylin and Eosin

To achieve detailed and contrasting histological sections for analysis, Haematoxylin
and eosin staining was applied to the zebrafish sections, where nuclei would be
stained blue and eosinophilic structures pink. This was carried out using a
haemotoxylin and eosin autostainer (Thermo Fischer)
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Figure 8-1 Experimental equipment and methodology used to inject zebrafish
eye with Ouabain. (A) Shows the Hamilton syringe and tubing attachment with
blunt needle used for the injection. (B) Shows the injection site onto the zebrafish
eye.
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8.2.4

Apoptosis Assay

Zebrafish retinae were also assessed for cell apoptosis using ApopTag Plus
Fluorescein In Situ Apoptosis detection kit (Cat.S7111; Chemicon, UK). Following
manufacturer’s instructions, cryostat tissue sections were post fixed in precooled
Ethanol, acetic acid solution (2:1) for 5mins at -20˚C, washed in PBS 2x5min before
adding 75µl equilibration buffer for 10 sections. Excess liquid was then removed
and 55µl of TdT enzyme added to slide and incubated at 37˚C for 1hr. Slides were
incubated with stop/wash buffer for 10mins before adding Anti-digoxigenin
conjugate and incubated at room temperature for 30mins. Slides were washed
2x5mins in PBS before counterstaining with DAPI (1:5000) for 1min and
coverslipping. A positive control provided within the kit was also used.
8.2.5

Zebrafish retina isolation for proteomic profiling

Zebrafish retina was isolated from longfin adult wildtype zebrafish untreated or
treated with ouabain toxin as previously described. 22 control retinae were isolated.
To generate a degenerating retina condition, 200μM Ouabain toxin was used as
determined by histological analysis and 29 retinae were isolated at 3dpi. To
generate a regenerating retina condition, zebrafish were left until 20 days post
injection before isolation of the retina, as determined by histological analysis. After
isolation retinae were washed in PBS and frozen at -80 until ready for use.

8.3

Proteomic analysis of human and zebrafish retina

Human and zebrafish retinal specimens (normal and gliotic) and the Müller stem cell
lines were processed for examination by label –free QToF mass spectrometry and
2D-DIGE according to protocols at the UCL proteomics facility at the Institute of
Child Health in collaboration with Dr.Kevin Mills and Dr. Wendy Heywood.
8.3.1

Protein Isolation

Retinal and cell samples (approx. 0.5cm2) and MIO-M1 pellets (T175cm2) were
washed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) to remove any remaining DMEM and
FCS. Any remaining PBS was removed and tissues were homogenised in the
presence of 100µl 50nM Ammonium Bicarbonate + 2%ASB-14 (cat.A1346, Sigma
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Aldrich, UK) pH8.2 in a 1ml glass homogeniser. An extra 100µl of this buffer was
added to aquire the maximum amount of sample from the homogeniser. Samples
were then gently sonicated on ice and centrifuged to obtain a pellet.
8.3.2

Protein Estimation using BCA assay

Protein content was estimated using the Bicinchoninic Acid solution (B9643, SigmaAldrich, UK) (BCA) assay. A protein standard curve was established using varying
concentrations of bovine serum albumin (BSA). To estimate protein concentration
5µl of sample or standard was added to 45µl homogenisation buffer (50nM
ammonium bicarbonate + 2%ASB-14) and 1ml BCA solution was subsequently
added and incubated in a water bath at 40˚C for 10min. 20µl of 4% CuSO4 would
then be added to the samples and a further 15min incubation performed in the water
bath. 200µl of these samples were added to a 96well plate and results of the protein
assay were read using a Tecan Safire Microplate reader. Protein concentrations
were estimated by comparison to BSA standards.

8.3.3

Shotgun Proteomics – validation of the technique

To test the methodology a control retina sample and the cell line MIOM1 were
processed for an initial ‘shotgun’ mass spectrometry analysis. After the protein
estimates were calculated samples were treated as follows:
Homogenised and lysed samples were precipitated using ice cold acetone and
freeze-dried overnight prior to protein digestion. For the digestion, 20µl of digest
buffer (100mM Tris + 2% ASB-14 + 6M Urea +2M thiourea, pH7.8) was added to
the dried samples to denature the protein, vortexed and placed on the shaker for a
brief period. 1.5µl Dithioerythritol (DTE) (30mg/ml) was then added to each sample
and incubated for 1hr room temperature on the shaker. 6µl Iodoacetamide (IA) was
then added to the samples and incubated on the shaker for an additional 45min.
55µl ddH2O and 10µl Trypsin (T7575-1KT Trypsin singles proteomics grade, Sigma
Aldrich, UK) was added to samples and incubated at 37˚C overnight. To run on the
MS 9μl of processed sample was added to a glass vial along with 1μl of 1mg/ml
yeast enolase (P00924) to calculate protein concentrations.
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8.4

Label –free QToF Mass spectrometry

After shotgun analysis and once all the samples were obtained, protein
concentrations were calculated and samples treated according to the following
protocols at the Institute of Child Health:
8.4.1

1D gel

Samples were pooled to obtain three separate conditions (according to fig.8-2);
Müller cells, gliotic retina and Normal retina to a total of 80µg and frozen on dry ice.
Samples were then placed in the freeze-dryer overnight. Samples were
reconstituted in 10µl of Homogenisation buffer (50mM AmmoniumBicarb + 2%ASB14). For running the 1D page gel, 10µl of a loading dye containing sodium dodecyl
sulphate (SDS) and 200mM DTE, was added to each sample and incubated at 95˚C
for 5min. Samples were spun down and loaded onto a 1D gel (BioRad Mini
Tris, pH 8.6, 192mM glycine and
0.1% SDS running buffer along with an ECL full-range rainbow marker (RPN800E,
Amersham, UK) and run at 200v for approximately 1hr in a BioRad mini Protean
TetraCell (BioRad, UK). The gel was then removed and incubated in fixative (40%
methanol + 7.5% acetic acid) with 0.1% comassie blue for 1hr. The protein-stained
gel was then washed in fixative alone for 10min x2 and then left overnight in fixative
to wash out excess Comassie stain (Fig.8-2).
8.4.2

In gel protein digestion and extraction

10 fragments of each sample were collected according to molecular weight and
placed in separate 2ml siliconised eppendorf tubes (fig.8-2). Each sample fraction
was then processed for protein digestion. 500µl of acetonitrile was added to each
sample and placed on the shaker for 30min. Samples were then dehydrated on a
centrifugal evaporator. 200µl of 50mM ammonium bicarbonate + 10mM DTE was
added to each sample and incubated at 37˚C for 1hr. Samples were then washed
with ammonium bicarbonate and incubated in 300µl of acetonitrile for 30min before
completely dehydrating on a centrifugal evaporator. One Trypsin singles proteomics
grade reconstituted in 50µl of trypsin reaction buffer was added to each fraction
sample and left overnight at 37˚C.
Peptide extraction was then performed on the gel fractions. 300µl of acetonitrile +
1% TFA (trifluoroacetic acid) was added to each sample and incubated for 20min.
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The supernatant was then collected into a new siliconised eppendorf tube. A further
300µl of acetonitrile + 1% TFA was added to the gel fraction and incubated for a
further 20min before collecting the supernatant and adding it to the previously
collected supernatant. A further 1% TFA was added to the collected supernatants
which were then dehydrated on a centrifugal evaporator and frozen until ready to
run on the MS.
8.4.3

Preparation of samples to load on the Mass spectrometer

Dehydrated samples were reconstituted in 30μl of 3%ACN + 0.1% TFA. 9μl of this
was then added to glass vials along with 1μl of yeast enolase (in 3%ACN +
0.1%TFA). The samples were then loaded onto the Mass spectrometer (QToF
Premier™; Waters).
8.4.4

Data analysis

Data produced by the QTOF mass spectrometer was processed using the
ProteinLynx Global Server (PLGS) software (Waters, UK) and peptides compared to
the

Swissprot

database

for

human

derived

proteins.

Yeast

enolase1

(Accession:P00924) was added to the run as a protein of known weight(100fmol) as
an internal standard. Peptides were then normalised to housekeeping proteins. 2
housekeeping proteins were used including beta actin and GAPDH to validate
results. Further analysis and comparison of proteins expressed in each sample was
carried out in Non-Linear Dynamics Progenesis data analysis software (Non-Linear
Dynamics, UK) and MS Excel. Further visualisation of the results were conducted
on web-based platforms which included the Panther Classification System
(http://www.pantherdb.org/),

gene

ontology

(http://bioinfo.vanderbilt.edu/webgestalt/)

and

classification
pathway

by

analysis

WebGestalt
by

IMPaLA

(http://impala.molgen.mpg.de/).
A workflow is presented in fig 8-3
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Figure 8-2 Pooled protein analysis and 1D gel electrophoresis. (A) Shows how
the samples were pooled to generate one representative sample for each condition
(B) Shows the protein samples on a 1D gel and how they were extracted.
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Figure 8-3 Workflow of label free mass spectrometry and 2D DIGE analysis of
samples.
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8.5
8.5.1

2D-DIGE
Sample preparation

Isolated human and zebrafish retinal protein as used for the mass spectral analysis
was also used in the DIGE assay. As before samples were pooled to create 3
separate conditions. For the human retina, 4 normal cadaveric retinae were pooled
to create 150μg protein, 5 gliotic retinae pooled to create 150μg protein and 4 Müller
glial cell lines were pooled to create a Müller sample. The correlate was conducted
for the zebrafish retina to generate 150μg protein for each the normal retina,
degenerated retina and regenerating retina conditions.(see fig.). Once pooled
samples were freeze dried overnight and frozen until ready for use.
8.5.2

Protein Labelling

Freeze dried samples were reconstituted in 20ul of DIGE buffer (7M Urea,
2MThiourea, 2% CHAPS, 10mM Tris-HCL pH8.3), vortexed well and centrifuged
briefly. Stock CyDye (5nM) was reconstituted in 5ul of DMF to make stock of
1nmol/ul. 19μl of cydye to create 600pmol final concentration was added to each
150μg sample for labelling.
Labelled as follows:
Human Normal retina: Cy3

Zebrafish Normal retina: Cy3

Human Gliotic retina: Cy5

Zebrafish degenerated: Cy5

Müller Cell lines : Cy2

Zebrafish regenerating: Cy2

Samples were vortexed, centrifuged briefly and left on ice for 30min in the dark. The
reaction was halted by addition of 1ul 10mM lysine to each sample. Samples were
then left on ice for an additional 10min.
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8.5.3

First dimension

Each of the 3 Cydye labelled samples were combined to create a total volume of
60μl. 225μl of rehydration solution (7M urea, 2M thiourea, 2%CHAPS, 20mM DTE,
20% resolyte + trace bromophenol blue) was added to each sample set and made
upto 450μl total volume with 7M urea, 2M thiourea, 2%CHAPS solution. The sample
solution was applied evenly to the isoelectric strip cassette well. Isoelectric strips
were then added face down into the sample, covered in mineral oil and left
overnight.
Strips were then removed from the rehydration cassettes and placed into the IEF
manifold gel side up. Water soaked wicks were added to either end of the strips,
electrodes clamped into place and mineral oil added to cover the strips. Strips were
then run at a gradient (30V 0.05hr, 300V 1hr, 1000V 1hr, 8000V 4hr, 8000V 24hr
hold) to ensure isoelectric focusing of the strips to allow protein separation by pH.
8.5.4

Casting the gels

To run the second dimension acrylamide gels were cast. 12% gels of thickness
1.5mm were made using 1.34M Tris-HCl pH8.8, 10mM PDA, 0.49% Sodium
thiophosphate(5mM) and 39% acrylamide (30% w/v), plus ammonium persulphate
(0.5M).
8.5.5

Second dimension

The IEF strips containing the samples were re-equilibrated by adding a buffer
containing 10%SDS + 2%DTE for 15min on a rocker, followed by a further 15min
incubation in a buffer containing 10%SDS + 2.5% IA + trace bromophenol blue.
SDS-PAGE second dimension was immediately performed. Pre-made acrylamide
gels were placed into the Ettan DALTtwelve System separation tank and the
reservoir filled with Tris-glycine-SDS(25mM-198mM-0.1%w/v). The IEF strips were
added to touch the top of the resolving gel and run overnight at 2watts per gel. Gels
were fixed (50%methanol, 7%acetic acid) and imaged using a Typhoon scanner
(Model 8600, GE Healthcare, UK).
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8.5.6

Data analysis

Data analysis and spot comparison was performed using Progenesis Samespots
software (Non-Linear Dynamics, Waters, UK) to identify protein spots which are
differentially expressed.
8.5.7

Silver Staining

After fixation of the 2D gel the gel was sensitised for 60 minutes in 30% ethanol,
0.2% sodium thiosulphate, 6.8% sodium acetate solution. The gels were then
washed 4 x 15min with double distilled water before incubation for 60mins in the
silver reaction buffer (0.25% silver nitrate plus 0.04% Formaldehyde in ddH2O). Gels
were then washed 2 x1min in ddH2O before developing for 5mins until spots appear
(0.25% sodium carbonate with 0.08% formaldehyde in ddH2O). To stop the reaction
gels were rinsed in stopping solution for 60mins (14.6g EDTA-Na2.2H2O, ddH2O to
1L). Gels were left in fixative until digestion was performed.
8.5.8

In gel digestion of proteins from 2D gels

Gel spots of interest were extracted and placed in separate 2ml siliconised
eppendorf tubes (fig.7c). Gel pieces were then washed twice in 200μl of 50mM
ammonium bicarbonate buffer pH7.8, with each wash discarded. Each gel spot was
then processed for protein digestion. 500µl of acetonitrile was added to each
sample and placed on the shaker for 30min. Samples were then dehydrated on a
centrifugal evaporator for 1hr. Proteolysis was performed by adding 60μl of a trypsin
solution (12.5ng/μl in 50mM ammonium bicarbonate) to each sample and left
overnight at 37˚C.
Peptide extraction was then performed on the gel fractions. 200µl of 1% formic acid
was added to each sample and incubated for 20min on a shaker This wash was
then removed and transferred to a new silanised Eppendorf which contains most of
the hydrophilic peptides. To the gel piece a further 300μl of 50% acetonitrile
containing 1% formic acid was added and incubated for 20mins on the shaker. This
wash contains most of the tryptic peptides and was transferred into the Eppendorf
containing the formic acid wash. A further 300μl of 70% acetonitrile containing 1%
formic acid was added to the remaining gel piece and incubated for a further 20min
and the wash also transferred to the Eppendorf containing the previous washes.
200μl of 1% formic acid was then added to the supernatants before vortexing and
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dying on the speed -vac. Lyophilised samples were then reconstituted in 30μl 3%
ACN + 0.1% TFA. To 9μl of this peptide mix, ready for mass spectral analysis on
Waters Synapt high definition mass spectrometer.

8.6
8.6.1

BioPlex Cytokine and Chemokine Assay
Human Tissue and Cell culture

Five retinal specimens isolated from normal cadaveric donors were obtained from
Moorfields eye Bank, with prior consent for research. All eyes were obtained were
under 24 hours post mortem. The eyes were kept in sterile saline and retinae
carefully removed and washed in PBS. Specimens were then frozen at -80 until
ready for use.
Six retinectomy specimens from patients undergoing retinal surgery for treatment of
proliferative vitreo-retinopathy were obtained with assistance from Dr. David
Charteris and Dr. Phil Banerjee from Moorfields eye Hospital, with written consent
from patients. All tissue used in this study were obtained and treated according to
guidelines from Local Ethics Committee at Moorfields and the Institute of
Ophthalmology Eye Bank. Isolated retinae, ranging between 0.5-3mm in size, were
washed in PBS and frozen at -80 until ready for use.
Five Müller cell lines as described previously (MIO-M1, MIO-M7, MIO-M4, MIO-M5,
and 6426) were used in this study. Each were grown to a confluent monolayer on
plastic flasks in DMEM containing 10% FCS. Cells were detached from tissue
culture flasks using a cell scraper, washed in PBS, and centrifuged to obtain a cell
pellet. Cell pellets were then frozen at -80 until ready for use.
8.6.2

Cell lysis

Cell lysis was carried out in samples using a BioPlex cell lysis kit (171-304011,
BioRad, UK) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly samples were rinsed
with cell wash buffer, which was removed before adding the samples to a 1ml glass
homogeniser. Approx. 500μl of cell lysis solution (plus 500mM PMSF) was then
added to the tissue and homogenised. Samples were then frozen at -70˚C, thawed
and sonicated on ice. Samples were then centrifuged at 4500g for 4min (cell lyses)
or 20min (retina samples) and supernatant containing protein collected. Protein
concentrations were estimated by the BCA assay.
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8.6.3

Multi-plex immunoassay Protocol

The BioPlex-pro 27 plex assay (BioRad, UK) was used in this study. Manufacturer’s
instructions were followed. Standards were provided by the kit and a dilution series
was made. Samples were prepared to contain between 200-900μg/ml protein. The
magnetic beads were diluted to an appropriate concentration and 50μl loaded into
each well of the 96 well plate, which was washed twice in wash buffer using a BioPlex® Handheld Magnetic Washer (#171-020100 , BioRad). The standards and
samples were then loaded into a 96 well plate in duplicate. The 96 well plate was
sealed and left on the shaker for 2hrs. After the incubation the plate was washed in
wash buffer using the magnetic plate 3 times, before addition of 25μl of diluted
detection antibodies. After 1 hr incubation on the shaker, the plate was then washed
three times before the addition of 50μl of streptavidin to each well. The plate was
then incubated for 30 mins on the shaker and then washed three times. 125μl of
assay buffer was then added to each well and incubated for 30 seconds before
being read on the BioPlex Magpix™(BioRad,UK) system. Results were analysed
using BioPlex manager 6.1 (BioRad,UK) and Microsoft Excel.
8.6.4

R&D Proteome profiler antibody array

8.6.4.1 Human tissue and cell culture
Samples prepared previously for the BioPlex Pro assay were also used in the R&D
proteome profiler antibody array. Cell lysis and protein extraction were carried out
using the BioPlex cell lysis kit as described in the previous protocol.
The R&D systems cytokine array kit came supplied with 4 membranes to analyse 4
different samples, therefore the samples used in this study were to be pooled
together. The five retina specimens isolated from normal cadaveric donors were
pooled together to generate one sample set containing between 200-900μg/ml
protein. This was also true for the six retinectomy specimens, which were pooled to
generate one sample containing 200-900μg/ml protein. Five Müller cell lines were
also used in this study and were pooled to generate one sample containing 200900μg/ml protein.
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8.6.4.2 Array protocol
The R&D Systems Human XL cytokine array kit was used to profile normal and
gliotic human retina as per manufacturer’s instructions. All reagents were brought to
room temperature before use. 2.0 mL of Array Buffer 6 (blocking reagent) was put
into each well of the supplied 4-Well Multi-dish. Each membrane was placed in a
separate well in the blocking solution and incubated for 1hr on a rocker. Blocking
solution was then aspirated and prepared samples added to the 4-well multi-dish to
incubate overnight at 4˚C. Each membrane was carefully removed and placed into
individual plastic containers and covered in 20ml of wash buffer for 10 minutes. This
was repeated for three washes. For each array, 1.5ml of prepared detection
antibody cocktail was added to each well in the 4-well multi-dish. Membranes were
removed from the wash container and into the detection antibody where they were
incubated for 1hr on a rocker. The membranes were then washed three times as
described before. The membranes were then incubated in 2ml of streptavidin-HRP
for 30mins on a rocker. Membranes were then washes three times as previously
described. 1ml of chemi-reagent mix was then added to each membrane and
incubated for 1min. Membranes were protected in plastic sheeting before imaging
using an autoradiography cassette and x-ray film.

8.7
8.7.1

Müller cell culture and addition of factors
Retinal ganglion cell differentiation

MIO-M1 cells were maintained in culture with 21% Oxygen and 5% carbon dioxide.
Prior to seeding culture flasks were treated with ECM Matrigel for 2hours. Following
the established protocol (Singhal et al., 2012) 2x10

5

cells were seeded onto T25

culture flasks and treated with bFGF (20ng/ml, Peprotech, UK) and the gamma
secretase inhibitor DAPT (50µM) (Sigma, UK) in 2% FCS DMEM culture medium for
6 days in order to promote differentiation towards a ganglion cell phenotype.
Alternative, DAPT was replaced by another inhibitor known as RO049..
Differentiation was assessed by the expression of RGC precursor markers Hes1,
Brn3B and Isl1.
8.7.2

Photoreceptor differentiation

MIO-M1 cells were maintained in culture with 21% Oxygen and 5% carbon dioxide.
Prior to seeding culture flasks were treated with ECM Matrigel for 2hours. Following
the established protocol (Jayaram et al., 2014), 2x10

5

cells were cultured onto T25
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flasks and treated with FGF2 (20ng/ml), Taurine (20μM), retinoic acid (5μM) and
insulin like growth factor (IGF) (100ng/ml) in 2% FCS DMEM culture medium for 6
days. Culture medium and factors were replaced on day 3. In order to assess the
phenotype changes of these cells after differentiation, phase contrast images were
taken and should show phase bright nuclei with short neurite like processes. In
addition the expression of the photoreceptor marker NR2E3 was assessed in these
cells.
8.7.3

Heat shock protein Inhibitors

The HSP90 inhibitor 17-AAG (Cat.A8476; Sigma,UK) was diluted in methanol to
create a stock of 1mM which was stored at -20˚C. Working concentrations and
protocols were adapted from Mendel and Cheetham 2008. The HSP90 inhibitor 17AAG was added to MIO-M1 cultures in 2% FCS DMEM to create a final
concentration of 25nM. Concentrations were adapted from Parfitt et al, 2014.
Concentrations for the HSP70 inhibitor YM-01 were determined by assessing cell
viability and morphology and a final concentration of 250nM was determined
optimal.

8.8
8.8.1

Western Blotting
Retinal tissue

Retinal samples (approx. 0.5cm2) were washed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS)
to remove any remaining DMEM and FCS. Any remaining PBS was removed and
tissues were homogenised in the presence of 100µl 50nM Ammonium Bicarbonate
+ 2%ASB-14 (cat.A1346, Sigma Aldrich, UK) pH8.2 in a 1ml glass homogeniser. An
extra 100µl of this buffer was added to acquire the maximum amount of sample
from the homogeniser. Samples were then gently sonicated on ice and centrifuged
to obtain a pellet. Alternatively retinal samples were lysed using a BioPlex cell lysis
kit (171-304011, BioRad, UK) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly
samples were rinsed with cell wash buffer, which was removed before adding the
samples to a 1ml glass homogeniser. Approx. 500μl of cell lysis solution (plus
500mM PMSF) was then added to the tissue and homogenised. Samples were then
frozen at -80˚C, thawed and sonicated on ice. Samples were then centrifuged at
4500g for 20min and supernatant containing protein collected.
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8.8.2

Cell culture

Following culture cells were dissociated from the flask using a cell scraper and
washed in PBS. Cells were then centrifuged at maximum speed to obtain a pellet.
For the cell lysis, pellets were resuspended in 100μl of RIPA buffer (Cat No: P8340,
Sigma-Aldrich, UK) containing protease Inhibitor Cocktail (10μL/ml of RIPA buffer),
0.5mM Dithiothreitol (DTT), 1mM Phenylmethylsulphonyl Fluoride (PMSF) and 3mM
Sodium Orthovanadate. Cells were left to lyse on ice for 5mins, centrifuged at
maximum speed and supernatant containing the protein collected and stored at 20˚C.
8.8.3

Gel electrophoresis and transfer

Samples were prepared so 9.75μl contained 10μg protein, and to this 1.5μl of
reducing agent (x10) and 3.75μl of loading buffer (x4) was added. Samples were
then boiled for 10mins at 90˚C to denature the protein. Precast Invitrogen NuPage
gels 4-12% Bis-Tris were used for protein separation for all of the antibodies. Once
the gels were secured into the NuPage tanks the middle reservoir was filled with
200ml MOPS running buffer (diluted from x20 to x1) with 500μl of antioxidant
(NP0007, Invitrogen, UK) added. The rest of the tank was filled with x1 MOPS
running buffer (NP0001, Invitrogen, UK). Samples were loaded into wells along with
the ECL pre-stained marker broad range (7-175kDa; NE Biolabs, UK) and run at
180V for 60mins. A BioRad semi-dry Trans-blot machine was used to transfer the
protein from the gel to a PVDF membrane (0.45μm; Millipore). Before transfer took
place the PVDF membrane was briefly activated in methanol and soaked in transfer
buffer (NP00061, Invitrogen) along with thick filter paper. The pre-wet filter paper
was placed onto the anode plate, and the PVDF membrane, gel and addition filter
paper placed on top to create the stack. Once the top cathode was secured, the
machine was run at 0.8mA/cm2 for 30mins.
8.8.4

Immunoblotting

Membranes were blocked in TBS containing 0.1% tween, 5% FCS and 5% milk for
1hr at 37˚C. Primary antibodies were diluted in the blocking solution and incubated
with the membranes overnight at 4˚C. The membranes were then washed in TBS +
0.1% tween for four 20min washes. Membranes were then incubated for 1hr RT in
diluted (1:5000) HRP conjugated secondary antibodies. Membranes were washed
in TBS + 0.1% tween for four 20min washes. The blot was visualised using ECL
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detection reagent (Pierce ECL Plus Western Blotting Substrate, Thermo Scientific,
UK) and imaged using an x-ray developer.

8.9

Immunofluorescence

For immunofluorescence staining of cell cultures, MIO-M1 cells were grown on
matrigel coated 13mm diameter glass coverslips in a 24 well plate. MIO-M1 cells
were grown in the absence and presence of heat shock protein inhibitors as well as
factors to induce photoreceptor differentiation. Approximately 8000 cells were added
to each well of the 24 well plate and grown for 6 days. Cells attached to glass
coverslips were washed in PBS prior to fixation in 4% paraformaldehyde for 5mins.
After fixation, cells were cryoprotected in 30% sucrose for 30mins and allowed to
dry before freezing. For use, cells were defrosted and 500μl of TBS + 0.3% triton X
was added to the cells. Cells were blocked for 1hr in TBS + 0.3% triton + 5%
donkey serum prior to the addition of the primary antibody (diluted in blocking
buffer). Primary antibodies were incubated overnight at 4 ̊ C.

Cells were then

washed with TBS three times for 5mins. Secondary antibodies (Alexa flour, 1:500 in
TBS + 0.3% triton) were incubated for 3hrs at room temperature in the dark. Slides
were then washed in TBS and counterstained with DAPI (1:5000 in TBS) before
mounting on glass slides with vectashield and sealing with nail varnish.

8.10 Reverse Transcription and Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
8.10.1 RNA Extraction
MIO-M1 cells were grown in T25 flasks under required culture conditions for 6days
prior to RNA extraction. RNA extraction was performed using RNeasy Mini Kit (Cat
No: 74101, Qiagen, www.qiagen.com ). Cells were removed from flasks using cell
scrapers and washed in PBS. Cells were centrifuged at maximum speed for 5min to
obtain a pellet. Remaining PBS was removed and 350μl of RLT lysis buffer
containing 3.5μl β-mercaptoethanol (Cat No: M3148, Sigma-Aldrich,UK) was added
to the pellets. Pellet lysates were homogenised using 19G and 21G needle and
syringes, and then centrifuged at maximum speed for 5min prior to extracting RNA
as per manufactures instructions (RNeasy Mini Kit; Cat No: 74101, Qiagen,
www.qiagen.com). RNA was eluted with 30μl RNase free water and RNA
concentrations measured using a spectrophotometer (Nanodrop-1000, Thermo
Scientific, USA). Samples were stored at -80˚C.
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8.10.2 Reverse Transcription
Reverse transcription was performed to generate cDNA from the RNA samples. For
each reaction 1μg total RNA was used to generate cDNA, keeping consistent
between samples. 1ul of oligo d(T)12-18 primers (Invitrogen) and 1µl dNTP
(Promega) was added to each sample and incubated for 5min at 65˚C. To each
reaction, 4μl of first strand buffer (Invitrogen), 1μl 0.1M DTT (Roche kit), 0.5μl
Rnase inhibitor (RNasin® Plus, N2611, Promega,UK) and 1μl Superscript III
(Invitrogen) was added. Samples were then vortexed and briefly centrifuged before
transferring to the Thermocycler (). Samples were incubated at 50˚C for 1hour and
then 70˚C for 15mins. Generated cDNA was then stored at -20˚C.
8.10.3 PCR
For each PCR reaction, 10μl of GoTaq Green master mix (Cat. No.M712; Promega
UK) which contains a mix Taq DNA polymerase, dNTPs, MgCl2 and reaction
buffers, was used along with 7μl Rnase free water and 1μl of each forward and
reverse primers. 1μl of cDNA was added for each reaction, the exception being for
the β-actin primer to which 0.5μl cDNA was added. The reaction mix, was then
briefly centrifuged and samples run on the thermocycler. Samples were incubated at
94˚C for 5min to denature, then 94˚C for 1min, annealing temperature for 1min,
followed by 72˚C for 1min and 72˚C for 5min before being held at 4˚C. Steps 2-4
were repeated for an appropriate number of cycles. Gel electrophoresis using a 2%
agarose gel was use to run the PCR product at 90V for 60mins. Gels were imaged
under UV light and images taken using Genesnap Image Acquisition Software
(www.syngene.com) using consistent exposure. PCR band were semi-quantified
using image J software and Microsoft Excel and levels normalised to β-actin.
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Chapter 9. Appendices
Primers
Gene

Sequence

β-Actin F
β-Actin R
HSP90 F
HSP90 R
HSP701L F
HSP701L R

CATGTACGTTGCTATCCAGGC
CTCCTTAATGTCACGCACGAT
TCTGGAAGATCCCCAGACAC
AGTCATCCCTCAGCCAGAGA
CGGTTTGACCTGACGTTAAG
CAATCTCCTCCTTGCTCAGG

Annealing
Temp
58˚C

Cycle
s
30

Product
size
250

Source

60˚C

20

189

Sigma

60

28

175

Sigma

Sigma

Antibodies
Antibody

Supplier

HSP70
HSP90
β-Actin
NR2E3

Abcam
Abcam
Sigma
Santa Cruz

Cat. No.

Host
Rabbit
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse

Dilution for
WB
1:500
1:500
1:5000
1:100

Dilution for
IHC
1:200
-

276

Accession
H2AX_HUMAN
POTEF_HUMAN
TBB8L_HUMAN
HSP72_HUMAN
H2B2C_HUMAN
TPM2_HUMAN
H14_HUMAN
K2C8_HUMAN
K2C6B_HUMAN
PERI_HUMAN
KRT85_HUMAN
K1H1_HUMAN
KT33B_HUMAN
GDIB_HUMAN
NDRG2_HUMAN
RS17L_HUMAN
TCTP_HUMAN
VIGLN_HUMAN
MYO1C_HUMAN
PGM1_HUMAN
GT251_HUMAN
QOR_HUMAN
CD166_HUMAN
HBB_HUMAN
HBA_HUMAN
CNPY2_HUMAN
HS71L_HUMAN
SYN1_HUMAN
EZRI_HUMAN
DESM_HUMAN
GFAP_HUMAN
1433S_HUMAN
RL36_HUMAN
H2B1O_HUMAN
K1C16_HUMAN
SMD3_HUMAN
TBA1A_HUMAN
TENA_HUMAN
VIME_HUMAN
RS20_HUMAN
PLOD2_HUMAN
SSRD_HUMAN
SERA_HUMAN
UBC_HUMAN
LEG1_HUMAN
PROF1_HUMAN
H13_HUMAN
HS90A_HUMAN
LAMP2_HUMAN
SYG_HUMAN
CD44_HUMAN
CRYAA_HUMAN
CALM_HUMAN
RL35_HUMAN
CO1A1_HUMAN
RAB35_HUMAN
CRYAB_HUMAN
H4_HUMAN
SERPH_HUMAN
GLSK_HUMAN
NPM_HUMAN
PDIA4_HUMAN
TM109_HUMAN
CO6A1_HUMAN
CH10_HUMAN
CATB_HUMAN
S10A6_HUMAN
K2C1_HUMAN
MOES_HUMAN
CO1A2_HUMAN
ALBU_HUMAN
ACTBM_HUMAN
PLOD1_HUMAN
RABP1_HUMAN
RS18_HUMAN
EAA1_HUMAN
CKAP4_HUMAN
PDIA6_HUMAN
TBA1B_HUMAN
NDKB_HUMAN
LRC59_HUMAN
LMNA_HUMAN

Peptides
90 (0)
68 (0)
68 (0)
45 (0)
33 (0)
17 (0)
20 (0)
33 (0)
20 (0)
17 (0)
11 (0)
11 (0)
10 (0)
4 (0)
1 (0)
1 (0)
1
1
1
1 (0)
1
4
3
77
50
2
32 (1)
2
20 (2)
56 (2)
217 (138)
21 (3)
5
143 (5)
18 (1)
4 (3)
199 (10)
2
432 (297)
2
6
4 (3)
3 (2)
37 (35)
25 (23)
21
23 (2)
76 (36)
3
3
5
37 (32)
5
2
32 (31)
3 (2)
22
158 (154)
54 (51)
1
11
34 (30)
2
9
12
2
21
144 (112)
28 (9)
31
2
32 (1)
17
38 (32)
4
13
33 (32)
12
213 (4)
25 (6)
2
84 (78)

Abundancies fmol
Fold change
Protein Description
Gliotic
Normal
Muller
G/N
Histone H2A x OS Homo sapiens GN H2AFX PE 1 SV 2
0.00
0.00
0.00
#DIV/0!
POTE ankyrin domain family member F OS Homo sapiens GN POTEF PE 1 SV 2
0.00
0.00
0.00
#DIV/0!
Tubulin beta 8 chain like protein LOC260334 OS Homo sapiens PE 1 SV 1
0.00
0.00
0.00
#DIV/0!
Heat shock related 70 kDa protein 2 OS Homo sapiens GN HSPA2 PE 1 SV 1
0.00
0.00
0.00
#DIV/0!
Putative histone H2B type 2 C OS Homo sapiens GN HIST2H2BC PE 5 SV 3
0.00
0.00
0.00
#DIV/0!
Tropomyosin beta chain OS Homo sapiens GN TPM2 PE 1 SV 1
0.00
0.00
0.00
#DIV/0!
Histone H1 4 OS Homo sapiens GN HIST1H1E PE 1 SV 2
0.00
0.00
0.00
#DIV/0!
Keratin type II cytoskeletal 8 OS Homo sapiens GN KRT8 PE 1 SV 7
0.00
0.00
0.00
#DIV/0!
Keratin type II cytoskeletal 6B OS Homo sapiens GN KRT6B PE 1 SV 5
0.00
0.00
0.00
#DIV/0!
Peripherin OS Homo sapiens GN PRPH PE 1 SV 2
0.00
0.00
0.00
#DIV/0!
Keratin type II cuticular Hb5 OS Homo sapiens GN KRT85 PE 1 SV 1
0.00
0.00
0.00
#DIV/0!
Keratin type I cuticular Ha1 OS Homo sapiens GN KRT31 PE 2 SV 3
0.00
0.00
0.00
#DIV/0!
Keratin type I cuticular Ha3 II OS Homo sapiens GN KRT33B PE 2 SV 3
0.00
0.00
0.00
#DIV/0!
Rab GDP dissociation inhibitor beta OS Homo sapiens GN GDI2 PE 1 SV 2
0.00
0.00
0.00
#DIV/0!
Protein NDRG2 OS Homo sapiens GN NDRG2 PE 1 SV 2
0.00
0.00
0.00
#DIV/0!
40S ribosomal protein S17 like OS Homo sapiens GN RPS17L PE 3 SV 1
0.00
0.00
0.00
#DIV/0!
Translationally controlled tumor protein OS Homo sapiens GN TPT1 PE 1 SV 1
0.00
0.00
38.11
#DIV/0!
Vigilin OS Homo sapiens GN HDLBP PE 1 SV 2
0.00
0.00
14.57
#DIV/0!
Unconventional myosin Ic OS Homo sapiens GN MYO1C PE 1 SV 4
0.00
0.00
29.29
#DIV/0!
Phosphoglucomutase 1 OS Homo sapiens GN PGM1 PE 1 SV 3
0.00
0.00
0.00
#DIV/0!
Procollagen galactosyltransferase 1 OS Homo sapiens GN GLT25D1 PE 1 SV 1
106.43
10.20
58.91
10.43
Quinone oxidoreductase OS Homo sapiens GN CRYZ PE 1 SV 1
16132.53 1750.47 1279.71
9.22
CD166 antigen OS Homo sapiens GN ALCAM PE 1 SV 2
53.93
6.58
168.43
8.20
Hemoglobin subunit beta OS Homo sapiens GN HBB PE 1 SV 2
24265.00 2984.09 2225.01
8.13
Hemoglobin subunit alpha OS Homo sapiens GN HBA1 PE 1 SV 2
12159.32 1662.77 1723.38
7.31
Protein canopy homolog 2 OS Homo sapiens GN CNPY2 PE 1 SV 1
30.38
4.45
69.34
6.83
Heat shock 70 kDa protein 1 like OS Homo sapiens GN HSPA1L PE 1 SV 2
51.29
7.66
15.95
6.70
Synapsin 1 OS Homo sapiens GN SYN1 PE 1 SV 3
275.54
51.13
57.22
5.39
Ezrin OS Homo sapiens GN EZR PE 1 SV 4
93.03
17.71
158.65
5.25
Desmin OS Homo sapiens GN DES PE 1 SV 3
810.98
167.56
418.61
4.84
Glial fibrillary acidic protein OS Homo sapiens GN GFAP PE 1 SV 1
40301.00 8965.61 7957.37
4.50
14 3 3 protein sigma OS Homo sapiens GN SFN PE 1 SV 1
105.96
24.54
274.12
4.32
60S ribosomal protein L36 OS Homo sapiens GN RPL36 PE 1 SV 3
10251.60 2627.63 1981.62
3.90
Histone H2B type 1 O OS Homo sapiens GN HIST1H2BO PE 1 SV 3
437.78
115.29
152.30
3.80
Keratin type I cytoskeletal 16 OS Homo sapiens GN KRT16 PE 1 SV 4
118.84
35.31
63.74
3.37
Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein Sm D3 OS Homo sapiens GN SNRPD3 PE 1 SV 1
192.50
68.09
368.74
2.83
Tubulin alpha 1A chain OS Homo sapiens GN TUBA1A PE 1 SV 1
3387.58 1284.25 1096.49
2.64
Tenascin OS Homo sapiens GN TNC PE 1 SV 3
38.47
15.17
351.00
2.54
Vimentin OS Homo sapiens GN VIM PE 1 SV 4
73006.00 28900.00 66700.00
2.53
40S ribosomal protein S20 OS Homo sapiens GN RPS20 PE 1 SV 1
28.49
12.28
169.76
2.32
Procollagen lysine 2 oxoglutarate 5 dioxygenase 2 OS Homo sapiens GN PLOD2 PE 1 SV 2 17.24
7.47
416.02
2.31
Translocon associated protein subunit delta OS Homo sapiens GN SSR4 PE 1 SV 1
20.02
9.24
193.28
2.17
D 3 phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase OS Homo sapiens GN PHGDH PE 1 SV 4
16.10
7.57
52.00
2.13
Polyubiquitin C OS Homo sapiens GN UBC PE 1 SV 3
3173.17 1544.08 3987.60
2.06
Galectin 1 OS Homo sapiens GN LGALS1 PE 1 SV 2
667.44
329.36 1908.17
2.03
Profilin 1 OS Homo sapiens GN PFN1 PE 1 SV 2
405.58
201.70 3446.20
2.01
Histone H1 3 OS Homo sapiens GN HIST1H1D PE 1 SV 2
2420.72 1205.35 1188.72
2.01
Heat shock protein HSP 90 alpha OS Homo sapiens GN HSP90AA1 PE 1 SV 5
6731.05 3370.26 4383.08
2.00
Lysosome associated membrane glycoprotein 2 OS Homo sapiens GN LAMP2 PE 1 SV 2 50.62
26.21
278.91
1.93
Glycine tRNA ligase OS Homo sapiens GN GARS PE 1 SV 3
199.50
107.37
317.89
1.86
CD44 antigen OS Homo sapiens GN CD44 PE 1 SV 3
245.44
132.32
363.46
1.85
Alpha crystallin A chain OS Homo sapiens GN CRYAA PE 1 SV 2
6943.67 3786.38
890.37
1.83
Calmodulin OS Homo sapiens GN CALM1 PE 1 SV 2
234.65
133.33
374.78
1.76
60S ribosomal protein L35 OS Homo sapiens GN RPL35 PE 1 SV 2
48.91
28.87
144.01
1.69
Collagen alpha 1 I chain OS Homo sapiens GN COL1A1 PE 1 SV 5
410.88
243.21 2955.90
1.69
Ras related protein Rab 35 OS Homo sapiens GN RAB35 PE 1 SV 1
79.42
48.04
245.23
1.65
Alpha crystallin B chain OS Homo sapiens GN CRYAB PE 1 SV 2
1614.78
999.66 2943.51
1.62
Histone H4 OS Homo sapiens GN HIST1H4A PE 1 SV 2
30384.00 18900.00 34300.00
1.61
Serpin H1 OS Homo sapiens GN SERPINH1 PE 1 SV 2
1531.99
964.89 7862.46
1.59
Glutaminase kidney isoform mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN GLS PE 1 SV 1
59.44
37.68
83.95
1.58
Nucleophosmin OS Homo sapiens GN NPM1 PE 1 SV 2
913.04
579.08
885.83
1.58
Protein disulfide isomerase A4 OS Homo sapiens GN PDIA4 PE 1 SV 2
1074.20
682.67 2938.14
1.57
Transmembrane protein 109 OS Homo sapiens GN TMEM109 PE 1 SV 1
28.93
18.40
128.85
1.57
Collagen alpha 1 VI chain OS Homo sapiens GN COL6A1 PE 1 SV 3
139.72
89.56
629.47
1.56
10 kDa heat shock protein mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN HSPE1 PE 1 SV 2
190.74
123.41
873.89
1.55
Cathepsin B OS Homo sapiens GN CTSB PE 1 SV 3
547.31
363.18
347.17
1.51
Protein S100 A6 OS Homo sapiens GN S100A6 PE 1 SV 1
418.01
278.47 2939.48
1.50
Keratin type II cytoskeletal 1 OS Homo sapiens GN KRT1 PE 1 SV 6
14627.49 9769.06 8529.87
1.50
Moesin OS Homo sapiens GN MSN PE 1 SV 3
324.14
216.93
558.98
1.49
Collagen alpha 2 I chain OS Homo sapiens GN COL1A2 PE 1 SV 7
592.74
401.28 1856.14
1.48
Serum albumin OS Homo sapiens GN ALB PE 1 SV 2
151.62
103.67
44.24
1.46
Putative beta actin like protein 3 OS Homo sapiens GN POTEKP PE 5 SV 1
87.50
60.65
400.99
1.44
Procollagen lysine 2 oxoglutarate 5 dioxygenase 1 OS Homo sapiens GN PLOD1 PE 1 SV 2 80.05
57.52
840.17
1.39
Cellular retinoic acid binding protein 1 OS Homo sapiens GN CRABP1 PE 1 SV 2
2530.69 1830.24
211.53
1.38
40S ribosomal protein S18 OS Homo sapiens GN RPS18 PE 1 SV 3
66.44
48.73
292.96
1.36
Excitatory amino acid transporter 1 OS Homo sapiens GN SLC1A3 PE 1 SV 1
1828.95 1345.91
97.86
1.36
Cytoskeleton associated protein 4 OS Homo sapiens GN CKAP4 PE 1 SV 2
847.21
623.63 2904.60
1.36
Protein disulfide isomerase A6 OS Homo sapiens GN PDIA6 PE 1 SV 1
696.79
515.69 1506.15
1.35
Tubulin alpha 1B chain OS Homo sapiens GN TUBA1B PE 1 SV 1
254.68
188.80
123.38
1.35
Nucleoside diphosphate kinase B OS Homo sapiens GN NME2 PE 1 SV 1
51.65
39.39
463.80
1.31
Leucine rich repeat containing protein 59 OS Homo sapiens GN LRRC59 PE 1 SV 1
65.33
49.96
355.46
1.31
Prelamin A C OS Homo sapiens GN LMNA PE 1 SV 1
5016.61 3886.55 14100.00
1.29

TCPE_HUMAN
CLIC1_HUMAN
HS90B_HUMAN
TAXB1_HUMAN
1433T_HUMAN
H2A2B_HUMAN
CALR_HUMAN
RS5_HUMAN
RALA_HUMAN
RL18_HUMAN
MYH9_HUMAN
TCPA_HUMAN
PPIA_HUMAN
BGH3_HUMAN
PAL4A_HUMAN
PDIA1_HUMAN
TBB6_HUMAN
HSP76_HUMAN
GRP78_HUMAN
TAGL2_HUMAN
SF3B3_HUMAN
HNRPQ_HUMAN
GNAZ_HUMAN
HYOU1_HUMAN
K1C9_HUMAN
GLU2B_HUMAN
PRDX5_HUMAN
TBB2A_HUMAN
ENOA_HUMAN
RAB1A_HUMAN
THIO_HUMAN
ALDOC_HUMAN
H31_HUMAN
RPN1_HUMAN
EF2_HUMAN
P3H1_HUMAN
IF4A2_HUMAN
FKBP9_HUMAN
ENPL_HUMAN
PDIA3_HUMAN
ENPLL_HUMAN
PPIB_HUMAN
GRP75_HUMAN
TPIS_HUMAN
RL6_HUMAN
HSP7C_HUMAN
ANXA6_HUMAN
EF1G_HUMAN
RAP1A_HUMAN
EF1A1_HUMAN
CH60_HUMAN
SYT1_HUMAN
KPYM_HUMAN
RL8_HUMAN
ECHA_HUMAN
CALX_HUMAN
LMNB1_HUMAN
TBB2B_HUMAN
ENOB_HUMAN
H2B1D_HUMAN
PRDX1_HUMAN
MYL6_HUMAN
RAB10_HUMAN
RL18A_HUMAN
GTR1_HUMAN
G3P_HUMAN
ANXA5_HUMAN
PRDX2_HUMAN
WDR1_HUMAN
TKT_HUMAN
TRFE_HUMAN
PGAM1_HUMAN
H2AV_HUMAN
RL30_HUMAN
QCR1_HUMAN
PGM2_HUMAN
TCPQ_HUMAN
RPN2_HUMAN
ML12A_HUMAN
K2C5_HUMAN
CALU_HUMAN
1433E_HUMAN
IF4A1_HUMAN
XRCC6_HUMAN
GELS_HUMAN
DEST_HUMAN
TBA4A_HUMAN

1
5
82 (29)
1
29 (9)
79 (3)
16 (15)
4
1
15 (14)
83 (80)
1
43 (35)
6
6 (2)
39 (37)
72 (3)
20 (1)
70 (57)
15
2
5 (1)
1
26
29 (21)
11
3
153 (5)
226 (144)
9 (3)
2
41 (32)
121 (119)
18
29
5
4 (1)
4
82 (60)
33 (32)
11 (2)
43 (40)
26
96 (93)
4
87 (41)
29
2
6
50 (46)
24
6
148 (141)
5 (3)
2 (1)
29 (24)
13 (7)
150 (3)
61 (3)
148 (34)
52 (38)
10
4 (2)
2
9
125 (118)
60 (59)
37 (30)
1
23
6
22
58 (6)
5
3
4
4
4
6 (5)
4 (1)
9 (8)
30 (17)
5 (2)
13 (12)
3
1
130 (14)

T complex protein 1 subunit epsilon OS Homo sapiens GN CCT5 PE 1 SV 1
13.08
10.18
Chloride intracellular channel protein 1 OS Homo sapiens GN CLIC1 PE 1 SV 4
44.08
34.74
Heat shock protein HSP 90 beta OS Homo sapiens GN HSP90AB1 PE 1 SV 4
1510.04 1192.78
Tax1 binding protein 1 OS Homo sapiens GN TAX1BP1 PE 1 SV 2
44.16
35.37
14 3 3 protein theta OS Homo sapiens GN YWHAQ PE 1 SV 1
347.85
279.42
Histone H2A type 2 B OS Homo sapiens GN HIST2H2AB PE 1 SV 3
110.75
89.76
Calreticulin OS Homo sapiens GN CALR PE 1 SV 1
893.40
738.93
40S ribosomal protein S5 OS Homo sapiens GN RPS5 PE 1 SV 4
129.13
107.22
Ras related protein Ral A OS Homo sapiens GN RALA PE 1 SV 1
6.18
5.17
60S ribosomal protein L18 OS Homo sapiens GN RPL18 PE 1 SV 2
743.96
626.51
Myosin 9 OS Homo sapiens GN MYH9 PE 1 SV 4
1317.04 1119.49
T complex protein 1 subunit alpha OS Homo sapiens GN TCP1 PE 1 SV 1
19.48
16.59
Peptidyl prolyl cis trans isomerase A OS Homo sapiens GN PPIA PE 1 SV 2
1846.44 1583.28
Transforming growth factor beta induced protein ig h3 OS Homo sapiens GN TGFBI PE 1 SV
53.02
1
45.47
Peptidyl prolyl cis trans isomerase A like 4A B C OS Homo sapiens GN PPIAL4A PE 1 SV 1 49.73
42.90
Protein disulfide isomerase OS Homo sapiens GN P4HB PE 1 SV 3
1341.56 1158.38
Tubulin beta 6 chain OS Homo sapiens GN TUBB6 PE 1 SV 1
168.93
146.24
Heat shock 70 kDa protein 6 OS Homo sapiens GN HSPA6 PE 1 SV 2
94.00
81.41
78 kDa glucose regulated protein OS Homo sapiens GN HSPA5 PE 1 SV 2
2852.87 2485.39
Transgelin 2 OS Homo sapiens GN TAGLN2 PE 1 SV 3
194.39
170.94
Splicing factor 3B subunit 3 OS Homo sapiens GN SF3B3 PE 1 SV 4
113.35
100.89
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein Q OS Homo sapiens GN SYNCRIP PE 1 SV 2
26.69
23.87
Guanine nucleotide binding protein G z subunit alpha OS Homo sapiens GN GNAZ PE 2 SV70.37
3
63.08
Hypoxia up regulated protein 1 OS Homo sapiens GN HYOU1 PE 1 SV 1
471.77
425.44
Keratin type I cytoskeletal 9 OS Homo sapiens GN KRT9 PE 1 SV 3
1652.97 1496.90
Glucosidase 2 subunit beta OS Homo sapiens GN PRKCSH PE 1 SV 2
155.25
141.29
Peroxiredoxin 5 mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN PRDX5 PE 1 SV 4
68.87
63.11
Tubulin beta 2A chain OS Homo sapiens GN TUBB2A PE 1 SV 1
439.77
404.75
Alpha enolase OS Homo sapiens GN ENO1 PE 1 SV 2
30173.00 27800.00
Ras related protein Rab 1A OS Homo sapiens GN RAB1A PE 1 SV 3
84.89
79.34
Thioredoxin OS Homo sapiens GN TXN PE 1 SV 3
28.80
27.43
Fructose bisphosphate aldolase C OS Homo sapiens GN ALDOC PE 1 SV 2
4407.94 4250.06
Histone H3 1 OS Homo sapiens GN HIST1H3A PE 1 SV 2
13058.26 12600.00
Dolichyl diphosphooligosaccharide protein glycosyltransferase subunit 1 OS Homo sapiens
216.02
GN RPN1212.43
PE
Elongation factor 2 OS Homo sapiens GN EEF2 PE 1 SV 4
962.33
952.80
Prolyl 3 hydroxylase 1 OS Homo sapiens GN LEPRE1 PE 1 SV 2
61.42
60.84
Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A II OS Homo sapiens GN EIF4A2 PE 1 SV 2
27.03
26.78
Peptidyl prolyl cis trans isomerase FKBP9 OS Homo sapiens GN FKBP9 PE 1 SV 2
244.82
247.33
Endoplasmin OS Homo sapiens GN HSP90B1 PE 1 SV 1
2347.88 2373.28
Protein disulfide isomerase A3 OS Homo sapiens GN PDIA3 PE 1 SV 4
1545.09 1566.19
Putative endoplasmin like protein OS Homo sapiens GN HSP90B2P PE 5 SV 1
10.72
11.02
Peptidyl prolyl cis trans isomerase B OS Homo sapiens GN PPIB PE 1 SV 2
974.59 1023.13
Stress 70 protein mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN HSPA9 PE 1 SV 2
1136.89 1194.19
Triosephosphate isomerase OS Homo sapiens GN TPI1 PE 1 SV 3
6900.19 7387.65
60S ribosomal protein L6 OS Homo sapiens GN RPL6 PE 1 SV 3
264.28
283.03
Heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein OS Homo sapiens GN HSPA8 PE 1 SV 1
2374.51 2574.73
Annexin A6 OS Homo sapiens GN ANXA6 PE 1 SV 3
1411.99 1537.02
Elongation factor 1 gamma OS Homo sapiens GN EEF1G PE 1 SV 3
68.55
74.70
Ras related protein Rap 1A OS Homo sapiens GN RAP1A PE 1 SV 1
184.77
202.35
Elongation factor 1 alpha 1 OS Homo sapiens GN EEF1A1 PE 1 SV 1
3442.17 3773.34
60 kDa heat shock protein mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN HSPD1 PE 1 SV 2
1088.57 1203.11
Synaptotagmin 1 OS Homo sapiens GN SYT1 PE 1 SV 1
382.82
423.23
Pyruvate kinase isozymes M1 M2 OS Homo sapiens GN PKM PE 1 SV 4
18905.37 21100.00
60S ribosomal protein L8 OS Homo sapiens GN RPL8 PE 1 SV 2
22.43
25.18
Trifunctional enzyme subunit alpha mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN HADHA PE 1 SV 250.81
57.26
Calnexin OS Homo sapiens GN CANX PE 1 SV 2
1406.55 1606.58
Lamin B1 OS Homo sapiens GN LMNB1 PE 1 SV 2
183.95
211.90
Tubulin beta 2B chain OS Homo sapiens GN TUBB2B PE 1 SV 1
246.62
285.03
Beta enolase OS Homo sapiens GN ENO3 PE 1 SV 5
276.64
319.93
Histone H2B type 1 D OS Homo sapiens GN HIST1H2BD PE 1 SV 2
2034.84 2358.01
Peroxiredoxin 1 OS Homo sapiens GN PRDX1 PE 1 SV 1
2058.24 2418.29
Myosin light polypeptide 6 OS Homo sapiens GN MYL6 PE 1 SV 2
343.82
405.99
Ras related protein Rab 10 OS Homo sapiens GN RAB10 PE 1 SV 1
27.37
32.49
60S ribosomal protein L18a OS Homo sapiens GN RPL18A PE 1 SV 2
15.23
18.23
Solute carrier family 2 facilitated glucose transporter member 1 OS Homo sapiens GN SLC2A1
1153.66PE 1 1388.00
SV
Glyceraldehyde 3 phosphate dehydrogenase OS Homo sapiens GN GAPDH PE 1 SV 3 26797.00 32400.00
Annexin A5 OS Homo sapiens GN ANXA5 PE 1 SV 2
4332.99 5260.05
Peroxiredoxin 2 OS Homo sapiens GN PRDX2 PE 1 SV 5
1855.39 2270.61
WD repeat containing protein 1 OS Homo sapiens GN WDR1 PE 1 SV 4
34.03
41.67
Transketolase OS Homo sapiens GN TKT PE 1 SV 3
1081.31 1340.29
Serotransferrin OS Homo sapiens GN TF PE 1 SV 3
318.72
397.93
Phosphoglycerate mutase 1 OS Homo sapiens GN PGAM1 PE 1 SV 2
1377.64 1734.97
Histone H2A V OS Homo sapiens GN H2AFV PE 1 SV 3
130.84
164.91
60S ribosomal protein L30 OS Homo sapiens GN RPL30 PE 1 SV 2
34.75
44.10
Cytochrome b c1 complex subunit 1 mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN UQCRC1 PE 1 SV95.44
3
123.00
Phosphoglucomutase 2 OS Homo sapiens GN PGM2 PE 1 SV 4
152.41
197.40
T complex protein 1 subunit theta OS Homo sapiens GN CCT8 PE 1 SV 4
143.02
187.24
Dolichyl diphosphooligosaccharide protein glycosyltransferase subunit 2 OS Homo sapiens
139.96
GN RPN2184.63
PE
Myosin regulatory light chain 12A OS Homo sapiens GN MYL12A PE 1 SV 2
54.08
71.35
Keratin type II cytoskeletal 5 OS Homo sapiens GN KRT5 PE 1 SV 3
44.39
58.75
Calumenin OS Homo sapiens GN CALU PE 1 SV 2
128.46
171.13
14 3 3 protein epsilon OS Homo sapiens GN YWHAE PE 1 SV 1
897.95 1199.17
Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A I OS Homo sapiens GN EIF4A1 PE 1 SV 1
46.91
63.64
X ray repair cross complementing protein 6 OS Homo sapiens GN XRCC6 PE 1 SV 2
351.40
477.06
Gelsolin OS Homo sapiens GN GSN PE 1 SV 1
171.44
233.56
Destrin OS Homo sapiens GN DSTN PE 1 SV 3
28.89
39.38
Tubulin alpha 4A chain OS Homo sapiens GN TUBA4A PE 1 SV 1
688.77
939.22

23.56
168.62
3205.21
28.05
448.89
333.61
1941.85
394.65
12.28
1289.46
5083.56
37.34
6308.16
251.80
72.95
3972.13
97.58
109.76
10400.00
1697.99
582.78
76.73
4.23
1477.37
914.20
580.74
148.97
260.32
14100.00
97.59
152.28
916.46
16400.00
936.79
2582.59
329.54
68.45
419.40
7801.21
4194.06
143.29
8690.10
1511.52
6457.41
402.79
4274.02
928.02
233.60
340.71
8589.95
1818.42
77.75
15100.00
156.92
61.39
1922.41
349.00
174.20
197.41
3802.90
3342.28
1163.19
72.61
92.25
126.23
16100.00
4218.54
1038.05
88.28
1089.44
70.75
1097.99
419.68
382.07
137.88
70.11
331.84
312.38
484.08
34.13
1118.07
1078.75
165.51
458.32
251.15
152.57
307.43

1.29
1.27
1.27
1.25
1.24
1.23
1.21
1.20
1.20
1.19
1.18
1.17
1.17
1.17
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.15
1.15
1.14
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.11
1.10
1.10
1.09
1.09
1.09
1.07
1.05
1.04
1.04
1.02
1.01
1.01
1.01
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.97
0.95
0.95
0.93
0.93
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.91
0.91
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.89
0.89
0.88
0.87
0.87
0.86
0.86
0.85
0.85
0.84
0.84
0.83
0.83
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.81
0.80
0.79
0.79
0.79
0.78
0.77
0.76
0.76
0.76
0.76
0.75
0.75
0.74
0.74
0.73
0.73
0.73

ALDOA_HUMAN
ANXA2_HUMAN
PEBP1_HUMAN
CATD_HUMAN
GBB2_HUMAN
RL12_HUMAN
G6PI_HUMAN
PYGB_HUMAN
SODC_HUMAN
HSP71_HUMAN
BASP1_HUMAN
CMC1_HUMAN
TBB5_HUMAN
TBB4B_HUMAN
RB11B_HUMAN
AINX_HUMAN
RLA0_HUMAN
ACTBL_HUMAN
K22E_HUMAN
LDHA_HUMAN
H2A1D_HUMAN
RHOC_HUMAN
RL11_HUMAN
PGK1_HUMAN
SEPT7_HUMAN
SND1_HUMAN
COF1_HUMAN
TCPG_HUMAN
MMSA_HUMAN
CAH2_HUMAN
H15_HUMAN
DPYL3_HUMAN
CISY_HUMAN
TMEDA_HUMAN
DYN1_HUMAN
ADT3_HUMAN
ATPB_HUMAN
AL3A2_HUMAN
POTEI_HUMAN
TBA4B_HUMAN
TBB8_HUMAN
FKB10_HUMAN
K6PP_HUMAN
H2A3_HUMAN
FUMH_HUMAN
HSPB1_HUMAN
HMGB2_HUMAN
RS25_HUMAN
MDHM_HUMAN
GANAB_HUMAN
MARCS_HUMAN
DPYL1_HUMAN
ARF1_HUMAN
ENOG_HUMAN
TPM4_HUMAN
ROA2_HUMAN
HNRPM_HUMAN
POTEE_HUMAN
STMN1_HUMAN
GSTP1_HUMAN
ATPA_HUMAN
K1C10_HUMAN
CBR1_HUMAN
CYC_HUMAN
VAT1L_HUMAN
DPYL2_HUMAN
PP1B_HUMAN
ANXA1_HUMAN
1433Z_HUMAN
NDKA_HUMAN
K6PL_HUMAN
PYGL_HUMAN
RL17_HUMAN
F10A1_HUMAN
CRYM_HUMAN
HNRPK_HUMAN
ACTN4_HUMAN
VATA_HUMAN
DX39B_HUMAN
EF1D_HUMAN
KCRB_HUMAN
HNRPD_HUMAN
RSSA_HUMAN
COX2_HUMAN
SC22B_HUMAN
TBB1_HUMAN
PCBP1_HUMAN

50 (38)
63 (62)
24 (23)
26 (24)
18 (1)
5 (4)
18
18 (11)
10
40 (9)
20
4
161 (13)
166 (6)
4
25 (6)
11
46 (3)
30 (10)
69 (58)
93 (3)
5
6
65 (61)
5
12
23 (22)
3
1
63 (60)
1
11 (9)
15 (13)
3
2
54 (8)
66 (62)
3
43 (1)
40 (2)
70 (3)
4
10 (6)
91 (2)
3 (2)
41 (39)
4 (1)
10
39 (38)
45 (44)
6
12 (5)
9 (2)
108 (34)
23 (7)
42 (39)
3 (2)
77 (2)
5 (4)
9
48 (46)
64 (42)
2
1
6
27 (21)
3
40 (39)
48 (30)
21 (3)
5 (2)
21 (15)
2
2
16
20 (19)
33 (19)
10 (9)
2 (1)
5 (4)
89 (88)
10
6
5
5
33 (3)
7 (5)

Fructose bisphosphate aldolase A OS Homo sapiens GN ALDOA PE 1 SV 2
2916.51 3991.56
Annexin A2 OS Homo sapiens GN ANXA2 PE 1 SV 2
1758.07 2412.20
Phosphatidylethanolamine binding protein 1 OS Homo sapiens GN PEBP1 PE 1 SV 3 2188.64 3003.36
Cathepsin D OS Homo sapiens GN CTSD PE 1 SV 1
459.68
632.94
Guanine nucleotide binding protein G I G S G T subunit beta 2 OS Homo sapiens GN GNB210.04
PE 1 SV 3 13.91
60S ribosomal protein L12 OS Homo sapiens GN RPL12 PE 1 SV 1
23.99
33.30
Glucose 6 phosphate isomerase OS Homo sapiens GN GPI PE 1 SV 4
1341.22 1890.59
Glycogen phosphorylase brain form OS Homo sapiens GN PYGB PE 1 SV 5
459.24
647.63
Superoxide dismutase Cu Zn OS Homo sapiens GN SOD1 PE 1 SV 2
408.64
577.34
Heat shock 70 kDa protein 1A 1B OS Homo sapiens GN HSPA1A PE 1 SV 5
341.88
485.79
Brain acid soluble protein 1 OS Homo sapiens GN BASP1 PE 1 SV 2
1127.90 1610.43
Calcium binding mitochondrial carrier protein Aralar1 OS Homo sapiens GN SLC25A12 PE132.78
1 SV 2
192.99
Tubulin beta chain OS Homo sapiens GN TUBB PE 1 SV 2
1192.26 1736.95
Tubulin beta 4B chain OS Homo sapiens GN TUBB4B PE 1 SV 1
957.41 1396.49
Ras related protein Rab 11B OS Homo sapiens GN RAB11B PE 1 SV 4
64.65
95.82
Alpha internexin OS Homo sapiens GN INA PE 1 SV 2
236.55
357.24
60S acidic ribosomal protein P0 OS Homo sapiens GN RPLP0 PE 1 SV 1
336.88
517.40
Beta actin like protein 2 OS Homo sapiens GN ACTBL2 PE 1 SV 2
178.02
274.06
Keratin type II cytoskeletal 2 epidermal OS Homo sapiens GN KRT2 PE 1 SV 2
477.77
736.85
L lactate dehydrogenase A chain OS Homo sapiens GN LDHA PE 1 SV 2
3143.52 4863.98
Histone H2A type 1 D OS Homo sapiens GN HIST1H2AD PE 1 SV 2
107.44
167.51
Rho related GTP binding protein RhoC OS Homo sapiens GN RHOC PE 1 SV 1
128.35
200.26
60S ribosomal protein L11 OS Homo sapiens GN RPL11 PE 1 SV 2
89.11
140.29
Phosphoglycerate kinase 1 OS Homo sapiens GN PGK1 PE 1 SV 3
5799.36 9182.77
Septin 7 OS Homo sapiens GN SEPT7 PE 1 SV 2
201.72
319.89
Staphylococcal nuclease domain containing protein 1 OS Homo sapiens GN SND1 PE 1 SV
131.41
1
211.56
Cofilin 1 OS Homo sapiens GN CFL1 PE 1 SV 3
712.40 1149.41
T complex protein 1 subunit gamma OS Homo sapiens GN CCT3 PE 1 SV 4
70.20
113.42
Methylmalonate semialdehyde dehydrogenase acylating mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens61.76
GN ALDH6A1
100.24
PE 1
Carbonic anhydrase 2 OS Homo sapiens GN CA2 PE 1 SV 2
6824.77 11100.00
Histone H1 5 OS Homo sapiens GN HIST1H1B PE 1 SV 3
95.33
157.88
Dihydropyrimidinase related protein 3 OS Homo sapiens GN DPYSL3 PE 1 SV 1
559.47
927.13
Citrate synthase mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN CS PE 1 SV 2
926.37 1535.61
Transmembrane emp24 domain containing protein 10 OS Homo sapiens GN TMED10 PE 144.73
SV 2
74.20
Dynamin 1 OS Homo sapiens GN DNM1 PE 1 SV 2
61.93
103.59
ADP ATP translocase 3 OS Homo sapiens GN SLC25A6 PE 1 SV 4
391.17
654.69
ATP synthase subunit beta mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN ATP5B PE 1 SV 3
6017.83 10100.00
Fatty aldehyde dehydrogenase OS Homo sapiens GN ALDH3A2 PE 1 SV 1
88.66
150.05
POTE ankyrin domain family member I OS Homo sapiens GN POTEI PE 3 SV 1
73.72
125.89
Putative tubulin like protein alpha 4B OS Homo sapiens GN TUBA4B PE 5 SV 2
136.18
232.54
Tubulin beta 8 chain OS Homo sapiens GN TUBB8 PE 1 SV 2
299.30
512.31
Peptidyl prolyl cis trans isomerase FKBP10 OS Homo sapiens GN FKBP10 PE 1 SV 1
5.51
9.46
6 phosphofructokinase type C OS Homo sapiens GN PFKP PE 1 SV 2
179.46
312.13
Histone H2A type 3 OS Homo sapiens GN HIST3H2A PE 1 SV 3
71.21
123.93
Fumarate hydratase mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN FH PE 1 SV 3
75.96
132.35
Heat shock protein beta 1 OS Homo sapiens GN HSPB1 PE 1 SV 2
599.24 1054.55
High mobility group protein B2 OS Homo sapiens GN HMGB2 PE 1 SV 2
33.82
59.93
40S ribosomal protein S25 OS Homo sapiens GN RPS25 PE 1 SV 1
43.80
78.04
Malate dehydrogenase mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN MDH2 PE 1 SV 3
2357.33 4216.36
Neutral alpha glucosidase AB OS Homo sapiens GN GANAB PE 1 SV 3
1135.86 2033.80
Myristoylated alanine rich C kinase substrate OS Homo sapiens GN MARCKS PE 1 SV 4 135.34
242.39
Dihydropyrimidinase related protein 1 OS Homo sapiens GN CRMP1 PE 1 SV 1
199.56
360.45
ADP ribosylation factor 1 OS Homo sapiens GN ARF1 PE 1 SV 2
12.70
22.97
Gamma enolase OS Homo sapiens GN ENO2 PE 1 SV 3
2501.97 4535.43
Tropomyosin alpha 4 chain OS Homo sapiens GN TPM4 PE 1 SV 3
131.16
239.49
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins A2 B1 OS Homo sapiens GN HNRNPA2B1 PE1460.63
1 SV 2
2687.93
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein M OS Homo sapiens GN HNRNPM PE 1 SV 3 170.74
314.25
POTE ankyrin domain family member E OS Homo sapiens GN POTEE PE 1 SV 3
108.92
200.76
Stathmin OS Homo sapiens GN STMN1 PE 1 SV 3
109.23
201.60
Glutathione S transferase P OS Homo sapiens GN GSTP1 PE 1 SV 2
598.27 1127.45
ATP synthase subunit alpha mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN ATP5A1 PE 1 SV 1
5176.51 9767.42
Keratin type I cytoskeletal 10 OS Homo sapiens GN KRT10 PE 1 SV 6
2071.39 3933.27
Carbonyl reductase NADPH 1 OS Homo sapiens GN CBR1 PE 1 SV 3
15.26
29.00
Cytochrome c OS Homo sapiens GN CYCS PE 1 SV 2
2.22
4.22
Synaptic vesicle membrane protein VAT 1 homolog like OS Homo sapiens GN VAT1L PE 1194.50
SV 2
373.79
Dihydropyrimidinase related protein 2 OS Homo sapiens GN DPYSL2 PE 1 SV 1
1471.91 2843.51
Serine threonine protein phosphatase PP1 beta catalytic subunit OS Homo sapiens GN PPP1CB
43.95 PE 1 SV
84.97
3
Annexin A1 OS Homo sapiens GN ANXA1 PE 1 SV 2
584.43 1145.81
14 3 3 protein zeta delta OS Homo sapiens GN YWHAZ PE 1 SV 1
1148.30 2253.89
Nucleoside diphosphate kinase A OS Homo sapiens GN NME1 PE 1 SV 1
64.86
128.04
6 phosphofructokinase liver type OS Homo sapiens GN PFKL PE 1 SV 6
74.17
147.49
Glycogen phosphorylase liver form OS Homo sapiens GN PYGL PE 1 SV 4
643.85 1295.45
60S ribosomal protein L17 OS Homo sapiens GN RPL17 PE 1 SV 3
41.27
83.82
Hsc70 interacting protein OS Homo sapiens GN ST13 PE 1 SV 2
78.94
161.31
Thiomorpholine carboxylate dehydrogenase OS Homo sapiens GN CRYM PE 1 SV 1
2193.32 4525.33
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein K OS Homo sapiens GN HNRNPK PE 1 SV 1 659.48 1368.16
Alpha actinin 4 OS Homo sapiens GN ACTN4 PE 1 SV 2
252.61
524.46
V type proton ATPase catalytic subunit A OS Homo sapiens GN ATP6V1A PE 1 SV 2
178.99
375.38
Spliceosome RNA helicase DDX39B OS Homo sapiens GN DDX39B PE 1 SV 1
50.43
106.17
Elongation factor 1 delta OS Homo sapiens GN EEF1D PE 1 SV 5
135.69
285.73
Creatine kinase B type OS Homo sapiens GN CKB PE 1 SV 1
10161.19 21400.00
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D0 OS Homo sapiens GN HNRNPD PE 1 SV 1 736.54 1553.55
40S ribosomal protein SA OS Homo sapiens GN RPSA PE 1 SV 4
101.68
217.12
Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 2 OS Homo sapiens GN MT CO2 PE 1 SV 1
206.48
442.24
Vesicle trafficking protein SEC22b OS Homo sapiens GN SEC22B PE 1 SV 4
44.56
95.73
Tubulin beta 1 chain OS Homo sapiens GN TUBB1 PE 1 SV 1
139.37
300.66
Poly rC binding protein 1 OS Homo sapiens GN PCBP1 PE 1 SV 2
104.04
224.89

3722.94
16800.00
1261.94
2064.55
18.25
203.51
844.99
589.63
380.19
331.71
260.69
155.03
2366.62
227.95
240.12
273.43
1311.12
287.95
295.69
5803.35
388.79
238.32
544.33
3774.90
174.16
846.03
3110.24
124.43
12.78
1290.05
309.32
311.37
1309.21
266.42
62.30
360.77
3369.92
80.40
152.86
119.66
269.23
415.40
124.73
90.75
59.98
8996.30
22.81
663.64
3821.97
4325.42
86.03
109.94
179.73
615.14
619.15
3739.90
135.42
99.94
369.41
717.40
3635.89
1080.36
94.21
23.36
114.91
1026.79
151.54
5127.53
2310.52
103.08
86.59
417.39
150.26
77.90
1194.95
1340.21
1261.37
254.67
112.58
579.69
2939.98
1015.31
576.41
231.41
184.46
96.94
361.47

0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.72
0.72
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.70
0.70
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.67
0.66
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.64
0.64
0.64
0.63
0.63
0.62
0.62
0.62
0.62
0.61
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.58
0.58
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.56
0.56
0.56
0.56
0.56
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.52
0.52
0.52
0.51
0.51
0.51
0.50
0.50
0.49
0.49
0.48
0.48
0.48
0.48
0.47
0.47
0.47
0.47
0.47
0.47
0.47
0.46
0.46

GNAO_HUMAN
XRCC5_HUMAN
DHE3_HUMAN
RECO_HUMAN
CALD1_HUMAN
LMNB2_HUMAN
PDE6A_HUMAN
NDUS1_HUMAN
AT1A1_HUMAN
NUCL_HUMAN
RS3A_HUMAN
CO3A1_HUMAN
ACTN1_HUMAN
ACTC_HUMAN
CNDP2_HUMAN
PSA_HUMAN
RL28_HUMAN
IQGA1_HUMAN
RS16_HUMAN
RL7A_HUMAN
RL23_HUMAN
HNRPL_HUMAN
K2C1B_HUMAN
VATB2_HUMAN
LDHB_HUMAN
UBA1_HUMAN
NSF_HUMAN
TBA1C_HUMAN
RAB7A_HUMAN
AT1A3_HUMAN
SRSF3_HUMAN
TCPB_HUMAN
TERA_HUMAN
4F2_HUMAN
UCHL1_HUMAN
ETFA_HUMAN
VDAC1_HUMAN
VINC_HUMAN
NCAM1_HUMAN
APEX1_HUMAN
AT1B1_HUMAN
TALDO_HUMAN
AATC_HUMAN
AL9A1_HUMAN
RLA2_HUMAN
PRDX3_HUMAN
RL22_HUMAN
RAN_HUMAN
RAB2A_HUMAN
HXK1_HUMAN
NFL_HUMAN
HNRH1_HUMAN
MPCP_HUMAN
GABT_HUMAN
SODM_HUMAN
ILF2_HUMAN
GLNA_HUMAN
IMPG1_HUMAN
RAB3B_HUMAN
1433G_HUMAN
HNRPU_HUMAN
GNAS1_HUMAN
THY1_HUMAN
HNRPR_HUMAN
RLBP1_HUMAN
IMB1_HUMAN
OPSD_HUMAN
RS14_HUMAN
HP1B3_HUMAN
SFPQ_HUMAN
RS19_HUMAN
ACON_HUMAN
PHB2_HUMAN
ARF4_HUMAN
TBB4A_HUMAN
PARK7_HUMAN
ARRC_HUMAN
ATPO_HUMAN
GDIA_HUMAN
SEPT2_HUMAN
RS8_HUMAN
HNRPC_HUMAN
RS24_HUMAN
K6PF_HUMAN
EFTU_HUMAN
RL27_HUMAN
SRSF1_HUMAN

16 (11)
2
8
23 (21)
3
11 (5)
2
12
34 (11)
23 (21)
7
1
20 (6)
116 (1)
6
7
2 (1)
1
5
10 (9)
6 (5)
3
10 (1)
6
39 (31)
15 (14)
21 (20)
209 (2)
8
62 (35)
6
1
14 (13)
3
8 (7)
1
34 (33)
1
16
2
2
21 (19)
6
7
6
6 (5)
4
11
7 (6)
44 (43)
18 (1)
4
7 (5)
3 (2)
4
4 (3)
25
8
2 (1)
24 (4)
22 (21)
5 (2)
3
10 (6)
35
5
31 (28)
5
3
7
4
16 (15)
18 (16)
10 (2)
123 (3)
28
2
14 (13)
6 (3)
2
8 (7)
7
1
14 (7)
7
4
3

Guanine nucleotide binding protein G o subunit alpha OS Homo sapiens GN GNAO1 PE 1755.51
SV 4
1642.82
X ray repair cross complementing protein 5 OS Homo sapiens GN XRCC5 PE 1 SV 3
96.32
209.92
Glutamate dehydrogenase 1 mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN GLUD1 PE 1 SV 2
232.31
506.44
Recoverin OS Homo sapiens GN RCVRN PE 1 SV 2
2064.68 4527.03
Caldesmon OS Homo sapiens GN CALD1 PE 1 SV 3
43.28
94.95
Lamin B2 OS Homo sapiens GN LMNB2 PE 1 SV 3
193.23
425.42
Rod cGMP specific 3 5 cyclic phosphodiesterase subunit alpha OS Homo sapiens GN PDE6A
57.75
PE 1 SV 4
128.71
NADH ubiquinone oxidoreductase 75 kDa subunit mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN NDUFS1
362.92 PE 1810.42
SV 3
Sodium potassium transporting ATPase subunit alpha 1 OS Homo sapiens GN ATP1A1 PE351.06
1 SV 1
797.58
Nucleolin OS Homo sapiens GN NCL PE 1 SV 3
408.50
931.58
40S ribosomal protein S3a OS Homo sapiens GN RPS3A PE 1 SV 2
44.50
101.70
Collagen alpha 1 III chain OS Homo sapiens GN COL3A1 PE 1 SV 4
13.55
31.07
Alpha actinin 1 OS Homo sapiens GN ACTN1 PE 1 SV 2
28.15
64.56
Actin alpha cardiac muscle 1 OS Homo sapiens GN ACTC1 PE 1 SV 1
167.47
389.31
Cytosolic non specific dipeptidase OS Homo sapiens GN CNDP2 PE 1 SV 2
198.53
462.34
Puromycin sensitive aminopeptidase OS Homo sapiens GN NPEPPS PE 1 SV 2
219.44
515.08
60S ribosomal protein L28 OS Homo sapiens GN RPL28 PE 1 SV 3
4.30
10.12
Ras GTPase activating like protein IQGAP1 OS Homo sapiens GN IQGAP1 PE 1 SV 1
5.28
12.43
40S ribosomal protein S16 OS Homo sapiens GN RPS16 PE 1 SV 2
24.56
58.24
60S ribosomal protein L7a OS Homo sapiens GN RPL7A PE 1 SV 2
169.52
414.64
60S ribosomal protein L23 OS Homo sapiens GN RPL23 PE 1 SV 1
77.73
190.46
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein L OS Homo sapiens GN HNRNPL PE 1 SV 2
73.47
181.14
Keratin type II cytoskeletal 1b OS Homo sapiens GN KRT77 PE 1 SV 3
16.25
40.24
V type proton ATPase subunit B brain isoform OS Homo sapiens GN ATP6V1B2 PE 1 SV 3297.95
746.62
L lactate dehydrogenase B chain OS Homo sapiens GN LDHB PE 1 SV 2
940.07 2375.80
Ubiquitin like modifier activating enzyme 1 OS Homo sapiens GN UBA1 PE 1 SV 3
291.01
735.97
Vesicle fusing ATPase OS Homo sapiens GN NSF PE 1 SV 3
557.99 1412.85
Tubulin alpha 1C chain OS Homo sapiens GN TUBA1C PE 1 SV 1
61.34
155.95
Ras related protein Rab 7a OS Homo sapiens GN RAB7A PE 1 SV 1
116.87
297.33
Sodium potassium transporting ATPase subunit alpha 3 OS Homo sapiens GN ATP1A3 PE
1577.10
1 SV 3 4022.79
Serine arginine rich splicing factor 3 OS Homo sapiens GN SRSF3 PE 1 SV 1
130.48
334.33
T complex protein 1 subunit beta OS Homo sapiens GN CCT2 PE 1 SV 4
32.75
83.97
Transitional endoplasmic reticulum ATPase OS Homo sapiens GN VCP PE 1 SV 4
236.00
605.84
4F2 cell surface antigen heavy chain OS Homo sapiens GN SLC3A2 PE 1 SV 3
70.09
181.79
Ubiquitin carboxyl terminal hydrolase isozyme L1 OS Homo sapiens GN UCHL1 PE 1 SV 2 90.81
238.06
Electron transfer flavoprotein subunit alpha mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN ETFA PE13.15
1 SV 1
35.08
Voltage dependent anion selective channel protein 1 OS Homo sapiens GN VDAC1 PE 12044.53
SV 2
5456.22
Vinculin OS Homo sapiens GN VCL PE 1 SV 4
1.01
2.78
Neural cell adhesion molecule 1 OS Homo sapiens GN NCAM1 PE 1 SV 3
1005.42 2774.13
DNA apurinic or apyrimidinic site lyase OS Homo sapiens GN APEX1 PE 1 SV 2
72.73
201.09
Sodium potassium transporting ATPase subunit beta 1 OS Homo sapiens GN ATP1B1 PE 194.70
SV 1
261.92
Transaldolase OS Homo sapiens GN TALDO1 PE 1 SV 2
956.08 2661.12
Aspartate aminotransferase cytoplasmic OS Homo sapiens GN GOT1 PE 1 SV 3
145.55
405.62
4 trimethylaminobutyraldehyde dehydrogenase OS Homo sapiens GN ALDH9A1 PE 1 SV169.14
3
474.93
60S acidic ribosomal protein P2 OS Homo sapiens GN RPLP2 PE 1 SV 1
36.90
103.87
Thioredoxin dependent peroxide reductase mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN PRDX3 PE91.72
1 SV 3 258.61
60S ribosomal protein L22 OS Homo sapiens GN RPL22 PE 1 SV 2
27.32
77.17
GTP binding nuclear protein Ran OS Homo sapiens GN RAN PE 1 SV 3
200.94
567.93
Ras related protein Rab 2A OS Homo sapiens GN RAB2A PE 1 SV 1
68.43
195.22
Hexokinase 1 OS Homo sapiens GN HK1 PE 1 SV 3
1914.87 5481.91
Neurofilament light polypeptide OS Homo sapiens GN NEFL PE 1 SV 3
11.48
32.96
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H OS Homo sapiens GN HNRNPH1 PE 1 SV 4 90.81
264.65
Phosphate carrier protein mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN SLC25A3 PE 1 SV 2
165.51
482.76
4 aminobutyrate aminotransferase mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN ABAT PE 1 SV 3 26.67
78.42
Superoxide dismutase Mn mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN SOD2 PE 1 SV 2
77.37
227.69
Interleukin enhancer binding factor 2 OS Homo sapiens GN ILF2 PE 1 SV 2
118.41
351.59
Glutamine synthetase OS Homo sapiens GN GLUL PE 1 SV 4
1218.17 3698.80
Interphotoreceptor matrix proteoglycan 1 OS Homo sapiens GN IMPG1 PE 1 SV 2
197.79
602.95
Ras related protein Rab 3B OS Homo sapiens GN RAB3B PE 1 SV 2
10.59
32.34
14 3 3 protein gamma OS Homo sapiens GN YWHAG PE 1 SV 2
57.60
176.06
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U OS Homo sapiens GN HNRNPU PE 1 SV 6 695.94 2182.10
Guanine nucleotide binding protein G s subunit alpha isoforms XLas OS Homo sapiens GN45.51
GNAS PE 1145.85
SV
Thy 1 membrane glycoprotein OS Homo sapiens GN THY1 PE 1 SV 2
34.18
110.58
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein R OS Homo sapiens GN HNRNPR PE 1 SV 1 104.11
337.26
Retinaldehyde binding protein 1 OS Homo sapiens GN RLBP1 PE 1 SV 2
1406.34 4596.06
Importin subunit beta 1 OS Homo sapiens GN KPNB1 PE 1 SV 2
16.31
53.57
Rhodopsin OS Homo sapiens GN RHO PE 1 SV 1
1658.78 5490.93
40S ribosomal protein S14 OS Homo sapiens GN RPS14 PE 1 SV 3
25.91
86.25
Heterochromatin protein 1 binding protein 3 OS Homo sapiens GN HP1BP3 PE 1 SV 1
62.22
207.42
Splicing factor proline and glutamine rich OS Homo sapiens GN SFPQ PE 1 SV 2
160.21
540.17
40S ribosomal protein S19 OS Homo sapiens GN RPS19 PE 1 SV 2
12.79
43.54
Aconitate hydratase mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN ACO2 PE 1 SV 2
278.96
954.50
Prohibitin 2 OS Homo sapiens GN PHB2 PE 1 SV 2
211.27
725.11
ADP ribosylation factor 4 OS Homo sapiens GN ARF4 PE 1 SV 3
9.64
33.12
Tubulin beta 4A chain OS Homo sapiens GN TUBB4A PE 1 SV 2
79.46
277.62
Protein DJ 1 OS Homo sapiens GN PARK7 PE 1 SV 2
487.54 1728.05
Arrestin C OS Homo sapiens GN ARR3 PE 1 SV 2
90.14
322.73
ATP synthase subunit O mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN ATP5O PE 1 SV 1
308.31 1125.44
Rab GDP dissociation inhibitor alpha OS Homo sapiens GN GDI1 PE 1 SV 2
71.15
260.91
Septin 2 OS Homo sapiens GN SEPT2 PE 1 SV 1
24.69
91.15
40S ribosomal protein S8 OS Homo sapiens GN RPS8 PE 1 SV 2
31.84
118.04
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins C1 C2 OS Homo sapiens GN HNRNPC PE 1 SV164.20
4
609.10
40S ribosomal protein S24 OS Homo sapiens GN RPS24 PE 1 SV 1
0.99
3.73
6 phosphofructokinase muscle type OS Homo sapiens GN PFKM PE 1 SV 2
56.61
213.03
Elongation factor Tu mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN TUFM PE 1 SV 2
107.29
405.90
60S ribosomal protein L27 OS Homo sapiens GN RPL27 PE 1 SV 2
12.58
48.34
Serine arginine rich splicing factor 1 OS Homo sapiens GN SRSF1 PE 1 SV 2
81.38
314.01

485.97
158.61
317.77
657.56
169.79
400.44
24.75
247.18
396.96
1163.90
343.06
45.84
229.09
16.87
160.21
357.95
34.77
79.24
525.01
970.80
524.41
65.87
12.56
245.19
1748.73
593.18
664.37
2.38
480.29
763.27
490.57
109.73
627.16
142.13
543.06
63.77
1337.70
35.03
363.13
59.79
23.91
930.18
253.54
282.74
801.83
185.81
410.05
1003.72
418.17
1618.02
137.52
215.86
397.32
43.06
60.79
172.78
1319.74
61.46
7.17
188.17
1732.49
10.33
497.33
190.76
540.99
331.58
268.49
325.36
108.71
575.63
294.96
183.07
752.37
158.02
54.57
624.04
60.25
415.66
85.46
7.73
362.54
367.60
66.97
120.00
196.20
311.26
95.43

0.46
0.46
0.46
0.46
0.46
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.43
0.43
0.43
0.43
0.42
0.42
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.38
0.37
0.37
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.32
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.28
0.28
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.26
0.26
0.26

ARRS_HUMAN
U5S1_HUMAN
SYPH_HUMAN
PSA4_HUMAN
STXB1_HUMAN
AATM_HUMAN
S10AB_HUMAN
SRSF9_HUMAN
TBB3_HUMAN
PRDX6_HUMAN
IF5A1_HUMAN
TCPZ_HUMAN
VDAC3_HUMAN
GNAT1_HUMAN
SET_HUMAN
VDAC2_HUMAN
SPRC_HUMAN
XLRS1_HUMAN
ODO2_HUMAN
RS3_HUMAN
ALDH2_HUMAN
RL34_HUMAN
ARPC4_HUMAN
1433B_HUMAN
RS6_HUMAN
MDHC_HUMAN
UCRIL_HUMAN
THIL_HUMAN
FSCN1_HUMAN
TPM3_HUMAN
CAZA2_HUMAN
QCR2_HUMAN
RS13_HUMAN
STIP1_HUMAN
CDC42_HUMAN
DHX9_HUMAN
ACTH_HUMAN
DDAH1_HUMAN
ODPB_HUMAN
IMMT_HUMAN
HS12A_HUMAN
ROA3_HUMAN
CLH1_HUMAN
SYAC_HUMAN
SAR1A_HUMAN
RS7_HUMAN
STX3_HUMAN
GDE_HUMAN
E41L2_HUMAN
RL7_HUMAN
HNRH3_HUMAN
RAB1C_HUMAN
HSP74_HUMAN
GNAI2_HUMAN
ELAV1_HUMAN
ADT2_HUMAN
HMGB1_HUMAN
DCD_HUMAN
ROA1_HUMAN
ERP29_HUMAN
RL4_HUMAN
PLOD3_HUMAN
HMGN1_HUMAN
SCRN1_HUMAN
KAD1_HUMAN
ILF3_HUMAN
ATPG_HUMAN
RS23_HUMAN
IDH3A_HUMAN
PCBP2_HUMAN
GBB1_HUMAN
TXND5_HUMAN
RL13A_HUMAN
H2AY_HUMAN
PAP1L_HUMAN
RS28_HUMAN
NDUS3_HUMAN
PHB_HUMAN
CADM1_HUMAN
COPA_HUMAN
RS26_HUMAN
ACLY_HUMAN
RS11_HUMAN
RL14_HUMAN
AN32A_HUMAN
PGRC1_HUMAN
TCPD_HUMAN

71 (70)
1
2
1
10 (8)
15 (14)
6
1
102 (7)
24 (23)
10 (9)
1
7 (6)
25 (20)
1
21 (20)
3
4
1
12 (11)
2
3
2
27 (7)
4
12 (11)
2 (1)
2
5
14 (6)
4 (2)
9
12 (10)
1
2
9
116 (2)
10 (9)
5 (4)
2
2
3
32 (31)
1
1
4
1
4
8
8 (7)
3
10 (4)
9
5 (1)
2
48 (8)
9 (6)
3
16 (15)
5
1
7 (5)
5
1
2
5
9
2
4
8 (5)
29 (12)
2
2
13 (12)
2
1
1
8
1
4
3
4
7 (5)
6
1
4 (3)
1

S arrestin OS Homo sapiens GN SAG PE 2 SV 3
4588.53 17900.00
116 kDa U5 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein component OS Homo sapiens GN EFTUD2 PE24.01
1 SV 1
94.96
Synaptophysin OS Homo sapiens GN SYP PE 1 SV 3
75.05
296.86
Proteasome subunit alpha type 4 OS Homo sapiens GN PSMA4 PE 1 SV 1
3.69
14.67
Syntaxin binding protein 1 OS Homo sapiens GN STXBP1 PE 1 SV 1
203.19
812.03
Aspartate aminotransferase mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN GOT2 PE 1 SV 3
585.17 2342.69
Protein S100 A11 OS Homo sapiens GN S100A11 PE 1 SV 2
27.43
110.42
Serine arginine rich splicing factor 9 OS Homo sapiens GN SRSF9 PE 1 SV 1
13.34
53.79
Tubulin beta 3 chain OS Homo sapiens GN TUBB3 PE 1 SV 2
143.94
583.37
Peroxiredoxin 6 OS Homo sapiens GN PRDX6 PE 1 SV 3
531.53 2158.37
Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5A 1 OS Homo sapiens GN EIF5A PE 1 SV 2
20.47
83.77
T complex protein 1 subunit zeta OS Homo sapiens GN CCT6A PE 1 SV 3
13.55
55.53
Voltage dependent anion selective channel protein 3 OS Homo sapiens GN VDAC3 PE 1 SV
91.47
1
376.09
Guanine nucleotide binding protein G t subunit alpha 1 OS Homo sapiens GN GNAT1 PE862.84
1 SV 5
3548.14
Protein SET OS Homo sapiens GN SET PE 1 SV 3
26.29
108.46
Voltage dependent anion selective channel protein 2 OS Homo sapiens GN VDAC2 PE 1 561.09
SV 2
2316.13
SPARC OS Homo sapiens GN SPARC PE 1 SV 1
3.35
14.00
Retinoschisin OS Homo sapiens GN RS1 PE 1 SV 2
47.01
197.02
Dihydrolipoyllysine residue succinyltransferase component of 2 oxoglutarate dehydrogenase
4.11complex17.28
m
40S ribosomal protein S3 OS Homo sapiens GN RPS3 PE 1 SV 2
99.97
421.22
Aldehyde dehydrogenase mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN ALDH2 PE 1 SV 2
28.91
121.93
60S ribosomal protein L34 OS Homo sapiens GN RPL34 PE 1 SV 3
11.63
49.19
Actin related protein 2 3 complex subunit 4 OS Homo sapiens GN ARPC4 PE 1 SV 3
13.61
57.63
14 3 3 protein beta alpha OS Homo sapiens GN YWHAB PE 1 SV 3
60.96
259.31
40S ribosomal protein S6 OS Homo sapiens GN RPS6 PE 1 SV 1
20.78
90.58
Malate dehydrogenase cytoplasmic OS Homo sapiens GN MDH1 PE 1 SV 4
323.04 1412.15
Putative cytochrome b c1 complex subunit Rieske like protein 1 OS Homo sapiens GN UQCRFS1P1
6.10
PE26.94
5 SV
Acetyl CoA acetyltransferase mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN ACAT1 PE 1 SV 1
21.33
94.67
Fascin OS Homo sapiens GN FSCN1 PE 1 SV 3
46.59
210.68
Tropomyosin alpha 3 chain OS Homo sapiens GN TPM3 PE 1 SV 1
25.87
118.54
F actin capping protein subunit alpha 2 OS Homo sapiens GN CAPZA2 PE 1 SV 3
33.89
156.83
Cytochrome b c1 complex subunit 2 mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN UQCRC2 PE 1 SV
125.06
3
581.30
40S ribosomal protein S13 OS Homo sapiens GN RPS13 PE 1 SV 2
14.47
69.83
Stress induced phosphoprotein 1 OS Homo sapiens GN STIP1 PE 1 SV 1
7.41
36.33
Cell division control protein 42 homolog OS Homo sapiens GN CDC42 PE 1 SV 2
9.03
44.66
ATP dependent RNA helicase A OS Homo sapiens GN DHX9 PE 1 SV 4
151.60
751.12
Actin gamma enteric smooth muscle OS Homo sapiens GN ACTG2 PE 1 SV 1
44.01
218.40
N G N G dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase 1 OS Homo sapiens GN DDAH1 PE 1 192.85
SV 3
961.42
Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 component subunit beta mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN53.62
PDHB PE 283.86
1 SV 3
Mitochondrial inner membrane protein OS Homo sapiens GN IMMT PE 1 SV 1
18.48
98.40
Heat shock 70 kDa protein 12A OS Homo sapiens GN HSPA12A PE 1 SV 2
23.17
124.64
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A3 OS Homo sapiens GN HNRNPA3 PE 1 SV 2 69.61
377.48
Clathrin heavy chain 1 OS Homo sapiens GN CLTC PE 1 SV 5
390.16 2126.74
Alanine tRNA ligase cytoplasmic OS Homo sapiens GN AARS PE 1 SV 2
2.79
15.36
GTP binding protein SAR1a OS Homo sapiens GN SAR1A PE 1 SV 1
11.92
65.98
40S ribosomal protein S7 OS Homo sapiens GN RPS7 PE 1 SV 1
11.86
66.33
Syntaxin 3 OS Homo sapiens GN STX3 PE 1 SV 3
13.15
75.08
Glycogen debranching enzyme OS Homo sapiens GN AGL PE 1 SV 3
80.90
462.14
Band 4 1 like protein 2 OS Homo sapiens GN EPB41L2 PE 1 SV 1
78.45
458.52
60S ribosomal protein L7 OS Homo sapiens GN RPL7 PE 1 SV 1
28.42
167.15
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H3 OS Homo sapiens GN HNRNPH3 PE 1 SV 2 37.28
219.34
Putative Ras related protein Rab 1C OS Homo sapiens GN RAB1C PE 5 SV 2
22.72
136.52
Heat shock 70 kDa protein 4 OS Homo sapiens GN HSPA4 PE 1 SV 4
83.13
503.19
Guanine nucleotide binding protein G i subunit alpha 2 OS Homo sapiens GN GNAI2 PE 1 11.90
SV 3
72.57
ELAV like protein 1 OS Homo sapiens GN ELAVL1 PE 1 SV 2
12.11
74.66
ADP ATP translocase 2 OS Homo sapiens GN SLC25A5 PE 1 SV 7
118.84
733.99
High mobility group protein B1 OS Homo sapiens GN HMGB1 PE 1 SV 3
39.94
249.39
Dermcidin OS Homo sapiens GN DCD PE 1 SV 2
33.23
211.08
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1 OS Homo sapiens GN HNRNPA1 PE 1 SV 5137.57
882.00
Endoplasmic reticulum resident protein 29 OS Homo sapiens GN ERP29 PE 1 SV 4
18.59
120.60
60S ribosomal protein L4 OS Homo sapiens GN RPL4 PE 1 SV 5
10.00
65.80
Procollagen lysine 2 oxoglutarate 5 dioxygenase 3 OS Homo sapiens GN PLOD3 PE 1 SV 1 1.81
11.96
Non histone chromosomal protein HMG 14 OS Homo sapiens GN HMGN1 PE 1 SV 3
41.12
281.13
Secernin 1 OS Homo sapiens GN SCRN1 PE 1 SV 2
7.74
53.11
Adenylate kinase isoenzyme 1 OS Homo sapiens GN AK1 PE 1 SV 3
38.47
269.17
Interleukin enhancer binding factor 3 OS Homo sapiens GN ILF3 PE 1 SV 3
30.49
213.56
ATP synthase subunit gamma mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN ATP5C1 PE 1 SV 1
97.33
682.67
40S ribosomal protein S23 OS Homo sapiens GN RPS23 PE 1 SV 3
7.85
56.60
Isocitrate dehydrogenase NAD subunit alpha mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN IDH3A PE
56.80
1 SV 1 412.59
Poly rC binding protein 2 OS Homo sapiens GN PCBP2 PE 1 SV 1
31.12
228.88
Guanine nucleotide binding protein G I G S G T subunit beta 1 OS Homo sapiens GN GNB1
305.34
PE 1 SV 32273.19
Thioredoxin domain containing protein 5 OS Homo sapiens GN TXNDC5 PE 1 SV 2
0.70
5.19
60S ribosomal protein L13a OS Homo sapiens GN RPL13A PE 1 SV 2
3.40
25.35
Core histone macro H2A 1 OS Homo sapiens GN H2AFY PE 1 SV 4
286.71 2173.43
Polyadenylate binding protein 1 like OS Homo sapiens GN PABPC1L PE 2 SV 1
1.29
9.89
40S ribosomal protein S28 OS Homo sapiens GN RPS28 PE 1 SV 1
0.76
5.91
NADH dehydrogenase ubiquinone iron sulfur protein 3 mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN7.22
NDUFS3 PE
56.88
1
Prohibitin OS Homo sapiens GN PHB PE 1 SV 1
37.18
296.61
Cell adhesion molecule 1 OS Homo sapiens GN CADM1 PE 1 SV 2
11.37
92.66
Coatomer subunit alpha OS Homo sapiens GN COPA PE 1 SV 2
6.01
49.96
40S ribosomal protein S26 OS Homo sapiens GN RPS26 PE 1 SV 3
3.67
31.61
ATP citrate synthase OS Homo sapiens GN ACLY PE 1 SV 3
1.71
14.74
40S ribosomal protein S11 OS Homo sapiens GN RPS11 PE 1 SV 3
10.87
94.71
60S ribosomal protein L14 OS Homo sapiens GN RPL14 PE 1 SV 4
17.64
158.20
Acidic leucine rich nuclear phosphoprotein 32 family member A OS Homo sapiens GN ANP32A
8.69 PE 1 SV
79.28
1
Membrane associated progesterone receptor component 1 OS Homo sapiens GN PGRMC1
14.60
PE 1 SV 3135.44
T complex protein 1 subunit delta OS Homo sapiens GN CCT4 PE 1 SV 4
6.10
57.25

2616.12
68.12
67.95
50.77
304.80
785.73
400.06
116.51
51.55
1205.58
492.77
47.86
97.51
238.70
140.30
408.31
160.41
93.03
9.21
1009.32
24.66
165.96
177.76
246.02
400.01
694.73
0.88
49.49
462.20
589.17
29.82
269.83
371.60
112.90
73.88
531.68
80.31
243.22
182.88
27.26
0.39
123.69
1366.97
40.39
96.95
268.42
1.01
26.37
75.52
361.26
114.64
63.64
308.62
52.88
74.76
690.01
290.44
51.42
1217.56
504.79
129.64
322.85
15.05
9.32
55.32
269.55
93.20
213.83
222.26
394.36
298.64
61.07
83.40
418.58
78.67
93.05
13.36
505.53
0.00
231.07
196.48
149.68
161.20
422.13
72.61
169.92
44.73
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0.25
0.25
0.25
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0.25
0.25
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0.24
0.24
0.24
0.24
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0.24
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.24
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0.18
0.18
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0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17
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0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
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0.12
0.12
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11

SSRA_HUMAN
CAND1_HUMAN
GDIR1_HUMAN
MATR3_HUMAN
KGUA_HUMAN
KRT82_HUMAN
PURA_HUMAN
NB5R3_HUMAN
GPDM_HUMAN
PCYOX_HUMAN
KCRU_HUMAN
TPM1_HUMAN
PSA7_HUMAN
ADT1_HUMAN
KRT83_HUMAN
PRDX4_HUMAN
NFM_HUMAN
SAHH_HUMAN
RS9_HUMAN
DHB12_HUMAN
H90B2_HUMAN
RL24_HUMAN
GPM6A_HUMAN
PCNA_HUMAN
TEBP_HUMAN
HPRT_HUMAN
PCBP3_HUMAN
RS4X_HUMAN
C1QBP_HUMAN
NONO_HUMAN
GSTM2_HUMAN
RL13_HUMAN
IPYR_HUMAN
HS74L_HUMAN
PARP1_HUMAN
ROA0_HUMAN
RTN4_HUMAN
TBA8_HUMAN
GDAP1_HUMAN
M2OM_HUMAN
PRPS2_HUMAN
ROM1_HUMAN
CAZA1_HUMAN
RL23A_HUMAN
EF1B_HUMAN
RL15_HUMAN
COBA1_HUMAN
K1H2_HUMAN
GSTM3_HUMAN
CD20_HUMAN
GBLP_HUMAN
FUBP1_HUMAN
VAMP3_HUMAN
VA0D1_HUMAN
SC23B_HUMAN
CD81_HUMAN
ERLN2_HUMAN
RL9_HUMAN
VATE1_HUMAN
RBM3_HUMAN
MET7A_HUMAN
CYBP_HUMAN

1
3
1
3
4
3
2
6
3
1
4
18 (7)
2
46 (6)
11 (2)
10 (3)
16 (1)
1
8 (7)
2
35 (2)
3
1
2
1
4
7 (2)
6
1
1
4 (3)
4 (3)
3
1
2
1
2 (1)
83 (1)
1
6
1
3 (2)
2 (1)
2 (1)
2
2
2
4 (1)
2 (1)
1
1
1
2 (1)
1
1
1
2 (1)
1
1
1
1
1

Translocon associated protein subunit alpha OS Homo sapiens GN SSR1 PE 1 SV 3
1.03
10.27
80.67
Cullin associated NEDD8 dissociated protein 1 OS Homo sapiens GN CAND1 PE 1 SV 2 14.47
146.44
95.79
Rho GDP dissociation inhibitor 1 OS Homo sapiens GN ARHGDIA PE 1 SV 3
3.06
31.91
81.38
Matrin 3 OS Homo sapiens GN MATR3 PE 1 SV 2
22.56
240.09
128.03
Guanylate kinase OS Homo sapiens GN GUK1 PE 1 SV 2
18.06
211.12
6.89
Keratin type II cuticular Hb2 OS Homo sapiens GN KRT82 PE 1 SV 3
26.88
322.84
122.35
Transcriptional activator protein Pur alpha OS Homo sapiens GN PURA PE 1 SV 2
10.34
129.13
11.13
NADH cytochrome b5 reductase 3 OS Homo sapiens GN CYB5R3 PE 1 SV 3
15.30
193.33
203.80
Glycerol 3 phosphate dehydrogenase mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN GPD2 PE 1 SV 3 2.28
31.34
79.02
Prenylcysteine oxidase 1 OS Homo sapiens GN PCYOX1 PE 1 SV 3
1.73
24.11
0.79
Creatine kinase U type mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens GN CKMT1A PE 1 SV 1
23.97
338.63
127.65
Tropomyosin alpha 1 chain OS Homo sapiens GN TPM1 PE 1 SV 2
9.09
129.92
659.36
Proteasome subunit alpha type 7 OS Homo sapiens GN PSMA7 PE 1 SV 1
3.69
54.48
121.08
ADP ATP translocase 1 OS Homo sapiens GN SLC25A4 PE 1 SV 4
28.80
432.49
155.97
Keratin type II cuticular Hb3 OS Homo sapiens GN KRT83 PE 1 SV 2
10.85
172.60
51.34
Peroxiredoxin 4 OS Homo sapiens GN PRDX4 PE 1 SV 1
0.76
12.30
196.28
Neurofilament medium polypeptide OS Homo sapiens GN NEFM PE 1 SV 3
5.06
85.50
186.09
Adenosylhomocysteinase OS Homo sapiens GN AHCY PE 1 SV 4
1.52
29.13
15.32
40S ribosomal protein S9 OS Homo sapiens GN RPS9 PE 1 SV 3
4.45
93.29
509.44
Estradiol 17 beta dehydrogenase 12 OS Homo sapiens GN HSD17B12 PE 1 SV 2
3.19
68.13
42.99
Putative heat shock protein HSP 90 beta 2 OS Homo sapiens GN HSP90AB2P PE 1 SV 2
0.55
12.93
157.86
60S ribosomal protein L24 OS Homo sapiens GN RPL24 PE 1 SV 1
2.11
49.88
250.52
Neuronal membrane glycoprotein M6 a OS Homo sapiens GN GPM6A PE 1 SV 2
1.98
49.69
0.31
Proliferating cell nuclear antigen OS Homo sapiens GN PCNA PE 1 SV 1
2.66
69.40
201.97
Prostaglandin E synthase 3 OS Homo sapiens GN PTGES3 PE 1 SV 1
1.18
34.94
91.50
Hypoxanthine guanine phosphoribosyltransferase OS Homo sapiens GN HPRT1 PE 1 SV 2 4.83
160.04
13.68
Poly rC binding protein 3 OS Homo sapiens GN PCBP3 PE 1 SV 2
2.15
84.19
1.24
40S ribosomal protein S4 X isoform OS Homo sapiens GN RPS4X PE 1 SV 2
1.18
49.95
255.44
Complement component 1 Q subcomponent binding protein mitochondrial OS Homo sapiens
0.72GN C1QBP
31.27PE 1 S 0.00
Non POU domain containing octamer binding protein OS Homo sapiens GN NONO PE 1 SV1.58
4
69.27
18.98
Glutathione S transferase Mu 2 OS Homo sapiens GN GSTM2 PE 1 SV 2
1.88
87.69
63.11
60S ribosomal protein L13 OS Homo sapiens GN RPL13 PE 1 SV 4
0.91
44.79
190.40
Inorganic pyrophosphatase OS Homo sapiens GN PPA1 PE 1 SV 2
4.41
217.92
52.68
Heat shock 70 kDa protein 4L OS Homo sapiens GN HSPA4L PE 1 SV 3
0.95
47.34
8.67
Poly ADP ribose polymerase 1 OS Homo sapiens GN PARP1 PE 1 SV 4
2.32
142.52
73.23
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A0 OS Homo sapiens GN HNRNPA0 PE 1 SV 1 0.87
57.03
0.00
Reticulon 4 OS Homo sapiens GN RTN4 PE 1 SV 2
0.59
40.54
6.40
Tubulin alpha 8 chain OS Homo sapiens GN TUBA8 PE 1 SV 1
0.95
83.28
1.13
Ganglioside induced differentiation associated protein 1 OS Homo sapiens GN GDAP1 PE 10.49
SV 3
61.33
16.50
Mitochondrial 2 oxoglutarate malate carrier protein OS Homo sapiens GN SLC25A11 PE 1 SV
0.95
3
186.83
55.58
Ribose phosphate pyrophosphokinase 2 OS Homo sapiens GN PRPS2 PE 1 SV 2
0.99
214.61
31.62
Rod outer segment membrane protein 1 OS Homo sapiens GN ROM1 PE 1 SV 2
0.00
62.68
0.00
F actin capping protein subunit alpha 1 OS Homo sapiens GN CAPZA1 PE 1 SV 3
0.00
3.92
20.68
60S ribosomal protein L23a OS Homo sapiens GN RPL23A PE 1 SV 1
0.00
12.46
31.72
Elongation factor 1 beta OS Homo sapiens GN EEF1B2 PE 1 SV 3
0.00
37.56
100.54
60S ribosomal protein L15 OS Homo sapiens GN RPL15 PE 1 SV 2
0.00
6.62
70.48
Collagen alpha 1 XI chain OS Homo sapiens GN COL11A1 PE 1 SV 4
0.00
2.05
152.80
Keratin type I cuticular Ha2 OS Homo sapiens GN KRT32 PE 1 SV 3
0.00
62.21
5.85
Glutathione S transferase Mu 3 OS Homo sapiens GN GSTM3 PE 1 SV 3
0.00
27.02
13.20
B lymphocyte antigen CD20 OS Homo sapiens GN MS4A1 PE 1 SV 1
0.00
31.68
0.64
Guanine nucleotide binding protein subunit beta 2 like 1 OS Homo sapiens GN GNB2L1 PE 0.00
1 SV 3
10.07
98.41
Far upstream element binding protein 1 OS Homo sapiens GN FUBP1 PE 1 SV 3
0.00
10.75
46.91
Vesicle associated membrane protein 3 OS Homo sapiens GN VAMP3 PE 1 SV 3
0.00
48.91
0.47
V type proton ATPase subunit d 1 OS Homo sapiens GN ATP6V0D1 PE 1 SV 1
0.00
91.87
4.86
Protein transport protein Sec23B OS Homo sapiens GN SEC23B PE 1 SV 2
0.00
29.79
52.27
CD81 antigen OS Homo sapiens GN CD81 PE 1 SV 1
0.00
9.22
39.40
Erlin 2 OS Homo sapiens GN ERLIN2 PE 1 SV 1
0.00
49.51
2.77
60S ribosomal protein L9 OS Homo sapiens GN RPL9 PE 1 SV 1
0.00
11.13
110.16
V type proton ATPase subunit E 1 OS Homo sapiens GN ATP6V1E1 PE 1 SV 1
0.00
22.62
8.98
Putative RNA binding protein 3 OS Homo sapiens GN RBM3 PE 1 SV 1
0.00
15.59
35.49
Methyltransferase like protein 7A OS Homo sapiens GN METTL7A PE 1 SV 1
0.00
43.27
0.00
Calcyclin binding protein OS Homo sapiens GN CACYBP PE 1 SV 2
0.00
5.96
6.87

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Accession
E7F8F6
Q6IQJ2
Q6P271
B8A518
Q8AY63
Q7ZVG7
F1R4K1
F1QEH9
Q6NWJ5
Q6NW90
B0R068
Q9DGL6
Q6P972
F1QCY2
Q6NYE1
E7F8S4
B8A5L6
F1R2V7
R4GE02
A3KPR4
F1QKY8
Q0D274
Q6PE34
Q08BA1
E9QCD1
Q6PC12
B0S5Q5
B8JKS7
F1RCB6
Q7T334
Q8JHI0
Q6NYR4
Q6ZM17
F1Q766
Q6PC89
Q1LWN2
E7EXF4
E7EZA5
G1K2M4
F1QIH4
F1R3D3
Q6PC95
E9QJ96
Q6DHS1
B8JKS9
F1R887
F1QGY1
F1R2W8
F1QV15
F1RBF6
E7EXT3
F1QTW6
E7FES0
Q3B7P7
G1K2L0
F1R9V3
B8JKT0
Q803M8
E9QBP3
E7F4R9
F1Q8F1
F1QC15
Q6NYQ7
F1R4Z1
F8W4M7
Q6PGX4
Q9DDU5
Q7ZU62
B0R193
E9QBV1
F1QVD3
Q7ZUM0
Q6TH14
F1R6T2
A8KBJ5
Q6TNP9
Q08BV6
Q6NX10
Q6P102
B3DFZ2
F1R966
Q90WX5
Q7ZW20
B3DH85
Q801E6
F1R7H5
Q9I8N9

Peptides
216 (56)
181 (19)
177 (16)
154 (1)
156 (113)
109 (106)
153 (2)
155 (7)
127 (1)
138 (3)
138 (23)
127 (25)
106 (8)
107 (1)
90 (74)
89 (85)
93 (7)
92 (90)
103 (6)
105 (102)
91 (1)
82 (79)
97 (5)
100 (96)
87 (2)
91 (28)
93 (2)
93 (3)
75 (2)
67 (64)
86 (37)
71 (16)
70 (67)
81 (53)
72 (22)
60 (4)
78 (4)
74 (1)
75 (2)
67 (1)
67 (66)
70 (1)
66 (8)
68 (13)
68 (2)
52 (1)
64 (1)
54 (2)
51 (2)
56 (10)
57 (33)
50 (3)
32 (28)
54 (2)
52 (1)
45 (2)
53 (1)
53 (20)
47 (1)
38
37 (23)
45 (1)
42 (41)
41 (40)
37
44 (2)
45 (31)
49 (1)
48 (1)
39 (8)
46
46 (6)
44 (1)
43 (1)
58 (38)
41 (0)
37 (1)
44 (2)
43 (12)
47 (2)
35 (3)
38 (27)
41 (12)
40
36 (34)
56 (12)
36 (30)

Abundancies (fmol)
Fold changes
Protein Name
Normal retina
degen
regen
d/n
r/n
r/d
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN atp1a3b PE 3 SV 1
6915.43 2963.76
4384.60
0.43
0.63
1.48
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN zgc 153264 PE 2 SV 1
3946.03 1657.20
3538.93
0.42
0.90
2.14
ATPase Na K transporting alpha 3a polypeptide OS Danio rerio GN atp1a3a PE 22576.49
SV 1
1570.92
1399.20
0.61
0.54
0.89
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN tuba1c PE 3 SV 1
99.56
157.31
47.11
1.58
0.47
0.30
Brain subtype creatine kinase OS Danio rerio GN ckbb PE 2 SV 1
37200.00 13835.97 30493.49
0.37
0.82
2.20
Fibrinogen gamma polypeptide OS Danio rerio GN fgg PE 2 SV 1
3432.91 44784.84
2527.73
13.05
0.74
0.06
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN tubb4b PE 3 SV 1
319.74
108.77
167.25
0.34
0.52
1.54
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN zgc 123194 PE 2 SV 1
1015.41
380.29
646.53
0.37
0.64
1.70
Tubulin alpha 6 OS Danio rerio GN tuba8l4 PE 2 SV 1
89.23
24.64
70.73
0.28
0.79
2.87
Tubulin beta 5 OS Danio rerio GN tubb5 PE 2 SV 1
186.86
96.18
755.06
0.51
4.04
7.85
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN atp1a1b PE 3 SV 1
1585.41 1297.40
914.73
0.82
0.58
0.71
ATPase Na K transporting alpha 1 polypeptide OS Danio rerio GN atp1a1a 1 PE 21271.62
SV 1
1338.56
963.26
1.05
0.76
0.72
Tubulin alpha 2 OS Danio rerio GN tuba2 PE 2 SV 1
1052.15
452.61
535.19
0.43
0.51
1.18
Uncharacterized protein Fragment OS Danio rerio GN tuba8l3 PE 2 SV 1
19.96
69.36
2.59
3.47
0.13
0.04
Fibrinogen B beta polypeptide OS Danio rerio GN fgb PE 2 SV 1
3930.02 24819.79
3885.62
6.32
0.99
0.16
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN LOC557518 PE 4 SV 1
18800.00 3183.47 13387.38
0.17
0.71
4.21
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN fga PE 2 SV 1
207.81 1391.59
269.68
6.70
1.30
0.19
ATP synthase subunit beta OS Danio rerio GN zgc 163069 PE 3 SV 1
21400.00 8374.40 13174.89
0.39
0.62
1.57
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN si ch211 113a14 11 PE 3 SV 1
1021.67
548.09
1290.85
0.54
1.26
2.36
Histone H4 OS Danio rerio GN si ch211 113a14 26 PE 3 SV 1
86200.00 29674.51 117936.48
0.34
1.37
3.97
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN zgc 112335 PE 3 SV 1
1.90
1.06
84.06
0.56
44.24
79.16
ES1 protein mitochondrial OS Danio rerio GN es1 PE 2 SV 1
48800.00 7100.04 30812.23
0.15
0.63
4.34
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN zgc 65894 PE 2 SV 1
724.76
388.15
359.11
0.54
0.50
0.93
ATP synthase subunit alpha OS Danio rerio GN atp5a1 PE 2 SV 1
25600.00 9648.77 16999.85
0.38
0.66
1.76
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN fga PE 2 SV 1
189.47
242.23
221.79
1.28
1.17
0.92
Enolase 1 Alpha OS Danio rerio GN eno1a PE 2 SV 1
5352.18 2265.52
3203.73
0.42
0.60
1.41
ATPase Na K transporting alpha 2a polypeptide OS Danio rerio GN atp1a2a PE 2 SV55.11
1
18.73
30.25
0.34
0.55
1.61
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN atp1a1a 4 PE 3 SV 1
148.33
83.88
137.87
0.57
0.93
1.64
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN zgc 86725 PE 3 SV 1
17.90
40.67
31.02
2.27
1.73
0.76
Malate dehydrogenase OS Danio rerio GN mdh2 PE 2 SV 1
15500.00 4752.55
8621.78
0.31
0.56
1.81
Solute carrier family 25 alpha member 5 OS Danio rerio GN slc25a5 PE 2 SV 1 9026.63 3436.62
6146.24
0.38
0.68
1.79
Heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein OS Danio rerio GN hspa8 PE 2 SV 1
1297.72
951.97
1405.81
0.73
1.08
1.48
Hemoglobin subunit alpha OS Danio rerio GN si xx by187g17 1 PE 2 SV 1
8953.80 14078.70
8035.42
1.57
0.90
0.57
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN ckmt2a PE 2 SV 1
17400.00 3379.30 13281.13
0.19
0.76
3.93
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN eno1b PE 2 SV 1
2233.21
593.84
1326.14
0.27
0.59
2.23
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN vtg1 PE 2 SV 1
63.06
542.50
20.36
8.60
0.32
0.04
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN CR762436 3 PE 4 SV 1
140.86
85.01
101.97
0.60
0.72
1.20
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN CU302436 6 PE 4 SV 1
44.41
11.03
31.10
0.25
0.70
2.82
Histone H2B OS Danio rerio GN si ch211 113a14 22 PE 3 SV 1
38.43
2.69
31.25
0.07
0.81
11.60
Histone H2B OS Danio rerio GN si ch211 113a14 15 PE 3 SV 1
7.63
13.61
17.37
1.78
2.28
1.28
Glyceraldehyde 3 phosphate dehydrogenase OS Danio rerio GN gapdhs PE 3 SV15200.00
1
5405.71
9475.22
0.36
0.62
1.75
Tubulin alpha 8 like 2 OS Danio rerio GN tuba8l2 PE 2 SV 1
41.26
28.80
65.79
0.70
1.59
2.28
14 3 3 protein beta alpha A OS Danio rerio GN ywhaba PE 2 SV 1
1204.91
803.94
1215.27
0.67
1.01
1.51
Actin alpha 2 smooth muscle aorta OS Danio rerio GN acta2 PE 2 SV 1
2067.11 2344.66
1965.14
1.13
0.95
0.84
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN atp1a1a 2 PE 3 SV 1
39.33
61.15
15.12
1.55
0.38
0.25
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN vtg4 PE 2 SV 1
13.46
1.17
33.60
0.09
2.50
28.83
Histone H2B OS Danio rerio GN zgc 171759 PE 3 SV 1
25.68
6.01
21.55
0.23
0.84
3.58
Uncharacterized protein Fragment OS Danio rerio GN si ch211 202a12 4 PE 2 SV 2114.04
121.08
181.34
0.57
0.85
1.50
Uncharacterized protein Fragment OS Danio rerio GN vtg6 PE 4 SV 1
1.43
45.93
1.83
32.12
1.28
0.04
14 3 3 protein beta alpha B OS Danio rerio GN ywhabb PE 3 SV 1
683.58
605.69
617.81
0.89
0.90
1.02
Phosphorylase OS Danio rerio GN pygmb PE 3 SV 1
3858.30 1537.67
2530.41
0.40
0.66
1.65
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN vtg5 PE 4 SV 1
99.60
58.44
73.21
0.59
0.73
1.25
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN apoa1b PE 3 SV 1
788.72 5522.89
606.42
7.00
0.77
0.11
Ubiquitin A 52 residue ribosomal protein fusion product 1 OS Danio rerio GN uba52
34.97
PE 2
46.05
145.66
1.32
4.17
3.16
Histone H2B OS Danio rerio GN si ch211 113a14 28 PE 3 SV 1
9.63
45.87
7.31
4.76
0.76
0.16
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN hspa8l PE 3 SV 1
36.17
37.81
62.86
1.05
1.74
1.66
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN atp1a1a 3 PE 3 SV 1
81.56
20.49
40.20
0.25
0.49
1.96
Tryosine 3 monooxygenase tryptophan 5 monooxygenase activation protein zeta
1429.12
polypeptid685.68
872.94
0.48
0.61
1.27
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN actb1 PE 2 SV 1
23.07
18.38
28.16
0.80
1.22
1.53
Isocitrate dehydrogenase NADP OS Danio rerio PE 3 SV 1
8112.66 2237.86
5259.15
0.28
0.65
2.35
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN inab PE 3 SV 1
2874.20 1263.82
4068.94
0.44
1.42
3.22
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN actb2 PE 2 SV 1
24.15
11.53
7.44
0.48
0.31
0.65
Nicotinamide nucleotide transhydrogenase OS Danio rerio GN nnt PE 2 SV 1 6464.18 2361.81
3201.27
0.37
0.50
1.36
Uncharacterized protein Fragment OS Danio rerio GN arr3a PE 4 SV 1
9049.65 1651.96
8827.55
0.18
0.98
5.34
Uncharacterized protein Fragment OS Danio rerio GN aco2 PE 4 SV 2
5099.46 1411.41
2953.59
0.28
0.58
2.09
Heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein OS Danio rerio GN hsc70 PE 2 SV 1
163.30
49.42
106.46
0.30
0.65
2.15
Glutathione S transferase pi OS Danio rerio GN gstp1 PE 2 SV 1
4428.71 1945.12
3264.85
0.44
0.74
1.68
Uncharacterized protein Fragment OS Danio rerio GN rps27a PE 2 SV 1
242.77
99.76
128.29
0.41
0.53
1.29
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN ubb PE 4 SV 1
18.13
7.59
16.12
0.42
0.89
2.12
Clathrin heavy chain OS Danio rerio GN cltcb PE 2 SV 1
440.64
136.14
200.52
0.31
0.46
1.47
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN rlbp1a PE 2 SV 1
9699.62 4095.60
6614.05
0.42
0.68
1.61
Tyrosine 3 monooxygenase tryptophan 5 monooxygenase activation protein theta
418.65
polypepti229.97
291.08
0.55
0.70
1.27
Enolase 1 Alpha OS Danio rerio GN eno3 PE 2 SV 1
36.82
24.55
27.24
0.67
0.74
1.11
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN tuba1b PE 2 SV 1
66.33
38.46
59.33
0.58
0.89
1.54
Histone H3 OS Danio rerio GN si ch211 113a14 23 PE 2 SV 1
29800.00 8253.03 29962.24
0.28
1.01
3.63
Tubulin alpha 2 OS Danio rerio GN tuba8l PE 2 SV 1
0.00
0.00
0.00 #DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN ckba PE 2 SV 1
23.66
10.53
16.53
0.44
0.70
1.57
Solute carrier family 25 Mitochondrial carrier adenine nucleotide translocator membe
208.69
143.45
85.75
0.69
0.41
0.60
Tyrosine 3 monooxygenase tryptophan 5 monooxygenase activation protein beta
1024.73
polypeptid638.32
939.69
0.62
0.92
1.47
Atp1a1a 5 protein OS Danio rerio GN atp1a1a 5 PE 2 SV 1
151.17
154.21
149.91
1.02
0.99
0.97
Clathrin heavy chain OS Danio rerio GN cltca PE 3 SV 1
92.59
62.78
42.70
0.68
0.46
0.68
Cone transducin alpha subunit OS Danio rerio GN gnat2 PE 2 SV 1
4224.81
819.99
2772.17
0.19
0.66
3.38
Tyrosine 3 monooxygenase tryptophan 5 monooxygenase activation protein epsilon
472.10
polypep245.56
377.14
0.52
0.80
1.54
NCAM OS Danio rerio GN ncam1a PE 2 SV 1
4605.29 2216.54
3488.09
0.48
0.76
1.57
Malate dehydrogenase OS Danio rerio GN mdh1aa PE 2 SV 1
5726.41 2105.16
4464.82
0.37
0.78
2.12
Histone H2A Fragment OS Danio rerio GN zgc 195633 PE 3 SV 1
3652.84 1457.10
3076.48
0.40
0.84
2.11
Brain type fatty acid binding protein OS Danio rerio GN fabp7a PE 2 SV 1
1579.89 1036.53
7618.57
0.66
4.82
7.35

B0S730
E7EZ16
Q6GQM9
Q7SYK7
Q7T3G2
E7F354
Q66I80
F8W3W8
A2ATX5
B0UXR9
Q5CZQ1
Q7T2P7
Q6PC86
Q6P3J5
F1QV28
Q6P025
G1K2S9
B7ZV62
Q5RG12
B8JLJ3
F1QXV8
Q6DGJ6
Q7ZU59
E7FC32
Q503C7
F1QM13
B2GTW6
Q6NX09
A2BEN1
E7F5U9
E7FA49
E9QBF0
A5PMG2
F8W3M5
Q6DRD1
Q8AWD0
Q6PC38
F1QCE3
Q6P3L3
E7FCD8
E9QEB6
F1RBS6
E7FD96
B3DFP9
B8JIS1
F1QCD4
Q7ZV39
E7FBE9
Q6P603
Q6PC53
Q803H5
E7F5N5
Q5RH26
Q6TH32
Q6PBP1
Q6NWC1
F1R9C4
Q78AP9
Q6P6E0
E7EXJ0
Q7ZUW4
Q7SZZ5
Q50LC6
Q5TZD2
Q90WX6
Q6P981
E9QDI1
F1QCV3
Q52JI4
Q7ZTT0
Q6DH91
Q6PHI8
I3ISI4
Q6P969
U3JAS0
F8W3A5
A3KPR3
E7FDP2
B8JL43
Q1MTI1
E9QFJ1
I3IS66
Q7T368
F1QDG2
F1R5X8
B8JKN6
F1R2R5
Q4V914
F1RC82

41 (4)
37 (22)
30 (8)
33 (23)
36 (2)
36 (2)
27 (26)
26 (7)
27 (12)
31 (5)
29 (2)
25 (16)
34 (5)
26
29 (2)
22
42 (25)
25 (22)
26 (11)
30 (1)
21 (19)
18 (17)
42 (18)
26 (4)
23 (2)
17
23 (22)
19
26 (8)
24
22
18 (11)
23 (2)
17 (2)
22 (19)
20 (14)
18 (17)
21
19 (11)
19 (1)
15 (3)
15
13 (9)
16 (13)
12
14 (8)
13 (9)
16 (15)
12
15
10 (6)
10
10
21 (20)
13 (8)
17 (15)
13 (6)
13 (1)
10
12 (4)
13 (2)
13 (6)
14 (1)
12
11 (6)
10
12 (10)
16 (3)
10
34 (7)
16 (1)
10
10 (4)
8 (2)
10
7
9 (8)
7 (3)
8 (7)
6
7 (3)
7 (2)
8 (7)
10 (9)
6
9
8 (1)
6
7

Solute carrier family 25 Mitochondrial carrier adenine nucleotide translocator membe
456.21
242.66
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN hsp90ab1 PE 3 SV 1
1603.96 1389.99
Enolase 2 OS Danio rerio GN eno2 PE 2 SV 1
649.52
464.60
Aspartate aminotransferase OS Danio rerio GN got2a PE 2 SV 1
3557.09
776.98
Tyrosine 3 monooxygenase tryptophan 5 monooxygenase activation protein eta 121.48
polypeptide 92.55
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN ywhag2 PE 4 SV 1
228.26
88.51
Fatty acid binding protein 11a OS Danio rerio GN fabp11a PE 2 SV 1
1994.21 4494.46
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN mbpa PE 2 SV 1
1454.90 1222.12
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN inaa PE 3 SV 1
2076.04
715.31
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN mcm5 PE 3 SV 1
285.87
192.65
Tyrosine 3 monooxygenase tryptophan 5 monooxygenase activation protein epsilon
54.27
polypep 16.57
Glutamine synthetase OS Danio rerio GN glula PE 2 SV 1
4442.82 2197.70
Creatine kinase mitochondrial 2 Sarcomeric OS Danio rerio GN ckmt2b PE 2 SV 1638.09
91.27
Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 2 OS Danio rerio GN eef2b PE 2 SV 1 1378.61 1958.57
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN zgc 112515 PE 3 SV 1
162.77
58.09
Gnb3 protein OS Danio rerio GN gnb3b PE 2 SV 1
3228.10
562.80
Histone H3 OS Danio rerio GN h3f3b 1 PE 2 SV 1
13500.00 4262.27
N ethylmaleimide sensitive factor OS Danio rerio GN nsfa PE 2 SV 1
3244.75
799.10
Heat shock protein 90 alpha 2 OS Danio rerio GN hsp90aa1 2 PE 2 SV 1
904.40
254.68
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN ywhaz PE 3 SV 1
15.08
3.89
Phosphoglycerate kinase OS Danio rerio GN pgk1 PE 2 SV 1
3714.93 1174.72
Peroxiredoxin 2 OS Danio rerio GN prdx2 PE 2 SV 1
2430.92
903.59
Histone H2A Fragment OS Danio rerio GN h2afvb PE 2 SV 1
3612.21 1414.36
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN tubb1 PE 3 SV 1
422.24
263.45
Phosphorylase OS Danio rerio GN pygma PE 2 SV 1
83.99
41.46
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN stxbp1a PE 4 SV 1
1812.36
741.35
Citrate synthase OS Danio rerio GN cs PE 2 SV 1
3736.94 1722.58
Hexokinase 1 OS Danio rerio GN hk1 PE 2 SV 1
2902.47 1169.04
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN atp6v1aa PE 3 SV 1
529.61
243.09
Pyruvate kinase OS Danio rerio GN pkma PE 2 SV 1
4585.77 1808.36
L lactate dehydrogenase OS Danio rerio GN ldhbb PE 2 SV 1
7900.35 2759.46
Triosephosphate isomerase OS Danio rerio GN tpi1b PE 2 SV 1
2316.59
896.69
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN si ch211 199o1 2 PE 2 SV 1
74.65
51.97
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN mbpa PE 2 SV 2
545.46
405.42
ATP synthase oligomycin sensitivity conferral protein OS Danio rerio GN atp5o PE
3340.45
2 SV 1
968.31
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN vdac2 PE 2 SV 1
1851.47
768.20
Recoverin OS Danio rerio GN rcv1 PE 2 SV 1
1971.44
312.41
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN prdx5 PE 2 SV 1
1586.87
708.54
Heat shock protein 5 OS Danio rerio GN hspa5 PE 2 SV 1
436.48
869.52
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN atp6v1ab PE 3 SV 1
14.83
11.80
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN arf1l PE 2 SV 1
216.09
85.92
Nucleoside diphosphate kinase OS Danio rerio GN nme2b 2 PE 2 SV 1
642.19
775.25
Elongation factor 1 alpha OS Danio rerio GN eef1a1l1 PE 2 SV 1
2133.45 1438.70
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN apoa2 PE 2 SV 1
480.78 2939.69
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN atp5f1 PE 4 SV 1
2084.08
677.19
Aspartate aminotransferase OS Danio rerio GN got2b PE 3 SV 1
1498.19
449.81
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN zgc 56235 PE 2 SV 1
1094.72
473.63
Nucleoside diphosphate kinase OS Danio rerio GN nme2a PE 2 SV 1
2424.55
461.62
Annexin OS Danio rerio GN anxa2a PE 2 SV 1
221.13 1481.16
Peptidyl prolyl cis trans isomerase OS Danio rerio GN ppiab PE 2 SV 1
3025.93 1208.54
Gnb1l protein OS Danio rerio GN gnb1b PE 2 SV 1
1399.92
611.51
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN LOC798555 PE 4 SV 1
1562.43
747.68
ATP synthase subunit gamma OS Danio rerio GN atp5c1 PE 3 SV 1
1761.19
583.13
Muscle cofilin 2 OS Danio rerio GN cfl1 PE 2 SV 1
2270.48 1291.50
Guanine nucleotide binding protein G protein alpha activating activity polypeptide
882.80
O
413.54
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN vdac1 PE 2 SV 1
3272.46 1540.38
Uncharacterized protein Fragment OS Danio rerio GN atp2b1b PE 3 SV 1
489.35
175.75
ADP ribosylation factor 3b OS Danio rerio GN arf3b PE 2 SV 1
12.80
4.09
ATP synthase H transporting mitochondrial F0 complex subunit g OS Danio rerio1658.62
GN at
602.93
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN gnai2a PE 4 SV 1
519.65
185.12
ADP ribosylation factor 5 OS Danio rerio GN arf5 PE 2 SV 1
31.39
20.46
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN vamp2 PE 4 SV 1
1806.63
588.84
Glutathione S transferase pi 2 OS Danio rerio GN gstp2 PE 2 SV 1
7.15
15.16
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN prdx6 PE 4 SV 1
1220.10 1142.44
Guanine nucleotide binding protein G protein alpha transducing activity polypeptide
477.05
130.44
Opn1sw1 protein OS Danio rerio GN opn1sw1 PE 2 SV 1
2166.20
395.48
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN apoc1l PE 2 SV 1
405.18 1573.04
Glutamine synthetase OS Danio rerio GN glulb PE 2 SV 1
238.62
120.67
Beta B2 crystallin OS Danio rerio GN crybb2 PE 2 SV 1
622.42 1407.95
Histone H2A OS Danio rerio GN phc2b PE 2 SV 1
7792.33 3647.22
Histone H2B OS Danio rerio GN zgc 92591 PE 3 SV 1
511.68
751.91
Tkt protein OS Danio rerio GN tktb PE 2 SV 1
652.58
328.56
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN fabp3 PE 2 SV 1
324.22
258.14
Elongation factor 1 alpha OS Danio rerio GN eef1a1a PE 2 SV 1
202.48
36.08
Synaptosomal associated protein OS Danio rerio GN snap25a PE 3 SV 1
1395.28
319.31
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN dnm1a PE 3 SV 1
1063.75
234.96
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN histh1l PE 3 SV 1
1810.28
523.90
6 phosphofructokinase OS Danio rerio GN pfkpa PE 2 SV 1
849.93
624.71
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN tfa PE 2 SV 1
103.08
575.42
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN stx1b PE 3 SV 1
814.68
418.70
6 phosphofructokinase OS Danio rerio GN pfkpb PE 3 SV 1
312.44
73.36
Triosephosphate isomerase A Fragment OS Danio rerio GN tpi1a PE 2 SV 1
138.58
43.83
Pyruvate dehydrogenase Lipoamide beta OS Danio rerio GN pdhb PE 2 SV 1
985.43
287.78
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN ompa PE 4 SV 1
1101.14
314.72
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN vdac3 PE 2 SV 1
962.72
592.82
Peptidyl prolyl cis trans isomerase OS Danio rerio GN ppiaa PE 2 SV 1
746.90
496.28
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN atp2b3a PE 3 SV 1
69.73
19.82
Histone H2A OS Danio rerio GN h2afy2 PE 2 SV 1
976.83
164.87
Uncharacterized protein Fragment OS Danio rerio GN pvrl1b PE 4 SV 1
1084.04
343.02

180.49
1939.98
415.67
2343.20
166.91
183.06
1565.31
544.40
1371.81
184.78
21.11
2815.82
402.73
2446.07
215.32
1756.87
12112.39
1836.45
767.87
4.67
2138.67
1911.55
3980.24
553.50
65.94
876.84
2446.74
1574.77
450.78
2388.42
4828.61
1738.13
58.04
552.18
1864.94
875.30
1732.78
1404.09
554.37
25.80
135.14
861.44
1855.08
404.28
1263.23
867.46
465.80
1667.20
738.70
2771.07
710.35
934.90
956.16
2202.09
527.10
2961.40
289.12
15.12
1195.17
294.04
26.65
1078.66
5.20
866.84
386.39
1284.70
294.52
169.15
376.04
10608.32
2257.27
803.95
910.86
33.97
636.35
694.28
2179.58
812.28
126.34
532.30
123.26
72.21
419.84
917.41
325.97
1072.96
30.46
573.63
587.55

0.53
0.87
0.72
0.22
0.76
0.39
2.25
0.84
0.34
0.67
0.31
0.49
0.14
1.42
0.36
0.17
0.32
0.25
0.28
0.26
0.32
0.37
0.39
0.62
0.49
0.41
0.46
0.40
0.46
0.39
0.35
0.39
0.70
0.74
0.29
0.41
0.16
0.45
1.99
0.80
0.40
1.21
0.67
6.11
0.32
0.30
0.43
0.19
6.70
0.40
0.44
0.48
0.33
0.57
0.47
0.47
0.36
0.32
0.36
0.36
0.65
0.33
2.12
0.94
0.27
0.18
3.88
0.51
2.26
0.47
1.47
0.50
0.80
0.18
0.23
0.22
0.29
0.74
5.58
0.51
0.23
0.32
0.29
0.29
0.62
0.66
0.28
0.17
0.32

0.40
1.21
0.64
0.66
1.37
0.80
0.78
0.37
0.66
0.65
0.39
0.63
0.63
1.77
1.32
0.54
0.90
0.57
0.85
0.31
0.58
0.79
1.10
1.31
0.79
0.48
0.65
0.54
0.85
0.52
0.61
0.75
0.78
1.01
0.56
0.47
0.88
0.88
1.27
1.74
0.63
1.34
0.87
0.84
0.61
0.58
0.43
0.69
3.34
0.92
0.51
0.60
0.54
0.97
0.60
0.90
0.59
1.18
0.72
0.57
0.85
0.60
0.73
0.71
0.81
0.59
0.73
0.71
0.60
1.36
4.41
1.23
2.81
0.17
0.46
0.65
1.20
0.96
1.23
0.65
0.39
0.52
0.43
0.83
0.34
1.44
0.44
0.59
0.54

0.74
1.40
0.89
3.02
1.80
2.07
0.35
0.45
1.92
0.96
1.27
1.28
4.41
1.25
3.71
3.12
2.84
2.30
3.02
1.20
1.82
2.12
2.81
2.10
1.59
1.18
1.42
1.35
1.85
1.32
1.75
1.94
1.12
1.36
1.93
1.14
5.55
1.98
0.64
2.19
1.57
1.11
1.29
0.14
1.87
1.93
0.98
3.61
0.50
2.29
1.16
1.25
1.64
1.71
1.27
1.92
1.65
3.70
1.98
1.59
1.30
1.83
0.34
0.76
2.96
3.25
0.19
1.40
0.27
2.91
3.00
2.45
3.53
0.94
1.99
2.95
4.16
1.30
0.22
1.27
1.68
1.65
1.46
2.91
0.55
2.16
1.54
3.48
1.71

E7FAV1
F1R5T1
Q7T3D3
Q9DGL2
F1Q5F3
E7F0A1
B8A4H6
Q4V8S5
F1R319
Q6PBJ3
O93548
Q6PC92
E7FBA5
F8W246
F1QLR1
F1QTL9
B8JL30
B0S5D8
D2K290
E9QG44
Q6XG62
Q6NYU8
Q803Q7
Q4VBU7
F1QAM8
Q6TNV0
F1REN2
Q7T306
F1QTU1
I3ITF4
F1R314
Q6DHE8
Q6NW56
Q6NUX8
E7FAZ5
E7F1F5
Q8UUT4
Q803W0
F1R0G9
E9QJ49
Q6PH15
Q6NX86
Q6PC77
Q6NYA1
Q5XTP0
Q801U8
F1QZL6
F1QCS6
Q1MTC4
Q5BJB9
Q5RGB5
F1R8E1
F1Q9A4
F1R6L4
F1REH8
Q568Q7
Q0ZBR7
F1R3Q3
H9GY51
Q6DH01
Q6NUZ3
F1QE30
B3DFN3
Q803J2
Q567N5
H9GXR0
F1RCH5
B0S6H6
F8W470
Q8AWD9
B8JJJ5
B8JIS8
Q6YBS2
Q7T1D8
Q7SZC9
Q6NUV2
A7YY99
E9QFY9
Q6PFT7
B8JK71
F1QS18
Q803B0
Q566W6
Q4V8S2
F1QDK2
E9QB23
Q6DRE6
F1QZQ1
Q6PBW3

7 (6)
7
6 (1)
5
7 (5)
5
6
7
7
7 (1)
8
7
5 (2)
8
7 (4)
7
9 (8)
8 (7)
5 (4)
5 (3)
6
5 (2)
5
6
5 (3)
5 (3)
5
8 (1)
5
5
4 (2)
6 (1)
5
6 (1)
5
4
3
3
5
4
5
6
7
3 (1)
3
5
4
3
6 (3)
3
4
3 (0)
4
4
2
3
4 (3)
2
3 (2)
2
2 (1)
3
4 (3)
4
2
3 (2)
2 (1)
4
3 (1)
3
2
3
2
2
2 (1)
2 (1)
3 (2)
3
2
3
2 (1)
2
2
3
2 (1)
2 (0)
2
2
2

Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN btbd17b PE 4 SV 1
874.80
316.42
Uncharacterized protein Fragment OS Danio rerio GN slc12a5b PE 4 SV 1
873.64
252.74
Guanine nucleotide binding protein G protein alpha inhibiting activity polypeptide24.31
1
19.66
ATPase Na K transporting beta 2a polypeptide OS Danio rerio GN atp1b2a PE 2 SV
670.22
1
364.27
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN lmnb1 PE 2 SV 1
388.18
131.49
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN pfn1 PE 4 SV 1
430.30
788.15
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN pgam1b PE 3 SV 1
1302.67
439.36
Acbd7 protein OS Danio rerio GN acbd7 PE 4 SV 1
556.70
248.56
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN slc25a11 PE 3 SV 1
594.35
200.04
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN vamp1 PE 4 SV 1
31.77
24.97
Embryonic 1 beta globin OS Danio rerio GN bE1 PE 2 SV 1
1277.63 2273.81
ADP ribosylation factor like 3 like 1 OS Danio rerio GN arl3l1 PE 2 SV 1
736.10
151.11
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN arf4a PE 3 SV 1
145.18
231.07
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN rps13 PE 4 SV 1
331.58
155.35
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN cox4i2 PE 4 SV 1
308.10
125.97
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN hnrnpa0b PE 4 SV 1
779.71
165.42
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN hmgb2a PE 2 SV 1
883.94
266.06
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN zc3h13 PE 2 SV 1
748.48
272.42
Complexin 3b OS Danio rerio GN cplx3b PE 2 SV 1
685.41
37.31
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio PE 3 SV 1
357.96
270.60
Ictacalcin OS Danio rerio GN icn PE 4 SV 1
162.48
196.88
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A B OS Danio rerio GN hnrnpaba PE 2 352.89
SV 1
95.96
Fructose bisphosphate aldolase OS Danio rerio GN aldoaa PE 2 SV 1
751.58
346.01
Cytochrome c oxidase subunit Vaa OS Danio rerio GN cox5aa PE 2 SV 1
346.77
130.58
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN vim PE 3 SV 1
112.23
39.68
Cytochrome c oxidase subunit IV isoform 1 OS Danio rerio GN cox4i1 PE 2 SV 1 140.78
130.58
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN slc25a3a PE 2 SV 1
1214.97
366.06
Ckmb protein OS Danio rerio GN ckmb PE 2 SV 1
24.14
6.18
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN pde6c PE 4 SV 1
484.74
87.86
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN zgc 73075 PE 2 SV 1
511.46
32.37
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN zgc 110425 PE 3 SV 1
165.95
130.71
Ras homolog gene family member Ad OS Danio rerio GN rhoad PE 2 SV 1
13.11
8.47
KH domain containing RNA binding signal transduction associated 1 OS Danio rerio
1118.53
GN k
244.55
Ras homolog gene family member Aa OS Danio rerio GN rhoaa PE 2 SV 1
42.01
18.16
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN hp1bp3 PE 3 SV 1
578.90
59.27
Guanine nucleotide binding protein subunit gamma OS Danio rerio GN gngt2b PE626.01
3 SV 1
59.37
DMbeta1 OS Danio rerio GN gpm6aa PE 2 SV 1
583.31
345.34
DEAD Asp Glu Ala Asp box polypeptide 39b OS Danio rerio GN ddx39ab PE 2 SV 1285.99
94.44
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN slc25a12 PE 2 SV 1
442.89
362.30
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN slc25a3b PE 2 SV 1
329.24
363.72
Solute carrier family 1 Glial high affinity glutamate transporter member 2 OS Danio
367.47
406.78
High mobility group box 1 OS Danio rerio GN hmgb1a PE 2 SV 1
772.46
204.28
ATP synthase H transporting mitochondrial F0 complex subunit d OS Danio rerio 918.16
GN at
216.18
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN hnrnpabb PE 2 SV 1
260.71
65.50
Crystallin gamma S1 OS Danio rerio GN crygs1 PE 2 SV 1
86.35
363.70
Rhodopsin OS Danio rerio GN opn1mw2 PE 3 SV 1
1396.95
382.20
Glucose 6 phosphate isomerase OS Danio rerio GN gpia PE 3 SV 1
514.03
142.18
Uncharacterized protein Fragment OS Danio rerio GN LOC100537765 PE 3 SV 1 379.68
195.45
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN vtg2 PE 2 SV 1
19.89
90.47
Prdx3 protein OS Danio rerio GN prdx3 PE 2 SV 1
605.84
73.18
Si ch211 255d18 4 OS Danio rerio GN rab3ab PE 2 SV 1
306.49
138.36
Uncharacterized protein Fragment OS Danio rerio GN ncor2 PE 4 SV 1
0.00
0.00
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN cox7a2a PE 4 SV 1
329.80
107.62
Uncharacterized protein Fragment OS Danio rerio GN cirbp PE 4 SV 1
566.26
117.35
Annexin OS Danio rerio GN anxa13 PE 2 SV 1
68.53
40.42
Stathmin OS Danio rerio GN stmn1b PE 2 SV 1
488.38
94.84
Macrophage migration inhibitory factor OS Danio rerio GN mif PE 4 SV 1
206.04
88.05
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN sept6 PE 2 SV 1
161.23
49.62
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio PE 4 SV 1
444.15
127.86
Retinoschisis X linked juvenile 1 OS Danio rerio GN rs1 PE 2 SV 1
854.89
266.96
Synaptotagmin binding cytoplasmic RNA interacting protein OS Danio rerio GN syncrip
90.42PE
45.20
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN atp6v0a1b PE 4 SV 1
226.15
80.41
Lamin B2 OS Danio rerio GN lmnb2 PE 2 SV 1
216.11
83.76
Ubiquitin conjugating enzyme E2N OS Danio rerio GN ube2na PE 2 SV 1
142.41
60.22
Ribosomal protein L6 OS Danio rerio GN rpl6 PE 2 SV 1
133.48
61.84
Uncharacterized protein Fragment OS Danio rerio GN zgc 85829 PE 4 SV 1
45.82
12.17
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN zgc 86599 PE 2 SV 1
31.30
16.21
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN sypb PE 2 SV 1
470.10
356.96
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN sagb PE 4 SV 1
57.33
22.20
Ctsd protein OS Danio rerio GN ctsd PE 2 SV 1
112.96
179.83
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN guk1b PE 4 SV 1
303.19
69.04
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN gstm PE 3 SV 1
159.47
50.80
Adenylyl cyclase associated protein OS Danio rerio GN cap1 PE 2 SV 1
182.02
86.68
Phb protein OS Danio rerio GN phb PE 2 SV 1
172.38
66.75
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein R OS Danio rerio GN hnrnpr PE 2 SV 1 78.27
1.30
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN saga PE 2 SV 1
19.00
6.14
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN atp5ia PE 4 SV 1
134.17
45.19
Galectin OS Danio rerio GN lgals9l1 PE 4 SV 1
48.71
244.53
Coactosin like 1 OS Danio rerio GN cotl1 PE 2 SV 1
113.17
166.96
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN cep170a PE 4 SV 1
257.31
119.48
Uncharacterized protein Fragment OS Danio rerio GN LOC100002384 PE 4 SV 1 29.53
13.06
Heat shock 60kD protein 1 Chaperonin OS Danio rerio GN hspd1 PE 2 SV 1
96.42
53.13
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN zgc 112425 PE 2 SV 1
283.19
82.13
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN rcvrna PE 2 SV 1
128.64
16.91
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio PE 4 SV 1
463.97
249.00
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN si dkey 16p6 1 PE 4 SV 2
0.00
0.00
60S ribosomal protein L12 OS Danio rerio GN rpl12 PE 2 SV 1
1703.88
442.25
Uncharacterized protein Fragment OS Danio rerio PE 4 SV 1
212.30
119.19
Ribosomal protein S14 OS Danio rerio GN rps14 PE 2 SV 1
88.88
66.32

412.67
322.54
12.92
402.58
483.75
490.85
623.03
426.05
308.45
12.07
1050.97
618.01
117.64
389.42
310.36
956.83
778.86
440.12
148.17
580.74
633.18
292.99
548.21
454.52
290.92
152.47
482.99
33.08
418.38
680.16
299.95
9.56
669.63
33.96
295.31
279.61
244.97
316.45
423.84
309.90
223.85
459.04
562.48
223.94
50.57
866.03
192.35
229.43
21.22
287.22
148.72
0.00
156.39
1066.45
52.76
476.37
153.77
115.92
207.25
481.52
113.11
125.11
331.77
121.30
149.53
3.00
16.79
423.96
109.03
98.77
262.95
99.58
120.01
150.02
41.59
25.54
79.98
79.88
116.34
192.49
23.90
40.43
329.21
138.38
559.13
0.00
989.74
140.42
96.77

0.36
0.29
0.81
0.54
0.34
1.83
0.34
0.45
0.34
0.79
1.78
0.21
1.59
0.47
0.41
0.21
0.30
0.36
0.05
0.76
1.21
0.27
0.46
0.38
0.35
0.93
0.30
0.26
0.18
0.06
0.79
0.65
0.22
0.43
0.10
0.09
0.59
0.33
0.82
1.10
1.11
0.26
0.24
0.25
4.21
0.27
0.28
0.51
4.55
0.12
0.45
#DIV/0!
0.33
0.21
0.59
0.19
0.43
0.31
0.29
0.31
0.50
0.36
0.39
0.42
0.46
0.27
0.52
0.76
0.39
1.59
0.23
0.32
0.48
0.39
0.02
0.32
0.34
5.02
1.48
0.46
0.44
0.55
0.29
0.13
0.54
#DIV/0!
0.26
0.56
0.75

0.47
0.37
0.53
0.60
1.25
1.14
0.48
0.77
0.52
0.38
0.82
0.84
0.81
1.17
1.01
1.23
0.88
0.59
0.22
1.62
3.90
0.83
0.73
1.31
2.59
1.08
0.40
1.37
0.86
1.33
1.81
0.73
0.60
0.81
0.51
0.45
0.42
1.11
0.96
0.94
0.61
0.59
0.61
0.86
0.59
0.62
0.37
0.60
1.07
0.47
0.49
#DIV/0!
0.47
1.88
0.77
0.98
0.75
0.72
0.47
0.56
1.25
0.55
1.54
0.85
1.12
0.07
0.54
0.90
1.90
0.87
0.87
0.62
0.66
0.87
0.53
1.34
0.60
1.64
1.03
0.75
0.81
0.42
1.16
1.08
1.21
#DIV/0!
0.58
0.66
1.09

1.30
1.28
0.66
1.11
3.68
0.62
1.42
1.71
1.54
0.48
0.46
4.09
0.51
2.51
2.46
5.78
2.93
1.62
3.97
2.15
3.22
3.05
1.58
3.48
7.33
1.17
1.32
5.35
4.76
21.01
2.29
1.13
2.74
1.87
4.98
4.71
0.71
3.35
1.17
0.85
0.55
2.25
2.60
3.42
0.14
2.27
1.35
1.17
0.23
3.92
1.07
#DIV/0!
1.45
9.09
1.31
5.02
1.75
2.34
1.62
1.80
2.50
1.56
3.96
2.01
2.42
0.25
1.04
1.19
4.91
0.55
3.81
1.96
1.38
2.25
32.02
4.16
1.77
0.33
0.70
1.61
1.83
0.76
4.01
8.18
2.25
#DIV/0!
2.24
1.18
1.46

Q68EH2
A5PMV7
Q6DGL0
F1QS69
F1RDA6
F1R8U0
Q6PC35
F1QYB8
F1Q8I5
Q285P3
Q6NYJ9
B0UYN4
F6NL35
Q6PFS4
Q6PBJ8
Q568W2
B0S782
E9QFG9
Q803J3
Q804G7
Q6PBW8
Q6PBR5
E7F8T4
F1R3A7
F1Q912
E7F2M5
F1RE68
Q1LYH0
E9QDX1
Q6DH51
F1QHM2
I3ITE4
B0S5B9
Q6DGZ5
Q5XJS8
Q567H2
B0S5R8
F1R9S7
Q6P937
F1QJV7
B8JIQ1
Q5RI07
H9GYP7
E7F6Q2
Q6NWH2
Q6P3K5
Q90Z34
Q6P948
Q6DRC0
F1R541
B3DIV6
G1K2H6
Q7ZUS9
F1QFC0
F1QPX6
Q5TZ35
F1QS28
Q6DH14
B8JIS3
E9QC84
Q7ZUI4
F1R096
E7FDL7
Q6P5M3
F1R443
Q24JW2
E9QDC7

2
2 (1)
2
1
1
1
1 (0)
3 (2)
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
1
1 (0)
1
2
1
1
1
1
2 (1)
2 (1)
1
1
1
2 (1)
1 (0)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2 (1)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN ak1 PE 2 SV 1
101.03
202.45
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN ppp2r1a PE 2 SV 1
28.43
12.05
ribosomal protein L18 OS Danio rerio GN rpl18 PE 2 SV 1
75.43
41.37
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN ndufa13 PE 4 SV 1
78.89
15.01
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN ndufs1 PE 4 SV 1
102.32
42.17
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN zgc 153629 PE 3 SV 1
76.30
539.26
ATPase H transporting lysosomal V1 subunit H OS Danio rerio GN atp6v1h PE 2 SV 10.00
0.00
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN rab1bb PE 3 SV 1
291.73
140.50
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN lsm14aa PE 2 SV 1
956.77
609.41
Facilitated glucose transporter 1 OS Danio rerio GN slc2a1a PE 2 SV 1
237.34
346.88
Adaptor related protein complex 2 beta 1 subunit OS Danio rerio GN ap2b1 PE 2187.96
SV 1
34.21
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN zgc 162944 PE 4 SV 1
55.85
40.94
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN si ch211 214j24 9 PE 2 SV 1
161.05
23.83
Inner membrane protein mitochondrial Mitofilin OS Danio rerio GN immt PE 2 SV 91.81
1
8.00
Peptidyl prolyl cis trans isomerase OS Danio rerio GN fkbp1aa PE 4 SV 1
142.68
61.79
Atp6v1b2 protein OS Danio rerio GN atp6v1b2 PE 2 SV 1
183.25
85.90
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN si dkey 199k11 6 PE 4 SV 1
0.00
0.00
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN si dkey 22i16 2 PE 2 SV 1
272.93
108.48
RAB2A member RAS oncogene family OS Danio rerio GN rab2a PE 2 SV 1
145.14
41.58
Annexin OS Danio rerio GN anxa4 PE 2 SV 1
10.83
47.51
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN lypla2 PE 2 SV 1
103.27
42.69
ATPase H transporting V1 subunit G isoform 1 OS Danio rerio GN atp6v1g1 PE 4 SV
170.96
1
107.80
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN LOC100006782 PE 4 SV 1
226.55
173.17
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN si dkey 190j3 4 PE 4 SV 2
27.92
7.15
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN si dkey 261p22 1 PE 4 SV 4
6.59
52.44
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN BX957297 2 PE 4 SV 1
260.47
261.88
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN srsf11 PE 2 SV 1
78.57
62.20
Uncharacterized protein Fragment OS Danio rerio GN si dkey 110c1 7 PE 4 SV 1 118.68
42.15
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN si dkey 222h21 6 PE 4 SV 1
28.11
4.82
Polyglutamine binding protein 1 like OS Danio rerio GN pqbp1 PE 2 SV 1
0.00
0.00
Uncharacterized protein Fragment OS Danio rerio GN LOC556118 PE 3 SV 1
77.77
14.87
Acidic leucine rich nuclear phosphoprotein 32 family member E Fragment OS Danio
107.96
rerio
8.16
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN sypa PE 4 SV 1
181.25
139.98
Guanine nucleotide binding protein subunit gamma OS Danio rerio GN gng7 PE 3 SV
19.21
1
6.43
Hydroxysteroid 17 beta dehydrogenase 10 OS Danio rerio GN hsd17b10 PE 2 SV 176.55
23.05
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN zgc 112056 PE 2 SV 1
55.10
17.57
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN LOC100535341 PE 4 SV 1
55.85
8.50
Uncharacterized protein Fragment OS Danio rerio GN pdca PE 4 SV 1
56.61
2.78
Clathrin light chain Lca OS Danio rerio GN clta PE 2 SV 1
77.02
37.50
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN ddt PE 4 SV 1
49.16
11.41
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN si dkeyp 80c12 7 PE 4 SV 1
140.02
216.81
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN pdcb PE 2 SV 1
69.67
3.10
Plastin 2 Fragment OS Danio rerio GN lcp1 PE 4 SV 1
1.82
24.46
Dihydropyrimidinase related protein 3 OS Danio rerio GN dpysl3 PE 2 SV 1
99.22
59.99
MARCKS like 2 OS Danio rerio GN marcksl1b PE 2 SV 1
17.34
20.64
Krt5 protein OS Danio rerio GN krt5 PE 2 SV 1
75.53
149.06
ATPase Na K transporting beta 2b polypeptide OS Danio rerio GN atp1b2b PE 2 SV55.57
1
7.76
Pdha1 protein OS Danio rerio GN pdha1a PE 2 SV 1
33.36
14.27
Seryl tRNA synthetase OS Danio rerio GN sars PE 2 SV 1
60.12
26.00
Uncharacterized protein Fragment OS Danio rerio GN rab1ba PE 2 SV 1
36.36
9.59
Dihydrolipoamide S acetyltransferase E2 component of pyruvate dehydrogenase complex
47.66 O 5.75
Keratin type I cytoskeletal 18 OS Danio rerio GN krt18 PE 2 SV 1
44.99
39.98
Electron transfer flavoprotein alpha polypeptide OS Danio rerio GN etfa PE 2 SV 143.96
10.38
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN hspa9 PE 3 SV 1
21.71
10.06
Uncharacterized protein Fragment OS Danio rerio GN zgc 152830 PE 4 SV 1
24.74
33.94
Si dkey 30j22 11 OS Danio rerio GN vsnl1a PE 2 SV 1
54.79
8.56
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN hnrnpa0a PE 4 SV 1
116.65
13.34
Beta A1 crystallin OS Danio rerio GN cryba1a PE 2 SV 1
120.03
209.91
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN eps8l3 PE 2 SV 1
72.26
19.38
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN ap2b1 PE 4 SV 1
27.61
0.43
Thioredoxin OS Danio rerio GN zgc 56493 PE 3 SV 1
42.49
24.63
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN sh3bp5lb PE 4 SV 2
0.00
138.54
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN LOC100331323 PE 4 SV 1
53.99
5.10
Ribosomal protein S9 OS Danio rerio GN rps9 PE 2 SV 1
29.40
16.96
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN spna2 PE 2 SV 1
23.77
1.31
Lysozyme OS Danio rerio GN lyz PE 2 SV 1
0.00
66.17
Uncharacterized protein OS Danio rerio GN si dkey 211i20 2 PE 4 SV 3
50.03
40.48

54.70
0.00
100.08
61.19
56.94
197.69
0.00
241.93
953.77
164.64
77.36
72.53
122.23
8.07
138.67
81.80
0.00
32.50
95.43
29.49
75.15
158.98
159.72
13.40
4.67
51.56
58.75
65.27
15.07
0.00
49.77
44.05
89.29
4.69
33.28
16.13
0.80
46.19
35.97
25.05
450.71
35.94
2.76
81.75
16.44
152.13
20.82
16.02
30.62
41.47
27.88
62.62
12.65
39.05
12.89
31.29
70.85
107.60
66.93
18.98
34.49
0.00
22.40
39.18
13.40
0.00
117.86

2.00
0.42
0.55
0.19
0.41
7.07
#DIV/0!
0.48
0.64
1.46
0.18
0.73
0.15
0.09
0.43
0.47
#DIV/0!
0.40
0.29
4.39
0.41
0.63
0.76
0.26
7.96
1.01
0.79
0.36
0.17
#DIV/0!
0.19
0.08
0.77
0.33
0.30
0.32
0.15
0.05
0.49
0.23
1.55
0.04
13.44
0.60
1.19
1.97
0.14
0.43
0.43
0.26
0.12
0.89
0.24
0.46
1.37
0.16
0.11
1.75
0.27
0.02
0.58
#DIV/0!
0.09
0.58
0.06
#DIV/0!
0.81

0.54
0.00
1.33
0.78
0.56
2.59
#DIV/0!
0.83
1.00
0.69
0.41
1.30
0.76
0.09
0.97
0.45
#DIV/0!
0.12
0.66
2.72
0.73
0.93
0.71
0.48
0.71
0.20
0.75
0.55
0.54
#DIV/0!
0.64
0.41
0.49
0.24
0.43
0.29
0.01
0.82
0.47
0.51
3.22
0.52
1.52
0.82
0.95
2.01
0.37
0.48
0.51
1.14
0.58
1.39
0.29
1.80
0.52
0.57
0.61
0.90
0.93
0.69
0.81
#DIV/0!
0.41
1.33
0.56
#DIV/0!
2.36

0.27
0.00
2.42
4.08
1.35
0.37
#DIV/0!
1.72
1.57
0.47
2.26
1.77
5.13
1.01
2.24
0.95
#DIV/0!
0.30
2.30
0.62
1.76
1.47
0.92
1.87
0.09
0.20
0.94
1.55
3.12
#DIV/0!
3.35
5.40
0.64
0.73
1.44
0.92
0.09
16.62
0.96
2.19
2.08
11.59
0.11
1.36
0.80
1.02
2.69
1.12
1.18
4.32
4.85
1.57
1.22
3.88
0.38
3.65
5.31
0.51
3.45
44.04
1.40
0.00
4.39
2.31
10.22
0.00
2.91
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